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INTRODUCTION

A positive relationship has been reported between the amount of
0
academic learning time (ALT) and academic achievement of normal students
in regular classroom settings.

There has been a dearth of data prior to

the present study, however, indicating whether this relationship exists
for handicapped'children.

This project investigated the relationship of

academic learning time and achievement in reading and mathematics of
mildly handicapped students within the context of different special
education delivery systems.

Academic learning time includes the amount

of instructional time allocated to reading and mathematics, the amount

of time in which students are engaged during the allocated time, and the
degree of student task success when engaged.

During the first one and a half years of the project, descriptive
data were collected to determine the amount and kinds of ALT provided to
mildly handicapped students and its relationship to student achievement
in reading and mathematics in self-contained, resource room, and
mainstream settings.

During the last one and a half years interventions

based on the descriptive results were carried out and evaluated in terms
of their success in increasing the ALT of mildly handicapped students,
as well as their academic achievement.

Near the end of the project, a

teacher's manual was prepared which summarized the effects of various
teaching strategies on the ALT and achievement of mildly handicapped
students.

't,orviaw of This Report
1.

This section of the report contains the manual written

for special education teachers (and administrators) summarizing the

1
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findings from the present study and others,

Altaough the language of the

manual is intentionally non - technical, it does present a relatively
brief summar, of research finding
educational practice.

and their implications for

Sections 2, 3 and"4 then detail'the relevant

literature, project activities and results of data analysis.
SECTION 2.

A review of the literature on the relationship of ALT and

academic achievement of normal children is presented. -Since there were
no data on the nature of this relationship concerning mildly handicapped
children when this study began, this literature review served as a basis'
for identifying variables and methodologies considered important in
designing the present study.
SECTION 3.

Instrumentation and methodologies of data collection are

discussed along with a summary description of project activities over its
three year duration.

SECTION 4.

Results of data analysis are presented and discussed in

considerable detail in this chapter.

SECTION 5.

Conclusions from this study are reiterated, its

limitations are indicated, and questions for further research are
suggested.

SECTION 1

TEACHER'S MANUAL

TEACHING STRATEGIES FOR INCREASING

ACADEMIC LEARNING TIME AND
STUDENT ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT

INTRODUCTION

Recently, a substantial number of educational studies have sought to identi-

fy activities which significantly impact on student achievement.
The results of
these studies have produced virtual universal
agreement that Academic Learning_

Time (ALT) is one of the most significa t determinants
of student achievement.
ALT refers generally to the time stud nts spend
actively engaged in academic
tasks which they complete with high success. It contains three
components that

4

have been found to be highly related to student achievement:
1) Amount of time

allocated to instruction, 2) Amount of time that students are actually
engaged
in academic activities, and 3) Amount of time that students
are engaged in
academic activities completed with high success.
Allocated .time. The amour of time allocated by a school district and/or
a

teacher for instruction has been found to be an important predictor of student
achievement. Some studies have demonstrated that the length of the school
day

and the length of the school calendar influence student achievement.
Other
studies have found that the more time that a teacher allocates to a subject
matter area, the greater the level of student
achievement..Further studies have
systematically examined th,c amount of time that is actually allocated

for in-

struction in typical classrooms. The results indicated that
in selected second
grade classrooms 57% of the school day was allocated to academic activities,

with 24% devoted to non-academic subjects such
as music, art, affective and
physical education, and the remaining 19% was spent in transitional
activities.
Fifth grade pupils had 60% of their time allocated to academic activities,
23%

to non-academic activities, and 17% to transitional activities. This information
suggests. that room exists for increasing the amount of time that
is allocated for
instruction. We also know that, should this occur, it is

likely that student

achievement will increase.

3
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Engagement time. The second component of ALT is the proportion
of allocated time that students are actively engaged in
academic tasks. Student engagement time was found to be even more highly
related to student achievement

than allocated time. These results suggeSt that students who
pay attention to
and work more on academic tasks are also those who learn
more.

Studies that

have examined the amount of time that students
are engaged during the school
day have reported results ranging from 40 to
80%. Information reported by most
authorities suggests that at least 80% engagement
is optimum for most students.
Success time. The final component of ALT is student
success rate on academic tasks. Studies have clearly

indicated that the more time that students

spend on tasks which they complete with
high success, the greater their level of
achievement. These studies reveal that pupils who
spend more than half of their

time on high success tasks (i.e., tasks
on which students attain accuracy scores
of 80% or higher) also attain higher achievement test
scores, maintain their
knowledge longer, and have more positive
attitudes toward learning.

sults suggest that learning basic skills

in

Such re-

the elementary grades requires stu-

dents to experience success on assigned tasks and
to thoroughly master skills.
Academic success and skill mastery
depend very heavily upon accurate instructional. programming. Studies have demonstrated

that high student achieve-

ment is related to teacher ability to accurately
assess students' academic skills
and to provide appropriate and adequate
instructional activities. Although, on
the surface, this observation represents nothing new--practicioners
have forever

diagnoSed students' needs and prescribed
instruction -- successful results depend

on the manner in which the assessment, programming and
instruction are conducted., The most compelling evidence
indicates that, to inaxi:nize a student's
success on a particular academic task, a teacher should
first assess a student's
ability to perform the task, provide materials
or procedures to directly teach it,

8
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and then regularly monitor student progress on the task. Such systems provide

feedback to students regarding their performance, as well as to the teacher
concerning the effectiveness of the instructional programs.
Question:

Given the above information, what can you as a teacher specifi-

cally do to increase the academic achievement of the students in your classroom? Answer: Read the subsequent sections of this manual for specific suggestions on how to increase student academic achievement.

6

TEACHING STRATEGIES THAT INCREASE
STUDENT ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT

What can you, the teacher, do to increase student
academic achievement in
your classroom? Studies conducted in thousands
of classrooms in the U.S.

have

identified a number of specific things that more effective teachers do that
are
associated with greater academic achievement:
- Spend more time on academic subjects,

- Evoke more student attention to academic tasks,
Provide more direct academic instruction,

- PrOvide more academic activities in which students experience high task
success.

In many ways these four areas overlap and are interrelated.
sage is clear from the educational studies over the last decade:

But the mes-

What is not

taught and attended to in academic areas is not learned.
Teachers who are task

oriented and determined that their students learn are more effective.

We now want to discuss in concrete terms what it is that these effective
teachers do. Hopefully, none of these recommendations will
surprise you. As you

read, think about your
these things do

I

:lassroom and students.

frequently do in my classroom?

that would increase my teaching effectiveness?"

Ask yourself, "How many of

What could I do differently

7

SPEND MORE TIME ON ACADEMIC SUBJECTS

Your immediate response may bt, "But my daily schedule
is already full.
How can I allocate more time for academic subjects?".
Before we try to answer
this question, consider this: Studies show that
the more time spent and the more
content covered in a subject matter area, the more students
achieve in that
content area. This should not be surprising. But
what
is surprising is the

tremendous variability in the amount of time that teachers
allocate to various
content areas. In some elementary
classrooms, for example, students were observed to spend an average of less than
one minute per day in reading instruction, compared to other classrooms where stvdents
spent an average of

.

more

than two and a half hours per day!
Sounds incredible, but that's what was observed. Of course, these are extreme cases.

One strategy for allocating more time to academics is for
a teacher to look
at the difference between scheduled time and
allocated time. For example, a
teacher may schedule math from 11:00
a.m. to 11:40 a.m. each day (40 minutes
per day). However, by the time the kids arrive from
their physical. education

class and get settled, the math activity
doesn't really get started until about
11:10. Subtract 10 minutes. During the lesson,
several students become
disrup-

tive and start pencil jabbing. The teacher
stops them and interrupts the class to
give a short lecture on the dangers of pencil

jabbing. Subtract 5 more minutes.

Then, by about 11:30 most of the students have
finished the math assignment.
The teacher tells them, "Since it's so close to lunch time,
you have 10 minutes

of free time." Subtract 10 more minutes.
In this example, which is probably not atypical, forty minutes
were scheduled for math, but only 15 minutes were actually spent in nath
instruction. This
example alio illustrates three causes of
decreased instruction time:

1)

Time spent in transition between activities,

2) Time spent disciplining

or managing student misbehavior,

3)

Time students spend waiting during a scheduled activity.
Without changing your schedule, you
can increase time spent in

academic

content areas by decreasing total transition time, student misbehavior
and student wait time. You can also increase time spent in specific
academic content
arearbY scheduling more time for those subjects.
1. Transition time. In

our studies we found that students spent an average
of about 45 minutes per day in total transition time.
This is the time that accumulates during the school day between the end of one activity and
the begining of the nee-RI:

activity. In some classrooms there was as little as 25 minutes of
transition time on a given day, and in others as much as 90 minutes. Of
course,
some transition time is inevitable.
0

PROJECT ONE: Here's a little project for you to do: Make
a copy of your

weekly schedule of activities, including lunch, recess,
collecting lunch money,
taking attendance, etc., as well as the usual subject areas such
as reading, spelling, math, science, social studies, art, music, and P.E.
For one week, write
down or, your schedule the exact clock times that
each activity actually begins
and ends. An activity begins when your students actually
start dealing with the

directions or substance of the learning activity. Likewise, an .activity ends
when
your students actually stop dealing with the content of the learning activity.

Keep a record of these activity start and stop times for a week.
At the end of
the week, add tip the time intervals between activities (i.e.,

transition time).

Divide by five to get the aver..tge amount of transition time
per day.

12
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If you're like most teachers when you complete PROJECT ONE,
you ina,, be
surprised at how quickly transition time accumulates. Think of it

this way: If

you can decrease transition time by 15 minutes per day, then over the course of
a 180-day school year, you will have 45 more hours to wend on instruction.
How can you reduce transition irne? There are many
ways. Here are two:

Pake sure that all necessary lesson materials and supplies are assembled
beforehand and are
near at hand for both you and your students.

Start an activity promptly. Don't wait for stragglers. At first some "foot
draggers" may miss out on the beginning of a lesson, but
they'll soon get
the message that you mean business.

Some teachers feel that transitions between activities provide respite for
students- -i.e., "break time". We agree that some break time is necessary, since
it is unrealistic for students to concentrate continuously all day
long. In elementary schools, morning and afternoon recesses and lunch help fulfill the need

for break time. However, when the transition time between school and classroom

activities which accumulates during the day becomes greater than the time
spent on an.important academic subject area, a teacher should evaluate ways of

reducing transition time and increasing instructional time.
2. Time spent disciplining. Obviously, the more student oft -task behavior

there is, and the more time you need to spend disciplining
or managing it, the
less time there is available for instruction and learning. There are hundreds of
methods of dealing with misbehavior, but research has not shown any method
to
be always superior to all others. In a famous study by
Jacob Kounin, he &cov-

ered that the specific type of classroom behavior management technique

was

not nearly as important as its correct targeting and timing.
He coined a term,

"withitness", to describe teacher disciplining which has correct targeting
and
timing.

Withitness promotes high student .task involvement and minimal misbeha-

vior. Teachers .vho are "withit" con tinuallv monitor their classrooms
for poten ti-

13
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al behavior problems, and they communicate
to their students that they kn.,,v
vhat's going on. If there is a misbehavior, a "withit"
teacher correctly identifies misbehaving students (correct targeting) and deals with

it immediately

(correct timing).
Teachers who make target errors may.discipline
the "wrong" student (one
who is innocent, an onlooker, or
an imitator), or deal with a less serious misbehavior when a more serious misbehavior is
occurring. A timing error occurs
when the misbehavior "spreads" to other students
or increases in seriousness
before the teacher does something about it.

Thus, one effective way to ininimize student
misbehavior is to be "withit" in
classroom behavior management. When less student
misbehavior occurs, more
time can be spent on the content of the lesson.
Another method, which has successfully increased
the amount of appropriate
student behavior and diminished inappropriate behavior, is

to praise students

periodically for paying attention and for behaving
appropriately.. For example, a
teacher might periodically look around the
classroom while conducting a reading
group to ,,identify and verbally praise students who
are behaving appropriately.
This practice has two distinct advantages. First, it provides
teacher attention
to students who are behaving appropriately,
thus reinforcing that behavior, and
secondly, those students are presented as socially
acceptable models for other
members of the class to emulate.
3.

Time students spend waiting. In our study students were observed
to
spend an average total of about 19 minutes
per day waiting during activities.
This means that they were either finished with
their work early, or they. could
not continue working because they were waiting
on the teacher or someone else
in order to continue. Over the course of a I S 0 -(fd y school
year, that adds up to

14
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api;roximateA.ly 55 hours speht waiting. Note that wait time does
not incbude time

spent in transition between activities.
Of course, some student waiting is inevitable.

For example, if a student is

stuck on an assignment and -reeds help, it may be serveral, minutes before
you

can get free to help that student. On the other hand, when
some students finish
an assignment early, you can simply prepare in advance similar additional
work

for those faster working students. You could have a folder or file of
"'

us"

assignments or "challengers" that students know they
can do if they finish the

original assignment early. If possible, these extra tasks should be clearly related

to the objectives of the original assignment.
Another common example of student wait time occurs when elementary stu-

dents stand in line at the teacher's desk waiting to get their papers graded..

A

couple of ways you can decrease this kind of wait time is to:
1) Provide answer
sheets so that students can correct their own papers after they
are finished, 2)

Correct papers afterwards as a group activity (and you can spot check answer
sheets occasionally).

Students car. exchange papers if you're concerned about

cheating. Needless to say, these strategies will not be suitable for
some assign-

ments, but you can decrease wait time using these strategies on assignments
which are suitable.
4.

Scheduling. You should not overlook the possibility of scheduling more
time for certain kinds of academic activites. Of course, there Will be trade-offs
in time scheduled for other activities, since the total
amount 3f time per day

fixed by school hours.

is

For example, scheduling 10 more minutes per day for

reading instruction adds up to 30 extra hours of time allocated
to reading over

the course of a school year. You might think that, when
allocated time is increased, student attention- will tend to decrease. Studios have shown, however,

that this does not generally happen. '.'hen time allocated
to a particular content

Lz

area

is

increased, total student engagement time in that content area also

increases.

Another way to beef up your schedule is to include, for example,
more
reading, writing, and math related activities in other subject areas, such as
science and social studies. Students can .get practice

in

the basic skills while

they are learning other content as well.
Summary.

You can increase the amount of time spent in instruction

academic content .areas by:

- Reducing transition time between activities,
- Decreasing student misbehavior and time spent disciplining,

- Decreasing student Wait.time'during activities.
- Increasing titne.scheduled for those content areas.

on
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EVOKE MORE STUDENT ATTENTION TO ACADEMIC
TASKS

Even though you have maximized allocated instructional time,'soine
students

may have relatively low task engagement rates. For example; Jimmy
may pay
attention about 60% of the time, whereas Sally is usually on-task 80%
of the
time.' These task engagement rates are not uncommon. On the
average, most

students pay attention to 'academic learning 'activities
between 70 and 75% of
the time.

Studies have shown that increased student engagement time in academic
content areas is. associated With greater achievement in those
areas. Again, it
doesn't take long for small differences in daily engagement time to add
up.

For

example., suppose you have scheduled and spend 90
minutes in reading instruc-

tion per day. If a. student is engged 70% of the time,
his/her engagement time
in reading is 70% X 90 minutes,-or 63 minutes per day on the average.

If that

same student were to. increase his/her engagement rate to '80%. then total
engagement time would be 72 minutes per day.- You may say,. "Nine more minutes
of student engagement per day doesn't sound like much."
But consider that this
is equivalent to 27 more hours of student
engagement, time in reading over the
course of a school year. Looking at it another way, at a 70% engagement.
rate,

about 5 extra weeks of school would be required to equal the total' amount
of
engagement time a child would accrue sat an 80% engagement rate during
to.

the

normal school year.

4

What can you do to increase student attention? .01
course,., some factors are
often beyond your direct control, such
as student motivation to learn. student
fatigue (due to not enough sleep, poor diet or health, low
blood sugar), the humidity .and te:nperature in the classroom. etc.
ThOre. are other thingi y011 can
,S

(2011
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- Praising students for appropriate behavior,
- Being "withit ",

- Doing more groupwork and providing more direct instruction,

- Providing a variety of learning tasks,
- Supervising seatwork activities more closely.

Praising students for appropriate behavior. Many studies have demonstrated

that teacher praise. provided to students who are working diligently on their
assignments served to increase student engagement. This technique was found to

work even more effectively when it was combined with ignoring off-task ,behavior.

Later studies found that the positive effects of this technique also
spilled over to stidents seated adjacent to the target students. Unfortunately,
this technique is frequently overlooked because of its simplicity. But the point

remains that it has been found to be one of the most effective techniques for
increasing student engagment. In addition, many other studies have been con-

duCted that demonstrate that point systems are very effective devices for increasing student engagement.
Being "withit". As discussed above, teachers who; are mere "withit" have
classrooms whose students are on-task a greater proportion of the time Nand mis-

behave less often. Being "withit" means that you have "eyes in the back of your
head" and communicate to your students that you are aware of. what each student is doing. A "withit" teacher deals with off -task- student behavior with cor-

rect targeting and timing. A positive form of "withitness" is to be aware of students who are actively engaged with the task, and pcaise those students. studies

have shown that teachers have been able to successfully increase student task
engagement rates by regularly scanning their classrooms (e.g.,. once every five
tnlnu ces), iden ti tying those students who are on-task, and then providini; some

kind of reinforcement to those students.

18
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Doing more groupwork. Studies have shown that students generally pay
more
attention' during teacher-led group activities, compared to independent
seatwork

activities. We believe that the major reason for this increased student
engagement is that more direct instruction is usually provided during

teacher-led group.

activities. In our study we found that any given student was on-task
an average
of 95% of the time when direct instruction was being
provided--either specific-

ally to that student, to. another student in the group, or
to the group as a
whole. On the other hand, when no direct instruction
was being provided to the
student or group including the student, s/he
was engaged about 58% of the
rime

on the average.- Another way of looking at this, students
were 3 times more
likely to be off-task when no direct instruction was being
provided. compared

to their off-task behavior when there was direct instruction.

Direct instruction

includes teacher feedback, questioning,
explaining, and structuring/directing.

More will be said about direct instruction in a later section.

Studies have indicated that 30 to 40`K of the time is typically devoted to
teacher-led group activities at the elementary level, and about 60 to 70% of the
time is spent in independent seatwork activities. Thus, one way to increase
stu-

dent attention is to schedule more group activities and therefore less
independent seatwork. If you do more group activities, you will automatically
increase

the amount of direct instruction that you provide.
This will result in increased
student attention and, in the long run, greater gains in academic achievement.

A concrete way to go about increasing the number of group activities
is to
consider one activity per day that you have scheduled
for seatwork (e.g., a Ian;.,,uage arts or inath worksheet).

Then. think of a practical way to Convert that

--ieatworl«:ontent into a group activity. By doing just one more group activity
per day (and one less seatwork activity), we hav-, esti:nat,d
that total

,11gd,0,!.-

inen t tune per student would increase by about 21 hours
over the course of

a
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school year--that's just for one more 20-minute teacher-led group activity per
day.

Several caveats are in order here: First, increasing groupwork does
not imply that seatwork should be excluded. Students
obviously do need time to work
by themselves at their own pace during certain stages of
learning. Second, student skill levels must be taken into account in groupwork. If the students
in the
group are too divergent in their skill levels, doing an activity in one large
group

may be counterproductive, and it may he best to group students according
to
ability and instruct them in a group, while students who could

not profit from

this type of instruction are assigned seatwork. Third, it is
worthwhile to consider the reasons why students are off-task more often during
seatwork. Part of
their inattention can be attributed to the nature of
teacher supervision of scat-

work. (More will be said about this in a later section.) A more important
reason
may be that the tasks required during seatwork may not be very interesting

to

students or instructions are unclear.

Much seatwork at the elementary level

consists of worksheet or workbook activities.

In effect, this format requires

that students do a great deal of "pencil pushing". It may be worthwhile
to consider other kinds of independent seatwork formats besides worksheets.

Providing a variety of learning tasks. More variety of activities
during a
lesson is associated with higher
student engagement rates and achievement
gains, according to the results of classroom
observational research.

If there is

little variety in classroom learning tasks, students will find
ways to introduce
variety themselves- -often this will he in the form of off-task behavior.
The old
adage, "variety is the spice of life," applies to learning as well.

In light of the

above discussion, one simple way to introduce variety

is

by alternating group

and Sea twork activities. In our stu dy -ye o5served
a teacher who did not do this.

1.7

She typically scheduled entire mornings with, mostly seatwork activities and the
afternoons were devoted primarily to groupwork. Predictably, we observed a lot

of off-task behavior in the mornings. By simply alternating seatwork and groupwork throughout the day, this teacher could have substantially increased student
engagement time.

Furthermore, studies have shown that student engagement .is higher during a

seatwork activity which immediately follows a group activity., than it is during a

seatwork activity which follows a previous seatwork activity.
Other ways to increase variety can be achieved after careful consideration
of the types of tasks that students are expected to perform--i.e., the content of
the tasks and the kinds of responses students are required to make. Think about

varying from task to task the sensory modalities used (i.e., seeing, hearing,
smelling, touching, tasting) and the kinesthetic requirements.

Supervising seatwork activites more closely.

Studies have shown that stu-

dent attention is higher during seatwork when there is more active supervision.
Active supervision means that the teacher circulates among the class, monitoring the progress of student work, occasionally providing encouragement and spe-

cific feedback to students, and providing assistance to students when needed.
.

If you are working with another group at the time, you can position yourself

so that you can keep an eye on the students in seatwork. Kounin identified

a

teacher behavior that he termed, "overlapping", which .refers to teacher Manifestation of attention to more than one student. or activity at the same time.
For example, suppose you are working with a small reading
group and ,,011 notice

that Cindy (in seatwork) has just gone off-task. Without interrupting your small

group, you look up and quickly praise Cindy's neighbor Mary for paving attention.

if you note that Cindy has r.?turned to task, she (:rind be braised. \t
the sam. tine, you have not disrupted the flow of your reading group.
11

k)r

21.
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pose that Edward (also in seatwork) comes to you for help
while you are conducting the reading 'group. You briefly assist Edward, while
at the same time
keeping the reading group going. These are examples
of teacher "overlapping".
Teachers who "overlap" more often have classrooms
with higher student task
involvement.

Thus, when the whole class is: doing seatwork,
you can actively supervise by
circulating .and monitoring. If part of the class
is doing seatwork and the remainder are in a group you are leading,
you can actively supervise by "overlapping". Obviously, you don't want to overdo
active supervision to the extent that

it disrupts student attention to task or makes students feel
nervous about being
observed. On the other hand, if students know
they're not being closely super:vised during seatwork, they are more likely to be off-task.
Let them know that
you are aware of what they're doing and that you're
trying to help them learn.
This will help increase student attention during
seatwork.

Summary.

There are at least five things you can do to increase student

attention:
- Praising students for appropriate behavior,

- Being "withit",
- Doing more group and less seatwork activities,

- Providing a variety of learning tasks,
- Supervising seatwork activities more closely.
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PROVIDE MORE DIRECT ACADEMIC INSTRUCTION

We have defined 'direct academic instruction' as interaction with students
on the substance or directions of an academic task. Research studies

have found

that more direct 'instruction in academic content areas is associated
with greater student achievement gains in those academic areas.. Teachers who engage in

more direct academic instruction tend to lead more group activities, as discussed above, attbough direct academic instruction can also occur in-seatwork
settings .vith individual students. Direct academic instruction
includes:
ack,
Questioning,
Explaining/model ing,

- Structuring/directing.

.

Academicfeedback. This occurs whenever the student is informed of the
correctness or incorrectness of his/her response(s) on the substance of an aca-

demic task. Note that, while the teacher is often the source, feedback to a student can also come from the learning materials
themselves, a peer, an aide, or
an instructional device such as a computer. Research has generally indicated
that more academic feedback is associated .with greater gains in
achievement.
Obviously, feedback is important, for without it, how would students know

that they have correctly learned? Also important is the timing of feedback.
Studies have shown that the more immediately feedback i
given, the more rapidly learning occurs. Immediate feedback is particularly crucial
when students
are initially learning to do a completely new task.
Feedback k basically either positive or negative's 17.xamples of
positive feed-

back are "Tliatti right.", "Yes.", "Good.", "Correct.",

You got them Liil right!".

Positive feedback 3 especially important with
Iow-achioving, dkadvan-
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taped, and mildly handicapped children, as well
as students from low socioeconomic" backgrounds (low SES). Examples of negative feedback
are "No.", "That's

not right.", "Wrong.", "Try again.", "You missed three problems
on the assignment.", etc. Negative feedback should be minimized with
low-achieving, disad-

vantaged, mildly handicapped, and low SES students.
On the other hand, studies
seem to indicate that high-achieving students tend to be
more tolerant of nega-

tive feedback, and if used judiciously, it can enhance academic
achievement.
A common saying is that we learn from our mistakes.

Students need to know

when they have made errors.

Therefore, some negative feedback is necessary.

However, it is very important that the student does
not feel demeaned or criticized as a person when negative feedback is given.
Consider these two contrasting examples of negative feedback:
"Wrong again.

'try!"

You really oughta try harder. You can't learn if you don't

"let's do this problem again togther. I'll give you some hints as we work
through it. 2.K..?".
The first instance connotes blame or criticism of
the student, whereas the
second example indicates a teacher willingness to help the
student learn. Again,
research .indicates that teacher criticism is
negatively related to student
achievement.

There used to be a TV commercial for aspirin
that showed an irritated and
frustrated person with a headache saying, "Please!
I'd rather do it myself!"
Likewise, students need the opportunity
to self-correct their errors or mistakes.
In other words, they often

want a chance tc try to ftgure out and correct their

mistakes themselves. This brings up two points: 1) Telling
a student the right or
.correct answer immediately after an incorrect

response may not be as etfective

in prpmoting learning as first giving the student
an opportunity to self-correct
the - error. Giving a prompt
following an incorrect
response may be necessary
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if the student is having some difficulty. The key point is that we don't want to

overly frustrate a student, but at the same time we do want to give her/him an

opportunity to self-correct his/her errors. 2) Overdoing negative feedback can
result in lowering of student motivation and :1 elf-esteem. Thus, if a student is
making many different kinds of errors on a learning task, the teacher should
ask, "Is this learning task too hard or too advanced for this particular student's

skill level?" When there are many student errors on a learning task, the best
4

strategy may be to show the student the correct answer and how to obtain it,
and then plan subsequent learning activities which ameliorate those particqiar
problems, should they persist. Then, provide positive feedback on correct student responses.

Academic questioning. Another type of direct instruction is soliciting stu-

dent verbal responses during a discussion or recitation activity.

Studies have

indicated that students were more attentive when they svere not sure who was
going to be called on next to answer. When teachers addressed students in some
predetermined manner (e.g., going down the row or around the circle), students

tended to be less attentive. Thus, asking questions which are group-focused and
then randomly calling on students helps to maintain student attention during a
recitation or discussion.
Classroom studies have shown that, when teachers ask more low-level ques-

tions which are directly related to academic content, their students tend
make greater gains in academic achievement.

to

Low-level questions are usually

convergentthere iS a right answer. They often involve recall of factual information or sequence of events. giving definitions, making discriminations or ob-

servations, giving or identifying examples of concepts, explaining :simple cause
and et tact, etc.

4i)
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Another good reason for conducting some group discussion
or recitation in
academic subjects is that it provides a change of pace from the
worksheet and
workbook activities frequently done in
independent ,seatwork--he., student re-

sponse modalities are varied from reading and writing
to listening and speaking.
Also, by listening to students respond you can directly monitor
student progress
and provide immediate feedback.
Academic explainiing/modeling.

Another component of direct acaddmic. in-

struction is explaining/modeling, which includes
statements dealing with the
content (e.g.,lecturing) and demonstrations of skills. In our study
we found that,
when teachers spent ',several minutes
or more giving a planned explanation or
demonstration during an activity (usually at the beginning), students
were about

five times less likely to perform poorly
on the task than when little or no planned explanation was given. Verbal explanations
of the substance of a task are

especially important Or mildly handicapped and disadvantaged
students whose
reading comprehension is poor.

Some studies have gemonstrated that student reading
accuracy is increased
when the teacher reads the passage aloud before the
students are asked to read
the passage. Other studies have
identified teacher c lar1ity as'being postively related to academic achievement.
Thus, clear explanations or demonstrations

which deal with acaderriic substance
are important. Obviously, to use your time
efficiently, planned explanations or
demonstrations should be given to the whole
group, rather than repeatedly to individual students.

Even for certain kinds of independent
seatwork :attivities, some explanation
or modeling seems' to make a differendt.,... At the
beginning of the seatwork ac-

tivity, you can explain and/or demonstrate
problem or two.

to the group how

to do the first

Then, you ,can ask the students to try the next
one or so, giv-

ing feedback to the group. Finally,
students can do the remainder of 'the assign-

LI.
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ment on their own. This strategy is more likely to result in
greater student task
success than if you give directions only (e.g., "Turn to
page 21 of your math
book.

Answer the first 10 questions. Write your answers on a separate piece of

paper.").

In contrast to explanations and demonstrations planned ahead of 'time,
one
large study found that explanation based on immediate student need

was nega-

4.

tively related to achievement in regular elementary classrooms.
That is, giving
more explanations in response to immediate student
difficulties or misunderstandings of the task is .associated with less academic growth.
This implies that
initial explanations were possibly unclear or.absent, or that the task was
too

difficult for students to begin with.' If you frequently find yourself repeatedly
oiling; explanations Lo individual students who
are experiencing difficulties with

an assignment, this should tell you that something's not right.

Perhaps the di-

rections for the task were unclear, the initial explanation
was inadequate, or
the task is simply too hard in its present form.

On the other hand, these research results do not imply that you should not
help students who experience difficulties with a learning task.

But the findings

do suggest that, when explanations based on immediate*Student
needs are mini-

mized, long-term student achievement tends to be higher.

Academic structuring/directing. Structuring/directing is similar to academic
explaining/modeling.

Structuring/directing occurs when the goals or objectives

of a task'are discussed, or the procedures to be followed in
the task are given,
whereas academic explanations or demonstrations deal with the
content of the
Or**
lesson itself. Research has shoWn that more structuring/directing is

associated

with greater academic achievement.
Teacher structuring/"directing of seatwork activities was found in our study

to be particularly important for minimizing low task -success of mildly handl-
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capped students. Since these students' reading skills are often poor, they are

more likely to understand how they are to do an assignment if the teacher tells

them the directions, rather than expecting them to read the directions.

Also, telling or reminding students of the purpose of a learning activity
helps them gain perspective on why they are to do it, other than being required

by the teacher or curriculum. As an example of structuring, a teacher might
say, "Learning how to spell words correctly is important so other people will be
de

able to read and understand what you write."
Summary.

More

achievement gains.

direct instruction

is

associated with

greater student

Direct instruction includes academic:

- Feedback,

- Questioning,
- Explaining/modeling,

- Structuring/directing.
Direct instruction of groups is also related to high levels of student at ten tion , compared to student attention during independe

:work.
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PROVIDE MORE OPPORTUNITIES FOR
STUDENT HIGH TASK SUCCESS
One of the more important findings of a recent study
was the positive relationship between student high task
success on daily academic classroom activities and academic achievement. Student
high task success means that s/he com-

pletes a task making very few or no
errors (e.g., more than 80% correct responses). The more activities that are completed
with high success, the greater
the achievement gains. The converse is
true as well: the more activities in
which students perform very poorly (low task
success), the less
the achievement

gains. This should not be surprising; since
task success on classroom activities is
simply a daily, task-by-task measure of achievement.
So it makes sense that, if.
a student frequently performs well
on classroom academic tasks that are related

to content that is covered on an academic achievement
test, we would expect
him/her to do
well on the achievement test.
1

This finding is also consonant with
the concept of ''mastery learning'.
idea of mastery learning is that a student

The

should get an 'A' on the test of at-

tainment of an instructional objective
bc.tore moving on tai the next objective. It
is true that some students
will master an instructional objective
faster than
others, but this does not mean that the slower
students should be denied the
opportunity to master the objective as well.
Of course, we don't expect students to do all learning
activities with high
task success. When they are in the
initial stages of learning a new objective,
they will typically make mistakes and perform with medium
task success (i.e..
make some errors, but not all errors).

As appropriate feedback is given,
their

task performance should subsequently
improve on similar tasks until they perform con,;ist(-mtly with high task
success on.that instructional objective. If some

students otten perform poorly
on classroom learning tasks, this should toll the
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teacher something:

the tasks may be too hard for those
students. Another way
of saying.. this is that the discrepancy is too great between the
skills and knowl-

edge required by the task and the present skills
and knowledge of the students.
One of the alarming findings in our study of mildly handicapped
students was

that they were observed to experience low task
success in about 10% of the
activities. That is, they did extremely poorly
on about 1 out of every 10`tasks.
On the other hand, normal students in another study
were observed to experience low task success about 3% of the time (1 out of 33).
What can you do to increase high student
task success and also decrease

low task success?

Obviously this is a hard question to answer, but research

findings suggest several things teachers do:

Becoming more familiar with students' skills and knowledge,
Increasing frequency of classroom testing,

- Increasing direct instruction, especially planned explanations,
tions, structuring/directing and academic feedback to the group,demonstra
Increasing the number of activities in which
previously learned material is.
reviewed.

This list is only suggestive, clearly incomplete, and
there is a good deal of
overlap.

Becoming more laminar with your students' specific skills
and knowledge.
Research has shown that teachers who know their students better
have class-

rooms with greater achievement gains.

Teacher awareness of specific student

skills and knowledge was measured in one study
byhaving teachers

predict

ahead of time which items on an achievement test that each
student would pass
or fail before they were given the test. This finding implies
that teachers who
know their students better Are also in a better position to select
k

or create in-

structional materials that are well matched to student !:nowledge and
skill lev:ds. Thus, their students are likely to more .often experience
high StiCCeSS on
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classroom tasks and in the long run make greatc..r gains in academic
achievement:

Another source of information regarding specific student
skills and knowledge is daily student worksheets. These
worksheets provide up-to-date information concerning the students' understanding of
instructional content.
By simply

reviewing patterns of correct and incorrect answers a teacher can obtain valuable information on specific student's strengths and weaknesses.
This information, in turn, can be used to develop lessons that students
can successfully
complete.

Increasing frequency of testing. Studies have found that
teachers who tested their students more often had students who
experienced less low task success
and more high task success. Testing students need

not take up a lot of time and

can serve two important functions: 1) It provides feedback
to. students on their
learning progress; and 2) It provides feedback to the teacher on studeat

mastery

of instructional objectives. You don't need a lot of items on a test
to find out
whether a student has mastered an objective. For example, if
you construct a

test of just 5 items which are representative of the
content covered by the
objective and .which are randomly selected, you can be pretty confident
that

students who get 4 or 5 of the items completely
correct have mastered the
objective. Of course, if you %/Lint to be more confident

or you want to diagnose.

specific student problems, then you can increase
the number of items. However,

it doesn't take 'very many items to Take
a decision about student mastery, if
the chances of student correctly guessing are low, and the items
are representative of and randomly sampled from the content.
If intervals between tests are too long,
then each test takes on more'
mportance II to the students and they'
may ')ecoink., more anxious about testing.

other hand, if tests are given trequentiy and regularly, then
each test
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becomes less "important"--i.e., if the students
occasionally do not do well on a
test it is not such a big deal, since they know they' have
many more opportunities to demonstrate mastery.

It is also obvious that teachers who test their students
regularly and frequently are more likely to be attuned to individual student skills and
knowledge.

As

discussed ebove,, this teacher awareness. is

related to overall student

achievement.

Furthermore, the very process of constructing a test (or selecting one
from,
the curriculum) makes us consider just what it is that we want our students
to

learn--i.e., what our instructional objectives are: Making up a test for
an instructional objective ahead of time helps a teacher to plan and sequence
learn-

.,

ing activities appropriate for reaching that objective.
Worksheet content can be
used effectively to develop highly appropriate tests of student
progress.

Increasing direct instruction. This topic was covered in an earlier section in
some detail, but bears repeating here. In our study
we found that more direct
instruction was associated with less student low
task success. In particular, students were two to three times less likely to perform poorly
on a task when
teachers gave' some verbal directions, planned
explanation or demonstration and
academic feedback to '`the'
.
If the activity was mostly independent seatwork, these three types of direct instruction
usually occurred during the beginning of the lesson and, lasted several minutes.
rg

Increasing review lessons.

In a review lesson students practice using skills

and knowledge related to instructional objectives
they have already mastered.
Since they have mastered the objective and if they have not

forgotten, they

will usually perform the task with high task success. This is
a straightforward
way :)f increasing the amount of high task success in your classroom.
It appears

that "over learning" of materials is important for long
term academic achieve-
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ment. Obviously, review lessons should not be bunched up, but rather
spaced at
regular intervals over time. With mildly handicapped
students, regular
review

seems to be particularly important, since they may be
more prone to forgetting
what 'they have learned.
One simple way to do a review lesson is to take
an old test, and instead of
considering it as a test, have the students do it as a review activity.
Also, if
you discover that some students have indeed forgotten,
then you can plan some

refresher activities for them. Since it is not practical
to regularly review all
material previously covered, you will need to decide which instructional
objec-

tives are most important and focus on those in
your review lessons.
Summary.

Students who more frequently experience high task
success on

daily classroom activities . make greater gains
in long term academic achieve,
;nent. Things teachers can do to increase student high
task success include:

- Becoming more familiar with students' skills and knowledge,
- Increasing frequency of classroom testing,

- Increasing direct instruction, especially planned explanations,
tions, structuring/directing and academic feedback to the group,demonstra- Increasing /the number of activities in which previously
learned material is
reviewed.
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SUMMARY
Studies

have shown that academic learning time

one

is

impor ant determinants of student academic achievement.

of the

most

Academic learning

time (ALT) includes the amount of time: I) allocated to academic content
areas,
2) students are engaged in academic tasks, and
3) students experience
high

success on those tasks.

Based on the results of research studies, teaching

strategies for increasing student achievement. were recommended:

TO SPEND MORE TIME ON ACADEMIC SUBJECTS:

- Reduce transition time between activities,
- Decrease student misbehavior and.time spent disciplining,

- Decrease student wait time during activities,
- Increase the amount of time scheduled for academic content areas.

TO EVOKE MORE STUDENT ATTENTION TO ACADEMIC TASKS:

- Praise students for appropriate behavior,

- Be "withit",
- Do more groupwork and provide more direct academic instruction,

- Provide a variety of academic learning tasks,
- Supervise academic seatwork activities more closely.

TO PROVIDE MORE DIRECT ACADEMIC INSTRUCTION:

- Increase academic feedback (especially positive feedback),
- Increase academic questions (especially low-level, convergent
questions),
- Increase academic explanations and diqrionstrations,

- Increase academic saucturing/directions.
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TO PROVIDE MORE OPPORTUNITIES FOR STUDENT HIGH TASK SUCCESS:

Become more familiar with students' skills and knowledge,
Increase frequency and reg :;,,rity of classroom testing,

Increase direct instruction (especially academic explanations, demonstrations, structuring/directions and feedback to the group),
Increase the number of activities in which previously learned material is
reviewed.
4.

SECTION TWO

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
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SECTION 2

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Recently classroom research has explored the relationship

heteen the amount of instructional time provided to students and
heir achievement (Fisher, Berliner, Filly, ;larliave, Cohen, Deshaw,
1078; and Lomax and

and Moore, 1078; harnoseliCeger and

Instructional time is defined as the actual amount

Cooley, 1079),

of time teachers provide direct instructional activity to pupils.

Lomax

and Cooley (197(9) indicated that there is aimost universal n,7eeLlent
amon

studies documenting the importance

instrpctienal time as a

major variable influencin): student acijevyment.

StUjic:;

the need to examine ;ma :loraaps to restruetmre

to

the instructional time provided in the classro.o..
:10iV (.!A:,cCZAN:

education students usually perform acadmioliy
levels it is exceedingly importit that tx provi,lc 1.;;;;;L:t-:c;1

is maximally effective and cost efficient.

'ihe fio1d

therefore, appears particularly suitable for re!:e..r...1 !h;o this

ot.

Poteatially these investi!,,ntions coulo trnahlc

inquiry.

education teachers to accelerate achicvmenL rate.; by

thci.r

We will review some of the

use of instructional tim'J.

preliminary research findings in

ort.!a of inTiiry and dkc:iSs
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Harris and Serwer (196u) examined tekic
relationship between four
methods of teaching reading and the
readineachievement of 1141 low
socio-economic status (SUS) first
graders.
The central finding
indicated that the Amount of
time teachers taught was a more significant
factor in improving student achievement
than the type of reading
approach
they used.
Bond and Dykstra (1967), and Harris,
Morrison, Serwer and Gold
(1968).
reported negative correlations between
teacher or student absences and
achievement.
This suggests that highet
Frequencies of student attend! ance is associated with more instructional
time and thus correlated
with higher achievement rates.
Carroll and Spearritt (196Z), Hess and
Takanishi
(1974)
and Stallings and Kaskowitz (1974)
have-assessed
the amount of instructional time
that students actually engaged in
,

specific content learning activities.

Though- these results were not

4
entirely consistent, positive associations
here found between the
amount of time students spent in instruction
and their achievement.

Block and Burns (1975) in
a review of mastery learning studies
also
reported a positive
relationship between. the amount of
time students

were actively engaged in learning
activities and achievement.

McDonald

(1975) studied reading and mathematics
achievement in an elementary

school and found student inattentiveness
to be negatively related to
aehiyvement.
Icnnctt (1976) who studied the
rolatimi!:hip hciween teik:hing :Avlo and
(;tndent

acjiicvomont,

On

1

I

Id c'd

tit

lt.

re s'ar dh'

0(

te'ctClting

';ttt,lcntti

who :Tvnt mit, tine studvini;
a suhlect had nighrr achievient iN Hat_

.;10).1('Ct.
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Fisher et. al.

(1977) concluded that the positive relationship

found between instructional time and achievement
in reading and.
a

math provided qualified support for the hypothesis that
more time
yields more learning.

Thus, the ,'pattern of time allocation to various

subject matter areas and subareas.is an important
consideration when

planning and implementing instruction.

However, the authors indicated

that the results do not explain what must be done
during the time allocated to a content 'area in order to increase` the
amount of learning.
.

The important point of this exploratory study
according to the researchers
was that differences in the quality of instruction did not appear to
overide differences in the amount of instruction.
Policy Studies
In a Study witty' implications for scho91 pOlicy, Wiley

(1973):,

calculated the average amount of schooling. by multiplying
the lengill of
the school day by the average daily attendance rate.

Using these data

as an index, a strong positive relationship existed between the
amount
of schooling and knowledge acquisiticin in obth reading and
mathematics.
David (1974), lifter reviewing 20 studies which examined
the relationship

between exposure to sch9olinf and achievement, concluded that there were
consistent positive relationships between exposure to scho.olitg and
achievement scores.

'Wiley and Harnescheger (1974) suggested that achievement
directly determined by only two variables:

is

total time needed by a pupil

to learn a task and total time a pupil actively spends on a given
learning task.

These authors contend that student achievement could

be increased without. requiring
a refined technology of instruction
simply by lengthening the school
calendar, or the school day,
and modifying
the distribution of time allocated
to various content areas during
the
school day.

Relationship of Allocated Time
and Achievement

Harneschfeger and Wiley (1978)
reported that in classes containing
many poor readers,
teachers actually had allocated
less time for reading.
instruction than in classrooms
that contained students with
above-average
reading scores.
Further analysis of the data
revealed that classrooms
with the greatest number of
low achieving pupils also had
fewer oppo,

tunities to learn and to read..

In a related

study, harneschfeger and

Wiley (1978) analyzed the difference
in actual instructional' time
provided in a series 1f classroomF,
within an urban school district
and
found that some clashes received
the equivalent of 0 days
more instruction
per year than other !classes,
Students who achieved at higher

levels received as much as 27
percent more direct teacher instruction
in basic skill areas while students
in the lower achieving groups had
27 percent more unsupervised
seatwork.
The authors concluded that
although pupils were using similar
materials and receiving essentially
equivalent reading programs no one would
assume that these pupils have
equal opportunities to,Arrn.
Other investigator:; have analyzed
the opportunities to respond
provided in the lAs,;0(
,,eve delined
the chance:; provided to
:.;todent. to,Actively

0.0:("I'Vcd that

l!;t

rci;c.od to Nc;idomic
popi

iii.

11

content material,

oN (197.!)

i nne r city school Averae,ed

1'.o re thNn 2 secomh; env.o!.nd in directed
reuding per day,

Pelquadri nud Harris W771 reported
that A !iyoup oF rith

Hall,
ouni1,1
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spent les.; than eight minutes per day in
oral or written responding

activities and that they spent approximately SO%
of the cleiss time in
transition activities.

Additional observational data indicated that

elementary pupils in low. income area schools
spent less than 5 seconds
A

a day working on arithmetic facts.

Stallings (1975) highlighted the

importance of opportunities to learn by reporting
consistent significant
positive correlations between reading
achievement and engagement in
reading activities.

Rosenshine and Berliner (1973) reported that
time

spent in reading correlated higher with
achievement than any other teacher.
or studult benartor studied.
Hall et. al.

(1977) .expressed con ern regarding the
dearth of

opportunities to learn in classrooms
ailL suggested four possible
explanations which concern special and regular
educators who must
teach lower functioning children.

First, teachers may not be awaro

that pupils need to spend more time
responding in order to learn.

Second, the curricular

systems employed frequently umphasize activities,

0(

materials and breadth of coverage rather
than timer on task, engagement
time and direct instruction.

Third, increased numbers of student

responses could inundate a teacher with
more paperwork unless alternative
logistical systems are deVeloped.

Finally, the authors maintain

.school policy and/or classrooms are not
engineered ecologically to

maximize responding.
In addition to the research summarized
earlier in this paper,

Fisher, Berliner,

Filby, Marlinvc, Cohen, Deshaw, and !bore (1970

summarized the findings of the Beginning Teacher
Lvaluation Study
(B.T.h.:;,) an extensive study of teaching
effectiveness In basic

skiils at the elementary school level.

This- study analyzed instruction
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in reading and mathematics in
twenty-five second grade classes and

twenty-one fifth grade classes.

These investigators reported that:

1. "lbe amount of time that
teachers allocated to instruction in

a particular curriculum content area is positively
associated
with learning in that content
area", thus, other things being equal,
the more time alloCated to
a content area, the higher the academic
achievement.
2.

"The propo'rtion of allocated time that
students are engaged

is positively associated with
learning"-- students who pay

more attention learn more.
3.

"The proportion of time that reading
or mathematics task provide
a high success rate for a student 4s
positively associated with
student learning."
Based on the.sefindingS,

Fisher, et. al. (1978) recommended that

students spend somewhat more than half their time
on tasks they can
carry out with high success.

Also, for learning basic skills in the

elementary grades, the stage of
successful practice is particularly
important so that students thoroughly
master concepts and procedures.
4.

proportion of time that reading
or mathematics tasks provide
a low success rate for a student
is negatively associated with

student learning."
5.

"Increases in academic learning
time ary not associated with decreases
in a positive attitl'ide toward
mathematics, attitude
readint!
or ;Ittitudo tow:trd ,;chool,"
:tnithor!; reported t :it

01.,! ,y'nera I
.101%.,.hz

Iy

?C 01

I

i;.te

tilder

t1(11.ht

and/or ;1-11dcrits tdio

;:cliool learn inr hencri t led (reri

ed
the

!oicces:;
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IMPLICATIONS

The implications of research
on instructional time for
teaching
children with learning problems
in the educational
mainstream are many.
They range from the
impact on policy issues
for administrators to specific
classroom practices for teachers.

Regarding policy issues, the
most obvious relate to the
work of
Wiley and Marneschreger
(1974, 1978, 1978).
Their findings suggest
that by reallocating the
time for various
classroom activities,
increasing the number of day!;
in the school calendar,
as well as lengthen-.
ing the school day
may producc.improvement
in students'
achievement levels.
To make such changes,
however, would mean that we would
have to know
how to appropriately
reapportion instructional time
in the classroom,
to 'renegotiate teacher
contracts, and
to modify schoo'l bukets.

Unfortunately, at this time
we have no derini',.ive
conclusions
tlitit we can rely on
to provide information for
making such informed
decisions.
Car inc and :Albert (1979),
for example, have questioned
how
many minutes or
reading instruction
instructionally naive students
require to score at grade
level on an achievement
test .hy'the end of the
third on fourth grade.
krelated question concernsothe
limits of
students' ability to attend
to various tasks
throughout the school. day.
Despite the findings that
increasing instructional time may
result in
achievement )1Nill!+, we have
no data pertaining
to the optimal length or
N

year, or what errect increasing
the time

stildents spend in

school would have on children
who tworienve

learning prohlev....
do ',HOW that Ihe
achievement 01 handicapped ;Ind

diajvantage,'.

chikiren

r(..;rc....cs

dtlruo

the :WIJIier

t!;id111110
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Rieth (1974) also found
that highly

significant gains resulted whon
"at risk" preschoolers
participay'd in an eleven month
program, and
without showing evidence
of "burn-out" effects,
however,. we still do
not have definitive
information on the optimal
length of a school day
required to accelerate
achievement in problem learners.
Additional problems relate
to the fact that we .do
not have any
"definitive data on the optimal
length of a school day req
u_reu to
accelerate achievement.
Carnine and Silbert (1979)
asked approximately
_how many minutes of
reading instruction is
required for an instructionally
naive student to score at
trade level on an achievement
test 1w the end
of third or fifth grade?
We-don't really know.

A particularly

important policy issue
concerns the impact of

service delivery systems selected
for handicapped pupils.
Many itinerant
and resource programs require
student movement to
,,:ifferent lecale
in

the 'school building and
thus ,contribute'to

which is noninstructidnal
'time.

we arc actually

roducin); pupil

increased transition ti!..o

This raises the question
of whether
achievement by utilizing certain

delivery systems (Semmel and
Rieth, 197S).
Semmel (1979) has defined
handicapped learners as
"students who
have to be taugiit to enable
them to learn."
He extends that mildly

handicapped pupils do not
learn incidently in regular
classroom
enviconments, but rather they
require direct in!ltruction in
order to

Ihm, it ap:Tars that it
handicapprd Icarner; ;ire
:ICh 1 ek't.

111

specitic hlocis

t reared
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Carnine and Silbert (1979) indicated
that some of the research
issues that affect the-amount
of engaged time are related to the
types
of sclkedules, organization of
materials, training students receive
on

independent work habits, and transition
from activity to activity.

The
.teacher .is also faced with the question
of how to shape and maintain
high engagement rates.
Currently there is a dearth of data
regarding

optimum engagement times.

In a study designed

to increase engaged

instructional time Rieth, .Polsgrove,
and .Semmel (1979) found that

a

five-min4e increase in reading
instructimal time produced marked
increases in the acquisition and
maintenance of sight vocabulartsby
high school pupils.
A problem raise by this study,
however, is how
Can the teacher fit the additional
time into his/her -schedule. Quo
solution is to examine the
amount of instructional time being
provided.
A second t5 to develop
sy!:Lems to enable the teacher to maximally

utilizc,his/her time.

Another would entail the utilization
or tutors

and tutoring.systems (Semmel, Cohen,
and Kandaswamy,

1978).

Research also needs to bo conducted
rega.rding strategies to sensitize
teachers to the issue of time.
Systems will need to be developed to

provide teachers with feedback regarding
allocation time,
time, and engagement time (c.f.
Semmel, 1974).

instructional

The question or

logistics will also have to be
addressed in the context of a possible

incuasod teacher woi* load to deal
with additional vapors produvd
hy the pupils.

I h i

must 1),2. ovalnatod.

COM-Cerh must ho stndiod and
k:onntor
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In summary, a high positive relationship exists between time in ""
instruction (more specifically engagement time in direct instruction)
and achievement.

The implications for the delivery of services and

research activities in special education are considerable.
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SECTION 3

SUMMARY OF PROJECT ACTIVITIES

Year 1 Activities
During the first year, and exhaustive literature search was completed
to insure the inclusion of all relevant information in conceptualizing the
observation system necessary to collect the ALT data.
observation system was developed and,tested.

Subsequently, and

After intensive observer

training, data were collected in two nearby school districts.

Twenty-four

mildly handicapped students and .22 teachers were observed over a period of.'

several months.

A total of 145 full days of observational data were

collected, each student being observed
an average of 40 hours on eight
different days.

Students were also pre- and posttested with
an Informal

Rending Inventory (I I) and Sterling
Math Test (SMT).

In addition

teachers kept daily logs of academic
activicics ::u ring :na n:Jriou of
observations.

Observation System Development
A variety of extant observation
systems and related literature were
411
reviewed in'the initial development stages.
They included systems by

Kounin (1970), Fink and Semmel (1971),
Marliave, et al. (1977), Maccia
(1973), Johnson (1979), Joyce. (1972), and
Medley (1973).

In addition,

r:21avnnt ?arcs of observation systems
nreviously devetop.ni lc the Center

for Innovation in Teaching the Handicapped
(CITH) (e.g., PRInE, CATTS, and
CARTLO projects) were considered.
Concurrent with this activity was the

exploration of different methodologies such
as categoty, sign, rating, and
ethnographic approaches.

FinaLly the Academic Learning Time
Observation System (ALTOS) was
adopted from that developed by'Marliave,
et al. (1977) in the Beginning
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Teacher Evaluation Study (BTES).

The BTES categories and coding

procedures, while similar in nature to
many others considered by the CITH
staff, were chosen primarily because they would
allow direct comparison of
results in this study to those in the BTES study
of normal children in
elementary classrooms.

In addition, reliability and validity data
on the

BTES categories were available from their studies.

However, general

coding procedures on ALTOS were modified and
categories were added

to

reflect variables of unique importance
to special education settings.

In

additLemos ALTOS was designed for tracking
a single target student for an

entire school day.

Since mildly handicapped students, often follow

individually different schedules, it
was considered logistically
impractical for a single ob ;erver to code
more than one target student
(rs) at the same time during an entire :;chool day.

The basic coder decision ;laking procedur2 in
uqin;
in Schema I.

L; outlined

As the observer codes, s/he constructs
a booklet consisting

of three different kinds of coding forms,
representing a day of

observation of a'single target student (TS):

1) Identification sheet,

which was completed whenever the TS changed
teachers and/or settings; 2)
Educational activity sheet, which
was completed for each different
activity in which TS was supposed to be engaged;
and 3) Realtime coding
Sheet. Inizh was completed sl'or every activity
.inich required the TS to

perform reading or math related tasks.
ALTOS identification sheet.

This form was completed by the observer

every time there was a teacher/classroom change for
the TS.

On this sheet

identification data were recorded which incl'.ded
date, observer name and
number, teacher name and number, target
student (TS) name and number,
class type (regular,

resource, selfcontained, other) and class size.
4

Schema 1.

Flowchart for ALTOS
Coder Decision Making

Start day

1.7.

1.1.-1.6.

Complete a new ID Sheet
for this TS* and Teacher

2.

Has a new TS educational
activity begun?

WAIT AND
WATCH

Write any comments
and staple together
this completed
packet.

YES

Has the teacher
changed?

1.

'2.3.

When activity is
over, finish the
Educational Activity

NO

YES

NO

NO

2.1.

Start a new Educational
Activity Sheet.

2.2.

Does this activity involve
any math or reading by TS?

Sheet.
A

YES

3.

3.1.

Start Real-Time Coding Sheet.
Code clock time and behavior(s)
using real-time categories
by time-sampling at oneminute intervals.

Has current activity ended?

YES

*Note:

TS is the target student to be observed throughout the day.

50

NO
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These data served to identify to whom the following
educational activity
and real -time coding sheets were relevant.
ALTOS( educational activity sheet.

This form is completed for each

separate educational activity that is allocated for or selected by the TS,
excluding transitions.

Each activity is defined by a change in the

cvrriculum content and/or setting.

Here the observer records the time at

whi%:1, the activity actually begins, the number Of
students engaged in the

same activity as the TS, the TS pacing (self- or other-paced),
predominate
TS activity(ies) (oral reading, silent reading,
reciting, listening,

discussing, writing, other), task difficulty (Jr TS
(easy, medium, hard),

the TS instructor (teacher, peer, aide, self-instructional
materials,
teacaing macnineitutor, or no instructor), predominate
instructor

acivity(i2s) with Cae T3 (lecturing, dilcussing,
orompting,
modeling /demonstrating,

resting, superviAing);

tne curum

(e.g., decoding/phonics, word meaning, reading
practice, comprehension,

addition/subtraction with regrouping, computational
transfer,
fractions/decimals, word problems, science,
art, physical education,
recreation/break, management/procedural, etc.),
and time at which the

activity actually terminated.

Allocated time for various math, reading

and other academic activities was calculated post hoc by
subtracting time

3carzu

.:',:o,77ed,

and transition ti-;le

(between uct4_,Iitig)

also determined by the computer when the observational
data were later
entered onto the computer.

In addition, observers were required to

doscrbe in their own word4.,Ithe major tasks
performed by the TS and
in.4tructor in the activity, as well as characterize the
curriculum content
.ised.

Furthermore, observers were able to comment
on any
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significant events that occurred during the activity,

These open parts of

the educational activity sheet permitted later
cross-validation of coding

categories and the possibility of further qualitative
analysis from the
observer comments.
ALTOS real-time coding sheet,

This was used by the observer, in

addition to the educational activity sheet, for
each activity which
required rho. TS to perform any reading or math tasks.

The purpose of

real-time coding was to obtain estimates of TS
engagement time and types

of instructional behaviors available to TS.

To do this, a point time

sampling plan at one-minute intervals was incorporated...
Once a minute,
the observer codes
focus.

the current TS move, instructor muve, and instructor

In addition, the observer further describes in his/her
own words

that occurs at each sampling moment.

The 3TES categories for student and

nicher moves and !octis were used for coding at the sampling
moments.
TS move was coded as either engaged-4ritten,
engagea-ore :.,

The

.!tletea-20vert.

engaged with directions, not engaged-interim,
not engagedwaitiag, or not
engaged-off-task.

The instructor move was coded as either academic

observational monitoring, academic feedback,
academic questioning,
explanation based on student need, planned
explanation,
structuring/directing, task engagement feedback (behavior
management), or
null (no instructor move available to TS).
30Ve was cod0.1 aq

The focus of the instructor

47ecificallv to th,1 TS, to the ,,,roun or lnotiulr

member of the greap which included TS,
or null (when the move was also
null).

For further explanation of the ALTOS categories
and coding
procedures, the reader is refferred to the observer training manual in
Appendix B.
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Teacher Logs

In addition to direct classroom observations by
train6d coders with
the ALTOS," participating teachers were asked
to keep daily logs of

academic activities of their target student(s).

Each day the teacher

would record for each academic activity allocated
for the TS the academic
subject area (e.g., decoding/phonics,
grammar, spelling, division,

science), a brief description of the task
required of the target student,
the time at which the activity started
and stopped, the TS success rate
(high, medium, or low), and a description of
the specific materials used.

Teachers did not keep logs on non-academic
activities such as music, art
and physical education.

A teacher instruction manual was prepared which provided directions
for and examples of using the log forms.

See Appendix C

for. further

detlils.

Achievement Tests

To measure TS learning gains in reading and math,
target students
were to be pre- and posttested.

A number of tests were reviewed;

those

selected included the Stanford Diagnostic Reading
and Math Tests (SDRT and

SDMT), an informal reading inventory (IRI), and the Sterling
Math Test.
In addition to the standardized tests, the IRI provides
measures of oral
reading rates (correct and incorrect words per minute) and approximate
reading trade level.

The Sterling Math Test (3iT) nrovides comprehensive

timed measures of computational skills and fluency in
addition,

subtraction, multiplication and division.

The IRI and SMT were expected

to be more sensitive to learning gains than the standardized
tests,
particularly with the mildly handicapped population being
studied.
four tests were to be administered individually by trained
testers.

All
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Student Background Information
In addition to classroom observation, teacher
logs, and achievement
.

tests, student background information
was gathered from school records on
the target students.

Data on type of student handicapping condition,
IQ,

birthdate, age when special educational services
began, type of special
education services provided, standardized
achievement test scores, school
grades, etc. were recorded from available
cumulative folders, after parent

permission was obtained,
Samplinc! Plan

Project staff contacted school systems in the
Indianapolis area and
the Monroe County Community School
System in Bloomington.

with superintendents and special education
directors, two

After meeting
stems were

to parcicipat,,2 waich had teachers who were inta
asted:

Township Schools in :ZndianaDolis and
'!anrae County vhools.

Teachers and

school Principals mere then contacted and
informed of the hatur
study.

Lawrence

o: the

Only teachers mhb were willing to participate
volun arily in the

project were-considered for selection in
the sample.

Those teachers who

did participate were paid honoraria
as a form of compensation for the time

spent in keeping the student academic
activity logs.

Once a teacher did

agree to participate, s/he randomly selected
a handicapped student and a
backup in her/his classroom.
Then parent permission forms were -sent
out

3tudent3.

1 student was not included in the study
unless

written parent permission was obtained.

An additional consideration was

the other teacher(s) who taught each
selected student.

For example, for

stuthmt who spent time in a resource
room and a ragular classroom, it was
necessary for both teachers to agree to participate in
order to obtain

complete full-day observation records and
teacher logs.

Some initial

a
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attrition was unavoidable due to failure to obtain parent permission or
cooperation from a student's other teacher(s).

The resulting sample consisted of 24 mildly handicapped students
(EMR, LD, ED) and 22 major teachers located ip 10 schools in two school
systems.

In additIon,'observation data were also collected on 69 other

teachers with whom the selected students had minor contact (e.g., art,
music, gym, and substitute teachers).

Three replications of

selfcontained classrooms, six replications of resource/regular classroom
pairs, and three replications of full -time mainstreamed (consulting
teacher) classrooms were represented in the, final sample.

Obviously, somo

teachers had multiple tar:;et students in their classrooms.

Of the

2

students , eight were in self-contained classrooms, 13 in resource/regular'

classrooms, and three in fall-time regular classrooms.

Of the 22 major

teachers, thr,lo were,4elf-contained, sLx were resource and 13 were regular
classroom teachers.

These numbers rti.:lecc zae

attrition of four teachers who were dropped for various reasons (e.g., ho
parent permission obtained, buddy teacher unwilling to participate, too
busy to keep, logs, etc.).

Observer Training

Observer training occured in two shifts, one for the five
Indianapolis area observers and one for the four 3loomington area
,.-:3erv,!r4-!.

111 abservers had nrior elomentary 9chool teachin7 experience,

which was considered an important prerequisite for learnin,4 the ALTOS, and

most had been substitute teaching when hired for the project.
Approximately two weeks were required to train each group.
consisted ot:

The training

and practice codin4 numerous c1a!1 iro.)in videotaps

available from the CITH tape library, evall:atH; student work sampLos for
task difficulty, and practice classroom coding.

Training continued until
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all observors obtained acceptable agreement %:ith the trainers on written
and videotape criterion tests.

In addition, t.r,quent reliability cheeks

were performed during &it:: collection, %:hore observer:: were paired with

each other or with one of the trainers.

Data Collction
In Lawrence Township data collection began with

indiyiduallr adminktering the

trained testers

and :',MT to the tarot students.

In

Monroe County the IRI and SMT were administered as pre- and posttests.
A total of 165 full days of observational data were collected on the
2.4

target students.

Teachers kept their logs during the entire

observation interval.

Posttesting on the IRI and SMT
occurred in mid-May

in Lawrence Township and Tar the end
of May in Monroe County.
Observers ,Jere pair,?d

each other en a rotating basis
once a week

for purposes of an addizionai generaii;a6LiLty
ALTOS.

Completed coding booklets were checked
for errors regularly 3y the
project coordinator.
Specific observers were norified immediately
of any
mistakes or ommissions, which were
subsequently rectified.
In general,
coding errors were of a very minor
nature and became practically

non-existent after the first week into
data collection.

The majority of

errors occurred in rare or unique situations
which were not anticipated
,::):1:V!2f 7:rlinin.

It was possible to detect and
correct titter the

fact these errors due to the extensive
note-taking that ouservers

parformed as part of coding on the ALTOS.

Din Choin,,,

Ccnut:!r Entry

Prior to computer entry all observational

booklets were carefully checked
the project coordinator.

records andcteacher log

or missing data and detectable errors by

Wherever possible, data were rectified
on the
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basis of corollary descriptions
provided on the forms by teachers
and
observers.
For example, if a content coda
was ommitted on the ALTOS

educational activity sheet, thiJ could
usually be easily and confidently
reconstructed from the observer notes
describing the curriculum content
1
and materials, the target student activity,
and the notes accompanying the
real-time coding.
This structured note-taking provided
valuable

additional information which facilitated
checking the internal consistency
of data records.
Moreover, at least once a week a student
was observed at
the same time that the teacher
was recording daily academic activity
information.
Since the observational
system included the information
recorded on the teacher logs, it was possible
to cross - validate

teacher logs wiL:n the bservai:ional
data as well.

reliability and
ascertained.

():

the

the

In this ::canner,

the

,

log information could be

These data .ii 1 i

o: ,iata ana.rsi

now

a process.
' In lieu of key-punching, two
extensive computer programs were written

in BASIC for ALT data entry
on the TICS -80 microcomp'uter

available at CITH.

Program ALTCODE (see Appendix C) permitted
a clerical person to enter
ALTOS data onto the microcomputer.

ALTCODE provides prompts for all of

the ALTOS data, and is structured after
the three basic types of recording
:n addition to s7;rin, data on diskettes,
ALTCODE also r,,,.rforied
further internal consisOncy and
botldary cnecking as part of the (eta
entry, (e.:;., time started greater than time stopped
for an activity) and

computed allocation time and transition time
automatically.
provideu an ,editor to correct any known
data entry

ALTCODE also
Duo to

ill',

structure and extensive prompting and chocking
in ALTCODE, data entry
errors were minimi.7ed dramatically compared
to those which usually occur
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in key-punching cards.

ALTCODE also provided a printout summary of each

day of observational data for further scrutiny and checking.

Program

LOGCODE (see Appendix I)) permitted a similar data entry function for the
'teacher logs.

A third program was written which summarized

the real-time coding

data for each educational activity (Progam ALTSUM) in order
to prepare the
ALTCODE raw data for transmission via acoustic coupler
to the IU computer
time-sharing system (CYBER 172 and CDC-6600) (see Appendix
E).

Program

ALTSUM creatos an 80-variable record for each 'educational activity,
which
includes frequencies of joint occurrences of
the student X instructor X

focus codes in the real-time coding data.

This type of data aggregation

permits Coe analysis of li!:elihoods.of joint occurreuxe of data codes

(non-metric temporal

nnalysis --

ae

(1980)), a procedur.1

distinctly difi:erant from the usual.

After transmission, of data from the TRS-SO to Hie larger comput.,:r,

the data were entered into the Scitntific Information Retrieval (SIR)
system.

SIR is a powerful data-based management system which. is extremely

flexible for manipula.didn and further aggregation of various data for

subsequent analysis by such programs as SPSS and BMD.

SIR was used

with all obserVational data, teacher logs, achievement.information,
background information, etc., during Years 2 and 3 of the project as
well, so that combined analyses were possible at the end of the overall
study.

At the end of Year 1, project staff had transmitted approximately

250,00 data items from the TRS-80 to the CYBER 172 for input into SIR.

Year 2 Activities
,

Late in the 1980-81 school year, contacts were made with school

systems for participation in the Year 2 study.

.

Confirmations were

received from Monroe and Brown Counties as well as from Lawrence

Township for participation-in the second year research and teacher
training study.

Due to the substantial number of teachers from the

Monroe and Brown County Schools who, were interested in participating and

to the logistical liabilities of including Lawrence Township, the Year 2
data collection and training were conducted exclusively in Monroe and
Brown
Counties.
0

Once the sites, students and teachers were identified,

data collection activities were initiated.

Criterion-referenced and

norm-referenced achievement measures in reading and math were
administered, after student background .information and parent permission
forms were collected.

Concurrently coders were retrained in the use of

ALTOS until acceptable observer agreement was demonstrated. Fortunately,
we were able to employ coders who worked on the project during Year I,
thus minimizing training time.

A total of 21 teachers and 23 students

participated in the Year 2 study. During the fall semester, each student
was observed- for an average of 6 days, approximately 2 hours per day in

reading and math activities only.

The Year 2 study was designed so that

the fall observational data could be pooled with the Year 1 data (using

S1R, described above), and standardized achievement tests (SDRT and
SDMT) could be given at large enough intervals to be able to discern
learning gains, if any. These pooled data served as the basis for design

of intervention strategies to increase mildly handicapped student ALT
and achievement.

Analysis of the results from the pooled data indicated a number of
factors related to ALT (e.g., direct instruction, group
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structuring/directing, planned explanations to the group, group

feedback--see results in the following chapter)."

However, the sample

size wa? not large enough during Year 1 to obtain significant
correlations between ALT variables and residualized gains in academic
achievement. Since the relationship between ALT
and achievement had been
supported in studies of normal children (e.g., BTES results),
we
proceeded on the assumption that teachers with greater increases
in
student ALT would also have students with
greater achievement gains.

Moreover, this assumption could be directly tested
after the Year 2
posttest data were collected.
Individual inservice training conferences were scheduled with
teachers about a month after semester break, when the observation
data
had been analyzed.

Prior to each conference, each teacher was supplied

with a 'report on the findings to be read beforehand.

Individual teacher

observational data summaries were prepared from the fall
observations.
See Appendix D for a sample data summary.

Each summary served as a

baseline measure of that teacher's behavior and his/her target student's
behavior on key ALT variables.
During each inservice conference, a staff member
went over the
computer printout summarizing teacher and student ALT behaviors,
so that
each teacher could compare his/her performance and that
of her/his
students to the general findings.

The staff member pointed out specific

behaviors that the teacher miqht increase or decrease in order to
increase student ALT, given the relationships documented in the ALTOS
observational data analysis. The teacher and staff member
discussed ways
in which such changes coulc

.

made until a satisfactory plan was

developed. It was understood that the teacher
would attempt to implement
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these changes, and that observational data collection would continue in
the spr,ing semester to verify whether indeed the changes did
occur and

to see if there was any effect on ALT and achievement.
Individual follow-up conferences were scheduled about 5 weeks later.

At this time, a staff member met with each teacher, providing him/her
with a new printout summary based on ALTOS data collected since
the
first conference, so that the fall (baseline) summary could be compared
to the spring summary.

Positive changes in teacher behaviOr were

confirmed during this follow -up conference, and related changes in
student ALT were noted.

The most consistent relationship concerned

teacher direct instruction and student task engagement.

Most teachers

who increased direct instruction also increased student engagement.
However, some teachers decreased direct instruction, although we had not
advised any to do so, and usually this resulted in decreases in student
engagement.

Furthermore, when student engagement increased, student low

task success was very likely to decrease or not occu... at all.

These

experimental findings tended to support the ALT hypothesis..
Near the end of the school year, posttests of academic achievement

were administered. A final inserviCe conference was scheduled during the
last two weeks of school, where the teacher was provided both fall' and
spring individual observational data summaries and achievement
.results.

test

A staff member discussed these findings with the teacher,

particularly the validity of achievement test results.

One finding

uncovered during these discussions concerned the 'timing of the
posttests.

Some students were tested so close to the end of school that

they were not very motivated to do well on the tests, thus resulting
in
test scores which were lower than their

teachers thought they should be.
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Observers (who also did the posttesting) tended to corroborate these
findings.

Although this was not true of all students, nonetheless the

timing of, the posttesting was apparently too late (on hindsight).

Observers also reported, and this was confirmed by data analysis, that
towards the end of the school year both teachers and students tended to
spend less time on academics.

Non-academic field trips, special

convocations and recreational activities tended to occur with greater
frequency near the end of the school year.
Nonetheless, regression analyses of residualized achievement gain
scores and ALT measures did yield results comparable to those in the
BTES study of normal children.

See the following chapter for details.

Although statistical significance was observed less often than in the
BTES study, the magnitudes of partial correlation coefficients were
similar to and often greater than those in the BTES study,

The reason

for less significant findings can be attributed primarily to a smaller
sample size (i.e., less statistical power) compared to the BTES study.
Data analysis continued during the summer months, ending the Year 2
activities.

A number of in-house working papers were prepared which

summarized different parts of the overall results.

Findings from our

data were compared to those in other past studies to check for
' theoretical and empirical consistency.

Year 3 Activities

Considerable time was spent during the first quarter of Year 3
writing a manual for teachers which summarized the findings in
non-technical terms and which suggested concrete strategies for
increasing the academic learning time and achievement of mildly

S6

handicapped students.

Conclusions from other research were also

integrated into the manual when relevant to some aspect of ALT or
teacher behavior related to ALT (e.g., Kounin's (1970) findings on

withitness, overlapping and task involvement; findings on reinforcement
and feedback; findings on questioning). The manual
was intended not only
for dissemination purposes, but also for use in the Year 3 inservice
teacher training and'replication study.

The basic training paradigm was

to collect ALTOS baseline observations, present teachers with
observation data summaries and the ALT manual, discuss and.agree upon

anticipated changes in teacher behavior, and collect follow-up ALTOS

observations to confirmeffects on student ALT.
A draft of the teacher's manual was distributed to a group of local

teachers, principals and university faculty members in education for
appraisal.
individuals.

Numerous revisions and improvements were suggested by those
The manual was revised significantly and distributed to

similar group for a new appraisal.
basis of their feedback.

a

Further revisions were made on the

It is noteworthy that later in the year, after

having received a complementary copy of this manual, an assistant
superintendent.of the Monroe County School System requested permission
to reproduce 650 copies of the manual for distribution to.teachers and
administrators.

It is also interesting to note that bills have been

recently introduced to the Indiana State Legislature to increase the
number of school days per year and the length of the school
day.
Although surely coincidental, it is nonetheless
an indication that the
wod is being spread on the importance of ALT.

A recent. newspaper article

indicated administrative concern that the amount of time spent bussing
special education students not cut into their daily learning
time.
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The Year 3 study was very similar to Year 2, and was conducted
mostly to see if the Year 2 findings would be replicated.

School

administrators and teachers in Monroe County were contacted in the fall.
A total of nine teachers and 16 students participated in the Year 3
replication study.. No achievement tests were administered, since the
relationship of ALT and achievement had been documented from the Year
and 2 combined results.

1

At the beginning of the second semester,

baseline observations using ALTOS were begun, so that each stident was
observed on four to six different days over a six-week period, for
approximately one and one half hours per day in reading and math
activities only.

Individual teacher data summaries from ALTOS

observations were prepared and inservice conferences were scheduled
about mid-semester.

The same training paradigm was followed as for Year

2, except that teachers were provided with the final draft of the

manual of teaching strategies which influence ALT and achievement.
Follow-up ALTOS observations occurred during the last half of the
semester, and similar follow-up conferences with individual teachers
were scheduled.

Results for these teachers and students

same pattern as those from Year 2.

followed the

One notable difference between this

group of teachers and students and those from the previous year was that
this group was comprised exclusively of regular teachers (grades

1

through 5) who had mildly handicapped students mainstreamed full-time
their classrooms.

in

It should be noted that this delivery system was not

well represented in Years 1 and

2.

During Year 3 a related set of activities occurred in parallel

to

those described above. The project director was approached just prior to
the beginning of Year 3 by the puperintendept of the Linton school
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district, who had hard of our study and who wanted to improve their
internal teacher evaluation and inservice training programs.

After

several meetings, it was decided that all the principals and the

superintendent would be trained by project staff to code on a modified
version of the ALTOS.

An intensive three-day observer training workshop

was held several weeks before the beginning of the school year.

One of

the outcomes of the workshop was a simplified version of ALTOS and ALTOS
coding sheets.

The Linton principals then used the modified ALTOS when they
P

observed teachers during the fall as part of their required teacher
evaluation activities.

They then summarized their data by hand, since

there was not enough to warrant use of a computer.

These data were then

presented to observed teachers as feedback, and suggestions were made on

changes in teaching behavior, based on the general 4LT findings. Project
staff were invited back to Linton about mid-year to present a summary of
the ALT and achievement findings to the entire teaching faculty in order

to give them a better idea of the basis of the new evaluation system.
Although this activity with the Linton school district was not
planned during Year 3, it nonetheless indicates a potentially viable
inservice tec^her training methodology which attempts to increase ALT.
and student achievement.

A further unplanned activity during Year 3 involved the Monroe
County School Systems, who requested that project staff conduct an
inservice teacher training workshop during the spring semester with

teachers in the system (note--these were teachers who had not
participated in Years

I

and 2 and were not participating in the current

study).
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Finally, at the time of this writing, a number of articles
are in
preparation for submission to special education journals
for national
dissemination.

SECTION 4

RESULTS

The Sralple

Table

1

shows some features of the sample target students and their

teachers on whom

the results of this study are based.

The majority of

students are male and classified as learning disabled.

The majority of

teachers are regular

due to the fact that most target students who spend

time with a special teacher also spend time with a regular teacher.

During

Year 1 students were observed for 145 days, an average of 6 to 7 full days
per target student.

During Year 2 students were observed for 123 days

(through January) for an average of 6 days per target student, although
note that students were observed

to 2 hours per day and only during

reading and math activities (during year 2).
Project staff contacted school systems in the Indianapolis area, the
Monroe County Community School System in Bloomington, and the Brown County
School System.

After meeting with superintendents and special education

directors, three systems were willing to participate which had teachers who
were interested:

Lawrence Township Schools in Indianapolis and Monroe and

Brown County Schools.
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TABLE

1

,ALT Sample Desciption

0

Mildly Handicapped
Target Students*

(1) Year 1
(2) Year 2

22

students)

51.2
48.8

21

43
Sex

(1) Male
(2) Female

37
6

(students)

86.0
14.0

Handicap

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

EMR or MMH**
LD
ED
Other

12

(students)

27.9
60.5
9.3
2.3

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Full-time regular
Mostly regular
Half Resource
Mostly Special

13
8

(students)

30.2
18.6
14.0
37.2

(1) Lawrence Township
(2) Monroe County
(3) Brown County

5

(schools)

35.7
42.9
21.4

(teachers)

67.3
18.2
14.5

Delivery System

Locations

26
4
1

6

16

6
3

Main Teachers

(1) Regular
(2) Resource
(3) Self-Contained

Days of Observation

(1) Year 1
145
(2) Year 2 (thru Jane) 123
268

37
10
8

(days)

*Students' age range 7-13 years, in grades 1-5
**EMR:
MMH:
LD:
ED:
Other:

Educable Mentally Retarded
Mildly Mentally Handicapped
Learning Disabled
Emotionally Disturbed ( Emotionally Handicapped)
Multi-categorical or sensorially handicapped
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54.1

45.9
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Delivery Systems

The Delivery Systems in which our target students were enrolled fell
into 4 categories:
1.

Full-time Regular:

The target student (TS- -the one specifically

observed) spends his/her time in the regular classroom
just like any other
"normal" student.

In some cases this delivery system includes the consulting

teacher model, where a special education teacher provides consultation
with
the regular teacher on educational programming for the
target student, although
the special teacher does not instruct the target student.,
In other cases, no

special consultation is provided for the regular teacher.
Mostly Regular:

2.

Target student spends 2/3 or more of his/her time in

the regular class and up to 1/3 of the time in a
resource room where s/he is

taught by a special education teacher (or some other specialist).
Half Resource:

3.

Target student spends between 1/3 and 2/3 of the

time in a resource or self-contained classroom.

The remainder of the time

is spent in tbe regular classroom or other mainstream settings.
4.

Mostly Special:

Target student' spends more than 2/3 of the time
in

a resource and/or self - contained class.

TS may be mainstreamed in non-

academic activities such as art, music, or physical education.

Note that these fractions.of time spent in various settings are based on
those activities provided which require TS reading or math related tasks.
The following abbreviations of types of service delivery systems will
used to save space in Presentation of results:

Delivery Systems
FR:

MR-C:

'a

Full-time Regular
Mostly Regular, in the regular elassv.00m
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MR-S:

Mostly Regular, in the resource classroom

HR -C:

Half Regular, in the regular classroom

HR-S:

Half Regular, in the resource classroom

Results:

MS:

Mostly Special

OA:

Over all delivery systems

Table 2

During Year 1 only, TS's were observed for full days.

The numbet of

activities (NACT) averaged between 16 and 19 per day across the four
delivery systems,

with no substantial differences among delivery systems.

Transition time between activities (TRANTIM) averaged about 3/4 of an hour
per day or about 2 1/2 to 3 minutes between each activity, again with no
substantial differences among delivery systems.

This is somewhat surpris.ing',

since we expected that the MR and HR delivery systems would have more
transition time due to movement back and forth between regular and resource
rooms.

Apparently, TS's make the transition between rooms only twice per

day (i.e., they attend the resource room once per day), and these are just
2 out of 15 transitions per day on the average.

Thus, even if these

transition's are slightly longer, their effect is washed out by the larger
number of other transitions.
1

Length of school day (LDAY) varied between 51/2 and 611 hours'among the

delivery systems, with an OA average of 5 hours 50 minutes.
here may be attributed to 2 factors:

Differences

The school systems included in the

study had differing lengths of school days and each system tended to represent
only 2 of the 4 delivery systems in Year 1.

One school system represented

the bulk of the observations of MR and MS delivery syntems during Year

1

and

its school day was observed to actually begin and end (in terms of educational
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activities provided) at 8:30 a.m. and 2: 00p.m. in most of its schools.
In addition, several of their resource teachers declined to permit observations
in their rooms Shortly after the study began.

Since the TS's typically

went to the resource rooms during the last period of the day, observers
stopped coding at that point.

Thus, these situations produced arti?ically

low LDAY times, which were computed from DASTOP-DASTART (observing).

This

also explains the large standard deviation for MR.
Percent of transition time (PTRAN) relative to LDAY averaged 12-13%
across the delivery systems.

PTRAN in this study was slightly less

thah

transition time in the BTES study of normal children in grades 2 and 5
(about 15% of the time).

In summary, it would appear that switching of class type in the split
delivery systems (MR and HR)

does not add to overall transition time per

day; or, in other words, switching classes once per day does not significantly
\detract from time available to allocate to academics, when comparing the four
special education delivery systems.

It should be noted that it was not practical to estimate TRANTIM during

Year 2, since observers specifically coded for 1-2 hours per day` per TS only
when reading/math activities were scheduled and these were often non-contiguous
due to observer scheduling complexities and sampling considerations.

MULE
Year 1 Full-Day Observations:

ALTOS Header Statistics

Per Day by Delivery System
[Means and (Standard Deviations)]*
FR

MR

FULL-TIME
REGULAR
VARIABLE

(N=17)

NACT

18.2

T1A5TART

8:29 (:12)

',Asia

2:53 (:08)

HH:MM

L
%

MOSTLY
REGULAR
(N=59)

(3.3)

TRANT1M

0:/:6

1,11\Y

6:37 (:16)

MAN

12.0 (4.5)

15.5 (4.3)

(:17)

HR

HALF REGULAR
HALF SPECIAL
(N=14)

MS

OA

MOSTLY
SPECIAL

OVERALL

(N=48)

(N=145)

18.8 (3.7)

15.9 (5.2)

15.7 (5.2)

8:35:161

8:26 (:09)

8:37 ( :14L

8:35 (:26)

2:11 (:53)

2:51

(:05)

2:23 (:36)

2:24 (:43)

0:46 (:20)

0:48 (:17)

0:44 (:26)

0:46 (:22)

5:34 (1:05)

6:25 (:09)

5:47 (:42)

5:50

12.5

12.6 (7.7)

12.9 (6.1)

13.4 (5.4)

(4.3)

( :52)

,

,

.

.

.
,

,

_____----Unit of

la ysts is a Day of

serva ion
Page

1

of

1
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Results:

Table 3

Table 3 summarizes the variables on the ALTOS identification and
educational activity sheets for reading/math activities only
in each
Delivery System (i.e., all other types of activities were excluded for
this analysis).

Ncte that educational activity was used as the unit

of analysis here; the means represent average scores per activity in
reading/math and the percentages reflect the percent of activities

observed within each Delivery System class type where those variables
were observed.

Note also that the MR is split into MR-G and MR-S and

likewise HR into HR-G and HR-S, so that location of activities (CLTYPE)

was also used as a cutting variable in these two Delivery Systems.
Class size (CLSIZE), or number of students present, of course,
e:rfers substantially when comparing Delivery Systems.

In regular

classrooms an average of 23 to 25 students were present, whereas in the
special settings about 5 to 9 students were present.

Since smaller

classes have been found to be positively associated with greater
achievement gains, these differences should be kept in mind when interpreting
subsequent results in these settings.

All other things being equal,

the special education teachers should have more opportunities for individual
academic contacts with TS's and provide more individualized instruction,
since they have only 1/4 to 1/3 as many students to teach at any given
time, compared to regular teachers.

As will be discussed below, these

relationships tend to be borne out in the data.

Likewise, the number of students in exactly the same activity as
'TS (4STUDSAM), also parallels the trond of CLS1ZE differences.
to 2/3 of the class are doing the same activity as TS.

About 1/2

Individualization

of instruction can be estimated here by dividing; NSTUDSAM by CLSTZE

TABLE

j

Teacher and Target Student Educational Activity Descriptions
by Delivery System* (Reading and Math Only)
[Means and (Standard Deviations) OR Percent of Activities]
FR

FULL-TIME
REGULAR

MR-G
MOSTLY
REGULAR
REGULAR

Ms 1LY
REGULAR
RESOURCE

(H.307)

(N=479)

(N-77)

.....................-

VARIABLE

ern", r . r : .:!z i ..:4- dr173.1Lla ILWV U. ...1

,TsrzE
!111;DSAN

HR-G

HALF RESOURCE
REGULAR.

HR-S
HALF RESOURCE;

RESOURCE/
SPECIAL

MS

OA
.

MOSTLY
SPECIAL

OVERALL

(N-103)
lk 'i atararjgC traWirrVirar 4114-"ZZOICaadrlICATALair.i..ala .7.s.:Nrintrielf !roils-UM(N-78)
(N=1546)
(N=473)
:m nii. r-^3...-T .10=91 ti 7.1:=3,1,4NaTIN-0.411: wawa&
1allelMARTZSZ3 u.:zarina.liz1.4.. .11114'W-LaNtarm.X.111 A.4t1.117:311

22.9 (7.01_

25.1 (4.0)

5.4_16.3)

21.9 (2.91_

7.2 (3.7)

9.3 (4.3)

12.4 (9.9)

15.3 (10.8)

2.1

3.9)

18.0 (9.7)

3.1 (4.51

3.3 (33)

9.7 (10.0)

16.7 (11.3)

12.2

6.7

16.1. (10.1)

13.7 (11.9)

14.6 (10.6)

15.7 (11.4)

17.0 (13'.0)

i:1,',.1.1,oc,

MR -S'

17.5 (9.3)

FsPAcm
,

!:.Ft rpAcim

iTHrP-PACFD

57.5

42.5

57.3

51.9

_54.5

56.4.

70.9

42.6

48.1

45.5

43.6

29.1

--

15.5

61.1
,

38.9

FACT 1-kt
.)nl, 1,,ADi::
;11,F::I

Id ...\1)1::.

:ErITI::,:
',I;;TF::1:::..

:

)1 P ;cr!,;5:1;:

:i; rit:c;
)1i1Ei;

5.9

4.2

27.0

19.9

23.4

14.1

3.6

r ,-)
.) ....

23.4

18.1

20.7

1.0

.6

35.9

43.5

3.5

5.9

15.6

9.1

--

:

11.7

8.2

22.3

24.8

22.9

2.6

8.7

4.2

5.6

29.5

12.6

8.7

15.6

--

.8

.7

40.4

--

,

.

26.0

48.7

37.9

42.2

2.6

5.1

2.9

7.4

'

6.6

.

i:,11

1tl!1(!j-;

;N.i:::F
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,1.;;7'i::;1::(,
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_i 1;:t;

HI!ri
......-

7.4

4.4

8.2

36.8

11.5

.

14.3

3.6

10.6

4.1

5.6

14.3

28.6

25.5

14.1

23.1

8.5

16.7

3.6

10.6

11.8

10.4

9.0

16.2

4.8

14.1

6.4

6.4

10.5

3.3

3.3

3.6

2.1

.9

.2.4

40.5

21.4

40.4

53.6

39.5

9.5

25.0

4.3

9.1.

8.4

46.7
13.9
...".6.4~

i

,

28.3
2.6

TABLE 3

(cont'd)
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[Means and (Standard Deviations) OR Percent of Activities]
FR

[r-e.VARIABLE
lir: .t.-A

^:avir;

.0,

FULL-TIME
REGULAR

MR-G
MOSTLY
REGULAR
REGULAR

(N=307)

(N=479)

4.!4404TAILACI=0

.

MR-S
MOSTLY
REGULAR
RESOURCE
(N=77)

HR-G

HR-S
HALF RESOURCE
HALF RESOURCE
RESOURCE/
REGULAR
SPECIAL
(N,78)
(N=103)
* ;1111.02r
: =1IXEC*11401011111Wail IOWA

MS

OA

MOSTLY
SPECIAL

OVERALL

(N=473)

(N=1546)

iNSTACT 1-1st
LECTHRINO

3.0

6,3

12ISC_OSTHC.

3.0

4.0

22.0

6.6

4.8

2.3

4.0

2.6

7.9

3.9

1.5

3.1

22.3

50.6

21.0

30.1

27.4

25.9

5.6

4.8

2.6

7.9

2.9

3.0

4.3

4.6

9.7

14.3

9.2

9.7

7.9

8.1

56.6

34.7

23.6

44.7

44,7

51.7

45.5

5.3

18.1

1.3

2.6

3.9

6.2

9.1

8.7

7.2

7.7

10.0

2.6

2.7

5.8

12.0

15.4

13.3

10.3

4.8

10.1

29,5

38.5

A3.3

59.0

46.9

40.4

21.2

12.6

15.4

20.0

12.8

11.6

14.9

TEST1H(.;

2.5

1.8

7.7

1.4

1.7

SiTERV1S1::O

3.7

34.3

15.4

12,8

26.5

23.0

2.6

6.1

4.1

PP(MT1HC,
!loDFJ

.

lESTP:(;

SHPERVIST;;C,

ISTACT 2-2nd
LECTHRP:O
1)ISCr5.;!-;

;:c;

PRO:1111:',G
!10D11.1;;(;

OTHER

13.7

43.7

6.2

13.3

2.4

49,0

34,7

45.4

43.5

44.8

39.3

40.7

17.7

56.6

46.7
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46.9

49.6

48.9

13.2

8.7

7.8

8.1

8.3

11.1

10.4
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[Means and (Standard Deviations) OR Percent of Activities]
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HRMOSTLY
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REGULAR
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REGULAR
SPECIAL
,.

(N=479)

(N=77)
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1.5
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2.6
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1.1
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IsN;ST1
rE.AcHER

OA

OVERALL

(N=473)

(N=1546)
m..,=v,

70.3

--

MOSTLY
SPECIAL

61.9

66.4

.4

1.4

7.8

3.7

4.0

2.0

7.9
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1.3

--
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.2

1.3

--
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[Means and (Standard Deviations) OR Percent of Activities]
FR
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FULL-TIME
REGULAR

MOSTLY
REGULAR
REGULAR

(H=307)

(N=479)
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VARIABLE

swasscrevirs=arcussamcsi. VINO2rldifilaMLOXIIMANG

MR-S
MOSTLY
REGULAR
RESOURCE
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HR-G

HR-S
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HALF RESOURCE
IALF RESOURCE
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REGULAR
SPECIAL

(N=77)
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--

--
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MOSTLY
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4.2

.8

--

5.9
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.6
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1.3

.8

4.2

.4

--
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(and subtracting from 1 so that a higher score represents more individual-

ization of instruction)--e.g., for FR, individualization = 1 - (12.4/27.9)
= .46.

The following individualization scores obtain:

Ave. CLSIZE

Ave. Degree of Individualization
Per Activity

Delivery System

22.9
25.1
5.4
23.9
7.2
9.3

FR

.46
.39
.61
.25
.57
.65

MR-G
MR-S
HR-G
HR-S

c

MS

As can be seen, about 1.5 o 2 times more individualization occurs in the
smaller special class settings relative to the larger regular class
settings.

(Degree of individualization is more directly measured in Table 4

by the real-time coding category:

TSFOCUS).

There appears to be an

obvious trend between decreasing class size and increasing individualization
of instruction.

Average amount of time allocated CriALLOC)per reading/math activity
across all Delivery Systems is about 16 minutes.

It appears that the

MR-S has somewhat shorter activities (12 minutes) on the average than
do the other Delivery Systems, but the standard deviations are fairly
large relative to the means.

Target student pacing (TSPACING) was coded as either self- or other-.
paced for each activity.

Over all reading/math activities

across all Delivery Systems, about 61% of the activities are self.,-paced

and 39% are other-paced, or about a 3:2 ratio of self- to other-paced.

Notable exceptions to this pattern arc the MR-S (about 1:1) and MS
(about 7:3).

It appears that fewer self-paced activities occur in MR-S

and more self-pacing occurs in MS Delivery Systems.

Another wav of
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,,interpreting this is that MR-S teachers do more group wopi4 with
very small

groups (see above), and MS teachers do less.group worK, compared' to
regular class teachers (FR, MR-G, HR-G).

Looking at the predominant TS activity (1st) (TSACT1) over all

\si

Dlivery, Systems, writing is most predominant in about 40% of the
activities, silent reading in 23%, and listening in.16% of the reading/
math activities.

TS oral reading occurs 2 to 3 times more often in the

MR-S, HR-S, and MS Delivery Systems.

TS reciting occurs 5 to 8 times

more frequently in the MR-S compared to regular class settings.

TS

listening is not as predominate in Ohe special settings (MR-S,
HR-S, and MS) compared to regular classes.

The least amount of writing
.1%

occurs in the MR-S.

For the second most predominant TS activity (TSACT2) over all
Delivery Systems, writing occurs as second most predominate in about
40% of the activities, silent reading in about 23;,, ariCNretiting and

listening each in about 10% ofihe reading/math activities.

Again,

a similar pattern obtains when comparing Delivery Systems for the second
most predominate TS activity.

More activities in the special settings.

retuire T4 oral reading and reciting, compared ro the regular settings.
Looking at page 2 of Table 3, the first most predominate instructor
;activities (INSTACT1) over all Delivery Systems were supervising (46Z)
and prompting (267.).

Notably more prompting occurred in the special.
Pv

k

I

settings, especially MR-S, compared to reguh:r classrooms.
the MR-S teachers tested more often and spent less time
The second most predominate InstructO

In addition,

mpervising.

activities (1NSFACT2) over

all Delivery Systems were prompting (C);;>, supervising. (2E) and

83
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modeling/demonstrating (15%).

Prompting was most likely as the 2nd

predominate activity in the HR-S

and least likely in the MR-C.

Again,

testing w;,s more frequent in the MR-S.

TS task difficulty (TASKDIFF) over all Delivery Systems was coded
as easy (high success) on 41% of the reading/math activities, medium
(medium success) on 49%, and hard (low success) on about 10% of the
activities.

These results are somewhat different than those found in

the BTES study of normal children, where about half thilactivities were
easy,

were medium, and less than 1% were hard.

Compared to normal

children, mildly handicapped children experience high tL
often, and low success more often.

k success less

It should also he noted that the

Delivery Systems represent TS's of varying learning ability.

The most

capable TS': s were likely to be in FR and MR settings, whereas the least

capable weea likely to be in the MS setting.

This may explain why more

high success was experienced in the FR Delivery System, although those
same students also experienced the most low task success as well.

Also

noteworthy is that MR-S students experience more high success in their
resource rooms, compared to their regular class experiences.

On page 3 of Table 3, it can be seen that the TS instructor
(TSINST1 ) was most often the teacher (66%) or no instructor (26%) in
reading/math activities across all Delivery Systems.

No instructor

means that TS had no direct contact whatsoever with an instructor
during the entire activity.

The primary CONTENT (subject matter) in the reading/math activities
does differ across the Dclivery'§ystems.

The resource teachers (MR-S and

HR-S) provided relatively more reading and less math activities; than did
the r,..'gular (FR, MR-G, HR-G) classroom teachers, which indicates obviously
that TS':; it, those delivery systems were most deficient in their readin

sills compared to their math skills.
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Results:] Table 4
In Table 4 instructor and TS behaviors in reading/math activities
are presented.

,These measures are taken from the real-time coding sheet

and estimate the average percent time spent in the various categories of.
behavior in the delivery systems.

Single TS, instructor and focus variables

are given first, combinations of TS x instructor x focus next, and then some
composites are presented'at the end of Table 4.
TS behaviors.

Over all delivery systems, target students spend the

majority of their time engaged-written (EW--26%), engaged-covert (EC--27%),
tot -engaged'off-task (NO--17%) and engaged orally (E0--13%).

Note that

TS oral engagement is 2 to 3 times higher in the special settings (MR-S,
HR-S and MS) compared to the regular classrooms (FR, MR-G and HR-G).

As

discussed above, more oral reading and reciting occurred in the special
settings.

Less EW also occurred in the resource settings, and the least

amount of off-task behavior (NO) occurred in the MR-S.

NO is somewhat

higher in the FR and HR-G delivery systems.
Instructor behaviors.

The most predominant instructor move was null

(NU), mealing that 60% of time no direct instruction was being provided to
TS or to a group which included TS*.

This is consistent with the fact that

about 60% of the educational activities were self-paced (i.e., independent
seatwork).

Of particular note, the MR-S teachers were engaged

non-direct

instruction of TS or his/her group only 43% of the time; or in other words,
much more direct instruction was provided to TS's in MR-S rooms.
More academic monitoring (AM) occurs, in the special settings (MR-S,

HR-S, and MS) compared to the regular classrooms.

Likewise more academic

*Note that if the instructor was providing direct instruction to another
group that did not include TS, NU was coded.

Teacher and Target Student Behavior by Delivery System
in Reading and Mathematics Activities Only (1643 activities
observed):
[Mean Percent Time (Standard Deviation)]*
FR

FULL-TIME
REGULAR
VARIABLE

(11 =13)

MR-G
MOSTLY
REGULAR
REGULAR
(N=8)

MR-S
MOSTLY
REGULAR
RESOURCE

HR-G

HR -S,

HALF RESOURCE
HALF RESOURCE
RESOURCE/
REGULAR
SPECIAL

(N=8)

(N=6)

28.6 (8.1)

8.7 (5.3)

8.1 (3.3)

28.8 (10.2)

32.5 (5.2)

7.2 '(1.8)

7.7 (2.6)

5.0 (1.8)

3.4 (1.9)

4.5 (3.8)

5.2 (4.3)

19.6 (10.5)

64.7 (10.5)
0.5 (0.6)
11,8 (4.9)

14.5 (9.3')

56.5 (10.7)
1.9 (1.7)

11.4 (4.1)

7.8 (3.,9)

11.1 (4.7)

3.4 (1.8)

3.8 (2.3)

3.3 (2.9)
7.1 (2.0)
1.5 (1.2)

64.8 (10.5)
11.0 (4.8)

23.3 (11.1)

6.1 (3.6)
7.9 (2.6)
1.3 (1.2)

56.5 (10.8)
10.0 (4.4)

33.4 (11.1)

21.9 (7.5)

24.3 (11.1)
26.2 (12.3)
5.4

OA

MOSTLY
SPECIAL

(N=6)

IVEMMMi44==101123WWM .2MMIen===.1=IMM.W.

26,2 (9.6)

MS

OVERALL

(N=16)

(N=43)
IMUIRCTSCIS=CLUVI111027:=

25.9 (11.3)

21.7 (8.2)

28.4 (9.2)

26.3 (8.5)

4.4 (1.2)

17.8 (7.3)

16.0 (7.11_

12.6 (6.1)

29.2 (6.8)

21.4 (6.8)

35.6 (13.91_

2..6)

6.1,(1.7)

5.5 (2.8)

6.9 (2.6)

7.0 (2.21

5.4 (3.1)

3.2 (1).

3.5 (2.3)

5.2 (2.5)

4.5 (2.1)

3.9 (2.3)

5.8 (2.9)

6.5 (4.2)

5.7

(3.4)

20.9 00.11

16.5 (15.1)

15.6 (8.9)

16.7

(9.5)

58.6 (21.3)

59.1

60.0 (11.7/.

7.7 16.0)

9.1 (9.5)

43.5 (19.2)

4.5 (6.)
27.6 (11.7)
14.5 (12.7)

58.0 (17.8)

0.0_10.0)
14.8 1T2.2)

9.5 (6.6)

2.6 (2.11_

5.4 (2.5)

1.8 (1.6)

4.

5 (6

16..5

(9.3)

10.2 (7.6)
3.7

(2.6)

(12.1)

2.2

(1.4)

13.9

(5.51

10.2_1E).2)

1.6

(1.0

14.0 (5.2)

9.9

3.1 (2.2)

3.5 (2.1)
3.1

3)

1.6 (2.7)

2.1

4.9 (1.9)

6.6 (1.4)

5.6 (2.7)

6.7 (2.8)

7.0 (2.3)

0.6 (0.6)

1.2 (0.7)

1.1

2.7

1.9

43.5 (19.2)
32.9 (18.5)
16.7 (16.4)

.

58.0 (17.8)
6.9 (3.3)
35.0 (17.6).

36

(0.8)

(3.2)

(1.8)

(2.9)

(1.5)

58.6 (21.3)

59.1

26.8 (11

27.8 (10.0)

19.4

13.1

21.6 (11.9)

16.7

6)

(.18.5)

(12.1)

(11411_

_

59.0 (11.7)
(9.2).

8'i
*WWI..
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TABLE 4 (coned)
Mean Percent Time (Standard Deviation)..
FR

FULL-TIME
REGULAR
VARIABLE
Alowlarmeminasmanatem
19.

(N=13)

MR-G
MOSTLY
REGULAR
REGULAR

MR-S

HR-G

HR-S

MS

MOSTLY
REGULAR
RESOURCE

HALF RESOURCE
RESOURCE

HALF RESOURCE
RESOURCE/
SPECIAL

(N=8)

WISTLY
SPECIAL

(N=8)

(N=6)

OVERALL

(N=16)

(N=43)

Wai=etatIZAAT424.12111=111.11ZIL*11800511SCa=."72..C.:

umimmm=====om ruzztaarnizsisesusaus
0.00 (0.0)
1.9 (3.3)

l',NA:CS

0.3 (0.2)

0..5 (0.0

2.9 (2.7)

20. ENAFTS

4.8 (3.2)

4.2 (1.8)

19.9 (11.8)

2.7 (1.2)

2.8 (1.9)

2.4 (1.0

10.6 (8.Y)

21. FNAQTS

1

(I1=6)

OA

1.9 (1.4)

1.2 (1.2)

10.2 (5.8)

11.2 (4.1)

7.9 (4.2)

1.4 (1.6)

5.1 (2.7)

6.6 (4.3)

4.6 (3.4)

22. F=TS

1.4 (1.0)

1.3 (0.9)

1.6 (1.6)

0.9 (0.6)

2.9 (3.0)

2.2 (1.9)

23. ENXPTS

1.8 (1.4)

0.1 (0.2)

0.03 (0.05)

0.6 (1.0)

0.2 (0.5)

0.06 (0.14)

0.23 (0.33)

0.2 (0.3)

1.6 (0.8)

0.6 (0.5)

2.7 (1.8)

0.6 (0.8)

3.6 (3.3)

3.0 (2.2)

2.1 (1.7)

0.4 (0.4)

0.04 (0.12)

0.4 (0.3)

0.55 (0.52)

1.1

0.6 (0.7)

0.00 (0.00)

0.09 (0.25)

0.00 (0.00)

0.00 (0.00)

0.02 (0.09)

0.02 (0.07)

0.10 (0.12)

0.63 (1.22)

0.00 (0.00)

0.14 (0.35)

0.16 (0.39)

0.12 (0.30)

0.06 (0.11)

0.09 (0.25)

0.00 (0.00)

0.00 (0.00)

0.03 (0.11)

0.02 (0.08)

0.00 (0.00)

0.00 (0.00)

0.00 (0.02)

0.00 (0.01)

24.

25. ENFTS

26. NFA:li'S
27.

0.2 (.3)

0.02 (0.09)

(1.0)

:T..11.1

0.14 (0.36)

28. :TATs

0. n0 (0.00)

29.

o.00 0.01))

0.01

(0.02)

0.00 (0.00)

30. NVYPC;

0.00 (0.00)

0.00 (0.00)

0.0 (0.12)

0.00 (0.00)

0.00 (0.00)

0.00 (0.00)

0,00 (0.00)

0.00 (0.01)

0.03 (0.07)

0.09 (0.23)

0.07 (0.18)

0.00 (0.00)

0.09 (0.34)

0.04. (0.21)

0.45 (0.68)

0.44 (0.61)

0.67 (0.61)

0.24 (0.29)

1.20 (1.37)

0.81 (1.00)

1.46 (3.87)

0.00 (0.00)

0.74 (1.81)

0.21 (0.35)

0.37 (0.69)

7.02 (10.33)

11.89. (5.69)

5.78 (6.71)

2.45 (2.89)

5.71 (4.45)

3.87 (4.57)

7.57 (5.7)

4.97 _0.15)

3.49 (3.64)

5.04 (3.55)

1.01

(1.67)

3.99 (2.07)

0.46 .0.57)

0.90 (1.68)

1.59 (1.69)

1.11 (1.72)

4.90 (4.101

1.50 (2.68)

1.83 (2.99)

2.84 (2.69)

2.04 (2.50)

.).81

(1.29)

1.80 (1.47)

3.58 (2.02)

4.72 (2.22)

0.00 (0.00)

0.09 (0.22)

0.16 (0.28)

0:15 (0.30)

0.23 (0.31)

31.
32.

NI SoTS
Ni 11k;

0.61 (0.63)

33,

0.14 (0.35)

1.19 (1.3)

34,

6.69 (4.33)

6.71 (2.8)

35.

4.58 (2.95)

8.05 (4.1)

36.

37,
.

.

1.89 (1.80)

2.40 (2.1)

3.0/ (2.70)

5.78 (3.4)

.

5.29 (2.0(;)
39.

;',.;Trwl.

0.41 (0.5'

6.99 (2.7)

I
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TABLE 4

(cont'd)

Mean Percent Time (Standard Deviation)
FR

FULL-TIME
REGULAR
VARIABLE

(N-13)

:sgrautaerma.-4.1.1.1:11.11111M'

MR-G

MOSTLY
REGULAR
.,REGULAR
(N-8)

MR-S

MOSTLY
REGULAR
RESOURCE

HR-G

HR-S

HALF RESOURCE
HALF RESOURCE
RESOURCE/
SPECIAL
RESOURCE

(N =8)

..stsmoitaminkimr

(N=6)

OA

MS

MOSTLY
SPECIAL

OVERALL

(N=16)

(N=43)

0.03 (0.06)

0.20 (0.26)

0.00 (0.00)

0.00 (0.00)

0.00 (0.00)

0.00 (0.00)

0.04 (0.11)

41.

:A1'0R

0.16 (0.25)

0.44 (0.88)

0.00 (0.00)

0.25 (0.40)

0.36 (0.44)

0.03 (0.13)

0.22 (0.52)

42.

7Ancit

0.43 (0.(/2)

0.54 (0.52)

0.00 (0.00)

0.50 (0.60)

0.18 (0.21)

0.15 (0.54)

0.29 (0.47)

0.15 (0.31)

0.11 (0.24)

0.00 (0.00)

0.52 (0-.66)

0.29 (0.59)

0.01 (0.05)

0.12 (0.26)

0.13 (0.26)

0.27 (0.50)

0.00 (0.00)

0.17 (0.42)

0.00 (0.00)

0.02 (0.07)

0.09 (0.23)

0.09 (0.28)

0.27 (0.13)

0.00 (0.00)

0.10 (0.25)

0.22 (0.41)

0.03 (0.09)

0.11 (0.25)

0.24 (0.28)

0.24 (0.13)

0.16 (0.43)

0.05 (0. 13)

0.19 (0:30)

0.22 (0.38)

0.21.(0.28)

43.
44,

Z:...%:'CR

.47_1

r;o.

37.6 (12.3)

36.2 (13.4)

22.9 (11.5)

32.3 (12.0

27.0 (10.1)

20.3 (7.3)

20.5 (111.7)

'."5.7

71.0 (10.4)

76.9 (8.5)

29.0 (10.4)

51.

1)1

35.3 (10.5)

52.

r::.)Frs

11.2 (5.0)

53.

F.::;)IcR

27.1

33.2 (9.9)

511.

%G.
`)7.

(10.0)

:;11)1(;1

?4.4 (11.5)

33.7 (11.0)

34.2 (10.7;

(9.5)

24.2 (12.3)

25.3 (11.5)

24.8 (9.6)

77.8 (14.1)

72.0 (9.6)

74.2 (12.5)

72.7 (11.3)

73.1

23.0 (8.5)

22.2 (14.1)

28.0 (9.6)

25.8 (12.5)

27.3 (11.3)

26.9 (9.8)

43.5 (10.7)

56.5 (19.2)

42.0 (17.8)

41.4 (21.3)

40.9 (12.1)

41.0 (11.7)

9.4 (3.9)

38.4 (18.3)

24.4 (11.8)

26.3 (9.5)

18.3 (9.4)

31.4 (10.5)

16.5 (16.3)

33.4 (17.3)

15.4 (17.8)

12.6 (9.6)

20.5 (11.1)

40.7 (10.6)

54.9 (19.3)

'39.6 (17.3)

39.8 (21.1)

38.9 (11.9)

38.8 (11.'0

6.

(2,8)

0.7') (0.75)

0.66 (0.82)

1.4 (1.6)

0.7 (0.67)

.39 ((1.36)

1.22 (1.51)

2.07 (1.89)

0.16 (0.43)

1.6 (0.8?)

2.01 (1.73)

2.73 (2.17)

1.6 (1.6)

2.3r, (1.12)

(9.8)

1.51 (1.59)

1.02 (1.15)

1.24 (1.28)

0.46 (0.83).

1.10 (1.36)

1.62 (1.43)

1.97 (1.49).

2.1? (1.59)

91
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feedback (AF) and questions (AQ) occurred in the special settings,especially
the MR-S.

Slightly more planned explanations (XP) and structuring/directing

(SD) occurred in the regular class settings.

In summary, the predominate instructor behavior (from the point of
view of TS) was non-direct instruction (60%), and when direct instruction
was provided, it was most likely to be academic feedback (14%), questioning
(10%), or structuring/directing (7%).
Instructor focus.

with the move itself.

The focus of the instructor move was coded along
Of course, if the move was null, so was the focus.*

On the whole, about 19% of the moves were focused specifically to the TS
(TSFOCUS) and 22% to the group or another student indthe group which included
TS (CRFOCUS).

When comparing delivery systems, regular class teachers (FR,

MR -G, ,HR -G) are more group-focused, and special teachers (MR-S, 11R-S, and

MS) are more TS-focused in their direct instruction.
three times as many direct academic instructor

Two and one-half to

contacts with the TS

occurred in the smaller special settings as did in the larger regular.
settings.

This appears to be directly correlated with the class size, as

would be expected:

the fewer the students, the more time a teacher can

spend with each individually, all other things equal.

Clearly, much more

individual academic instruction occurrs in the resource and self-contained
classrooms, and the instruction tends to be more individualized (as discussed
above--NSTUDSAM, Table 3).

Regular class teachers did appear to spend more time individually
with the TS than would be expected.

.

Given that_ 23 to 25 or more students

*The reason NtILL focus is 5r overall is due to occasional errors in
data transmission ovrr phone lines that were not detected and corrected by
of .25 million data items transmitted)
the computer. (les.s than .001
'::,

.
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e present in the regular elementary class, a teacher who
gave equal time
to each student would be expected to spend about 4 to 5% of the time
individually with each student-.

Using that figure as a basis for comparison,

FR and MR-G teachers are spending about twice as much time with
the TS.

The HR-G teachers appear to be:mostly group-oriented, 'where TS's
are typically
mainstreamed in social studies, science and math activities.

Joint behaviors (TS engagement x move x focus).

On pps. 2 and 3 of

Table 4, it can be seen generally that TS engagement rates during direct

instruction are very high compared to non-engagement during direct
instruction.

More will be said about this relationship below.

In

particular, 2 to 4 times as much AF and AO specifically. focused to TS
occurred in the special settings (MR-S, }IR -S, MS).
t,

For group-focused direct

instruction, regular class teachers were 2 to 3 tames more likely to provide
/

planned explanations and structuring/directing /than special teachers.

Looking at variables 47 and 48, TS engagipment during non-direct
instruction (ENNUNU) over all delivery systeMs was 34%, compared to nonengagement during non-direct instruction /0CNUNU), which occurred 25% of the
time.

Another way of interpreting this 'is that TS is only.a little more

likely to be on-task than off-task during non-direct instruction (i.e.,
seatwork).

Given that non-direct instruction occurred about 60% of the time,

this finding seems highly. significant from the point of view of educational

programming for mildly handicapped students.
Composite behaviors.

Over all delivery Sys;'

TS's tend to be

enaged (EN) about 73% and non - engaged (NE) 27% of the time.

GiNen that

25:: of the NE occurred during seatwork (non-direct instruction), it is clear

where the large majority of NE occurred.

There appears LO be little

difference in EN and NE across the delivery systems, with the exception
of the MR-S, where EN was somewhat greater (78% vs. 73% on the whole).
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Direct Instruction (DI--either to TS or the group) occurred about
41% of the time on the whole.

FR teachers engaged in less DI (35%) and

MR-S teachers in more DI (57%), compared to the other delivery systems.
Perhaps most noteworthy of all, TS engagement during direct instruction
(ENDI) occurred 39% of the time, whereas non-engagement during direct

instruction (NEDI) occurred about 2% of the time.

In other words, TS is

about 19 times as likely to be on-task during DI than off-task.

Recall that

TS was only slightly more likely to be on-task than off-task during nondirect instruction.

It is little wonder that more DI has been found in

past research to result in higher student achievement, since EN is a
necessary (though not sufficient) condition for learning to occur.

These

findings suggest that one way to increase students' task enagement is to
directly teach them more often.

7.
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Results:

Table 5

In Table 5, instructor and TS behavior in reading/math activities
in
the three class types (not delivery systems) is summarized.

Note that some

units of analysis are included in more than one class type (i.e., total N=43,
but 63 units are analyzed--e.g. some of the same TS's were used in computing

resource room means as well as regular class means).

These results generally

follow the same pattern as did those in Table 4; thus only marked
differences
will be discussed.

Variables 17 and 18, TSFOCUS and CRFOCUS, show the differences in focus
in the regular, resource, and special classes.

TSFOCUS o Purred 35% of the

time in the special class, 26% in the resource room and 10% in the regular
class.

GRFOCUS showed the opposite trend:

21%, and special was 8:5%.

Regular was 29%, resource was

In other words, special class teachers tend to

work individually with TS's 4 times as often as with groups, resource
teachers about half individualized and half grouped, and regular teachers
tend to work with groups about 3 times as often as they do specifically
with the TS..

Variable 51, DI (direct instruction), was highest in resource rooms
and lowest in regular classrooms.

The same ratio between ENDI and NEDI

(about 19 to 1) generally obtains across the three class types.
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TABLE

5

Teacher and Target Student Behavior by Class Type
in Reading and Math Activities Only (1643 activities observed)
[Mean Percent Time (Standard Deviation)]*

REGULAR
CLASS
VARIABLE

-

RESOURCE
CLASS

N=2
_.

SPECIAL
CLASS

:

(N=20)

(N=16)

1.

EW

2.

E0

3.

EC

.

ED

7.1

(2.1)

1

5.3 (3.1)

7.3 (2.9)

5.

NI

4.1

(1.9)

i

4.6 (3.3)

5.2

(2.6)

6.

N

4.5 (3.6)

1

6.6 (5.2)

6.7

(4.4)

7.

NO

13.2 (12.7)

14.9

(9.8)

52.6 (21.2)

56.7

(18.6)

26.8 (9.3)
7.6

22.7

4.4

31.4 (10.0)-

18.4

(10.0)4

11.5)

25.7

(10.2)

20.2 (11.0)

19.1

(10.1).

27.4 (10.2)

21.1

(7.0)

I

8.

Nu

9.

AM

10.

AF

11.

AO

9.2 (4.8)

1 ?.

XN

13.

XP

111.

SD

15.

'rF

16.

60.8 (12.6)1
0.8 (1.2

Z.4 (4.8)

12.3 (4.7)

2.7

(1.9)

20.6 (11.9)

15.4

(7.9)

1

12.9 (9.5)

10.4

(8.9)

4.0 (2.2)

1

3.1 (2.2)

3.5

(2.7)

4.4 (3.5)

1

2.2 (2.5)

1.5

(3.1)

7.2 (2.1)

1

5.0 (2.8)

7.2 (3.2)

1.4 (1.1)

1.2 (1.8)

2.6

NUFOCUS

60.8 (12.6)

52.6 (21.2)

56.7

17.

Tsrocus

10.3 (4.7)

26.1 (17.0)

34.8 (18.0)

18.

GRFOCUS

28.9 (13.4)

:

.

:

I

21.3 (18.8)

8.5

(1.9)

(18.7)

(8.3)

*Unit of Analysis = Target Students -Note: There is some
overlap of same TS in different class types.
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TABLE 5

(cont'd)

[Mean Percent Time (Standard Deviation)]

REGULAR
CLASS

VARIABLE

-

(N=27)

19. ENAMTS

0.3 (0.4)

20. ENAFTS

4.1

21. ENAFTS.

2.4

22. ENXNTS

RESOURCE
CLASS

SPECIAL
CLASS

(N=20)

(N=16)

1.6 (2.6)

2.4 (1.8)

2.6

12.3 (9.5)

13.5 (6.5)

(1.7)

7.0 (6.3)

8.3 (9.0)

1.2 (0.9)

1.8 (1.9)

3.2 (2.6)

0.2 (0.6)

0.2 (0.3)

2.0 (2.3)

4.3 (3.2)
1.2 (1.2)

ENXPTS

0.1

24. ENSDTS

1.1

25. ENTFTS

0.3 (0.3)

0.4

26. NEAFTS

0.01

0.03 (0.15)

0.14 (0.58)

0.09 (0.26)1

0.28 (0.77)

0.16 (0.39)

28. NEAOTS

0.02 (0.06)-

0.03 (0.15)

0.03 (0.11)

2. NEXNTS

0.00 (0.01)j

0.00 (0.00)

0.00 (0.02)

30. NEXPTS

0.00 (0.00)1

0.01

(0.07)

0.00 (0.00)

31. NESDTS

0.03 (0.09)1

0.03 (0.14)

0.09 (0.34)

32. NETFTS

0.58 (0.62)

0.39 (0.70)

1.18 (1.40)

33. ENAMOR

0.42 (0.87)

0.80 (2.44)

0.13 (0.29)

34. ENAFGR

7.85 (4.67)

7.89 (9.47)

1.65 (2.83)

35. ENAOCR

6.27

(4.21)

5.70 (6.31)

2.03 (2.88)

6. ENXNCR

2.51

(2.06)

1.21

0.34 (0.54)

7. ENXNCR

4.10 (3.34)

1.94 (2.58)

1.31

38. ENSDOR

5.91

2.95 (2.43)

2.76 (1.91)

39. ENTFOR

0.29 (0.37)

0.06 (0.17)

0.15 (0.36)

2

.

27. NEAFTS

,

0.3)

1

(0.9

(070.6)

(2.20)1

(0.9)

(1.97)

(2.94)
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TABLE 5

(cont'd)

[Mean Percent Time (Standard Deviation)]

REGULAR
CLASS
VARIABLE

RESOURCE
CLASS

(N=27)

N=20)

SPECIAL
CLASS
(N=16)

40. NEAMGR

0.07 (0.16)

0.00 (0.00)

0.00 (0.00)

41. ENAFGB

0.27 (0.53)

0.13 (0.30)

0.00 (0.00)

42. NEAMGR

0.48 (0.57)

0.16 (0.49)

0.01

(0.04)

NEXNGR

0.22 (0.42)1

0.09 (0.33)

0.01

(0.05)

44. NEXPGR

0.18 (0.37)/

0.01

(0.06)

0.00 (0.00)

45. NESDCR

0.14 (0.29)

0.08 (0.24)

0.02 (0.06)

46. NETFGR

0.20 (0.22)'

0.27 (0.61)

0.09

4

.

(0.17)

47. ENNUNU

36.0 (12.3)

29.6 (15.4)

31.6 (14.2)

48.

24.7 (9.4)

22.9 (15.5)

25.1 (11.8)

49. EN

73.0 (9.7)

75.5 (15.0)

73.2 (12.0)

50. NE

27.0 (9.7)

24.5 (15.0)

26.8 (12.0)

51. DI

39.2 (12.6)

47.4 (21.2)

43.3 (25.7)

25.3 (5.9)

33.1 (17.9)

ENUN11

52. ENDITS

53. ENDICR

9.5 (4.6)
.;

54. ENDI
55. NEDITS

1

27.4 (12.7)

I

36.9 (12.1)

20.5 (18.6)

8.4 (8.3)

45.9 (21.0)

41.5 (18.8)

0.74 (0.73)

0.78 (1.18)

1.61

56. NEDIGR

--I
1.56 (1.51,;

0.75 (1.13)

0.13 (0.21)

57. NEDI

2.30 (1.76)1

1.54 (1.46)

1.73 (1.77.)

,

(1.79)

_

t
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Results: Table 6
In Table 6, instructor and TS behaviors
are grouped by task success in
reading/math.

Note that the analysis was performed two ways:

1) Using

the educational activity as the unit of analysis
and 2) Using the TS as the
unit of analysis.
TS behavior.

TS's are engaged covert (EC) more in high success than

in low success activities.

Much more off-task (NO) occurs during low

success activities than in high success activities.

Whether TS's perforth

poorly because they are off-task, or they are off-task because
they perform

poorly, cannot be determined from these descriptive results.

The results do

tend to confirm the hypothesis that TS engagement is necessary but not
sufficient for high task success.

Clearly, other factors affect task

success in addition to engagement, such as appropriateness of curriculum
to student ability level.
Instructor behavior.

There appears to be -more non-direct instruction

(NU) in low success than in medium or high success activities.

Less

academic feedback (AF) and,less planned explanation (XP) ale provided
during low success tasks.

Also, when teachers give less direction (SD),

task success is more likely to be low.
Focus of move.

In low success activities group focus is less'than in

medium and high success activities.

What these results mean will become

clearer when combinations of behaviors are examined.

Joint behaviors (TS move x instructor move x focus).

No clear trends

et

are evident in variables 19 through 32, except that more NETFTS occurred in
low task success activities (i.e., instructor disciplining of TS off-task
behavior).

The trends appear to be clearer in the group focus variables

(33 through 46).

When more instructor AF, XP, and SD directed to the group

was Provided, TS's were 2 to 3 times more likely to perform very well than

TABLE

6

Target Student and Teacher ALTOS Behaviors
by Task Success:
Reading and Math Only:
Mean Percent Time (Standard Deviation)
HIGH SUCCESS
ACTIVITIES
VARIABLE

(11=601)

1. LU

30.2 (31.1)*

2. E0

13.8 (22.0)

MEDIUM
SUCCESS
ACTIVITIES

LOW SUCCESS
ACTIVITIES

HIGH SUCCESS

(N=720)

(N=147)

(N=42)

29.4 (27.7)

26.2 (22.9)

15.8 (22.7)

12.3 (18.5)

28.0 (24.6)

26.1

MEDIUM
SUCCESS
(N =143)

(14.3)*i 26.0 (10.8)

LOW
SUCCESS
(N=39)

26.3 (17.1)._

12.9 (8.4)

14.7 511.3)

12.5 (15.6)

22.3 (19.7)

30.4 (13.6)

26.6 (11.1)

23.1 (15.6)

6.5 (9.5)

5.7 (9.2)

7.3 (3.4)

4.0 (8.3)

7:1(4.2)

3.8 (7.5)

5.8 (5.1)

4.3 (6.1)

6. NU

4.5 (3,4)

4.7 (2.3)

4.8 (9.8)

4.1

4.8 (4.6)

6.0 (4.9)

7. Co

9.5 (14.9)

6.1 (5.0)

5.3 (7.3)

14.3 (10.8)

22.2 (15.3)

3. EC

29.9 (27.6)

4. ED

7.8 (10.9)

5. NI

8. Nu
9.

Asi

10. AF
11. Ao
12.

:;!:

(8.9)

12.5 (17.2)

5.4 (10.0)

24.0 (26.0)

(7.9)

54.9 (38.1)

57.3 (36.8)

63.7 (33.6)

57.0 (17.9)

1.3 (6.5)

56.1 (15.1)

2.9 (9.7)

61.6 (26.5)

2.4 (6.8)

1.0 (1.7)

2.0 (2.4)

1.9 (2.9)

16.9 (23.2)

15.1

10.9 (19.5)

10.8 (19.0)

2.7 (6.3)

(22.3)

11.8 (18.5)

9.8 (18.1)

2.3

(5.6)

3.8 (8.8)

4.2 (12.9)

3.1

(10.3)

0.7

14. SD

7.7 (10.7)

6.4

15. T

1.6 (4.6)

13. Xi'

12..8

16. :NocrS

54.9 (38.1)

17. TSrot:Ds

18. onecrS

(2.9)

(9.6)

5.3 (8.1)

2.0 (5.4)

2.5 (4.9)

57.3 (36.8)

63.6 (33.7)

20.0 (27.8)

22.6 (28.3)

21.5 (25.6)

25.1 (33.9)

20.1 (30.6)

15.0 (25.2)

14.6 (7.8)

15.7

(8.4)

12.5 (17.3)

10.7 (8.2)

10.2 (7.2)

10.6 (12.3)

4.1 (3.9)

3.5 (3.4)

4.7 (5.6)

3.4 (4.0)

3.4 (4.8)

0.8 (2.6)

7.3 (3.5)

1

7.6 (4.1)

5.5 (5.0)

1.8 (1.8)

:

1.6 (2.1)

2.5 (3.5)

(17.9)

56.2 (15.1)

61.6 (26.5)

19.9 (11.7)

21.5 (12.9)

24.6 (23.0)

23.7 (15.8)

22.3 (14.2)

13.7 (18.4)

57.1

........1.a..0011.111.0.4.11

IWO

* Activity is Unit of Analysis
** 1orcp2t Student is Unit of Analysis

1
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TABLE 6

(cont'd)

Mean Percent Time (Standard Deviation)

HIGH SUCCESS
ACTIVITIES
VARIABLE

(N=601)

MEDIUM
SUCCESS
ACTIVITIES
(N=720)

LOW SUCCESS
ACTIVITIES
(N=42)
1111111101111111FIQW11141111111

19. ENAMTS

0.8 (5.5)

1.9 (8..0)

20. ENAFTS

9.5 (18.2)

9.5 (16.8)

21. ENAQTS

5.0 (13.7)

5.3 (13.1)

22. ENXNTS

1.2 (4.2)

1.4 (4.2)

23. ENXPTS

0.1 (1.1)

HIGH SUCCESS

MEDIUM
SUCCESS

LOW
SUCCESS

(N=42)

(N.43)

(N=39)

1.9 (6.00)

0.7 (1.5)

1.4 (1.8)

1.5 (2.2)

7.6 (15.1)

8.1 (4.7)

9.2 (6.5)

9.1 (16.9)

5.2 (10.6)

5.3 (5.9)

5.0 (5.6)

5.7 (7.1)

2.2 (5.5)

1.7 (2.7)

2.3(112)

3.2 (4.3)

0.3 (2.6)

0.2 (1.1)

0.1 (0.4)

0.2 (0.5)

0.2 (0.6)

1.9 (4.8)

1.9 (2.1)

2.0 (2.3)

2.5 (4.2)

0.5 (1.9)

0.9 (1.1)

0.6

0.6 (1.2)

0.00 (0.00)

0.01 (0.09)

0.00 (0.01)

0.00 (0.00)

24. ENSDTS

2.0 (5.2)

2.1 (5.9)

25. ENTFTS

0.7 (2.7)

0.8 (3.9)

_.(1.5)

26. NF AMTS

0.02 (0.58)

0.01 (0.22)

27. NAFTS

0.20 (1.85)

0.29 (1.63)

0.29 (1.71)

0.11 (0.40)

0.15 (0.43

28. NrAn1S

0.45 (2.02)

0.04 (0.82)

0.03 (0.46)

0.02 (0.21)

0.03 (0.14)

0.03 (0.14)

29. NEXNTS

_221.1.92/1,

0.00 (0.00)

0.01 (0.17)

0.00 (0.00)

0.00 (0.00)

0.00 (0.02)

30. NI.riS

0.00 (0.00)

0.00 (0.00)

0.01 (0.21)

0.00 (0.00)

0.00 (0.00)

0.00 (0.02)

0.00 (0.00)

31. NESDTS

0.04 (0.64)

0.06 (0.94)

0.00 (0.00)

0.03 (0.11)

0.06 (0,39)

0.00 (0.00)

32. NEFFTS

0.41 (2.3)

0.80 (3.12)

1.49 (3.72)

0.46 (0.74)

0.57 (0.92)

1.45 (2.94)

33. ENANGR

0.42 (3.3)

0.95 (5.1)

0.42 (2.3)

0.22 (0.61)

0.54 (1.10)

34. ENARR

0.32 (1.16)

7.00 (15.41)

5.13 (13.5)

3.40 (8.5)

6.25 (6.34)

6.00 (5.96)

2.54 (4.60)

5.19 (13.6)

4.39 (13.4)

5.23 (5.01)

4.89 (4.72)

4.50 (8.75)

1.32 (6.1)

2.13 (3.04)

1.24 (1.82)

1.36 (4.42)

5.73 (13.8)

36. E0AAR

1.37 (4.3)

0.95 (3.8)

37. ENXPGR

3.96 (12.8)

2.69 (9.9)

0.46 (2.4)

3.21 (3.73)

3.18 (4.69)

0.63 (2.18)

38. ENSDGR

5.25 (10.0)

4.07 (8.0)

3.28 (6.4)

5.31. (3.47)

5.36 (i.22)

39. ENrrGR

2.85 (3.89)

0.27 (1.7)

0.16 (1.2)

0.28 (1.9)

0.34 (0.83)

0.12 (0.26)

0.20 (0.87)

*=,.
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TABLE .6

(cont'd)

Mean Percent Time (Standard Deviation)

HIGH SUCCESS
ACTIVITIES
(N=601)

VARIABLE

MEDIUM
SUCCESS
ACTIVITIES
(N=720)

LOW SUCCESS
ACTIVITIES

HIGH SUCCESS

(N=42)

(N=42)

MEDIUM
SUCCESS

LOW
SUCCESS

(N=43)

(N=39)

40. NEANCR

0.07 (0.86)

0.08 (0.96)

0.09 (0.681

0.05 (0.19)

0.04 (0.14)

41. ::EFGR

0.12 (1.31)

0.20 (1.96)

0.24 (1.53)

0.17 (0.61)

0.26 (0.77)

0.33 (1.41)

42. N1AO(1R

0.14 (1.13)

0.26 (2.10)

0.40 (2.03)

0.20 (.49)

0.25 (0.59)

0.39 (1.02)

143

NEX::GR

0.13 (1.32)

0.01 (0.27)

0.27 (1.89)

0.18 (0.44)

0.01 (0.07)

0.15 (0.62)

44.

NEXPGP

0.07 (0.88)

0.09 (1.48)

0.02 (0.24)

0.07 (0.23)

0.07 (0.30)

0.01

(0.10)

45. NESDCR

0.08 (0.84)

0.15 (1.13)

0.20 (1.32)

0.13 (0.44)

0.13 (0.51)

0.21

(0.78)

46.

0.18 (1.28)

0.17 (1.47)

0.18 (1.45)

0.18 (0.37)

0.25 (1.09)

0.21

(0.76)

47.

;;["I'1 (:R

(0.26)

.0.04

38.0 (35.5)

39.1 (33.6)

33.1 (29.0)

35.4 (14.5)

32.9 (13.3)

32.5 (21'.2)

118

16.8 (18.4)

18.2 (18.7)

30.4 (25.0)

21.7 (8.9)

23.2 (9.8)

29.1

49.

81.7 (19.0)

76.6 (19.2)

66.4 (25.2)-

76.7 (9.1)

74.9 (9.9)

67.7 (15.5)

50.

18.3 (19.0)

20.4 (19.2)

33.6 (25.2)

23.3 (9.1)

25.1,(9.9)

32.3 (15.5)

51. DI

45.1 (38.1)

42.7 (36.8)

36.3 (33.6)

43.0 (17.9)

43.9 (15.1)

38.4

52. r:MITS

19.3 (27.5)

21.3 (27.9)

19.6 (24.4)

18.6

(11.4)

20.7 (12.8)

22.7 (22.6)

53.

F.::DIC;R

24.3 (33.0)

19.2 (29.4)

13.5 (23.1)

22.7

(14.9)

21.3 (13.8)

12.4

(16.9)

E:Di

43.5 (37.6)

40.5 (36.3)

33.1 (32.2)

41.3 (17.4)

42.0 (15.4)

35.1

(24.9)

EN::17::1!

55. ::EDTTS

56. NrDrcR
57.

;11)I-

(26.5)

1.21 (3.72)

1.80 (4.00)

0.64

(1.03)

0.82 (1.22)

1.90 (3%50)

(3.89)

0.97 (4.62)

1.41 (4.93)

0.97

(1.57)

1.02 (1.89)

1.35 (2.91)

1.53 (5.17)

2.18 (5.79)

3.22 (6.24)

1.62

(1.93)

1.84 (2.18)

3.25 (4.20)

0.72 (3.25
(

(15.3)

0.F,1

.........---- -
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very poorly.

It would appear that when group-directed AF, XP, and SD is

absent or slight within an activity, TS's are more likely to do very poorly
on the reading/math task.

One interpretation of these results is that

when teachers give some explanation (e.g., modeling, demonstrating),
directions, and feedback to the group, then TS's are more likely to do
very well on the activity than they are to do very poorly.

This makes

sense, since the majority of TS's have reading difficulties, so they would
be less likely to understand written directions and explanations--i.e.,
they are likely to perform poorly if they do not understand what they are
to do and/or how to do it.

In addition, they have the opportunity to self-

correct their errors and confim their correct work by listening to
academic feedback given to other students.

One might also speculate that

TS's perform better when they have the opportunity to view peer modeling
of correct task performance, which is more apt to occur during group-focused
instructor moves.

This is consonant with higher EC during high success

tasks.

Combined behaviors.

When non-engagement (NE) is higher, TS is more

likely to perform poorly on the task.

When TS is engaged during direct

instruction to the group (ENDICR), s/he is about twice as likely to perform
very well than very poorly (23% vs. 12%).
for NEDT:

Also, the rev2rse trend obtains

TS is about twice as likely to perform very poorly than very

well then not-engaged during direct instruction (3.2Z vs. 1.6%).

c.
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Results:

Table 7

In Table 7 estimates of average probabilities of TS and instructor
relationships are summarized.

These probabilities were obtained from the

mean percent times given in Table 4.

For example, the mean percent time

TS was engaged during direct instruction (overall) was 38.8 and the mean
percent DI was 41.0.

Therefore the estimated probability of EN given

that DI was occurring is 38.8/41.0=.95.

More formally, P(ENIDI) =.95, or

'the chances are that 95 times out of 100 TS will be engaged during direct
instruction, whereas about 5 times out of 100 s/he will be non-engaged
(11(-ENIDI)=.05).

What is noteworthy is that this relationship between EN and -EN during
direct instruction is fairly constant across all delivery systems.
TS engagement during non-direct instruction is much less (P(ENI-DI)=.58),
and for non-engagement, P(-ENI-DI)=.42.

While TS is

11/2 times

to be engaged than non-engaged during non-direct instruction,

more likely
this is much

less than the fact that s/he is about 19 times as likely to be engaged
as not during direct instruction.

Another way of interpreting this is that

TS is about 12 times more likely to be off-task during non-direct instruction
than during direct instruction.

Note that when non-engagement is higher,

students are more likely to perform poorly on reading/math tasks (see
Table 6).

In summary, type of delivery system is irrelevant to the relationship
between student engagement and instruction.

When DI occurs, students arc

extremely likely to be on-task; when DI is absent students dre only slightly
more likely to he on-task than off-task.

TABLE 7

Probabilities of Relations Among Student Engagement (EN),
Non-Engagement (-EN), Direct Instruction (DI) and Non-Direct Instruction (-DI):
[Average Probability of Relationship]
.

RELATION
Isirrzni .0.1_

"11:71.'

1'

( r N li D 1 )

tr-

FULL-TIME
REGULAR

ram .7..c---L.7:-:: revals

MOSTLY
REGULAR
REGULAR
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REGULAR
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vir==..m....,== =.i.ti. --r--za. rarr.=trat

.94

.94

1(-EIDI)

.06

.06

.03.

i(EN1-0I)

. D8

.64

.53

.36

.47

'(-Ulk-DT)

.42

l(F.:..)

.71
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1"(1)1)

P( -i)f)

.97
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.94
.96
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.95

.06

.04

.05

.05

.61

.59

.60

.58

.39

.41'

.40

,

'

.42

.77

.78

.29

.23

.22

.35

.44

.56

.42

.41

.41

.41

.65

.56

.44

.53

.59

.59

.59

.72

.74

.73

.28

.26

.27

.73
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Results:

Table 8

In Table 8, the relations among task success, instructor behavior and
student engagement are explored.

These are given over all delivery systems.

First, it was found that total DI by itself does not substantially alter
the probabilities of task success. (P(Hi)=.41, 13(Med)=.49, P(Lo)=.10)--see
fl

lower right section of Table 8.

However, when investigating those specific

DI variables that did 'seem to make a difference (see Table 7), some relevance
to task success was found.

While academic feedback to TS (AFTS) by itself

was irrelevant to task success, AFGR, SDCR and XPGR did appear relevant.
Given the base rate of low task success (11(Lo)=.10), it is reduced when
group feedback (P(LalAFGR)=.04), explanations, (P(LoIXPGR)=.02), or directions

0(LoISDGR=.p6) are present.

This is simply another way of stating what was

concluded from Table 7--i.e., the chances of low task success are decreased
when more group feedback, explanations and directions are provided.

Wicn

they are provided, chances of high task success are only slightly higher than
the base rate.

These results suggest that these specific kinds of DI are

positively relevant to task success, but in themselves are not sufficient.

That is, other factors, such as the match between student skill level and
curriculum' content and student motivation and feelings, may also be important.

Unfortunately, these other factors were not measured in the present study.
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TABLE 8

Probabilities of Relations Among Student Task Success
(Hi, Med, Lo), Instructor Behavior, and Student Engagement

RELATION

OVER ALL
DELIVERY
SYSTEMS

OVER ALL
DELIVERY
SYSTEMS

RELATION

P HilAFTS)

.38

P(Hi EN)

.42

P MedIAPTS)

.51

P(Med1EN)

.49

P(LolAFTS)

.11

P(LoIEN)

.

.09

P(HilAFGR)

.44

i

P(lliI -EN)

.38

P(MedIAMR)

.51

.1

P(Medl-EN)

.49

P(LoIAFGR)

.04

fs

P(Lol-EN)

P(HilSDCR)

.42

P(Hi(DI)

.41

P(MedISDGR)

.52

P(MedIDI)

.50

P(LoISDOR)

.06

P Lo DI)

.09

P(HilX.PGR)

.45

P H' -DI)

.41

P(MedIXPGR)

.53

P(M dl-DI)

.48

P(LoIXPGR)

.02

,P(LoI-DI)

a
P(Hl)

.41

P(Med)

.49

P(Lo)

.10

F

i

108

(

.13

.11
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Results:

Table 9

In Table 9 probability
estimates are presented for
task success given
combinations of learner
moves (EN and -EN) and instructor
moves, where the
instructor moves are
specifically broken down
into SDIGR
(=AFGR+XPGR+SDGR)
and non-direct
instruction (-DI). Here it
can be seen the chances of
low
student task success are less
during ENSDIGR(.05) than in the
other modes
(.10 to .14). That is,
mildly handicapped
students in this study
are 2 to 3
times less likely to perform
very poorly on a reading/math
task when engaged
during specific direct
group instruction which includes
academic feedback,
planned explanations and
structuring/directing.
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TABLE

9

Probabilities of Relations Among Student
Task Success (Hi, Med, Lo) given Student Engagement
(EN, -EN) and Specific Instruction
(SDIGR = AFGR + XPGR + SDGR, 'DI)

.......

HIGH

MEDIUM
SUCCESS

LOW
SUCCESS

.44

.52

.05

.43

.47

.10

-pi. spicil

.35

.51

.14

-FN.-DI

.38

.49

.13

,SUCLESS

.SDIGR
EN. -DI
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Ilmo

}li

.lpent by Mildly Handica

d Elementary Students

Table 10 shows the amount of time, expressed in minutes per day on

1:N

the average and in percent time., that mildly handicapped students spend

in various activities during the school day.

These data were aggregated

from the Year 1 observations only, since those were full-day
observations (Year 2 and 3 observations were one to two hours per day in
math and reading activities only). For purposes of comparison, BTU data

on normal students using the same obsexvation categories were taken from
the Fisher, et al. (1978) report.

Note that composite averages and

percentages were computed across both grades 2 and 5 for the BTES

t

results, weighted by respective sample sizes in those grades, so that
comparisons could be made with our sample of mildly handicapped students
(grades 1 through 5).

From Table 10 it can be seen that there are many similarities in the
profiles of mildy handicapped and normal children in elementary schools.
One notable differeence was the length of the school day in our sample
(368 minutes per day) compared to that in the California schools (333
minutes per day).
used.

Thus, when making comparisons, percent time should be

Normal students spend about 6 percent more time in reading and

language arts than do mildly mentally handicapped (MMH) students.
time is almost identical.

Math

MMH students spend 3 percent more time in

transition, but percent time in other activities is almost identical to
normal students.

It would appear that although the MMH students were in

school longer than their normal counterparts, ehe extra time can be
attributed mostly to more time spent in non-academics, break, transition
and management procedural.

MMH student engagement time in minutes per day, as well as
percentagewise, is almost identical to normal students.

However, MMH
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' Table 10.

HOW TIME IS SPENT IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS;

COMPARISON OF CITH & BTES RESULTS

HANDICAITED
(CITH)*1
(Grades 1-5).

ACTIVITY TYPE

Reading and Ianguage,Arts
Math
Other Academic
Non-Academic
Break
Wait
Transition
Management/Procedural

Length of School Day

ACTIVITIES WHICH INCLUDE READING/MATH
AS PRIMARY OR SECONDARY CONTENT AREA
- Student Engagement
Student Non-Engagement
- Direct Instruction
- Non-Direct Instruction

Min/Day Pct.Time

90
41

NORMAL
(BTES)*2
5)
(Grades 2
Min/Day Pct.Time

24

99

11

40

24

6

64
89

17
24

13
57
77

(*)

4

13

34
8

(*7)
47

13

3

368

30
12
4

17
23
1

10
2

333

138

38

138

41

102

75
25

101

73
27

42
58

42
96

30
70

25
43
11
10

36
53
10

48
48

48
48

4

4

9

33
48
19

17
22

42
56

1

2

68*
79*
5*

45*
52*
3*

36

57'

82

37

TASK SUCCESS READING:
-High
-Medium
-Low
-Unknown
TASK SUCCESS MATH:
-High
-Medium
-Low
-Unknown

20
7

5

NMI

76
75

46
44
10

TASK SUCCESS ALL ACTIVITES:
-High
-Medium
-Low
-Unknown

20

*Reading & Math Only
*1

*2
*

Results from full day observations oC mildly handicapped students ,from Year 1
of this study, using ALTOS: average minutes per day & percent time (grades
1-5 combined)
Results from full day observations of normal students BTES study (Fisher,
et,
al., 1978):
average minutes per day & percent time (grades 2
5 combined)
Wait only observed in Reading/Math Activities

112

'

.
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students spend about 12 percent more time receiving direct instruction
(42 percent vs. 30 percent).

The largest differences occur when looking at task success (Table
0

10).

MMH students experience high task success in reading 12 percent

less than do normal students.

MMH students also experience low task

success 6 percent more of the time than do normals.
obtains for task success in math activities.

A similar pattern

Notably, MMH students

experience low task success in math 17 percent more often.

Given the

relationship between high task success and academic achievement (see

following section), it is therefore not surprising that MMH students
achieve at lower levels and at slower rates than do their normal
counterparts.

In Table 11, student and instructor behaviors in reading and math
activities only in the two studies are compared.

It can be seen that

little differences exist in overall student engagement and

nonengagement rates, although we know from the previous table that the
MMH students are less likely to be successful during math and reading
activities.

comparisons.

Some differences are apparent in the teacher behavior
MMH teachers spend proportionally somewhat more time

questioning, providing needed explanations, planned explanations, and
structuring/directing than do teachers of normal students, resulting in
12 percent more direct instruction for MMH students.

Knowing the very

strong relationship between direct instruction and student engagement (p
= .95 -- gee previous section), one can hypothesize that, had the MMH
students not received more direct instruction, their engagement rates
would have been lower by about 10 percent.

Moreover, the increased

direct instruction can be often attributed to time spent in the resource
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Table 11.

STUDENT AND INSTRUCTOR BEHAVIORS

HANDICAPPED

NORMAL

(CITE)

(BTES)

READING/MATH
Min/bay Pct Time

READING/MATH
Min/Day Pct Time

STUDENT BEHAVIORS:

Engaged - Written
- Oral
- Covert
- Directions
TOTAL ENGAGEMENT

Not-Engaged Interim
- Wait
- Off-Task
TOTAL NON-ENGAGEMENT

38
16
41

28
11
29

9

6

103

75

5

3

7

5

24
36

17
25

3

NOT

AVAILABLE
101

73

NOT
AVAILABLE
37

27

2

*

*

18

13

19

13

15

11

4

INSTRUCTOR BEHAVIORS:

Academic - Monitoring
- Feedback
- Questioning

9*

7*

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

- Structuring/Directing

9

7

7

5

- Task Engagement Feedback

2

2

3

2

57

42

42

30

82

58

96

70

- Needed Explanation
- Explanation - Planned

TOTAL DIRECT INSTRUCTION
NON-DIRECT INSTRUCTION

* = Combined (AM + AQ)
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room or self-contained classroom, where class sizes are normally qluch
smaller, allowing teachers to give more attention to individual students
and small groups.

In Table 12, time spent in various educational activities is

reported for the MMH students in our study only (the BTES study did
not
code activities the same way we did, so no compari.sions are possible).
These results essentially recapitulate those presented
earlier, except
that data from Year 1 only were used, so that time in minutes
per day
could be legitimately estimated. Note also that percent time adds
to 100
percent for each classification (e.g., for pacing, for task
success in
reading, etc.), so that one can compare the relative
amount of time

spent in categories in each classification.
In Table 13, MMH student and teacher behavior results are given.
These repeat information from Table 11, with the addition of standard
deviations, to give the reader a feeling for the variances.

Relationships between ALT and AchievemenL
Analysis of relationships among ALT measures themselves have been
presented above.

achievement gains?

What is the relationship between ALT and academic
To answer this question and for comparative purposes

regression analyses were performed following the
pattern of those in the
Fisher, et al. (1978) study.

The reader should note the implications of

the linear assumptions inherent in the regression model,
since these

assumptions may be necessarily restrictive. Furthermore,
beta weights in
regression analysis are notoriously unstable in small
samples, leading

research methodologists to recommend fairly large sample sizes (e.g.,
greater than 100).

In our study, the total n for the regression analyses
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Table 12.

YEAR 1 ALTOS RESULTS (n = 24):

TARGET STUDENT (n = 24)
PACING
- Self-paced
- Other-paced

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS
MIN/DAY
MEAN
S.D.

127.3
115.4

.

PERCENT TIME
MEAN
S.D.

35.3
30.2

52.2
47.8

13.1
13.1

PREDOMINANT STUDENT TASK
- Oral Reading
- Silent Reading
- Reciting
- Listening
- Discussing
- Writing
- Other

11.1
39.0
5.2
53.8
1.6
52.7.
68.2

9.9
23.4
5.3
20.4
2.9
18.0
26.6

4.7
16.7
2.3
23.3
0.7
22.6
29.6

4.5
10.0
2.3
8.7

TASK SUCCESS IN READING
- High
-Medium
-Low

25.2
43.0
11.4

16.4
13.7
14.6

30.7
55.8
13.5

16.6
15.5
13.2

TASK SUCCESS IN MATH
- High
- Medium
- Low

9.5
20.0
6.7

9.2
15.3
6.9

25.9
52.7
21.4

22.2
26.4
23.5

TASK SUCCESS IN ALL ACTIVITIES
-High
-Medium
-Low

75.5
75.2
20.4

38,0
27.2
17.8

42.9
44.6
12.4

15.9
14.1
10.1

137.6

8.1
66.8

30.6
6.5
10.1
5.0
6.1
31.7

60.1
1.4
4.2
1.8
3.6
28.9

11.5
3.0
4.5
2.4
2.7
12.0

16.2
10.9
39.4
18.5
16.2
106.4
23.6

12.4
8.7
19.3
12.0
13.0
25.8
23.2

7.2

5.7
3.6
9.5
5.5
5.3

q.

1.3.

6.4
12.1

TARGET STUDENT INSTRUCTOR
INSTRUCTOR (OF TARGET STUDENT)
- Teacher
- Peer
- Adult Aide
- Self-instructional Material
- Teaching Machine
- No Instructor

PREDOMINANT INSTRUCTOR TASK
- Lecturing
- Discussing
- Prompting
Modeling/Demo
- Testing
- Supervising
- Other

3.2
9.3
4.1

4.6
17.4
8.0
6.7
46.3
9.7

11.1

8.9
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Table 12 (:.;ontinued)

PRIMARY CONTENT AREA

MIN/DAY
MEAN
S.D.

PERCENT TIME
MEAN
S.D.

READING/LANGUAGE ARTS
-

Decoding/Phonics
Word Structure
Word Meaning
Comprehension
Reading Practice
Spelling
Grammar
Composition
Reading Related
Reading Below Test Level

MATHEMATICS
- Add./Subtract., No Re-grp.
- Add./Subtract., No Re-grp.
- Computational Transfer
- Place Value/Numeration
- Multiplication
- Division
Fractions/Decimals
- Spatial Application
- Word Problems
- Math Related
- Math Below Test Level
OTHER ACADEMIC
- Science
- Social Studies
- Foreign Language
NON-ACADEMIC
- Art
- Music
- Technological Arts
- Physical Education
- Perceptual Development
- Management/Procedural
- Recreation/Break
- Personal Experiences/Feelings
- Other
TOTAL READING
TOTAL MATH
TOTAL OTHER ACADEMIC
TOTAL NON-ACADEMIC*
(Missing/Unknown Content)
TOTAL TRANSITION TIME

TOTAL TIME PER DAY

* NOTE:

7.3
3.8
8.7
10.0
15.4
10.0
6.0
3.7

8.8

6.8
9.0
10.7
7.3
11.6
9.0
7.9
4.8
13.7
11.5

2.1
1.0
2.5
2.8
4.1
2.8
1.6
1.0
4.2
2.4

2.1
2.3
3.0
2.0
2.9
2.0
2.2
1.3
3.5
3.1

2.8
2.0
2.5
0.7
5.4
7.4
3.0
1.8
1.5
12.1
2.3

6.2
3.7
8.7
1.9
6.5
11.3
7.3
4.9
3.0
9.9
5.9

0.8
0.6
0.6
0.2
1.5
2.0
0.8
0.5
0.4
3.3
0.6

1.9
1.2
2.2
0.5
1.9
3.0
1.9
1.3
0.8
2.5
1.6

3.5
19.8

4.2
23.2
1.9

0.9
5.2
0.1

1.2
5.9
0.5

7.6
7.1
1.0
8.5

3.5
3.2
0.1
3.1
0.7
3.5

2.1
1.8
0.3
2.2
1.8
2.5
7.8
0.9
3.4

1.5.8

.4

12.9
11.7
0.2
11.3
2.5
12.8
89.1
2.5
18.9

6.8
9.0
31.2

24.0

3.4
12.7

0.7
5.1

89.6
41.3
23.7
161.8
4.5
46.7

26.5
15.8
24.3
48.7
7.9
8.2

24.5
11.3
6.3
45.3

367.6

30.0

1.4
12.7

7.2
4.1
6.2
11.6
2.5
-

Total Non-Acaddmic includes Recreation/Break and Management/Procedural
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Table 13.

YEAR 1 ALTOS RESULTS:

TARGET STUDENT AND INSTRUCTOR BEHAVIOR
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

MIN/DAY
MEAN
S.D.

PERCENT TIME
MEAN
S.D.

37.7
15.7
40.5
8.6

12.2
7.6
16.0
2.7

27.8
11.5
28.9
6.4

7.2
5.4
7.9
2.1

102.5

25.8

74.6

8.6

Non-Engaged - Interim
- Waiting
- Off-Task

4.6
6.8
24.4

2.0
4.3
17.5

3.4
5.0

17.0

1.3
3.0
9.3

TOTAL NON-ENGAGEMENT

35.7

17.9

25.4

8.6

81.6

27.0

58.5

10.2

3.1

2.3

2.4

1.7

Academic Feedback

18.3

8.4

13.0

5.1

Academic Questioning

14.9

7.5

10.9

Academic Explanation-Needed

4.2

2.6

3.0

Academic Explanation-Planned

5.0

4.0

3.7

Academic Structuring/Dir.

8.7

2.8

6.6

Academic Task Engagement FB

2.4

2.0

1.9

56.6

18.6

41.5

10.2

24.3
32.3

11.1
19.4

18.8
22.7

9.2
11.9

TARGET STUDENT
Engaged -

Written
Oral
Covert
Directions

TOTAL ENGAGEMENT

INSTRUCTOR

Non-Direct Instruction
Academic Monitoring

TOTAL DIRECT ACADEMIC INSTRUCTION

FOCUS

Target Student
Group w/ Target Student
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was 44.

For purposes Of cross-validation, the sample was divided into

two halves (Groups A and B, n = 22 in each), by random selection, so that

stability of regression coefficients could be studied... As a caveat in

advance, the reader Nhould note that the following analyses are subject
to the classical problem of instability of beta weights.

Therefore,

conclusions from these analyses should be viewed as tentative rather
than definitive.

Achievement measures.

Four achievement tests were administered at

pretesting and posttesting occasions:

the Sterling Math Test (of

aritNletic computational skills), the Silvaroli Reading Inventory, the
Stanford Diagnositic Math Numeration Subtest, and the Stanford
Diagnostic Reading Comprehension Subtest.

Tests were given during a

one-week interval in two to three sittings by trained testers. Levels of
the Stanfords were selected according to student ability levels as
p

indicated by theii teachers.

If a level was too high or too low at

pretest time, the next level down or up was readministered at a
different sitting, in order to control for floor and ceiling effects.
Scores on the Stanfords were converted to scaled scores, using the norms

provided by the test developers, in order to achieve comparability of
scores across the four different levels.

The Sterling Math Test consists of thirteen subtests.
combined resulting in four subtests as follows:

These were

addition/subtraction

with no regrouping, addition/subtraction with regrouping, multiplication
and division.

Thus, the four subtests directly paralleled respective

content coding categories on the ALTOS, so that time students were
observed in activities coded by these categories could be directly
compared to the Sterling results in regression analyses.

For each
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subtest, two different scores were constructed:

fluency and accuracy.

Fluency refers to the number of problems solved correctly during a
one-minute timing (i.e., it is a rate measure),

Accuracy refers to the

percent of problems attempted which were solved correctly, since there
were many more pioblems on a given subtest than any student could
complete during a one-minute timing.

Thus, accuracy scores reflect the

extent to which the student correctly performs the arithmetic operation,
whereas fluency reflects how rapidly correct performance occurs.

When

more than one of the original subtests were combined into a single
subtest corresponding to the ALTOS content code, a'composite average
score was constructed.

The Silvaroli Reading Inventory consists of three purportedly
parallel versions (A, B and C).

Dale-Chall, Spache and Harrison-Jacobs

readability formulas were used to estimate the difficulty livel of the
reading passage at each designated grade level for each version.

Some

discrepancies in grade levels of passages were discovered, afording tom,,
readability .indices, in each version.

Thus, a single version was

constructed, using passages from the three original versions, which had
readability levels spaced approximately the same distance apart across
the 10 ordered grade levels (pre-primer through grade 8).

The inventory

was administered to students following the guidelines set forth in the
administrator's manual, until a scores were obtained for independent,
instructional and frustrational levels, respectively.
three levels, the following measures were constructed:

For each of these
fluency,

accuracy, and errors.

Fluency refers to the number of words read

correctly per minute.

Accuracy refers to percentage of words read

correctly.

Errors refers to the number of words read incorrectly
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(miscues) per minute.

Since the same three levels may not have been

administered during the posttest, due to increases in student oral
reading proficiency, and since not all students were tested on the same
three levels, it was necessary to devise a method of scaling so that

camparability of.student reading proficiency both within and among
students was possible.

Three composite scores were constructed for

fluency, accuracy and error measures, respectively.

Each composite was

formed by taking the harmonic mean of the three levels for a given

student on a given testing occasion, where the weighting factors were
the grade level equivalents derived from the readability indices -for the
passages involved. Thus, easier passages (i.e., lower grade levels)'were
given less weight relative to harder passages (i.e., higher grade
levels).

If this or a similar scaling method were not employed, then it

would be difficult to compare, for example, a,student who read a 6th
grade,passage'at 70 words per minute to a student who read a 1st grade

passdge at 100 words per minute, since the difficulty levels of those
passages are quite different. This problem is analogous to comparison of
scores from different levels of the Stanford Diagnostic Tests, and the
resulting need for scaled scores.
'In Table 14 means and standard deviations are reported for pre- and

.posttests for the 13 measures of math and reading achievement (for
groups A and B and the total (A+B):.
posttest scores are also given.

Correlations between pre- and

1",: should be noted that these

correlations tend to be very high--often .90 or higher.

This fact is

significant for regression analysis, when the pretest is used as a
covarigate entered first into the equation, so as to result in very

little residual variance (unaccounted for by the pretest) to exp!ain,by
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Table 14.

ACHIEVEMENT SCORES (PRE- AND POSTTEST)--YEAR 1 and 2 COMBINED RESULTS

ACHIEVEMENT MEASURE
1.

GROUP*

Addition/Subtraction
(No Regrouping) FLUENCY

A
B

TOTAL
Addition/Subtraction
(No Regrouping) ACCURACY

A
B

TOTAL
3.

Addition/Subtraction
(w/ Regrouping) FLUENCY

A
B

TOTAL
4.

Addition/Subtraction
(w/ Regrouping) ACCURACY

A
B

TOTAL
5.

Multiplication FLUENCY

A
B

TOTAL
6.

Multiplication ACCURACY

A
B

TOTAL

PRETEST
MEAN S.D.

POSTTEST
MEAN S.D.

PRE/POST
CORRELATION

111.5
104.2
107.8

75.1
75.0
74.3

113.3
129.6
J21.4

74.9
89.7
82.1

.96
.95
.94

82.6
79.4
81.0

29.5
26.9
28.0

84.0
84.7
84.3

28.1
22.2
25.1

.95
.86
.91

15.3
15.0
15.1

13.7
14.3
13.9

16.6
16.2
16.4

14.6
14.9
14.6

.91
.96
.94

59.1
61.2
60.1

43.1
40.1
41.2

64.4
64.9
64.6

39.2
39.4
38.8

.84
.92
.88

41.6
35.3
38.5

50.2
47.3
48.3

47.5
50.0
48.8

52.1
54.0
52.5

.96
.86
.91

40.8
34.5
37.6

35.8
34.5
34.9

47.8
45.4
46.6

41.1
40.6
40.4

.90
.78
.84

4.7
7.1
5.9

6.6
11.9
9.6

7.9

9.3
11.5

.86
.82
.82

tl

7.

Division FLUENCY

A
B

TOTAL

8.5
8.2

10.3
t./

8.

Division ACCURACY

A
B

TOTAL
9.

SDMT MATH NUMERATION

32.4
32.5
32.5

39.8
41.4
40.2

41.3
46.5
43.9

46.0
48.7
46.9

244.4

77.3

261;8

60.7

.93

352.4 100.7

361.0

101.0

.97

s'

.92
.71
.81

A
B

TOTAL
10.

SDRT READING COMPREHENSION

A
B

TOTAL
11:

IRI Reading FLUENCY (n=33),

A
B

TOTAL
12.

IRI Reading ERRORS (n=33)

IRI Reading ACCURACY (n=39)

-

B

-

A
B

*N for total group = 44.

49.9

A

TOTAL
13.

-

8.4
-

-

-

33.6

55.5

-

-

-

-

37.4

.91

-

-

8.6

6.5

3.6

.30

-

-

-

-

-

TOTAL
77.2 21.0
82.0
18.4
.87
Groups A & B formed by randomly dividing total in half

(N =22 each) for cross- vall.dation.
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any ALT variables.

When pre/post correlations are high, little residual

variance is left to be accounted for.

This problem is well known in the

literature, and is in part due to the mature of correlational
analysis
and in part to the nature of the measures employed.

Standardized test

scores are especially problematic when estimating achievement gains due
to the typically very high correlation between pre- and posttests.
Nonetheless, there is some variance left to try to account for, albeit
small, in the following regression analyses.
In Table 14 it can be seen that the posttest means are higher
than

the pretest means for each achievement measure and group, the one
exception being' for reading errors, which would be expected to decrease,
as they did.
small.

In general, however, achievement gains tend to be rather

Furthmore, standard deviations are roughly of the same magnitude

as their respective means, indicating a great deal of Variability in the
distributions of scores. This should not be surprising, since the sample
includes MMH students ranging in age from 6 to 13 'years in grades 1
through 5.

ALT measures.

Twelve measures of ALT were constructed for each set

of regression analyses:

proportions of student engagement during high,

medium and low task success activities; total student engagement; direct
instruction during high, medium and low task success activities; total

direct instruction; high, medium and, low task success activities; and
total time allocated.

For each set of analyses (e.g.,

see Tables 15 - 27), only

observational data relative to the type of achievement measure were
used.

For example, for multiplication fluency, only those activities

coded on ALTOS as multiplication as the primary subject matter were used
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in the analysis.

Each of these activities was coded as eitrter a high,

medium or low task success activity, depending on how well the stuent,
performed during the activity.

Student engagement duri.4 high task

success activities in multiplication (for example) is vindicated by the
proportion of time that the student was observed on-task during

multiplication activities in which s/he made very few or no errors.
Similar proportions were formed for student engalement during medium and
low task success activities.

Total_student englgement is indicated by

the proportion of time the student was on-task/during activities in

which multiplication was the primary subject matter, regardless of task
success.

Similar proportions were filmed for direct instruction.

Although direct instruction is not an ALT measure per se, it was found

to be highly related to student engagementin an earlier analysis, and
thus was included here to see whether it was also related to gains in
student achievement.

High task success was indicated by the amount of

time accumulated for multiplication ac.tivicit

;

which the student made

very few or no errors, divided by the total time allocated

to

multiplication7-i.e., it is the,proportion df time high task success was
experienced during multiplication activities. Proportions were similarly
formed for medium and low task success.

Finally, the total task success

time (bottom right cell) indicates the total time allocated to the

content area (e.g., multiplication), divided by the total time
observed--i.e., it estimates the relative' propoetion of total school

time allocated to that content area. It was necessary to convert all ALT

measures to proportionate times, since not all students were observed

for the same teal amount of time.

Although it would have been idpal to

know the actual amount of time spent on a particular content area
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between pre- and posttests, this was logistically impossible.

One could

estimate such an amount of time, given the days of observation sampled,

by multiplying the proportion oftime in a content area by the number of
days between pre- and posttesting.

However, since the pre/post intervai

was essentially the same for all students (plus or minus two weeks), the
amount of estimated time would be almost perfectly correlated with the
proportion of time that that activity content area was observed.
Therefore, nothing would be gained by the latter pro-rating procedure.
Partial correlation coefficients.

Partial correlation coefficients

are reported in Tables 15 through 27.

Each of these is the correlation

of a particular ALT variable with the posttest variable aft0r the
effects of the pretest variable have been partialled out (of both the
posttest and that ALT variable).
statisically controlled for.

In effect, the pretest variable is

Moreover, the square of the partial

correlation coefficient indicates the proportional amount of remaining
variance that would be additionally accounted for if

that variable were

entered next into the regression equation, after having first entered
the pretest variable.

A correlation of .30 or higher is statistically

significant with an n of 44 (p < .05) for the total group; a correlation
of .43 or higher is significant with an n of 22 (p < .05) for groups A
and B.

ALT and addition/subtraction with no regrouping--FLUENCY.

None of

the partial correlations were significant between any of the ALT
variables and fluency in addition/subtraction computations involving no
regrouping, although total time allocated (r = .24) and total student

engagement time (r = .23)were positive. See Table 15. The reader should
note the instability of the partial correlation coefficients in groups A
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Table 15.

CORRELATIONS OF ALTOS VARIABLES WITH RESIDUALIZED GAINS IN
STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT*
Addition/Subtraction (No Regrouping)--Fluency

Time in Activities in Which Task Succes Was:

Variable

Group**

Student Engagement

Direct Instruction

A

.35

B

-.01

*

**

.29
. 33'

-.07
.06

.25

-.01

A

.36
.21

-.07

TOTAL

.29
.20
.24

.20

.02

A

.37

-.07

.29
.38
.26

-:07

B

.12

Total
Time

Low

.14

TOTAL

=p

Medium

TOTAL

B

Task Success

High

.29

.05

-.02

.

.37
.17

.21
.28
.22

.26
.22
.24

...05

Partial correlation coefficents--i.e., correlation of variable with
posttest, other after accounting for variance due to pretest.
N for total group = 44. Groups.A & B formed by randomly dividing total
in half (N=22 each) for cross-validation.
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Table 1.6.

CORRELATIONS OF ALTOS vARIABLES WITH RESIDUALIZED GAINS IN
STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT*

Addition/Subtraction (No Regrouping)--Accuracy

Time in Activities in Which Task Success Was:
ft

Variable
Student Engagement

Direct Instruction

Group**

High

A

.61

B

.66

TOTAL

.66

A

.32

B

Task Success

TOTAL

.53

A

.52

B

.57
.58.

TOTAL'

*

**

Medium

Low

.12
.33
.24

-.20

.03
.43
.27

-.27

.12
.32
.23

-.18

Total
Time

.

34

.06

-.22

-.08

.03

.

-.27

.

52
21

.08

-.20

Partial correlation coefficients--i.e., correlation,of variable with
posttest, after accounting for variance due to pretest.
N for total group = 44.
Groups A & B formed by randomly dividing
total in half (N=22 each) for cross-validation.
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Table 17.

CORRELATIONS OF ALTOS VARIABLES WITH RESIDUALIZED GAINS IN
STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT*

Addition/Subtraction (4/ Regrouping) - ,-Fluency
Time in Activities in Which Task Success Was:

Variable
Student Engagement

Group**

High

A

.22

B

-.17

Medium
.26
.19
.18

TOTAL

.08

A

.14

B

-.26

.27
.05

.01

.17

A

.27

B

-.24
.10

.27
.17
.17

Low

Total
Time
.30

-.14
-.08

.0T
.14

I

Direct Instruction

TOTAL

Task Success

TOTAL

*

**

-

-.15
-.09

.27

-.18
.09

.21

-.13
-.08

-.09
.07

Partial correlation coefficients- -i.e., correlation of variablewith
posttest, after accounting for variance due to pretest.

N for total group = 44.
Groups A & B formed by randomly dividing total
total in half (N=22 each) for cross-validation.
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Table 18.

CORRELATIONS OF ALTOS VARIABLES WITH RESIDUALIZED GAINS IN
STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT*

,

Addition/Subtraction (W/ Regrouping) -- Accuracy
Time in Activities in Which Task Success Was:'

I

Variable

Student Engagement

Direct Instruction

Group**

-.05
-.01

.27
.13

A

.13
.04
.22

-.08
-.23
-.13

.29
.15

.14
.28
.22

-.03
-.03
-.02

A
B

TOTAL

**

Low

.14
.28
.07

TOTAL

*

Medium

A
B
TOTAL

B

Task Success

High

.00

Total
Time

. 10
.

.

2f
16

.04
. 00
.

05

-.17
-.28
.12

PIM
.

14

Partial correlation coefficients--i.e., correlation of variable with
posttest, after accounting for variance due to pretest.
N for total group = 44. Groups A & B formed by randomly dividing total
in hald (N = 22 each) for cross-validation.
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and B.

Only partial correlation coefficients foi the 'total sample are

discussed here.

ALT and addition/subtraction with no regrouping--ACCURACY.

The

pre/post correlation was .91 for the total sample, leaving about 18
percent of the variance unaccounted for:

Significantly positive partial

correlatidns were found for total time allocated (r = .64), total
student engagement (r = .48) and high task success (r = .58).

See Table

16.

ALT and addition/subtraction with regroupingFLUENCY and ACCURACY.
None of the correlations of ALT variables with achievement scores were
significant here. Total time allocated and total student engagement time
were positively correlated with fluency and accuracy in
addition/subtraction computations involving regrouping, but
non-significant.

See Tables 17 and 18.

ALT and multiplication--FLUENCY.

Medium task success (r = .44),

student engagement in medium task success activites (r = :53), total
student engagement (r = .51) and total direct instruction (r = .37) were
significantly and positively related to achievement scores on
multiplication fluency.

Total time allocated and high task success were

also positively related to achievement but non-significant.

See Table

19.

ALT and multiplication--ACCURACY. Total time allocated (r = .50) and
total student engagement (r = .40) were significantly and positively

relAed to achievement in multiplication accuracy.
instruction was also positively related
Table 20.

Total direct

to achievement (r = .34).

See
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Table 19.

CORRELATIONS OF ALTOS VARIABLES. WITH RESIDUALIZED GAINS IN

STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT*

Multication--Fluency
Time in Activities in Which Task Success Was:

Variable
Student Engagement

Direct Instruction

Group**

A

Total
Time

.22

.13

.6.5

TOTAL

.17

.53

-.03
03

.10
.07
.07

.26

.16

.31

. 13

773"

.22
.26
.24.

.31

A

A
B

TOTAL

**

Low

B

TOTAL

*

Medium

.25
.13

B

Task Success

High

.41

.

10

.37

. 12

-.06

.39
.08

.01

.16

.

Partial correlation coefficients--i.e., correlation of variable with
posttest, after accounting for variance due to pretest.
N for total group = 44. Groups A & B formed by randomly dividing total
in half (N=22 each) for cross-validation.
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Table 20.

CORRELATIONS OF ALTOS VARIABLES WITH RESIDUALIZED GAINS IN
STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT*

Multiplication--Accuracy

I
Time in Activities in Which Task Success Was:

Variable
Student Engagement

Group**

.14

.11

B

.15
.14

.39

TOTAL

.19
.12
.15

.28
.16
.21

A

.16

B

.25
.21

.15
.33
.28

A
B

Task Success

TOTAL

*

**

Medium

A

TOTAL

Direct Instruction

High

Low
.02

Total
Ttme
.17

.40

.04

r171
.22

.01
.23

.34
.33
.34

.39
.53
.50

Partial correlation coefficients- -i.e., correla4on of variable with
posttest, after accounting for variance due to prbtest.
N

for total group = 44. Groups A & B formed by randomly' dividing total
injlalf (N=22 each) for cross-validation.
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ALT and division--FLUENCY.

Total time allocated (r = .50), total

student engagement (r = .32) and high task success (r = .43) were

significantly and positively related to achievement in division
fluency.
See Table 21. Note also that student engagement during high
task success

activities (r = .42) and direct instruction during high task success
activities (r = .49) were significantly and positively associated
with
division fluency achievement.
ALT and division -- ACCURACY.

Total time allocated (r = .43) and

direct instruction in high task success activities were both
signficantly and positively correlated to achievement in division
computational accuracy.

ALT and math.numeration.

Note that data were available for Year 2

students only here (n = 20), and that the pre/post correlation
left 14
percent residual to predict.

No, significant correlations were found,

although some trends were evident.

Note also that ALTOS data were

necessarily aggregated across all math activities observed, since
the

numeration subtest of the Stanford Diagnostic Math Test covers multiple
content areas that were coded on ALTOS. In other Swords, this constituted

a less refined analysis, compared to the results of the Sterling
Math
Test where direct correspondences between ALTOS content coded
and
subtests existed. This fact, along with the high pre/post
correlation on
the Stanford (r = .93), may explain why there were no significant

results with the standardized measure, but there were many with
the
criterion-referenced measure (Sterling).
ALT and reading comprehension.

Note

available only for 20 Year 2 students;

See Table 23.

here, as above, data were

thus, with such a small sample

for regression, only very tentative conclusions may be drawn.
ALTOS data
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Table 21.

CORRELATION OF ALTOS VARIABLES` ITH RESIDUALIZED GAINS IN
STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT*

Division--Fluency
Time in Activities in Which Task Success Was:

Variable
Student Engagement

Group**

High

A

. 13

B

.69

Medium
-.06
-.07
-.00

TOTAL

'Direct Instruction

Task Success

A

.28

B

t7-6-r

TOTAL

.49

A

. 19

B

-.03
-.10
-.08

**

.02

Total
Time

.04
.17

.

27

. 29

.30

-.06
-.05

TOTAL

*

Low

.27

.

75

. 38

-.17

.50

Partial correlation coefficients--i.c!., correlation of variable with
postteSt, after accounting for variancr due to pretest.

N for total group = 44.
Groups A & B'fcrmed by randomly dividing total
in half (N=22 each) for cross-validation.
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Table 22.

CORRELATION OF ALTOS VARIABLES WITH RESIDUALIZED GAINS IN
STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT*

Division--Accuracy
Time in Activities in Which Task Success Was:

Variable
Student Engagement

Group**

A

Low

Total
Time

-.05

.42

.16

-.07

.26.

.09

.05

.21

-.11
-.06
7.08

.41

TOTAL

.36
.41
.37

.23
.16
.18

A

.21

-.06

.49

B

.22
.19

.16
.06

-.09

TOTAL

A
B

Task Success

Medium

.15
.25
.20

B

Direct Instruction

High

TOTAL

-.04
.15

.05

.15

.69
.33
.43

Partial correlation coefficients--i.e., correlation of variable with
posttest, after accounting for variance due to pretest.
**

N for total group = 44. Groups A & B formed by randomly dividing total
in half (N=22 each) for cross-validation.
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Table 23.

CORRELATION OF ALTOS VARIABLES WITH RESIDUALIZED GAINS IN
STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT*

Stanford Diagnostic Math Test--Numeration

Total
Variable.

Group**

Student Engagement

High

A

Medium

Low

Time

WED

B

TOTAL

Direct Instruction

.21

.15

-.14

.16

.07

-.25

-.18

-.16

A
B

TOTAL

Task Success

-

A
B

TOTAL

.16

.24

-.11

-.07

I

*

**

Partial correlation coefficients--i.e., correlation of variable with
posttest, after accounting for variance due to pretest.
N = 20, Year 2 students only.
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were aggregated for activities that were coded as reading comprehension,
reading practice and word meaning, either as the primary or secondary
content area. However, reading comprehension as a construct is less well
understood and more difficult to measure than a skill such
as arithmetic
computation.

As can be seen in Table 24, no significant partial

correlations were found between ALT variables and achievement
scores in
reading comprehension.

It would be difficult for any significant

correlations to occur, since the pre/post correlation
on the Stanford
Reading Comprehension Subtest was .97, leaving a mere 6 percent of
variance in the posttest unaccounted for by the pretest.
ALT and oral reading fluency. The pre/post correlation
here was .91,
leaving 18 percent residual variance.

Medium task success was

significantly negatively correlated (r = -.48) with achievement scores
in oral reading fluency.

Similar negative correlationS were found for

student engagement and direct instruction in medium task success
activities.

High task success was positively related to achievement but

not statistically significant.

Even more puzzling is that total student

engagement time is significantly negatively related to achievement in
reading fluency.

See Table 25. This latter finding is contrary to the

general ALT hypothesis.

These results imply that MMH students who are

engaged a greater percentage of the time allocated to reading activities
tend to gain less in oral reading fluency.
ALT and oral reading errors.
sense.

Here the results seem to make more

One would expect to find a negative relationship, since

achievement "gains" are indicated by reductions in error rates.
Table 26.

See

Two correlations were significant in the expected direction:

student engagement during high task success activities (r = -.31) and
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Table 24.

CORRELATIONS OF ALTOS VARIABLES WITH RESIDUALIZED GAINS TN
STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT*

Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test--Comprehension (Scaled Scores)

Time in Activities in Which Task Success Was:

Variable
Student Engagement

Group**

A

.28

-

B

-

TOTAL

-.29

TOTAL

Task Success

Medium

.05

B

qlrect Instruction

High

A

-

.39

A

-

B

-

TOTAL

.29

.30

Low
-

-

-.21

Total
Time
.11

-

-

-.26

-.11

-

-.21

-.34

Partial correlation coefficients--i.e., correlation of variable with
posttest, after accounting for variance due to pretest.
**

N=20. Year 2 students only.,
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Table 25.

CORRELATIONS OF ALTOS VARIABLES WITH RESIDUALIZED GAINS IN
STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT*

Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test--Reading Fluency (words per minute)
Time in Activities in Which Task Success Was:

Variable
Student Engagement

Group**

High

Medium

Low

.20

I .431

.19

Total
Time

A
B.

TOTAL

Direct Instruction

A

.381
NEP

B

TOTAL

Task Success

.13

1-7.371

-.29

.17

.48 1

.16

A
B

TOTAL

.14

Partial correlation coefficients--i.e., correlation of variable with
posttest, after accounting for variance due to pretest.
**

N=33, Years 1 and 2 combined.
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Table 26.

CORRELATIONS OF ALTOS VARIABLES WITH RESIDUALIZED GAINS IN
STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT*
Reading Errors (Words Per Minute)

Time in Activity in Which Task Success Was:

VaHable
Student Engagement

Group**

High

A

Medium

Low

-

Total
Time
-

B

TOTAL

Direct Instruction

F7.751

.09

.04

1,-.33

-.29

.11

-.01

-.21

-.22

.16

.10

.05

A
B

TOTAL
.

Task Success

A
B

TOTAL

Partial correlation coefficients--i.e., correlation of variable with
posttest, after accounting for variance due to pretest.
N = 33, Years 1 and 2 combined.
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total engaged time (r = -.33).

Other similar trends were evident but

failed to reach significance (e.g., high task success).

ALT and oral reading accuracy.

No significant correlations were

found between any of the ALT variables and achievement
scores on oral

reading accuracy, though expected positive trends do occur.

See Table

27.

Final caveat.
linearity.

Regression analysis is limited by assumptions of

Moreover, causal inferences are not warranted from

correlational data.

The reader should also note that mid-year posttests

were used, with the Year 2 students rather
two reasons:

than end-of-year posttests for

1) to prevent confounding by interventions that
occurred

right after the Year 2 mid-year posttests, and 2) so that the pre/pose
interval was roughly equivalent to .that in Year 1
in order to combine
the two samples.
Conclusions.

are encouraging.

Despite the limitations mentioned above, the
results

The findings between the relation of ALT and

achievement for mildly handicapped students are very similar
to those
found for normal students in the Fisher, et al. (1978)
BTES study.

In

fact, the magnitudes of partial correlation coefficients
are often

greater than those reported in the BTES study, thus "explaining"
more of
the residual variance in achievement scores.

Had the sample size been

three times as large in our study (making it roughly the
same size as
the BTES sample), and if the partial correlation coefficients
remained

constant, then many more would have been statistically significant.
Given the overall consistency of our findings with
those of the BTES
study of normal children, despite our smaller sample size, it would
appear that on the whole, the relationship of ALT and academic
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Table 27.

CORRELATIONS OF ALTOS VARIABLES WITH RESIDUALIZED GAINS IN

A

STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT*
Reading Accuracy (pct. Correct)

Time In Activities in Which Task Success Was:

Variable
Student Engagement

Group**

Medium

.09

.06

B

-

-

.110

mmir

TOTAL

.09

.03

.09

.19

-

-

TOTAL

Task Success

Low

A

-

B

Direct Instruction

Total
Time

High

.05

A

A
B

-

-

TOTAL

.12

.01

-.01

.13

Partial correlation coefficients--i.e., correlation of variable with
posttest, after accounting for variance due to pretest.
N = 39, Year 1 and 2 combined.

1.29

achievement in reading and math obtains

for mildly handicapped students

as well.

Results from N=1 Experiments
la

In both Years 2 and 3, experimental interventions were undertaken
f

o

with participating teachers.

The basic paradigm was to collect a series

of baseline observations, meet individually with teachers
to suggest
changes which were hypotheszed to increase ALT, and then conduct
series of follow-up observations.

a

The ALTOS was used for observations,

and each student-teacher pair was observed on 4 to 6 different days,
for
approximately 1 1/2 to 2 hours per visit, during both baseline' and
Follow -up periods.

Twenty -five N=1 experiments were conducted during

Year 2 and 13 similar experiments were conducted during Year 3, the
latter set of studies intended as replications.
experiments are summarized below.

The outcomes of those

In the following discussion,

'increases' means that the proportion of time the behavior
was observed

during the follow-up period was greater than that during baseline.
'Decreases' means that the proportion of time the behavior was observed

during the follow -up period was less than that during baseline
observations.

It should be noted that the descriptive results from ALTOS presented

earlier suggested that direct instruction (DI) was highly related to
student task engagement (EN).

Moreover, it was hypothesized that

increases in EN would also be associated with decreases in student low

task success and with increases in high task success.

Task success may

be construed as a direct observational measure of student
achievement in
the classroom.

These considerations guided the following investigations

of relationships,
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If DI increases, then EN increases or remains very high. During Year
2, 14 teachers increased the amount of direct instruction provided
to

mildly handicapped students in their classes.

In 11 cases out of those

14, the target students also evidenced increases in task engagement.
Thus, the success rate was 11/14 or 79 percent.

It should be noted tWat

2 of those 11 students had baseline engagement rates in excess of 80

°

percent, and could not be reasonably expected to increase further (i.e.,
ceiling effects).

These were the highest engagement rates observed that

year.

During Year 3, this relationship between DI snd EN occurred in 4
out
of 6 studies, and none of those students had baseline
engagement rates
in excess of 80 percent.

Thus, this pattern replicated during Year 3 as

well.

The overall success rate for teachers' in both Years 2 and 3 was 15

out of 20, or 75 percent.. See Table 28.
If DI decreases, then EN decreases. We did not advise any teacher to

decrease the amount of direct instruction provided to their MMH
students.

Nonetheless, 11 teachers did so duriglYear 3, and in 8 cases

student engagement also decreased.
'the above finding.

This finding is very consistent with

That is, if teachers increase direct instruction,

student engagement is also very likely to increase; but if they decrease
direct instruction, student

ask engagement is very likely to decrease.

These findings indicate tha

there may be a causal relationship between

direct instruction and student engagement, or that something which
co-occurs with direct instruction is causally related to engagement.
During Year 3 the pattern of decreased direct instruction resulting
in decreased engagement occured in 4 out of 7 cases.
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Table 28.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FROM N = 1

e of Ex eriment**

STUDIES IN YEARS 2 and 3*

Year 2

Year 3

Overall

11/14 (.79)

4/6 (.67)

15/20 (.75)

8/11 (.73)

4/7 (.57)

12/18 (.67)

(or LO remains 0)

11/12 (.92).

3/4 (.75)

14/16 (.88)

If DI t , LO 4, (or LO remains 0)

.10/12 (.83)

3/4

(.75)

13/16 (.81).

3/4

(.75)

10/16 (.63)

If DI1, then ENot(or EN remains
above 80%)
If DI

then EN 4

If EN t, LO 1

If EN 1', HI $

*

**

7/12

(.58)

Ratios represent the proportion of studies in which the finding was
verified (i.e., the relation was true)
Key

DI
EN
LO
HI

=
=
=
=
=
=

Direct Instruction
Student Engagement
Low Task Success
High Task Success
Increases,
Decreases
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Overall, the chances of decreased direct instruction resulting in
decreased student engagement are 12 out of 18, or 2/3.
If EN increases, then low task success decreases or does not occur.
During Year 2 in 12 cases were student engagement increased, in 11 out

of those 12 situations, the proportion of low task success decreased or
low task success did not occur at all, for a hit rate of 92 percent.

In

about half the cases where student engagement increased, no instances of
low task success were observed during either baseline or follow-up
periods.

These studentswere included here, since they could decrease

low task success no further (floor effects).

During the Year 3 replications, increases in EN were associated with
decreases in low task success in 3 out of 4 cases.
Overall, the chances of increased student engagement resulting in

decreased or no low task success are almost 90 percent.
If DI increases, then low task success decreases or does not occur.

Given that direct instruction appears to be causally related to student
engagement, one would expect low task success to decrease or not occur,
since increases in engagement are also associated with the latter.
was borne out in the data.

This

During Year 2, in 10 out of 12 cases where

direct instruction increased, student low task success decreased or
remained zero-.

In the remaining 2 cases where DI increased, student low

task success rates did not change and were non -zero.

During Year 3, the pattern between increased DI and decreased or no
low task success was found to be true in 3 out of 4 cases.

The overall success rate for this pattern was 13/16 or 81 percent.
If EN increases

then hi h task success increases.

One would hope

that if low task success decreased, then high task success would
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increase, although this might not happen if instead medium task
success
increased.

In 7 out of 12 cases where student engagement increased,
the

proportion of time spent in activities in which high task
success was
experienced also increased.

One can infer, then, for the remaining 5

cases where EN increased, that 4 of those 5 increased
the proportion of
medium task success.
During Year 3, increases in EN resulted in increases
in high task
success in 3 out of 4 cases.
Overall, the success rate for this pattern is 10/16
or 63 percent.
Summary. The experimental findings from the 38-N=1 studies
conducted

over a two-year period tend to support the general ALT hypothesis
MMH students.

for

These results were consistent with earlier descriptive

studies in which no experimental interventions were introduced.

These

findings indicate that when student task engagement' is
higher, then low

task success is likely to be lower or non-existent and that high task

success is likely to be greater. Higher rates of daily high task
success
tend to be positively correlated with long range gains in achievement.
Direct instruction is one variable over which teachers have some
control. If they increase direct instruction, MMH students
are likely to
increase their engagement rates, and if teachers decrease
direct

instruction, those students engagement rates tend to drop.
Direct instruction appears to Occur with greatest
frequency in

resource room settings where class size is relatively small and
teachers
often work intensively for one to two hours per day with MMH
students in
small groups or individually.

Less direct instruction of MMH students

(either in groups or individually) tends to occur in
regular classroom

settings, and interestingly in self-contained classrooms
as well.

All
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other things equal, class size seems to be
a mediating factor. Given the
general findings on the inverse relation between class size
and academic

achievement as corroborating evidence, it would appear to be
advantageous (in terms of academic achievement) for MNH students to
spend some time in smaller class sizes, where more direct instruction

and individualization can occur.

toi

SECTION 5

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND DISSEMINATION EFFORTS

'1, 7.

SECTION 5

Overall, the findings from this study tend to support the
relationship between the achievement of mildly handicapped students
and the amount of academic learning time provided,.
or

The results were

generally consistent with the earlier BTES studies, which indicated
that high rates of daily task success were positively correlated with
long range gains in achievement.

We found that when student task

engagement is higher, low task success is likely to be lower and high
task success is generally higher.
General Conclusions

Perhaps the most dramatic overall ALT finding is the
relationship of direct instruction* and student engagement.

Students

were found to be 19 times more likely to be engaged than not during
direct instruction, whereas they are only 1 1/2 times as likely.to be

engaged than not during nondirect instruction.
constant across all delivery systems.

This pattern remains

Given that teachers spend only

about 40% of their time directly instructing a given mildly
handicapped student or a group including him/her, this finding seems
even more significant.

Clearly, instruction is more individualized in the smaller
resource and special settings than in regular classroom settings, ap
would be expected by virtue of class size alone.

A relatively

11.411111,

*Direct instruction means academic monitoring, feedback,
questioning, explaining, structuring/directing and task engagement
feedback to the target student or group which includes TS.
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greater number of activities devoted to reading
instruction occur in
resource and special classrooms.
Student task success, a direct observational
measure of
classroom task achievement in reading and
math, did not differ much

across the four delivery systems.

Although somewhat more high task

success occurred in the Full-time Regular
Classroom delivery system,
this finding must be tempered with
the fact that those students were
the least handicapped.

More importantly, in 10% of the reading/math

activities mildly handicapped students
experienced low .task success
(almost all errors), whereas the typical
"normal" student experiences
low success less than 1% of the time.

Mildly handicapped students were observed
on task about 3/4 of
the time during reading/math activities.

The large majority of

off-task behavior occurred during independent
seatwork.
Approximately 60% of the reading/math activities
occurred in seatwork
settings (i.e., self-paced).
Instructor behaviors most highly associated
with minimal low
task success were group focused academic
feedback, planned

explanations and structuring/directing.

Thus, the following

rel1C.onships appear to obtain:

--When directed instruction is provided,
students are
19 times more likely to be engaged
than not.

--The likelihood of low task success is less when the
instructor provides some group-focused academic
feedback, planned explanation, and structuring/
directing.

One way of interpreting the latter finding is
that, for a typical 16
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minute reading/math activity, when the teacher provides about 2 1/2
minutes of group-focused feedback, explanation, and
structuring/directing, students aLe likely to perform very well or
medium well on the tasks.

On the other hand, when less than 1 minute

of group-focused feedback, explanation, and structuring/directing
occurs, students are relatively more likely to perform very poorly on
the tasks.

Of course, there are other factors which probably

influence task success to a greater extent, but these instructor
behaviors seem to help.

Perhaps the following sums it up best:

Students do not succeed on a learning task if:
--They do not try.

A
--They do not understand what it is they are to do
and/or how to do it.

--They do not know if they are doing it correctly.

These conditions appear to be neccessary hough not sufficient for
task achievement.
.

Direct instruction was found to be one variable over which

teachers have some control.

In a series of 38 experimental studies,

we found increases in direct instruction to be highly related to
increased student engagement.

For example, we found that in 75% of

the studies where teachers increased the amount of direct
instruction, student engagement increased.

Conversely, when teachers

inadvertently diminished the amount of direct instruction, student
engagement decreased in 67% of the cases.

These findings underscore
ri

the importance of this variable and influenced the development of the
teachers guide for increasing student engagement which was developed
and field tested during year 3.
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Overall, the findings hold a great dea'l of promise for speflial

educators interested in developing effective classroom environments
to maximize the probability that 'mildly handicapped, students will

succeed academiLilly.
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APPENDIX A

ALTOS CODING FORMS
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Complete this sheet for
each teacher/classroom
(:target student gees to

Date: LIT=

ALTOS IDENTIFICATION SHEET

Current Time:

:

Observer:

LIA

Teacher:

ID11

Target Student:

mil

[_1 J

Self-Contained

1 = Regular

3

2 = Resource

4 = Other

Class Type:

Class Size Today

General Comments:

CATEGORIES FOR REAL-TIME CODING OF
TARGET STUDENT, INSTRUCTOR AND FOCUS

1.

Classification:

Categories:

EW.
EO.
EC.
ED.
NI.

NW.
NO.
2.

Classification:

Categories:

AM.

AF.
AQ.
XN.
XP.
SD.
TF.
NH.
3.

Classification:
Categories:

TS.
CR.
NU.

Learner Moves (for target student, and only coded it.
Math and Reading)

Engaged - Written Response
Engaged - Oral Response
Engaged - Covert Response
Engaged - With Directions About Task
Non-Engaged - Interim
Non-Engaged - Wait
Nan-Engaged - Off-task

Priority Hierarchy
1.

EO, EW

2.
3.

EC
EP

4.

NI, NW, NO

Instructor Moves (only coded when instructional move is
relevant to target student in math and reading)
Academic Observational Monitoring
Academic Feedback
Academic Questioning
Explanation - Need
Explanation - Planned
Structuring/Directing
Task Engagement Feedback
Null

Priority Hierarchy

2.

XN
XP

1.

AT., Ao

4.

AM
SD
TF
NU

1.

5.
6.
7.

Focus of instructor Move
Target Student
Group (of which Target Student 's a member)
Null
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J

Complete this sheet for
ALTOS
EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY SHEET

each activitydo not
include transition time

TIME STARTED:
1

Number of students engaged in same activity as TS, including TS
TS Pacing

1 = SELF-PACED
2 = OTHER PACED

Describe the major task(s) that the TS does in this activity:

Predominant TS Activity;
(Use more than one code,
if necessary)

1 = ORAL READING

4 = LISTENING

2 = SILENT READING

5 = DISCUSSING

3 = RECITING

6 = WRITING

f
Task Difficulty for TS:

7 = OTHER
1 = EASY

2 = MEDIUM

3 = HARD

WM.

TS Instructor:

4 = SELF-INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

1 - TEACHER
= PEER (TUTOR)
3 = AIDE (ADULT)

5 = TEACHING MACHINE/TUTOR (A/V)

6 = NO INSTRUCTOR

Describe the major task(s) that the instructor does in this activity:

Predominant Instructor
Activity with TS:
(Use more than one
code, if necessary)

1 = LECTURING

4 = MODELING /DEMO

2 = DISCUSSING

5 = TESTING

3 = PROMPTING

6 = SUPERVISING

7 = OTHER

(OVER)

DON'T FORGET TO COMPLETE OTHER SIDE!
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MT 1

Content (Curriculum Subject Matter):

PRIMARY

Note:

Use SECONDARY for coding reading/math
only when PRIMARY is some other subject matter
(e.g., science, social studies) that requires
TS reading/math related tasks.
Reading:

[LI

SECONDARY

10. Decoding/Phonics
11. Word. Structure
12. Word Meaning

Math:

Other Academic:

Non-Academic:

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Comprehension
Reading Practice
Spelling
Grammar
Composition/Creative Writing
Reading Related - Other
Reading Below Test Level

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Addition/Subtraction (No Regrouping)
Addition/Subtraction (With Regrouping)
Computational Transfer
Place Value/Numerals
Multiplication
Division
Fractions/Decimals
Spatial Application
Verbal Application (Word Problems)
Math Related - Other
Math Below Test Level

40. Physical/Biological Sciences
41. Social Sciences
42. Foreign Language
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.

Art
Music
Technological Arts
Physical Education (Supervised)
Perceptual Development
Management/Procedural
Recreation/Break
Personal Experiences/Feelings
Other

Descrt the content and curriculum materials used by TS in this activity:

.11111.0111
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Time Stopped:

DON'T FORGET TO COMPLETE OTUER SIDE!

'Code only in reading/1
math related tasks
1

Side 1
ALTOS
REAL-TIME CODING SHEET

TIME

1. LEARNER
MOVES

:

INSTRUCTOR
2. MOVES 3. FOCUS

NOTES

.

1

2
1

:

3
4

5
6
:

7

8
9
:

.

10
.

4

11
.

12
,

I

13
14
15
,

'

16
17

:

18
19
:

.

20

I

21
22
%

23
:

I

24

I

25

26
27
28
.

29
I

30

I

31

.

.
.

2
:

I

I

33
.

.

.

34

1
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Side 2

/Code only in reading/1
tmath related tasks
1

TIME

I. LEARNER
MOVES

,

ALTOS
REAL-TIME CODING SHEET

.

INSTRUCTOR
MOVES 3. FOCUS

NOTES
35
36
37

=gr.../1

38
39

40
41
42

43
44
45

46
47

48
49
50
51
52

53
54.

55
56
57

58
59

60

61
62

63
64

65
66.
67
68
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Introduction to ALTOS

The Academic Learning Time Observation System (ALTOS) was designed
to characterize how elementary level students spend their time during the
school day.

The information gained from direct classroom observation and

coding oti'ALTOS will be correlated with student achievement information
\.,

obtained before and after the period of classroom observations.
First, we want to know the time allocated to different activities
(e.g., language arts, math, science, recess) throughout the day.

Next,

we are interested in student and teacher engagement time during those
activities which include math or reading related tasks.

And, most impor-

tantly, we want to know how well students perform on those tasks.
There are three kinds of ALTOS coding forms used:

1) ALTOS Identifi-

cation Sheet; 2) ALTOS Educational Activity Sheet; and 3). ALTOS Real-Time
Coding Sheet.

To accurately and consistently use these forms, extensive

observer training is required.

Furthermore, observers must have adequate

knowledge of elementary reading and mathematics content (through sixth
grade) in order to judge the success of student performance in these areas.

4.j

3

Schema 1.

Flowchart for ALTOS

Coder Decision Making

IStart day

1.7.

1.1.-1.6.

Complete a new ID Sheet
for this TS* and Teacher

WAIT AND
WATCH

Write any comments
and staple together
this completed
packet.

1
w 2.
YES

1.

2.3.

Has the teacher
changed?

Has a new TS educational
activity begun?

NO

1 YES
NO

When activity is
NO
over, finish the
4------Educational Activity

2.1.

Start a new Educational
Activity Sheet.

2.2.

Does this activity involve
any math or reading by TS?

Sheet.
YES

3.

.

3.1.

Start Real-Time Coding Sheet.
Code clock time and behavior(s)
using real-time categories
by time-sampling at oneminute inte'vals.

Has current activity ended?

YES

*Note:

TS is the target student to be observed throughout
the day.
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NO

Complete this sheet for
each teacher/classroom
(:target student goes to

ALTOS IDENTIFICATION SHEET

5

Date: Eraina]
Observer:

ID!! OD
Teacher:
ID /1

0

Target Student:
ID?'

4.4

I I

1-1

=
1-1

1 m Regular

3 = Self-Contained

2 = Resource

4 m Other

Class Type:

Class Size Today

General Comments:

CATEGORIES FOR REAL-TIME CODING

OF

TARGET STUDENT, INSTRUCTOR AND FOCUS
1.

Classification:

Categories:

EW.
EO.
EC.

ED.
NI.
NW.
NO.
2.

Classification:

Categories:

AM.
AF.
AQ.

XN.
XP.
SD.
TF.
NU.
3.

Classification:
Categories:

TS.
GR.

Learner Moves (for target student, and only coded in
Math and Reading)
Engaged - Written Response
Engaged - Oral Response
Engaged - Covert Response
Engaged - With Directions About Task
Non-Engaged - Interim
Non-Engaged - Wait
Non-Engaged - Off-task

Priority Hierarchy
1.

EW, EO

2.
3.

EC
ED

4.

NI, NW, NO

Instructor Moves (only coded when instructional move is
relevant to target student in math and reading)
Academic Observational Monitoring
Academic Feedback
Academic Questioning
Explanation - Need
Explanation - Planned
Structuring/Directing
Task Engagement Feedback
Null

Priority_ Hierarchy

2.

XN
XP

3.

AF, Al)

4.

AM

5.

SD

6.

NU

1.

Focus of Instructor Move
Target Student
Group (of which Target Student is a member)

Pia

7

ALTOS IDENTIFICATION SHEET

1.

General:

The identification sheet needs to be completed once iier
teacher/classroom change for the target student (TS).
For example,
if TS goes to Mrs. Jones' classroom at 8:30 a.m., you would complete
the ID sheet then. As long as TS is in Mrs. Jones' class, this sheet
identifies to whom the other coding forms completed during that time
refer.
Suppose at 10:30 TS goes to music class (or the music teacher
comes to TS's classroom). At this time you would staple together the
previously completed ID sheet for Mrs. Jones and other coding forms,
to finish that coding packet.
Then you would fill out a new ID sheet
for the music teacher.

mo. day year
tra."...""'"1".16."4/
1.1.

Date:

1.2.

Observer Name:
Write your name here and your ID# in the double box
to the right.
See master list for ID #'s.

1.3.

Teacher Name: Write the name of the teacher of the classroom you are
now in and his/her Oil. See master list for assigned ID /I's.

1.4.

Target Student (TS): The target student is the only student you
will be observing. Write his/her name and ID /I.

1.5.

Class Type: You should know the class type from the master list.
Enter the class type code number in the box to the right.

1.6.

Class Size Today: Count the total number of students present,
including TS. Enter that numbs_ in the double box to the right.

1.7.

General Comments:
This is to be completed when you staple the
packet together (i.e., there is a teacher change or it is the end of
the day). Note anything that seemed extraordinary or unusual about
the coding period you just finished for this packet.

1.8.

Categories for Real-Time Coding: This is for your later reference,
if needed, when you do real-time coding of teacher and student behavior
in reading/math related activities. This has nothing to do with the
ID.sheet, but was put here for convenient reference.

Enter today's date--six digits (e.g., 11111210P-101

Complete this sheet for
each activity--do not
(include transition time

ALTOS
EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY SHEET

Number of students engaged in same activity
as TS, including TS
1 = SELF-PACED (INDEPENDENT SEAT WORK)

TS Pacing

1

2 = OTHER PACED (GROUP WORK)

Describe the major task(s) that the TS does in this
activity:

Predominant TS Activity:
(Use more than one code,
if necessary)

1 = ORAL READING

4 = LISTENING

2 = SILENT READING

5 = DISCUSSION

3 = RECITATION

6 = WRITING

I fl

7 = OTHER
Task Difficulty for TS:

TS Instructor:

1 = EASY

2 = MEDIUM

3 = HARD

1 0 TEACHER

4 = SELF-INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

2 = PEER (TUTOR)

5 = TEACHING MACHINE/TUTOR (A/V)

[3

= AIDE (ADULT)

.6 = NO INSTRUCTOR

Describe the major task(s) that the instructor does in
this activity:

cc

U

Predominant Instructor
Activity with TS:
(Use more than one
code, if necessary)

1 = LECTURING

4 = MODELING/DEMO

2 = DISCUSSING

5 = TESTING

3 = PROMPTING

6 = SUPERVISING

7 = OTHER

(OVER)

DON'T FORGET TO COMPLETE OTHER SIDE:

1 75

EL=
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Content (Curriculum Subject Matter):

PRIMARY

Note:

Use SECONDARY for coding reading/math
only wnen PRIMARY is some other subject matter
(e.g., science, social studies) that requires
TS reading/math related tasks.
Reading:

Math:

10. Decoding/Phonics
11. Word Structdre
12. Word Meaning
13. Comprehension
14. Reading Practice
15. Spelling
16. Grammar
17. Composition/Creative Writing
18. Reading Related - Other
19. Reading Below Test Level
20.
21.
22.
23.

24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
Other Academic:

Non -- Academic:

SECONDARY
I--

Addition/Subtraction (No Regrouping)
Addition/Subtraction (With Regrouping)
Computational Transfer
Place Value/Numerals
Multiplication
Division
Fractions/Decimals
Spatial Application
Verbal Application (Word Problems)
Math Related - Other
Math Below Test Level

40. Physical/Biological Sciences
41. Social Sciences
42. Foreign Language
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.

Art
Music
Technological Arts
Physical Education (Supervised)
Perceptual Developmtnt
Management/Procedural
Recreation/Break
Personal Experiences/Feelings
Other

Describe the curriculum materials used by TS in this activity:

[

Time Stopped:

DON'T FORGET TO COMPLETE OTHER SIDE!
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ALTOS EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY-SHEET

2.

General:

An educational activity is something the TS is expected to
do by the teacher during some period of time. Usually the activity
can be characterized by one of the curriculum content categories
listed on the reverse side of the educational activity sheet. We
are not interested in describing transitions between activities here,
but describing for each activity the setting, the TS tasks, the
instructor tasks, and the curriculum content and materials. You will
complete this educational activity context sheet whenever the actillity
changes for the target student. You will know the activity changes
whenever there is a change in one or more of the: setting, TS task,
instructor, instructor task, or curriculum content. For example,
there would be an activity change if TS was in a small oral reading
group and then moved to do independent seatwork on phonics, because
both the setting (pacing) and curriculum content changed for TS.
Or, if. TS finished his/her phonics worksheet and then began working
on an addition facts worksheet, there would be an activity change
because of a change in the curriculum content.
Or, if the teacher
had been giving a demonstration at the board on how to solve fractions
problems and then assigned similar problems in the math text for TS to
do at his/her seat, there would be a change in the setting from
other-paced to self-paced; in the TS task from listening to writing;
in the instructor from teacher to no instructor; amd in the instructor
activity f n modeling/demo to supervising. You always judge the
activity fr A the point of view of TS and what is available for TS
to attend to and do.

2.1.

Time Started: This is the time at which the current activity for
TS ACTUALLY begins. Time Stopped will indicate when this activity
It is very important to accurately record starting
ACTUALLY ends.
and stopping times (to the nearest minute). Thilallows us to know
how much time was allocated for this particular activity. Do not
include transition time here, such as getting or putting away materials
or supplies needed for the activity, moving to a different area of
the classroom between activities, cleaning upv'erasing board, lining
up, etc.

2.2.

Now, the most important thing to determine is whether the current TS
activity includes any reading or math, even though the subject matter
may be named something else, such as social studies or science. If
the activity does require TS to do reading or math, then you immediately
begin real-time coding, using the Real-Time Coding Sheet, until the
current activity is over. At that time you will return to the Educational
Activity Sheet and immediately record Time Stopped and then complete
all remaining items on the Educational Activity Sheet.
If the current activity does not include any reading or math, then
you do not use the Real-Time Coding Sheet.
In this case you simply
observe TS and other students (to disguise your focus) until the
activity is over, and then record Time Stopped and complete all
remaining items.
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2.3.

2.4.

NumbeLIDLStuldentlEmaudiin Same Activity as TS:

How many students
in the class are currently Expected to be engaged in exactly the
same
activity as is TS? Count them, including TS,
and enter the number
in the right-hand double:box. For example, if TS is in
an oral reading,
group of 8 students, enter 08. Or, if the entire class
of 27 is
doing the same math worksheet, enter 27. Or, if the teacher is
drilling TS on sight vocabulary words with flashcards
and the rest
of the class is doing something else, enter 01.

TS Pacing: What is essential here is
who determines the TS pacing
of work during the activity. If TS determines the-pacing,
then it
is self-paced (code = 1). For example, if TS is working
at his sea
on a math worksheet, (i.e., independent
seatwork), this would be selfpaced.
Or, if TS/is working independently in the
map area on his
geography, even tilough several other students
are also working there
at the same time, this would be self-paced.
On the other h.'nd, if someone or something else mostly
determines the TS
pacing, then It is other-paced (code = 2).
For example, if the teacher
or other stuOnts are reading a story aloud in reading group, this
would be other-paced. Other examples of other-paced:
teacher is
giving a deMonstration; TS is watching a movie; TS-is
being drilled
on math facts by a peer; teacher is giving a spelling test to the
class; TS is listening to a cassette tape and following
along by
silently reading the spoken text. In other-paced actilatiee
the rate
of TS's engagement is determined externally on a moment by moment
basis most of the time.

Do not code externally imposed time limits for
an entire activity as
other-paced.
For example, if the teacher tells the whole class they.
have 15 minutes to individually copy their spelling words, this would
be self-paced, since TS can do the copying independently at his own
rate during the 15-minute period.
Enter the pacing code in the box to the right.

2.5.

Describe the major tasks that TS does in this activity:
In your own
words, list the major behaviors`in which TS engages-in this
activity.
Be precise.
For example, in oral reading:
most of the time TS
followed along in his reader while other students read aloud. He
was asked to read two paragraphs aloud by the teacher and only made
a few mistakes, although his reading rate was relatively slow, compared
to others'.
Occasionally, he was asked by the teacher to answer a
question about the story (comprehension questions).
Another example, math seatwork: TS was given a math worksheet,
with
pictures of pies (or circles) with slices marked.
For each written
fraction (e.g., 3/4), he was supposed to color in the proportion of
the pie corresponding to the fraction. He did very poorl:,
on this.
He colored each slice a different color. Apparently he didn't understand the directions or he doesn't understand the basic
concepts of
fractions.
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2.6.

Predominant TS Activity:
Try to determine which of the following
was
the predominant specific TS activity:
(1)

Oral reading: TS reads text aloud
or visually follows along
as someone else does so.

(2)

Silent reading: TS reads text silently
by himself/herself and
no one else is reading that text aloud.

(3)

(4)

Reciting: TS is required to verbally repeat
or speak aloud something memorized as all or part of the lesson
before the instructor,
e.g., spelling aloud, given a word; saying answers
to math flash
card drill; reciting memorized poem in front
of class; gives
3ynonyms,or antonyms for vocabularly words;
counts aloud to 100 in
front of teacher; recalls aloud multiplication
facts (6 x 1 = 6,
6 x 2 = 12, 6 x 3 = 18...); given a word
says a sentence with that
word; given a state, names the capital; makes the
phonetic sound
when presented with consonant blends (th, sh,
st, cr,...); recalls
part of a story just read. In recitation there
is a clearly right
or correct oral response (close-ended)
expected of TS by the
instructor.
Listening: TS is required to listen
to someone or something
present information orally (e.g., lecture, movie, a story
being read aloud and TS does not
visually follow the text).

(5) oDiscussing:
There is verbal exchange (conversation) between
TS
and ethers, and
is mostly open-ended. TS may ask questions,
make comments, express opinions, .express pro's and
con's about
subject under consideration and/or answer open-ended
questions
(usually no right or correct answer).
If TS does not participate
,in the discussion at all but just listens,
code listening not
discussing.
(6)

Writing:
TS writes by print or cursive letters or writes
numbers.
Do not include drawing. E.g., copying spelling words,
doing math
worksheet by writing answers to problems, writing
a composition,
writing fill-in-the-blank vocabulary exercise, tracing
letters
with pencil.

(7)

Other:

TS is engaged in some other activity not listed
above,
e.g., free hand drawing, cut and paste, dancing, singing, playing
soccer, etc. Specify the predominant-"other"
activity in the
blank.
What if more than one TS activity is about equally
predominant?
Multiple codes can he used here if there is more than )ne specific
TS activity that occurs about equally often, e.g., TS silently
.reads workbook questions about a story and writes down the answers
in the workbook. This would be coded
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2.7.

Task Difficulty for TS
The difficulty level of a task for the target student,
easy,, medium or
hard, must be coded for all reading and
mathematics events. Difficulty
is coded to indicate the cognitive demands of
the reading or mathematics
task for the individual student.
Easy, represents work on existing knowledge or skills
of the student.
Time at this level may serve as useful reinforcement
of existing skills.
It includes review and practice.
Few errors are made and little effort
is required of the student.

Medium difficulty is the middle range between
easy and hard, representing
those activities that are generally challenging for
a target student,
involving some unacquired and some existing knowledge
or skills of the

'

student.

Hard is a category consisting of tasks that
the target student cannot
perform beyond a chance level of correct res onses.
That is, the student,,--'
shows essentially no understanding of the task.

The primary basis for determining the difficulty
level of a task for a
target student is the error rate of that student for the kind
of problems
included in that task. However, in addition to
error rate, the speed
with which a student works will sometimes be used
to differentiate
the easy and medium difficulty categories.
The easy category is
characterized by a very low error rate, where the
student appears to
be responding with virtually nO errors, except what
you might expect
by chance (careless errors).
The hard category is characterized by an
extremely high error rate, where the student appears to show virtually
no correct responses, except what you would
expect by chance (luck). The
medium category includes the range between
easy and hard.
The additional
consideration of the speed with which the student
works through the
problems enter 'in when virtually
no errors are observed, but the student
is working at a noticeably slower than
average pace. If such an unusually
slow but errorless response rate is not Simply
a function of a low level
of engagement, but in fact appears to be the
result of the difficulty
of the task for that student, then medium would
be coded rather than easy.
The observer should take into account the speed
with which the student
completes a task only when the student is obviously,
much slower than
the average student in that classroom working
on that task.
For example,
if the target student has spent 30 minutes
on the first three problems
of a 20 problem computation
worksheet, while most of the class completed
the entire worksheet in less than 30 minutes,
then medium would be coded
even if the target student has answered those first three
problems with
no errors.
Difficulty level is not coded on a problem-by-problem
basis.
All of the
problems within the related set receive the same difficulty code,
according
to the student's performance on the set as a whole.
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It should be noted that difficulty is always
coded for the academic task
that determines the content code for a given event.
Therefore, when the
tudent is listening to the teacher give directions or task engagement
feedback, the coding of difficulty does not.relate
to those directions or
that feedback per se.
Rather, it relates to the content of the academic
task to which the direction's or task engagement feedback
apply.
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Accurate coding of difficulty level will obviously be,
itself, an
extremely difficult task in some cases. Nevertheless, the difficulty
level of reading and mathematics content must always
be coded, even
when the student was not engaged in the task for which
difficulty is
coded. Where little information is
available for the determination of
difficulty level, the observer must make his/her best judgment
at the
time.
The judgement of difficulty level must be made on the basis of
overt
.responses by the target student in relationship to the task under
observation.
Therefore, the coding of difficulty will be less reliable
when few or no overt responses are observable.
However, it will be
possible to isolate, for the purposes of data analysis, those events
for which there may have been few or no observable
overt responses.
These events will be characterized by the learner moves coded with
them,*
indicating that the student's engaged response was covert or that the
student was not engaged.
Therefore, it will be possible to analyze
the extent to which the availability of overt student responses is
related to the reliability with which difficulty level can be coded.
It should be noted, however, that the observer can often judge difficulty
on the basis of overt responses even when no overt response occurs within
the particular activity being coded. Previously observed overt responses
for the same kind of problems can be used to determine difficulty.
In
addition, the observer can simply ask the target student to perform a
problem overtly (read aloud, Compute a mathematics problem, etc.). Often
it is possible to ask a student to do a problem during the ongoing
observation.
In other cases, the observer may prefer to wait until a
recess or lunch period, ask the student to perform a problem, and
retrospectively code the difficulty level for previous activity.
Several specific situations warrant consideration to clarify the application of the procedures described above.
First of all, the error
rate used to judge difficulty must be evaluated in terms of the probability
that a student can guess the answer to a problem without understanding it.
This will depend a great deal upon the kind of problem performed by the
student.
For example, if the student is writing complete sentence
answers to reading comprehension questions, then there is very little
possibility of his/her correctly guessing the answer. However, if the
student is responding to true-false questions for reading comprehension,
then there is a fifty percent probability of his/her correctly guessing
the answer.

Error rates and the probability of guessing correctly are not as readily
applicable to oral reading as they are to other activities. This is
because there are many opportunities for errors, and little apparent
chance for guessing (decoding and comprehension skills would have to be
applied in order to guess). Furthermore, the passage to be read may be
a combination of extremely easy and extremely difficult words. For the
purpose of enhancing the reliability of coding between observers, a
simple rule will be used here. If the student is unable to read only

*Learner moves are coded on the Real-Time Coding Sheet.
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one word (or none) per paragraph, then the passage will be coded as
easy for that student.
If the student is generally unable to read at
least two but no more than eighty percent of the words in each paragraph,
the the passage will be coded as medium for that student.
If the
student is unable to read more than eighty percent of the words per
paragraph, then the passage will be coded as hard for that student.
"Unable to read" would apply to words that the student cannot read
properly without prompting. This should not include careless errors.
If it appears that a student has misread a word only because of a careless error, then that error should not be included in the determination
of error rate.
The context within which problems are performed may affect the error
rate for those problems. For example, a given student might be able to
perform certain computation problems with virtually no errors when
working alone at his/her seat.
The same student, however, might be so
distracted when working at the board in the front of the class that
he/she shows a high error rate, possibly even being unable to answer
the problems at all. Those problems for that student would therefore
be coded at different difficulty levels depending upon whether the
student is working at his seat or at the board. Hence, the context
within which the problems are performed is considered to be part of
the problems themselves, for the purpose of coding difficulty.

2.8.

TS Instructor: Who or what is doing the instructing (providing
information, soliciting TS responses, giving feedback)?
(1)

Teacher: The person formally in charge of the classroom is
instructing TS.

(2)

Peer (tutor)14 Another student is instructing TS.

(3)

Aide (adult):
Some adult person other than the teacher is
instructing TS (e.g., st Aent teacher, parent volunteer).

(4)

is.
Self-instructional mater
The information and feedback are
part of the materials for instructing TS--e.g., special workbooks
where the correct answer shows a special color when marked; a
non-branching filmstrip with cassette audiotape which solicits
TS responses and provides leedback; an instructional game
(excluding teacher participation); a puzzle, where *the feedback
comes from finding the correct solution. The materials themselves
are non-adaptive to TS responses, but do provide feedback to TS
responses.

(5)

Teaching Machine/Tutor: The information and feedback are presented
through a mechanism which is adaptive to the TS--e.g., an
interactive computer program which presents information and
gives feedback depending on how TS responds to task; a simulation/
game on a computer where computer adapts/competes with TS based
on his/her responses.
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(6)

No instructor: All of the above means of instruction include
a way
to monitor directly how well the TS is doing at the time the TS
is engaged in the activity and have the capacity to provide feedback or correction immediately..(during the activity).
If this
condition is not met, then there is no instructor, e.g., TS is
doing a worksheet independently and does' not get any immediate
feedback during the task; TS is silently reading and answering
questions in a workbook and cannot tell for sure whether his
answers. are correct.
.

2.9.

Describe the major:task(s) that the instructor does with TS in this
activity:
In your own words list the major behaviors in which the
teacher engages with the TS during this activity. Be specific. For
example, in an oral reading lesson: Instructor calls on children to
read in a random manner (TS never knows when will be called on),
lets
TS try to correct own mistakes first, and if necessary gives hints
instead of telling TS the correct word; only tells correct word if
TS has tried and failed several times. About every 2-3 paragraphs,
instructor asks a question to the whole group about what was just
read, and calls on TS twice. Another example, 10'math seatwork:
T. passes our worksheet, gives directions, demonstrates to group how to
do the first two problems, and then works at desk generally supervising
the seatwork. At least 5 times TS brings worksheet to T's desk for
held and T probes and prompts TS on the part TS was stuck on.
Note:

2.10.

There is no need to describe T. tasks with children other than
TS, unless the T. behaviors are directed to the students in the
group of which TS is a member.

Predominant Instructbr Activity with TS: Try to determine which
of the
following was the piedominant specific instructor
activity with the TS.
Do not be concerned with teacher activities with
students other than
TS, unless they are directed to the group of
which TS is a member.
(1)

Lecturing: This includes telling,
explaining, informing, reviewing,
reading to TS about something, etc. TS is primarily
expected to
listen.
Do not code lecturing if instructor is
demonstrating or
modeling how to do something and is explaining
during the demonstration.
This would be coded as modeling/demonstration (see
below).

(2)

Discussing:

'

ere is verbal interchange between instructor and

TS (or group ...ncluding TS); it is mostly
open-ended (usually

no right or wrong answers).
Instructor may ask questions, make
comments, express opinions, express pro'!s and con's about subject
under consideration, and/or answer questions asked.
(3)

Promptina:
The instructor asks questions, solicits TS responses,
gives hints/cues and/or reminders, gives feedback/correctives/
reinforcement to TS when there is a clearly right OT correct TS
response expected.
Instructor may also give a brief explanation
or demonstration based on TS difficulties in responding,
e.g.:
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T gives spelling word, calls on random student,
listens to him/her spell, gives hint if not correct,
acknowledges correct spelling;

T watches TS do a fractions problem at board, asks
him what he is doing at each step, corrects if necessary;

- Vocabulary drill--instructor shows card, TS says
word, instructor indicates if right or wrong, or
tells word if TS is stuck;
- Oral reading--instructor listens to TS read, prompts
if TS makes a mistake or is stuck, encourages TS to
read (positive reinforcement), asks comprehension
questions occasionally.
(4)

Modeling/Demonstrating: The instructor shows TS (or group of TS)
how to do something. Usually this is planned ahead
of time (i.e.,
not based on immediate questions or difficulties S may be having
with task), e.g.:

- T at blackboard and shows how to do long division
problem, how to diagram sentence;
- T shows how to cut out a snowflake;
- Movie ffarration and pictures show how to safely
handle chemicals and what happens if careless;

- T performs.a science experiment on Boyle's law for
S's 'to watch.

- T takes a turn reading aloud during oral reading.
(5)

4(6)

Testing:
Instructor is formally assessing TS (or
group with
TS) and S's are aware that it is
a test and that some kind of
a score, rating, or grade will be assigned based
on each
S's performance.

Supervising:
The ins.:ructor is not directly interacting
with or instructing TS (or the group with TS),,
but is
instead overseeing student task engagement.
The instructor
does not communicate directly with S's
most of the time,
although may occasionally answer questions
or make comments
about student work, e.g.:

- T sitting at desk, grading papers and watching
class;

T walks around class and looks at students'
work to see how its going, occasionally
making
,remarks to some students.
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(7)

Other:
above.

The instructor is engaged in some activity not described
Specify examples in the blank.
Examples:

T is out of room during current activity;

T spends most of time on discipline (behavior
management) problems during current activity.
Note:

If two or more specific teaching activities occur about equally
during the tithe period, then enter multiple codes--e.g., modeling
and prompting and supervising would be coded: I 4 ) 3 F6 I
.
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2.11.

Reading Content Categories Summary

Category #

rirommo=rt
10.

Category Name
DECODING/PHONICS
- single consonants

-consonant blends and digraphs
- variant consonants (c or g)
-short vowels

EXAMPLES

- long vowels
- other decoding

11.

WORD STRUCTURE
-compound words
-root words and affixes
-syllables

12.

WORD MEANING
-synonyms
-pronoun reference
-other word meaning

13.

COMPREHENSION
-verbatim (no rephrasing)
-translation (paraphrase)
-inference/synthesis
-identifying main ideas
- evaluation of fact and opinion
-other comprehension

14.

READING PRACTICE
-sight words (general practice at reading single words)
-oral reading of text
-silent reading of text
- reading in content areas
-listening while reading

15.

READING RELATED - SPELLING

16.

READING RELATED - GRAMMAR

1S6
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17.

READING RELATED - COMPOSITION/CREATIVE WRITING

18.

READING RELATED - OTHER

1. 9 .

READING BELOW TEST LEVEL

23

Reading Content Category
Definitions,

10.

DECODING/PHONICS -- learning letter-sound correspondences

A number of different tasks can be used in exercises aimed at
teaching
decoding; for example:
a.

The child could be asked to give the sound associated with
a particular letter or group of letters.

b.

The child could be asked to read words with a common sound
or with a rhyming pattern.

c.

The child could be asked to recognize or identify a word
containing a particular sound.

d.

The child could be asked to write words with a particular
sound.
(Spelling or dictation are decoding tasks when they
focus on a particular spelling pattern.)

e.

The child could be asked to match words containing the same
sound.

f.

The child could be asked to locate all the words in a list
or story which have a particular sound or spelling pattern.

g.

Even fill-in-the blank exercise can be decoding, if the choice
the student must make depends on and teachds accurate decoding.
For example:

Mary put the

around the package.
sting
bring
string

What these tasks (and others not listed) have in common is that they
pair particular letters or groups of letters with particular sounds
and they teach students to make the association.
Note:

Sometimes, particularly in some basal reader programs, students
will read single words where the lesson does not focus on a particular spelling-sound correspondence. This would be coded as
reading practice (1114)--sight words. See that category for
further discussion.
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10.1.

Single Consonants

Single consonants located in any position in'a syllable or word.
Examples:

10.2.

/t/ in tan, bat, ate

Consonant Blends and Digraphs

Common combinations of consonants, located in any position in a
syllable or word.
Examples:

Blends include st, tr, fl, cr, sp, spr, thr, nd, etc.
as in flower, spread, sand
Digraphs include sh,, ch, th, wh as in where, thin, wash.

10.3.

Variant Consonants (c or g)

Most consonants have one dominant letter-sound correspondence.
consonants are variable; they have 2 common patterns.
Examples:
Tasks:

10.4.

Some

cat vs. city; goat vs. gentle

To fall in this caIegory, teaching tasks should compare and
contrast the two decodings of the same letter. The student
might have to decide which sound was appropriate in a
particular words or with a particular vowel following
the consonant ;(ca vs. ci).

Short Vowels

Regular short vowel sounds of a, e, i, o, u.
Examples:

10.5.

bat, red, sick, pond, fun

Long Vowels
Regular long vowel sounds of a, e, i, o, u.
Two major types of spelling patterns produce these sounds - final
e and digraphs.
Examples:

bake; rain
these; mean, feet
fine

pole; boat
huge

169
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10.6.

Other Decoding
Besides the basic categories above, other specific decoding patterns
might be taught.
Examples:

Complex vowel combinations such as dipthongs (oi, ou, oo,
aw, etc.)
Sounds of "y" as a vowel (as in cry, candy)
Effects of consonant context on vowel decoding (vowels
followed by "r" as in cart or fair; vowels followed by
"1", as in tall)
Silent consonants (know, ghost)
Etc.

11.0
11.1

WORD STRUCTURE -- analysis and meaning of word parts
Compound Words

Two meaningful words are combined to form a new word, which takes
its meaning from the parts.
Examples:
Tasks:

11.2

mailbox, goldfish

Students might be asked to identify the parts, Combine parts
to create new words, or identify words which are compounds.

Root Words and Affixes

Prefixes and/or suffixes added to a root word
Examples:

suffixes like -ly, -ful, -less, -able, -er, -est, -tion, etc.
prefixes like un-, re-, mis-, trans-, pre-, ex-, in-, etc.

grammatical endings like -s, -ed, -ing
(Includes,
changes like doubling the consonant,
dropping the final e, or changing y to i. Also includes
irregular forms like go, goes, went, gone, going.)

Tasks:

Students might have to identify root words, identify affixes
in words, or add affixes to words.
Includes work on the
meaning of affixes and on the correct use of word forms in
sentences (John is
up the street.)
walk
walked
walking

The student might have to decide which prefix or suffix was
needed to create a particular meaning, or the student might
have to figure out the meaning of a word from the meaning
of the parts.
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11.3.

Syllables

Conventional or soundbased units rather than meaningful units.
Examples:
Tasks:

12.0.

12.1.

demonstration 4 dem on stra' tion

(4 syllables)

Students mightylave to identify the first or last syllable
in a. word, or break a word into syllables, or determine
the number of syllables in a word. Included work on locating
the accent or stress in a word.

WORD MEANING -- Understanding the meaning of a specific
word or phrase
Synonyms

Two words which mean about the same thing.
Examples:

Tasks:

12.2

vibrating ship
discover a cave
little
everyone

= shaking ship
= find a cave
= small
all

Students might be asked to name a word that means the same
thing as another word. Or students might be asked to match
words that are synonyms.

Pronoun reference

The meaning of a pronoun'comes from the noun to which it refers.
Examples:

Tasks:

Lisa tried to open the window.
It was stuck.
(What does "it" mean?
window)

The student might be asked xo identify the noun a pronoun
refers to (as above).
Or the student might be asked to fill
in the appropriate pronoun for an incomplete sentence.
(John handed,the teacher
homework paper.)
her
his
its

12.3.

Other word meaning

Meanings of words alone or in the context of a sentence
Examples:

Definitions, includi4 using dictionary entries to
define words,

Defining words from context (using the meaning of a
sentence to figure (Jut the meaning of an unfamiliar
word or a word with multiple meanings)

- - 191
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John used the term "habeas corpus" in his speech
about law.

term means
A.
B.

C.

D.

a period of
an assigned
a word with
a condition

time
time to serve
an exact meaning
or requirement

Using words in sentences (writing a sentence that shows
the meaning of a new vocabulary word)
Antonyms (words opposite in meaning)

Figurative Language (recognizing the meaning of a
word or phrase used in a nonliteral sense, including
simile, metaphor, and idiomatic expressions)
"John laughed his head off."
means "John laughed a lot."
Crossword Puzzles
Classification of words (apples, oranges, and peaches
are fruit).
Tasks:

13.0

The student might be asked to give the meaning of a word,
match a word with its definition, or write a sentence using
a particular word.

COMPREHENSION - .Understanding of ideas expressed in written
material, including understanding of literature
and understanding of written material An the
'content areas (science and social studies)

The story below will be referred to in the examples of the comprehension
categories.
Time spent reading the story would be coded in Reading
Practice. Time spent answering questions, writing about, or discussing
the story would be coded in Comprehension.
SAVING THE SEALS
Who owns the sea? The ships of all countries sail the open
Not long ago, all countries could fish and hunt in the
ocean as they pleased.
Now, the countries using the sea must work
together to protect the sea's animal life.
seas.

In 1870, there were millions of valuable fur seals in the
Bering Sea. Ships came from all parts of the world to kill
Men waited the animals' fur and the oil from their bodies.

them.
By

1910, only about 130,000 seals were left. Even the hunters knew
that something had to be done or the seals would disappear.
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Four countries owned land near the seals' northern home.
In 1911, these countries began plans to control seal-hunting. The
governments of Japan, Russia, Canada, and the United States agreed
to kill no more seals in the open seas. Because they wanted to
protect mother seals and their young, they agreed that only male
seals without mates could be killed. Money earned from the skins
and oil of these seals was to be divided among the four governments.
Today, large heards of seals swim in the Bering Sea again. By
working together, four countries saved the seals in the sea they
share.

13.1.

Verbatim (no rephrasing)

Understanding and recall of information exactly as stated in the
text.

Examples:

1.

2.

3.

13.2

Where do large herds of seals swim today?
(in
the Bering Sea)
Which governments agreed to kill no more seals
in the open sea? (Japan, Russia, Canada, U.S.)
Why did they agree that only male seals without
mates could be killed?
(to protect mother seals
and their young)

----Translation (paraphrase)
Recognizing ideas stated, in different words; recall of information_
when ideas are restated; rephrasing of ideas in other words.
Examples:

1.

2.

13.3

Which countries joined in the agreement to limit
seal killing?
(Japan, Russia, Canada, U.S.)
Describe in your on words what the countries
agreed to do.

Inference/Synthesis

Synthesis of information from different points in a text; understanding of ideas implied by a text; using background knowledge or
experience to interpret or extend the ideas in a text; drawing
conclusions or predicting outcomes.
Examples:

1.

Why' were the seals hunted?
a.
People wanted to eat seal meat.
b.
Their fur and oil were valuable.
c.
The seals were eating all the fish.

2.

The story does not say so, but it makes you think
that
a.
b.
c.

3.

hunters used seal oil on their bodies
seals have little value for hunters
all the seals might hive been killed

What would happen if only 2 of the 4 countries
joined the agreement? jto

3
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13.4

Identifying main ideas

Recognizing the topic of a passage; identifying and
understanding
the central or most important ideas being communicated.
Examples:

1.

On the whole, this story is about
a.
Russia and Canada
b.
protecting seals
c.
hunting in the Beting Sea

2.

What message is the author trying to get across?
(It is important to protect animals.
Countries
need to work together.)

Besides answering questions, this content category
includes work on outlining a passage, or recognizing
the structure and organization of a passage (superordinate and subordinate elements).
13.5

Evaluation of fact and opinion
Critical analysis of statements and the basis for their acceptance;
identifying fact and opinion statements. Also includes evaluation,
of the qualifications of a speaker/writer and understanding
how
"loaded" words convey opinions.
Examples:

Which statement is a fact rather than an opinion?
a.
b.
c.

13.6

Seals should be protected.
All the seals very nearly died.
In 1910, only about 130,000 seals were left.

Other comprehension

-

-

Comprehension of written material which does not fit one of the
specific categories above. Also includes situations where a
comprehension activity mixes several types of comprehension so
thoroughly that it would be impossible to separate the time.
Examples:

Following directions

Application of reading skills to real-world
materials like signs, menus', TV schedules,
etc.

14.0.

READING PRACTICE - Practice in reading
Note:

All reading activities involve the act of reading. Use the
Reading Practice category only for activities where
students
spend time just reading. We will automatically assume that
time in specific skills (decoding, word structure, word
meaning, or comprehension) includes some reading practice
as well.

194
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14.1.

Sight words

General practice at reading single words.
No particular decoding
focus.
Students must integrate a variety of decoding skills in
order to read a word on sight.
Tasks:

Students read these words at the beginning of a lesson:
slippers

bought

hurry

etc.

Teacher reads a word and the students must circle it:
was
liver

what

lives

Any word reading task where there is no intent to practice
specific decoding patterns.
14.2.

Oral reading of text

Individual or choral reading of-stories by students.
Tasks:

14.3.

Reading circle where students take turns reading aloud
from a story.

Silent reading of. text

The student reads a story to himself.
Tasks:

Students have time for independent reading.
Each student
reads to himself.
Students might go to the library and
read.
A student might read when he finishes other work
early.

14.4.

Reading in content areas

Reading science or social studies material (oral or silent)
Tasks:

The student reads gitentlyin_the social studies book.
The students take turns reading akdd-fromthe Weekly
Reader.

14.5.

Listening while reading
The student listens while he reads in an accompanying text.
Tasks:

The student must be simultaneously reading and listening.
He could be listening to a tape or record of a story and
reading along.
Includes music if the student is both
reading and singing.
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15.0.

READING RELATED -- SPELLING -- matching word sounds with
particular configurations of letters
Tasks:

16.0.

The teacher might read a word or sentence and have the
students write it. Students might have to decide whether
or not a word is spelled correctly. Includes work on
homonyms (like "to", "too", "two", or "peace", "piece")
and their correct use in sentences.
Some lessons may focus
on particular patterns in letter-sound correspondence
(like sounds of the letter "y", or words with silent "e").

READING RELATED -- GRAMMAR -- understanding sentence structure
and grammatical form.
Examples:

Tasks:

17.0.

Capitalization, punctuation, parts of speech, diagramming
sentences

Many possible activities involving grammatical concepts.

READING RELATED -- CREATIVE WRITING -- students make up their
own stories and write them.
Tasks: The teacher might have all students write a story about summer
vacation. Or students might write their own endings to a
story they have been reading.

18.0.

18,1.

READING RELATED -- OTHER

Study skills

Learning and using skills that help the student acquire knowledge
through reading.
Examples: Dictionary skills, alphabetization, table of contents,
using the index, using the encyclopedia, card catalog, finding
books in the library.
18.2.

Other

Other activities which are related to reading.

Exampletr-foreign language.
Reading maps or graphs.
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19.0.

READING BELOW TEST LEVEL -- copying or imitating

Examples:

Copying, where the student directly copies letters,
words or sentences.
Includes penmanship.

107
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CONTEXT CLUES -- A COMMON FORMAT

A common response format in workbook
pages, especially in earlier
grades, is to ask the student to fill in the blank
to complete a sentence.
To perform the task the student must read the
sentence parts that are
given and understand their meaning in order to recognize
the element that
would complete the thought. He must use the context as
a set of clues
which define the nature, of the missing piece.
Understanding the sentence
framework is a comprehension process. But the task also involves
selecting
the best word(s) to fill the blank, and the nature of the choices is.
critical. To code the content of items in a context clues format,
consider
the distinctions the child must make in order to select the correct
alternative.
The examples below show some of the different ways a context
clues format can be used:
Decoding:

Jane ate a red candy
cane/can

Here the student must not only understand the sentence but
also know the role of final e in decoding vowels. Without
this knowledge of decoding patterns, the child might know the
word he wants to fill the blank but still select the wrong
alternative. The purpose of the exercise is to practice
decoding rules.
Word Structure:

Tim went

down the street
skip
skips
skipping

This exercise teaches correct use of grammatical endings.

Word Meaning:
Susan ran to her house.

Then

went inside.
she
he
it

This requires pronoun reference.
Some animals have snouts.

They are really long
ears
mouths
noses
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Because the ocean roars, we need to

to be heard.

talk
shout
whisper

In the two examples above, the emphasis is on the meaning of the missing
The student must consider the semantic distinctions among the choices
in order to select the word with the best meaning to complete the sentence.

word.

Choose from these words to complete the sentence below:
lazy

dozing

buzzed

Soon, a bee

dizzy

grazing

around the colt's head.

In this example the word choices all have the letter "z". But this
decoding element is a constant factor; students don't have to focus on the
decoding in order to complete the sentence. Sentence completion focuses
on selecting the word ith the best meaning.
(Note:
Time spent reading
the word choices and talking about the sound of the letter "z" in these
words would be coded as Decoding.
°

Comprehension:

After reading the story of the Little Red Hen, the student must
complete this sentence:
1
The fox lived in a house made of
straw
wood
stones
O

The purpose of questions like this is to check story comprehension; the
correct answer depends on having read the story.
This question assesses
understanding of event data (verbatim).
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2.12.

20.

Math Content Category Summary

ADDITION/SUBTRACTION (NO REGROUPING)
- standard short form
- basic facts
- speed tests

21. ..ADDITION/SUBTRACTION (WITH REGROUPING)

- standard short form
- basic facts
- speed tests
22.

COMPUTATIONAL TRANSFER (Properties, #
patterns, missing addends,
number sentences with inequalities)

23.

PLACE VALUE/NUMERALS (whole numbers)

24.

MULTIPLICATION
- basic facts
- speed test
- multiplication algorithm

25.

DIVISION
- basic facts
-.speed test
division°algoritht

26.

FRACTIONS/DECIMALS

27.

SPATIAL APPLICATION
- linear measurement
geometry (perimeter, area, # pairs, lines/figures)

28.

VERBAL APPLICATION
- word problems

29.

MATH RELATED

30.

MATH BELOW TEST LEVEL
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Math Content Category Definitions°

20.

ADDITION/SUBTRACTION--NO REGROUPING
Learning the basic addition and subtraction facts. Finding the sum
or difference of problems which do not require the renaming of 10
ones as 1 ten or 1 ten as 10 ones (i.e., no "carrying" or "borrowing").

20.1

Basic facts:
Basic addition facts are the sums of two single digit
addends up through 9 + 9. The basic subtraction facts are the
inverses of the addition facts and therefore include facts up through
18-9.

20.2

Non
- regrouping problems in addition:
Non-regrouping
Sums of a singld digit and a
multiple digit addend or two or more multiple digit acids
do not require the renaming of 10 ones as 1 ten.
10

23

547

+ 5

+ 46

+ 201

Includes column addition without regrouping.

4

20
30

21
13

+ 5

+ 10

+ 15

6

20.3

Non-regrouping problmes in subtraction:
Finding the difference
between a single digit and a multiple digit number or the difference
between two multiple digit numbers which do not require the renaming
o
1 ten as 10 ones.

Note:

27

28

532

-7

--14

- 420

Problems in this category can be presented in a variety of
formats.

The problem may be laid out horizontally or vertically:
2

3

+3

-2

2 + 3 =

3 - 2 =
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Pictoral representation may be used to help the students
understand
the basic processes of joining or separating
sets and/or as an aid
in carrying out the computation involved:

2 + 3

3 -2

=r]

In all of the examples above, the primary task
is to find the sum or
difference between two numbers when both of
those numbers as well as
the applicable operational sign are given.

However, there are situations where instructional
algorithms or
processes involving place value concepts are used in the
teaching
of these same computational skills
ana when this occurs the instruction
should be coded under category #23.
There are other situations which require more than the
straightforward computation of a sum of difference (but do
not involve place
value) and these situations are discussed
in the Computational Transfer
Section (# 22).

21.

ADDITION/SUBTRACTION--REGROUPING
Addition problems which require the renaming of 10
ones as 1 ten ("carrying")
and subtraction problems which require the
renaming of 1 ten as 10 ones
("borrowing"). Here we want to include only the regrouping
problems which
are presented in the standard computational algorithmic
format, also
known as the short form.
18

13
15

+ 14

26

40

- 9

- 15

17

25

+ 16

32

44-

This category is parallel to category 20 in that the
student is given
two numbers and told to find their sum or difference
but in this case
the problems also require regrouping. The general guidelines
on format
in category #20 also apply to this category.

22.

COMPUTATIONAL TRANSFER
Tasks which require the student to recognize and
apply some of the
operational concepts and patterns within our number system.
The
student must understand and use the operations which underlie
computation,
but in a format which involves more than straight-forward
computation.
Includes:

202
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22.1

a*,

Properties:
1".

Commutative propdrty of addition and multiplication.

3+ 2 = 2 + 3
2 x 3 = 3 x 2
2.

AssOciative (,grouping) property of addition.

2 + (3+5) = (2+3) + 5
3.

Properties of .zero.

18 + 0,= 18

Identity element of addition:
4.

Distributive property.
2 x (3+2) = (2x3) + (2x2)
(12+6) + 3 = (12+3) + (6+3)

22.2 Number Patterns: Tasks which promote the student's search for and
recognition of the various patterns which can be'found among numbers.
.
r

'Examples4:

1. .Counting by
2.
Counting by
Functions 3.
subtract 2,
a.

b.

2's (odd and even numbers).
a
5's, 10's, 20's, etc.
discovering or applying a function rule like add 3,
etc.

Rule is given:

Add 4 to each number in top row:.
0

2

4

6

5

7

9

Student must discover and apply the rule to complete the pattern.

1

3

8

4

4

6

11

?

7,

5,

3,

?

f

{

(1,2), (2,4), (3,6), (4,?)

}
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22.3 Missing Addends - Open Sentences: Number sentences in which
the
sum or difference is given and one of the add,eads or numbers is
unknown.

Exampleb:
..

5

4

+

+[]

3

5

- 1111 2. 2

OW*
7

7

+ 6 = 10

7

-

E1

4 + III = 10

3
4

3.

22.4 Number Sentence- with E ualities and Ine ualities - Includes only
those number sentences'that involve computation plus the use of
>9 <2 =9 +9

''

7 - 6 01 + 3

7.04

.

7%

- 3 I!

10 -10 (E) 15 4- .5

A

2

'

,A

3

= 11

.

.

4

This category does 'not.,include the use of inequality
signs in numerical
compaEijons.
i.e.,

270 26

.

This should be coded as #23 (place value/numerals)
127(2)126

22.5

Factors and Multiples:
The study of common and least common multiples,
common factors, sets of factors, prime numbers, and prime factorization.
Examples:
.04agralr

1.

6 x I= 42

3.

Name the multiples of 2, less than 20.

.

2.

12 = 2 x 2 x 3

o

24

23.

PLACE VALUE/NUMERALS

(
23.1

Place Value,'Numerals - Place value involves the concept that a digit
has three meaning,.
It's face value (the meaning it has wherever it

is used), it's place value (the meaning it takes from it's place in
a numeral), and its total value (which is the product of the first
two values).
In the numeral 45,-the 4 has a face value of four, a
place value of ten, and a total value of forty. Teaching place value
will involve expanded and compact notation, identification of the
one's, ten's, or hundred's place, and naming the number of tens (or
ones, etc.) in a numeral.
Numerals includes understanding the order of the counting numbers and
evaluating the sequential position of one numeral in relation to
another.
Comparing and evaluating numerals will involve place value
concepts.

Examples:
A.

Place Value:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

How many tens in 75?
Which number is in the one's place?
6 tens and
ones
60 + 2 = 62
+\50 + 5
155 - 100 +1+50
Use of manipulatives or pictures to teach numerical structures.

2

hundreds,

3 .tens, ands

4

We write 234
c

B.

Numerals
1.

Writing the missing numerals.

2.

What number comes before, after, or between?
Using inequalities:
145 > 135.
Practice in reading numerals up through millions.
Understanding the use of commas to set off the periods
1,575,231).

3.

4.
5.
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23.2

Addition/Subtraction With or Without Regrouping.- Instructional
Algorithms With Place Value Transformations:
In our base 10 number system the understanding of place
value is
essential to the learning of computational skills.
With this in mind,
curriculum materials often include instructional algorithms
or processes
which combine place value concepts along with practice in
computation.
These processes may involve expanded notation or the designation of
tens and ones.
Some common (depending on text) instructional algorithms
are:

14 = 10 + 4

+ 14 = 10

(Use of Expanded Notation)

+4

20 + 8 = 28

Tens

Ones

16 =

1

+ 14 =

1

6
4

3

0

(Designation of ten's and one's place)

14

+ 14

.8

(Long form with partial addends)

20

28

24.

MULTIPLICATION

24.1

Multiplication - Basic Facts: Multiplication with two 1-digit factors.
Also known as times table up through 9 x 9.

24.2

Multiplication - Speed Tests: Timed tests in the basic multiplication
facts.
May also include speeded flash card drill which is specifically
aimed at increasing automaticity.

24.3

Multiplication Algorithm: Multiplication with one factor of two or
more digits, i.e., all multiplication above the basic facts.

25.

DIVISION

25.1

Division: (Division of whole numbers.
speed tests in division.

All levels of difficulty.

206
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26.

FRACTIONS/DECIMALS

26.1

Fractions - Recognizing and identifying a fractional part of a set,
region, or line:

ago

Examples:

Draw a ring around 1/3 of
the trees.

b.

What part of this region
is shaded?

26.2

Fractions:
Computation with fractions including the recognition and
identification of equivalent fractions.

26.3

Fractions:

26.4

Decimals:
Place value ( 100 -'.01, .5 > .25); arithemtic operations
x, +).
with decimals (+,

27.

SPATIAL. APPLICATION

27.1

Linear Measurement - Measuring the length, width, or height of
objects, lines, or pictures.

27.2

Geometry - Perimeter: Computing the perimeter of a polygon using
standard or arbitraty units of measure.

27.3

Geometry - Area: Computing the area of a polygon using standard
or arbitrary units of,measure.

27.4

Geometry - Number Pairs:

Converting decimals into fractions (e.g., .625 = 5/8)
1

'

Identifying number pairs on a number plane.

0

Example:.
4
3

2

0

1111111111111110111

11111111111111

1

2

3 4

5

What is the number pair for point Q?

6
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27.5

Geometry - Lines or Figures:

Recognizing and identifying common lines and plane figures.
Includes
angles, parallel and perpendicular lines, parallelograms, rectangles,
squares, and right triangles. Does not include work with solid
figures like spheres, rectangular prisms, etc.

28.

VERBAL APPLICATION

28.1

Word Problems:
All types of word problems including word problems
with graphs.
The coding of word problems is given priority over the
specific computation required by the problems. Therefore, regardless
of the computation, time on word problems is coded under word problems.

29.

MATH RELATED '

29.1

Money - Identifying coins, the sum of a set of coins, and equivalent
values of coins. Using coins for practice in addition, subtraction,'
and understanding the decimal system.

29.2

Other Concepts:
20 through 28.

Other concepts and applications not covered by codes

Examples:

Volume
Solid Figures
Liquid or Weight Measures
Statistics and Probability
Constructing Line and Bar Graphs
Set Theory, Set Diagrams, Logic
Place Value with Decimals
Exponents (concepts of)
Averages (concepts of)

30.

MATH BELOW TEST LEVEL

30.1

Developmental Activities - Activities which do not involve computation
but do promote the development of concepts which are considered
preliminary to the understanding and use of operational concepts.
Includes:
A.

Review of basic number concepts such as learning the number name
for a set of objects less than 10, learning to count and write
the numbers from 0 to 10, one to one matching and recognition
of equivalent sets.

44

Examples:

How many?

B.

Activities which provide experiences (most often with concrete
materials) in recognizing likenesses and differences, sorting,
ordering, comparing, and matching.
Examples:

Attribute blocks or games
Pattern blocks
Tangrams
Geoboards
Geoblocks
Soma cube puzzle

45

2.13.

Content Summary:

40.

PHYSICAL/BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

Other Academic

- Biology
- Physics
- Chemistry

41.

SOCIAL SCIENCES
-

42.

Geography
History
Social Studies
Current Events

FOREIGN LANGUAGE

- Spanish
- German
- French

2.14.

Content Summary:

50.

ART

51.

MUSIC

52.

TECHNOLOGICAL ARTS

Non-Academic

- Industrial Arts
- Home Economics

53.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION (Supervised)

54.

PERCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT

55.

MANAGEMENT/PROCEDURAL

56.

RECREATION/BREAK

57.

PERSONAL EXPERIENCES/FEELINGS

58.

OTHER ACTIVITY

210
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Other Academic Content Category Definitions

40.

PHYSICAL/BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES--An activity primarily involved with knowing
about matter, energy, plants and animals.
Examples:

41.

a.

SOCIAL SCIENCES--An activity primarily concerned with humans and their
living together.
Examples:

a.

b.
c.

d.
e.

f.

g.
.h.

j.

Social Studies,
Geography (human),
Sociology, pyschology,
Current events, government, politics,
History,
Economics,
Political science, law,
Anthropology,
Art history.

I .1

FOREIGN LANGUAGE--An activity primarily involved with reading, writing,
or conversing in other than the native tongue.

42.

Examples:

a.

b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
.

50.

Physics, chemistry, geology, anatomy, meteorology,
biology, astronomy.

Note:

Spanish,
French,
Russian,
Latin,
Turkish,
Hebrew ...

If any math or reading is involved in these other academic
activities, be sure to code the speciffc math or reading category,
in addition to the other academic category.

ART--An activity primarily involved with visual representation for aesthetic
purposes.
Examples:

a.
b.
c.

d.
e.
f.

g.

Sketching, painting, sculpturing,
Film-making,
Silk-screening, tye-dye,
Jewelry making,
Art appreciation.
Drawing, coloring
Making valentines, Christmas cards, room decorations, etc.

211.
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51.

MUSIC--An activity primarily involved with listening to, making or
appreciating organized sound.
Examples:

a.

b.
c.

d.

52.

TECHNOLOGICAL ARTS--An activity primarily concerned with how to do
an occupationally or vocationally related skill.
Examples:

a.

b.
c.

d.
e.
f.
g.

h.

53.

a.

b.
c.
d.
e.

Shop,

Electrical repair,
Knitting, needlework, macrame.

Swimming,
Dance,
Gymnastics,
Calisthenticd,
Team sports.

PERCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT (Training)-An activity primarily oriented towards
sensory and motor (fine) development.
Examples:

a.

b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

55.

Wood-crafting,
Bookkeeping,
Computer programming,
Cooking, sewing, decorating,
Gardening,

PHYSICAL EDUCATION--A supervised and organized activity whose primary
intent is bodily exercise and/or gross motor development.
Examples:

54..

Singing, chanting, composing, improvising,
Playing instruments,
Music appreciation,
Rhythm bands.

Tracing sand paper letters, tracing,
Clapping, snapping,
Cutting, pasting,
Mazes,
Eye-hand coordination (following a finger)
Basic (primary) visual discrimination
skills (colors, shapes).

MANAGEMENT/PROCEDURAL--Conducting class business unrelated to any
instructional activity.
Examples:

a.

b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

h.

Collecting milk money,
Taking attendance, lunch count,
Making arrangements for a field trip,
Filling gut administrative forms,
Morning announcements,
Being sent to principal's office,
Fire drill,
Cleaning up room, stacking chairs.
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56.

RECREATION/BREAK--Any recreational or free period.
Examples:

a.
b.
c.

d.
e.
f.

Recess,
Unstructured P.E. (like recess),
Lunch, milk breaks,
Non-instructional games,
Attending school concert,,, assembly,
Class party.

Don't code as break:

basketball game

brief unscheduled trips to restroom,
drinking fountain, etc., unless there
is a specified period of time for all
students to do this.

57.

PERSONAL EXPERIENCES/FEELINGS

57.1

Personal Experiences--Primary focus is on the telling of a past
experience of the learner or teacher.
(Only code if it is clearly the
focus of the activity,notjust in passing.)
Examples:

a.

b.
c.

57.2

Personal Feelings--The primary focus is on current emotions of the
learner or teacher; or feelings about some personal problem he/she
now owns. (Only code if it is clearly the focus of the activity.)
Examples:

a.

b.

c.

58.

Telling about personal experiences at home or elsewhere,
Show and tell,
Talking about experiences on a recent field trip.

Affective education programs,
Discussion of a recent traumatic or exhilarating
experience (death or injury of a close person,. winning
a tournament)
Discussion of feelings/attitudes about classroom
problems (e.g., rules, discipline).

OTHER ACTIVITY--Some organized instructional activity that cannot be
clearly coded by any of the above content categories. Be sure to describe.

(Code only in reading/1
math related tasks

ALTOS
REAL-TIME CODING SHEET

TIME

.

LEARNER
MOVES

.

INSTRUCTOR
MOVES 3. FOCUS
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NOTES

I

F
II

I

I

4
I
A

1
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(Code only in readingl
math related tasks

1. LEARNER
MOVES

TIME

ALTOS
REAL -TIME CODING SHEET

.

INSTRUCTOR
MOVES 3. FOCUS

fl.

I

AP,
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3.1

Definitions of Real-Time Coding Categoriel for
Target Student,
Instructor and Focus

These categories are to be used for coding
on the Real-Time Sheet only
for educational activities which require the
target student to engage in any
reading or mathematics related tasks--even
though the subject may be officially called something else (e.g., science,
social studies, music).
Learner Moves (Target Student [TS] only)
EW:

ENGAGED-WRITTEN
TS makes a substantive non-oral (usually motoric)
reading or
math response that allows the observer to determine
engagement
and task difficulty level directly.

Examples:

EO:

- writing answers to math or reading problems/questions
- measuring in math
- using manipulatives in math (e.g., cuisenaire rods, abacus,
pocket calculator)
- writing spelling words
- drawing a geometric figure in math
- capitalizing and punctuating a sentence on worksheet
- circling an answer on a language arts task

ENGAGED-ORAL
TS makes a substantive oral response in math or reading that,
allows the observer to determine engagement and task difficult
level directly.

Examples:

Note:

EC:

- oral reading
-,answering a substantive question in reading/math
- asking a substantive question in reading/math
- making a relevant comment in reading/math
- singing while reading lyrics

EW and E0 are not used for TS responses concerning the directions
or structure of the task--see ED below. EW and EO must pertain
to the substance of the task itself.

ENGAGED-COVERT
TS is oriented to the substance of a reading/math task, but is showing
no observable response that allows the observer to determine engagement
and task difficulty level directly.
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Examples:

silently reading and listening to anothec student read orally.
- watching I demonstrate how to do a math problem at hoard
listening to questions and answers about a story that was
read
- silent reading of. ter.t

pondering over a stor problem 'in math
- listening to T explangrion on suffixes and prefixes

Note:

ED:

EC is not used foi. TS behavior related to the directions or
structure of the task--see ED below.

ENGAGED - DIRECTIONS

TS is'engaged in listening to, reading, asking about, or carrying
out directions that do not involve the academic substance of the
reading/math task itself.
(The response mode is not differentiated
here.)

Examples:

NI:

- TS is writing name on top of paper and numbering lines for
spelling words to be given.
- TS is listening to T give the next math assignment.
- TS asks a question about what s/he's supposed to do on'the
reading assignment.
- TS is copying directions from the board for the math
seatwork.

NOT ENGAGED-

RIM

TS is involved with some activity that is part of a reading/math task,
but does not involve the substantive content or directions of the task.

Exmples:

-

Ground Rule:

NW

sharpening pencil
hands in paper
getting books, relevant materials
opening book, finding page
checking off on a chart items completed during task
passing out papers
Code engagemen.. over non-engagement if both occur together--e.g.,
if T is giving rlirecti5h1 and TS is listening while also fiLling
his/her pencil and page in the math book, code ED, not NI.

NOlf ENGAGED - WAir

TS is not engaged in a reading/math task because s/he is
waiting for the teacher or another student.
Examples:

- waiting for help from T
c walking up to T's desk and waiting for his/her paper
to he graded
waiting for T to return to the group that TS is in and
which cannot continue without T
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-

Note:

NO:

,waiting for-T or another S to pass out papers
waiting for T to write problems on the board
waits for T to give next spelling word
TS has finished current part of task and is waiting for
next part

If TS is NW then code instructor move as NULL.

NOT ENGAGED - CIFF TASK

TS is not involVed in the reading/math task in any way, not
even in a ,peripberal part of the task.
Examples:

-

Note:

Socializing
Daydreaming
Disruptive behavior
Doodling, passing notes
Shuffling aimlessly thrOugh text pages
Getting a drink, going to restroom

Teacher disapproval is not a necessary condition for NO.

1

I
Ground Rule:

TS engagement in reading/math always takes priority over nonengagement in.some other task.
We always want to know when
TS is-engaged in reading or math, regardless of what other
intentions the teacher may have.
For example, suppose the
"official" activity is art--all the students are expected
to work on their collages during the art period, but TS
decides instead to read a book from the library.
From the
point of view of the art activity, TS is NO (not engagedoff task). However, TS is engaged in reading (EC).
In this
case, the observer should code the content on the educational
activity sheet as reading practice (# 14) (not art), and code
TS engagement from the point of view of the reading activity
(EC).

Instructor Moves
General Note: The instructor is usually the classroom teacher, but
need not be.
Another student could he tutoring TS--thus the peer Is
the instructor. The instructor could also he an aide, a teaching
machine, or even the curriculum materials if they provide feedback
to TS on his/her responses.
You will code vho the instructor is on
the educational activity sheet. You will code the instructor move
on the real-time coding sheet, regardless of who or what the instructor
is, only when:
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AM:

1.

The instructor move is relevant to the reading 1
or math content; AND

2.

The instructor move is relevant to the TS move
coded for that event.

ACADEMIC MONITORING
An instructional move that consists only of looking at or
listening to a TS response during a reading/math task.
It
must be directed toward the substantive, academic responses
of the TS.
(Observation of TS task engagement, where the
instructor is not in a position to evaluate how well TS is doing
on the task, is not AM--it is null.)

Examples:

Note:

AF:

- T stops at TS's desk :nd looks at his/her work (written
responses during math seatowrk)
T-watchea_TS_work math problem at board.
T looks at TS's spelling words during spelling test.

Suppose TS is engaged in math seatwork (EW), and T is
monitoring some other student's seatwork responses.
This would not be coded AM, because the instructor move
is not relevant to the TS move.
In this case the
instructor move is NULL, with respect to TS's move.

ACADEMIC FEEDBACK

The instructor informs TS that TS% written/oral response in math/
reading was correct or incorrect, or provides TS with the correct
response but no explanation.is given as to why it is correct.
AF can be implicit as in TS oral'reading, when T is listening--by
not stopping TS, T is implying that TS is reading correctly. Or
flash card drill in math, when T goes to next card without comment
it implies that TS was correct on the last one.
Examples:

- T says to TS, "Good. That's right."
T says to TS, "No, the answer is 53.".
- TS looks at T marks and corrections on his spelling test
(only code AF when TS is actually looking at the written
feedback).
- A peer is grading TS's math quiz (students have traded papers
and T is going over the answers with class), and peer says
to TS; "You got that one right."
- TS is checking his math problems against answers in back
of book (or on another sheet)
- Another student is reading orally and TS is silently reading
(following along).
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- TS Is. listening to audiotape/record and silently reading along
- TS is in group singing and reading lyrics, and if T can be
heard above the rest, this is AF (to the group)
T is going over answers to reading assignment
so that TS can
follow along, and TS is correcting his/her own paper
T listens to several of TS's oral answers and only stops TS
if TS makes a mistake (i.e., it is implied that TS is
correct
by lack of T interruption)
AQ:

ACADEMIC QUESTION
The instructor is asking TS to provide a written or oral answer
to a substantive reading/math problem or question.

Examples:

XN:

- Spelling--TS is required to spell a word aloud or on paper.
- T reads a passage aloud from which TS is to find a certain
type of word.
- A peer shows TS a flash card and TS is supposed to respond.
- T gives a test orally to class on a problem x problem basis
-i.e., "No.. 3.
Which countries were concerned about the seals ?"
(In a story just read silently).

EXPLANATION - NEED
The instructor is giving an explanat 01, hat is provided to satisfy
.a clear and immediate need for TS helv ,with a substantive reading/
math problem.

Examples:

XP:

- TS is unable to do task or has done it wrong, and'T reacts
to this by explaining (note if TS is confused about directions,
code the T clarification as SD--see below).
- TS asks for help on a problem and T provides it.
- Most of the class, clearly including TS as well, are confused
about how to do a problem, so T gives an explanation to the
whole class (group focus).

EXPLANATION - PLANNED
The instructor gives explanations on substantive content in math/
reading that do not pertain to an immediate academic need of the M.

Examples:

Note:

- T is lecturing on pronoun reference.
- I is demonstrating a long division problem.
- TS is watching a movie/TV filmstrip where'reading/math
instruction io being given (e.g., Sesame Street).

If TS is listening to an explanation based on an immediate
need of another student, but TS clearly does not have that
need, code XP for TS, not XN.
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SD:
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STRUCTURING - DIRECTING

The instructor makes statements about goals or objectives and/or
gives directions on a math/reading task.
Note- -the statements do not involve the substance of the reading/
math content, but are about what the students are to do on the
task or why they are to do it.

Note also--any instructor questions, feedback, explanations,
monitoring, etc. that have to do with the struct.ure or directions
about the task are coded as SD (not XP, XN, FB, AM).
Examples:

- T says,. "Open your-math books to page 72, and do problems
3, 5, and 8".
- T says, "We need to learn how to spell correctly, so that
other people can read what we write".
- T goes over the schedule of activities for the language
arts period.
Tbriefly reviews .the part of the story covered the previous
day before beginning an oral reading activity: "We left off
the story yesterday when Sammy couldn't find his mother at
the grocery store. We were on page 49, the second paragraph.
Has everybody found his or her place? Who would like to read
first?",

TF:

TASK ENGAGEMENT F:EDBACK
The instructor moves to control inappropriate TS task engagement or
to praise positive TS task engagement in math/reading.
(This is never
used when instructor is giving feedback relating to the content of TS's
academic responses.)

Examples:

NU:

- To TS:
"Get back to work."
- To TS:
"I see you're really working hard on this reading
assignment."
- To group including TS:
"Have you finished your math assignment
yet?"
- To TS: "Stop that (talking) and finish your spelling words!"
- To group including TS: "I see that everyone's almost finished,
and we have 10 minutes left in the math period:"
- To TS:
"Shh:
i don't want to have to remind you again to
be QUIET."

NULL

The instructor move during a math/reading task not relevant to the
TS move coded for that event OR it is not relevant in any way to the
reading/math task itself.
Examples:

- TS is EW on math worksheet at seat and instructor is grading
papers at her desk.
- TS is NO on reading assignment, and instructor is individually
helping another student.
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- Instructor is out of room and TS is EC in reading science
book.

- Instructor is corking with reading group of which TS is not
a member, and TS is copying spelling words at seat.
- During oral reading group, T interrupts and says. "Oh, I
forRot to take lunch count."
- During math seatwork. T says.'"Wasn't that an excitin2 ball
game last night?" (TS is listening to T).
(This would be
coded NO and NU).
O

Sometimes it can be confusing as to whether to code NU or one of the
other instructor moves. For example., suppose T is
at board demonstrating
a long division problem, but TS
whispering to a friend (off-task).
T's behavior is not relevant to TS's but it is relevant to the task.
Since TS is clearly supposed to be listening to T, this would
be coded
NO and XP.
On the other hand, suppose that during math seatwork, TS is
EW, T
starts to talk to the class about last night's game, but TS ignores
T and continues to work. This would be coded EW and NU.

Or, suppose in math seatwork TS is off-task-and T says to TS, "Be
quiet and finish your worksheet." In this case you would code NO and
TF.
The instructor move is relevant to TS's non-engagement in math.
Thus, there are two questions to answer:
-

2.

Is the instructor move in a math/reading activity intended
for TS engagement at this time? (If not, code NU for the
instructor).
If so, then is the instructor move related to the substance
or directions of the TS math/reading task OR to TS's
engagement in that task?
(If not, code NU for the instructor.
Otherwise, code accordingly as AM, AQ, AF,
XP, SD, or TF.)

What about this situation? Suppose T is demonstrating long division at
the board and TS is suppose to watch, but is instead reading a library
book.
First, do we code TS as EC in reading or NO in math? The ground
rule is to code TS engagement in math/reading over non-engagement. Thus,
the content category should be coded as Reading Practice (# 14), and
the TS move as EC. Since, the instructor's move is unrelated to TS's
engagement in reading, it is coded as NU.

Focus of Instructor

Here we want to distinguish between instructor moves directed specifically
to TS vs. those directed .to someone else in the group (of which TS is a member)
or to the group as a whole. The focus is coded in addition to the type of
instructor move (see above).
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TS:

TARGET STUDENT IS FOCUS
The instructor move is clearly and specifically directed to the TS.

Examples:

GR:

- TS is having difficulty with a math problem and T Ls giving
TS individual help.
- T says to TS in oral reading after a TS miscue, "Look at
the first two letters. What sound do they make?"
T is looking over TS's shoulder while monitoring seatwork.
- T tells TS to stop talking and get back to work.
- T tells TS, "That's correct.
Go on."

GROUP IS FOCUS

The instructor move is directed toward another student in the group
(of which TS is a member) or to the group as a whole?
Examples:

Note:

- To reading group:
"Who.can-tell me what happened to Bobby
(in the story-just read)?"
- To another S in reading groiip who-has_made a miscue (and
TS Is supposed to listen): "Look at the first two letters.
What sound do they make?"
- Whole class is going over spelling test and T says, "The
first word'is spelled, B-E-A-U-T-I-F-U-L."
- T is demonstrating long division at board to whole class.
T is correcting another S's mistake on math problem and
TS is listening and watching.

If the instructor move is coded as NULL, then the focus must
be coded NULL as well.

'Procedures for Real-Time Coding in Math/Reading

When an activity ACTUALLY begins you record the time started on
the Educational Activity Sheet. At this time, you may not know if the
activity will involve any TS math or reading related tasks.
To be safe,
you should begin coding on-the Real Time Coding Sheet, until it is clear
if a math/reading task is involved.
If not, then cross out the real-Lime
codes you have made thus far and discontinue real-time coding.
Otherwise,
continue real-time coding until the math/reading activity ACTUALLY
ends for TS.

.

The procedure we will use for real-time coding is called "point-time
sampling".
We will not code every TS move, instructor move and focus,
but only code what is occurring at one- minute intervals.
Since we only
sample every minute, we will lose some information about TS and instructor
behavior, but this is off-set by the many days of observation-for-a givenTS.
More importantly, it makes your job as a coder much easier than if you
were required to code continuously in real-time throughout math/reading
activities.

2Z 3
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At each sampling point, you take a "mental snapshot" of
what is occurring during the next five seconds (approximately).
Then
you
record
four
things:
1) the time at the sampling point; 2) the
TS move; 3) the instructor
move; and 4) the instructor focus. Then you wait until
the next sampling
point and record again, etc., until the end of the
activity.
While you
are waiting between sampling points, you won't be
coding but you will be
observing the TS and instructor so that
you will know the context for the
next sampling point.

When you code, this "mental snapshot" should reflect
the relationship.
that exists between the TS move and instructor
move and focus that best
cilptures the moment".
For example, at the sampling point (11:08 a.m.)
suppose 'F is demonstrating to the class long division
problems'at the board
and TS is watching. This Vibuld be coded:
ALTOS
REAL-TIME CODING SHEET

TIME

I:

1. LEARNER
MOVES

EC

01 8

INSTRUCTOR
2. MOVES 3.. FOCUS

NOTES

1

XP

I

GR

Long division demo

'

At 11:09, during the demonstration, TS is whispering to a peer.
would be coded:

This

.
.

1

NO

1 :

1

XP

I

GR

Long division demo

7.
At 11:10, the y.?acher specifically reprimands TS, who listens
to T:
1

2 1

0

NO

o

I

TF

I

A

TS

"Pay attention"

1

Note here, that when T gives the reprimand (TF), TS is paying
attention to
the reprimand at the sampling moment, but the T behavior is related
to TS's
previous off-task behavior. Thus, we capture the sequential
relationship
between the teacher and learner behaviors, by coding the NO to which the TF
refers.

At 11:11, the teacher answers TS's question about the directions
for
the math assJgnment:

1

1111111111

.....ED

SD

I

TS

TS confusod about ass,b_nmont

Again, the SD refers to TS's prior question (ED) about what to do on the
assignment.
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Later in the lesson, TS aski a question about a problem he is
having
difficulty with and T proceeds to help him:

XN

RO'

9

: 2

.

1

I

TS

TS stuck on problem

1

Here, the XN refers to the question (E0) asked by the TS:
The sequence could also be from T to TS, as T asks a question in
reading at the sampling moment, and TS then answers orally:
.

019

: 3

121t

BO

AQ

TS

11

Here, the EO follows the AQ, and is coded because it is
part of the sequence
of events at the sampling point.

These prior/posterior sampling codes only pertain to
when there is
a direct interaction between the instructor and TS.
In these situations
we want to best capture their interaction.. In other situations, the
sampling point will consist of simultaneous codes for the ongoing event.
For example, another student is reading orally, TS is following
along,
reading silently, and T is acknowledging the correct reading of the other
student by allowing him to continue:

: 1

5

EC

AF

S

GR

Oral reading
__

At the sampling moment, TS is EC and AF is to the reading group (the other
student), and thus, the AF is relevant to TS's silent reading.

What to Do When Multiple Events Occur at the Sampling Point
Sometimes the interaction will he 'so fast that several loainvr moves
or Instructor moves occurred during thejlve-second interval In which you
took a "mental snapshot" at the one-minute sampling point.
For example,
TS may ask a substantive question (EO) to which T listens (AM)
and then
T answers TS's question (XN) while TS listens to the explanation (EC).
All of this occurs right at the sampling point. Which codes should you'
record? To help you make this decision,' priority
heirarchies'are given for
TS and instructor moves:
Priority Hierarchy for TS Moves:
1.

EW and EO

2.

EC

3.

El)

4.

NI, NW, NO

Engagement always takes
precedence over non-engagement,
if both occur together.

2

t.)
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Priority Hierarchy for Instructor Moves:
1.

XN

2.) XP
3.

AF and AQ

4.

AM

5.

SD

6.

NU

In the above example, you should have coded, according to the hierarchies:

: 3

4

XN

TS
11-

Since EO takes precedence over EC, you should code EO, and since
XN takes precedence over AM, you should code XN.
As another example, if T is listening to TS read orally (AM) but
also implies that TS is reading correctly by not interrupting (AF), then
you would code AF for the instructor move, since AF takes precedence
over AM.
Or, if T gives feedback (AF) and also an explanation as to
why TS's response was incorrect (e.g.., "No, receive is spelled R-E-C-E-I-V-E.
Remember the rule:
i before e except after c "), you would code XN, because
XN takes priority over AF. cOr, if TS is libtening to T directions (ED)
while also getting materials for the task (NI), you would code ED, since
ED takes priority over NI.
Remember, however, that these priority rules apply only when multiple
TS or instructor move. occur right at the ,sampling point.
Otherwise, if
there is only a single TS and instructor behavior each occurring at the
sampling point, then you simply code them. For example, it may have been
the case that 30 seconds prior to the sampling point TS asked a question
which T answered, but later at the sampling point T has pontinued the
lecture and TS is listening.
Here you would -code. EC and.XF, since the earlier
EO and4XN did not occur during the sampling point.

[;round Rule for Real-Time Coding of Reading/Math in Other Content Areas

.

Sometimes reading or math tasks will occur within another content
area (e.g., in science, social studies, music), but the.reading/math
tasks occupy only a small portion of the overall activity in the other
content area. That is, the reading/math tasks are not the principal
part of the activity., For example, in a half-hour music_ lesson, only 10
minutes-may be devoted to reading the lyrics during choral singing and the
remaining 20 minutes are spent practicing on musical instruments.
Should
you code in real -time for the entire half hour? No.

62

Ground Rule:

You only need to real-time code during the art of the
"other" content area in which reading/math tasks
are
required.

Thus, in the above .1usic lesson you would only code
in real-time during
the lyrics reading and choral singing, since that
is the only part of the
activity which required reading.

However, remember that this ground rule applies only
when math/reading
is coded as the SECONDARY content area on the educational
activity sheet.
Whenever math or reading is the PRIMARY content
area, then you must realtime code for the entire duration of the activity.

t
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1

Introduction

We expect you to keep a log on academic activities for
selected
students in your classroom for a period of 10 weeks during this
semester
(not counting the week of vacation at Spring Break).

Once you have learned

how to use the log forms provided, it should take no more than 5 minutes
of your time per day per target student on whom you keep a log.

An entire student log is organized into 10 booklets, one for each
week.

Each booklet has a cover sheet plus 5 pages stapled together.

The

cover sheet serves to identify you, your target student, your school, and
the dates of the week.

Each of the remaining 5 pages in a booklet is

used for logging each day of that week.

Completed log booklets will be

collected on a weekly basis.
Important -'-you only need to record ACADEMIC ACTIVITIES in the logs,

and only those intended for the TARGET STUDENT.

An academic activity is

one which involves reading (language arts--including spelling, grammar,

and composition), mathematics, science, social studies, or foreign language.
You should not record non-academic activities such as music, art, recess,
physical education, lunch, free time, etc., in the logs.
Take a few minutes now to look at the directions and sample log on
the next several pages.

Note that you will keep a separate log for each

selected target student, so that one booklet represents the academic

activities for one student for one week.

2

Directions for Completing the Log
1.

Complete the cover sheet (at the beginning of the week):
- student name

-your name
- school

-dates of this week
2.

Complete a log sheet for each day:
-Circle the proper day at the top.
-Use one line for each academic activity:

a) Enter the academic subject area cods number(s) which
describes the type of activity the target student was
expected to do.
(See appendix for definitions and
examples of each type of activity).
b) Briefly describe the task required of the target student
in terms of student behavior (e,& read orally; solve
long division problems (like 42)214 ); write answers to
reading comprehension questions; respond to vocabulary
flash card drill; watch movie; listen to and discuss
current events; copy spelling words; write book report).
c) Indicate the times at which this activity started and
stopped (e.g., 9:15 to 9:45). Please try to be accurate
to the nearest five minutes for starting and stopping
times.

d) Circle the target student success rate for this activity
as HIt. MED, or LO.
Note the definitions given on the
bottom of the log sheets. Success rate applies to the
activity as a whole.
So, for example, if the target
student did one part of the activity vJry well and
another part very poorly, you would circle MEDium.
If
the target student does very well on all parts of the
task you would circle HIgh; or if the target student does
very poorly on all parts of the task you would circle LOw.
e) Indicate' specific materials used (e.g., teacher-made math
worksheet; Cuisenaire rods; DISTAR II Math, pages 81-82;
Cat in the Hat (Dr. Suess), pages 1-9; On Sets (game--Layman
Allen); multiplication facts flash cards; basic addition
^f-s speed test; SRA Reading 1 workbook, page 23).
f) Rep,..t steps 2a to 2e for each academic activity that day.

3

Note:

If the target student is absent, write
"ABSENT" on the log sheet for that day.
Do not log activities for which the
target student was not present.
`IMMENOMI1.0

3.

At the end of the week, check over the booklet
to make sure it is
complete. Then write any pertinent
comments on the cover sheet
(e.g., "
has been ill and not back to full strength yet. She
got over-tired and so didn't complete or try to do many activities."
or "
's grandmother died last week. He's just not himself
lately-moody, can't concentrate. This is not typical of
his usual work.")
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As

WEEKLY TEACHER LOG OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES
Target Student:

Dates (week of):

Behigin/h.
jig,
Monday

Agi_4.Z' all/

thru jhhi

Teacher:

School:

Friday

linlyeptriey

../0,22e92/..fry

Special Comments on Target Student Activities this Week:

.4coati eada/ .aeal
oove-

cidreA
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04471424, eve/ Fes.

CIRCLE DAY

Academic Subject
Area Code(s)*
.40 did4f/4olielitet

i.

/1,0 41.4r. "Owl' IC&

/,, C, ,peietahoz

1.

Tuesday

Task Required
of Target Student
PiroraZ41P61

Times
Stopped

7 ://ar TO

real art
6 m -kiiPa.

Started

9 : Air TO

5 16445

4-/

Wednesday

9 : or TO

Thursday

Target Student
Success Rate**

iP:a"

a)

MED

LO

9 : Or

HI

MED

LO

HI

/0 : 00

MED

LO

Friday

Specific
Materials Used

Ma th Aoorezheet

erckr Naive)

/eve/ 4 /14770;37-

Aples 4' Zies

/eye/ a
.

TO

:

TO

:

:

TO

:

HI

MED

LO

HI

MED

LO

:

HI

MED

LO

TO

:

iiI

MED

LO

:

TO

:

HI

MED

LO

:

TO

:

HI

MED

LO

:

TO

:

HI

MED

LO

:

,

,

04404-

...

, /9

*Content Codes (only use more than one code
per task when it has multiple parts, each describable
by a different content code):
READING
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Decoding/Phonics
Word Structure
Word Meaning
Comprehension
Reading Practice
15. Spelling
16 Grammar
17
Co, position (Creative Writing)
18 Reading Related--Other
19. Reading Below Test Level
(copying)
**

MATH
20.
21.
22.

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

"29.
30.

Addition/Subtraction (no regrovpinR)
Addition/Subtraction (with regrouping)
Computational Transfer
Place Value/Numerals
Multiplication
Division
Fractions/Decimals
Spatial Application
Verbal Application (word problems)
Math Related--Other
Math Below Test Level

OTHER, ACADEMIC
40. Science
41. Social Studies
42. Foreign Language
43. Other--Specify

HI SUCCESS m made few or no mistakes on the task (errors
due to carelessness).
MED SUCCESS between HI and LO.
LO SUCCESS
made almost all mistakes or unable or no attempt to do
task (correct answers due to
chance or luck).

CIRCLE DAY

Academic Subject
Area Code(s)*

Monday

Wednesday

Task Required
of Target Student

com,079k Ar
a/ .44//sidirimer

J.

/7 Composir.04

Started

Times
Stopped

Joodr TO

for44/eas

tpleg dep.«, y AP

9 :Ar

Ass Imo, Apia

4

9:1(

Thursday

Target Student
_Success Rate**
HI

Specific
Materials Used

ME17---7407-7g771"4"

AM

/0 : xi

HI

MED

41)

/e):Ar TO Ao:JV

HI

MED

LO

TO

Friday'

A4.1-

Ave Ore/..?

lioks

/;7_

Tea/ere/

AiN ceder

/s/ 4, Ateke

/Pea l ota

/1 aisoAekosmit.

/his

61;45

/0 410 TO

/40:4e

co

MED

LO

er
_dfradiio...ra
Afere/J 441e

0 sc4Pmeedilahopm

et ,24'perbews
AL/
twel,

/40:$6r TO

1/

40E,

MED

LO

410tadorme.44(70r7

4e

axe's

:

TO

:

HI

MED

LO

:

TO

:

hi

MED

LO

TO

:

HI

MED

LO

:

TO

:

HI

MED

LO

:

TO

:

HI

MED

LO

4Nee0/ ,4464

Aad2P,-0
(Z//

0#0

_

*Content Codes (only use more than one code per task when it has
multiple parts, each describable
by a different content code):
READING
10. Decoding/Phonics
11. Word Structure
12. Word Meaning

20.

13. Comprehension
14. Reading Practice

23.

15. Spelling

16
17
18

Grammar
Composition (Creative Writing)
Reading Related--Other
19. Reading Below Test Level
(copying)
**
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MATH
21.

22.

24.
25.
26.

27.
28.

29.
30.

Addition/Subtraction (no regrouping)
Addition/Subtraction (with regrouping)
Computational Transfer
Place Value/Numerals
Multiplication
Division
Fractions/Decimals
Spatial Application
Verbal Application (word problems)
Math Related--Other
Math Below Test Level

OTHER ACADEMIC
40.
41.
42.
43.

Science
Social Studies
Foreign Language
Other--Specify

HI SUCCESS - made few or no mistakes on the task (errors due to carelessness).
MED SUCCESS.. between HI and LO.
LO SUCCESS le made almost all mistakes or unable or no attempt to do task (correct
answers due to
chance or luck).
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CIRCLE DAY

Academic Subject
Area Code(s)*

40/ AwX1240.4c/A

Monday

Task Required
of Target Student

elm
4,44 /0 ,..
oeotoorr/PAs Mr

zt?y,. Await%
4 Avo//l&Aly
J.
.

Al

e,,,,

Started

8:

.

/.) Av1,0 .

4P/w

h AmPh.feef

#".0/1.Jenii4Aiedi

/0 Ditoeop A4Ars 04,47
. ..
yp jeve°4Ce

Tuesday

het
..
__2 0 i i
Jgrwmu ..1/410Aor e hue
Awpot

ehitt,,,44e: 4.4,

Wednesday

Times
Stopped
TO

9:00

Thursday

Target Student
Success Rate**
401)

MED

LO

Q :DO

TO

f :30

HI

MED

LO

9:30

TO

f : f6"

HI

MED

LO

9: *15' TO

Friday

Specific
Materials Used

tappidata
AO: 40

Al.

km/ 4//West
o /'

HI

D

LO

Veifid

m : a TO /0 :Ar

HI

MED

LO

/d% ;/ 4fee

TO

:

HI

MED

LO

TO

:

1II

MED

LO

:

TO

:

HI

MED

LO

:

TO

:

HI

'MED

LO

:

TO

:

HI

MED

LO

:

IX

..%.egr oS/e.5

,o. 4$, hod.
0444 . 4#1'41
ifeao(etb
34
4444 ere/ .1

-,

*Content Codes (only use more than one code
per task when it has multiple parts, each
describable
by a different content code):
READING
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.

15.

16
17

18
19.

Decoding/Phonics
Word Structure
Word Meaning
Comprehension
Reading Practice
Spelling
Grammar
Composition (Creative Writing)
Reading Related--Other
Reading Below Test Level
(copying)

**
St
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MATH
20. Addition/Subtraction (no
regrouping)
21. Addition/Subtraction (with
regrouping)
22. Computational Transfer
23.
24.

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Place Value/Numerals
Multiplication
Division
Fractions/Decimals
Spatial Application
Verbal Application (word problems)
Math Related--Other
Math Below Test Level

OTHER ACADEMIC
40.

Science

41. Social Studies
42. Foreign Language
43. Other--Specify

HI SUCCESS is made few or no mistakes on the task (errors
due to carelessness).
MED SUCCESS between HI and LO.
LO SUCCESS le made almost all mistakes or unable
or no attempt to do task (correct answers due to
chance or luck).

CIRCLE DAY c=,>

Academic Subject
Area Code(s)*

.23 Ace idiAe
/%/ A. Ageke

//

44,../.515.4c/a,e

15.

0/e/

Monday

Tuesday

Task Required
of Target Student

Wednesday

Times
Started
Stopped

Friday

Target Student
Success Rate**

Specific
Materials Used

os
am ,ittev

J

TO

:00

HI

MD

LO

Diefb 416A4Sker

lea" Ad

9:00 TO

9:30

HI

MED

LO

Zere .7

.40/P/ -

e 4o eAt

ml sil gtihs
vfritie 41e1/45
vAls CTes/q

,

:Or

detto4Pr

9 : $0 TO

A0:4:0

HI

MED

4111)

TO

/0:30

HI

:

TO

:

HI

MED

LO

:

TO

:

HI

MED

LO

:

TO

:

flI

MED

LO

:

TO

:

HI

MED

LO

:

TO

:

HI

MED

LO

:

TO

:

HI

MED

LO

MED

LO

e

iz tf,--10

1..e.e/ J AAA
4,

Ao :00

a

P

.23

Ji>pelly t's

/°41°e

d doe*

*Content Codes (only use more than one code per task
when it has multiple parts, each describable
by a different content code ):
READING
10.

11.

12.
13.
14.
15.

16
17
18
19.

Decoding/Phonics
Word Structure
Word Meaning
Comprehension
Reading Practice
Spelling
Grammar
Composition (Creative Writing)
Reading Related--Other
Reading Below Test Level
(copying)

**

MATH
20.

Addition/Subtraction (no regrouping)
Addition/Subtraction (with regrouping)
22. Computational Transfer
23. Place Value/Numerals

'21.

24.

Multiplicatiofi

OTHER ACADEMIC
40. Science
41. Social Studies
42. Foreign Language
43. Other--Specify

25. Division
26. Fractions/Decimals
27. Spatial Application
28. Verbal Application (word
problems)
29. Math Related--Other
30. Math Below Test Level

HI SUCCESS = made few or no mistakes on the task (errors due to carelessness).
MED SUCCESS= between HI and LO.
LO SUCCESS = made almost all mistakes or unable or no attempt to do task
(correct answers due to
chance or luck).

CIRCLE DAY

Academic Subject
Area Code(s)*

Monday

Task Required
of Target Student

Tuesday

Started

Wednesday

Times
Stopped

Thursday

Target Student
Success Rate**

,peci c
Ma e
s Used

.

TO

HI

MED

LO

TO

HI

MED

LO

HI

'. 0

LO

TO

°

.

TO

:

1.

LO

TO

I

.ED

LO

TO

HI

MED

LO

TO

III

MED

LO

,

TO

:

HI

MED

LO

:

TO

:

HI

MED

LO

:

TO

:

HI

MED

.

,

LO

*Content Codes (only use more than one code pfr task when
it has multiple parts, each describable
by a different content code):
READING
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16
17
18
19.

Decoding/Phonics
Word Structure
Word Meaning
Comprehension
Reading Practice
Spelling
Grammar
Composition (Creative Writing)
Reading Related--Other
Reading Below Test Level
(copying)'

**

'43

MATH
20. Addition/Subtraction (no
regrouping)
21. Addition/Subtraction (with
regrouping)
22. Computational Transfer

23.
24.
25.
26.

Place Value/Numerals
Multiplication
Division
Fractions/Decimals
27. Spatial Application
28. Verbal Application (word problems)

OTHER ACADEMIC
40.
41.
42.

Science
Social Studies
Foreign Language
43. Other--Specify

29. Math Related 1 -Other
30. Math Below Test Level

HI SUCCESS - made few or no mistakes on the task (errors
due to carelessness).
MED SUCCESS= between HI and LO.
LO SUCCESS m made almost all mistakes or unable or
no attempt to do task (correct answers due to
chance or luck).
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2.11.

Reading .Content Categories Summary,

Category #
10.

Category.Name

DECODING/PHONICS
- single consonants

-consonant blends and digraphs
-variant consonants (c or g)
-short vowels

EXAMPLES

-long, vowels

-other decoding

11.

WORD STRUCTURE
- compound words
- root words and affixes
-syllables

12.

WORD:MEANING
-synonyms
-pronoun reference,
-other word meaning
la

13.

COMPREHENSION
'-verbatim (no rephrasing)
-translation (paraphrase)
-inference/synthesis
- identifying main ideas
- evedation of fact and opinion
-other comprehension

14.

READING PRACTICE
- sight words (general practice at reading single words)
=oral reading of text
- silent reading of text
- reading in content areas
- listening while reading

15.

READING RELATED - SPELLING

16.

READING RELATED - GRAMMAR

21

Reading Content Category
Definitions

10.

DECODING/PHONICS -- learning letter-sound correspondences

A number of different tasks can be used in exercises
aimed at teaching
decoding; for example:
a.

The child could be asked to give the sound associated with
a particular letter or group of letters.

b.

The child could'be asked to read words with a common sound
or with a rhyming pattern.

c.

The child could be asked to recognize or identify a word
containing a particular sound.

d.

The child could be asked to write words with a particular
sound.
(Spelling or dictation are decoding tasks when they
focus on a particular spelling, pattern.)

e.

The child could be asked to match words containing the same
sound.

f.

The child could be asked to locate all the words in a list
or story which have a particular sound or spelling pattern.

g.

Even fill-in-the blank exercise can be decoding, if the choice
the student must make depends on and teaches accurate decoding.
For example:

Mary put the

around the package.
sting
bring
string

What these tasks (and others not listed) have in common is that they
pair particular letters or groups of letters with particular sounds
and they teach students to make the association.
Note:

Sometimes, particularly in some basal reader programs, students
will read single words where the lesson does not focus on a parzicular spelling-sound correspondence. This would be coded as
reading practice (#14)--sight words.
See that category for
further discussion.

0
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10.1.

Single Consonants

Single consonants located in.any position in a syllable or word.
Examples:

10.2.

/t/ in tan, bat, ate

Consbnant Blends and Digraphs

Common combinations of consonants, located in any position in a
syllable or word.
Examples:

Blends include et, tr, fl, cr, sp, spr,.thr, nd, etc.
as in flower, spread, sand

Digraphs include sh, ch, th, wh as in where, thin, wash.

10.3.

Variant Consonants (c or g)

Most consonants have one dominant letter-sound correspondence.
consonants are variable; they have 2 common patterns.
Examples:
Tasks:

.

Some

cat vs. city; goat vs. gentle

To fall in this ce'lgory, teaching tasks should compare and
contrast the two d Lodings of the same letter. The student
might have to decide which sound was appropriate in a
particular word, or with a particular vowel following
the consonant (ca vs. ci).

10.4. Short Vowels

/

Regular short vowel sounds of a, e, i, o, u.
Examples:

10.5.

bat, red, sick, pond, fun

Long Vowels
Regular long vowel sounds of a, e, i, o, u.
Two major types of spelling patterns produce these sounds - final
e and digraphs.
Examples:

bake; rain
these; mean, feet
fine
pole; boat
huge'

48
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10.6.

Other Decoding
Besides the basic categories above, other
specific decoding patterns
might be taught.
Examples:

Complex vowel combinations such as dipthongs (oi,
ou, oo,
aw, etc.)
Sounds of "y" as a vowel (as in cry, candy)
Effects of consonant context on vowel decoding (vowels
followed by "r" as in cart or fair; vowels
followed by
"1", as in tall)
Silent consonants (know, ghost)
Etc.

11.0

11.1

WORD STRUCTURE -- analysis and meaning of word
parts
Compound Words
Two meaningful words are combined to form a new word, which takes
its meaning from the parts.
Examples.
Tasks:

11.2

mailbox, goldfish

Students might be asked to identify the parts, combine parts
to create new words, or identify words which are compounds.

Root Words and Affixes
Prefixes and/or suffixes added to a root word
Examples:

suffixes like -ly, -ful, -less, -able, -er, -est, -tion,
etc.

prefixes like un-, re-, mis-, trans-, pre-,
ex-, in-, etc.
grammatical endings like -s, -ed, -ing
(Includes spelling changes like doubling the consonant,
dropping the final e, or changing y to i. Also includes
irregular forms like go, goes, went, gone, going.)
Tasks:

Students might have to identify root words, identify affixes
in words, or add affixes to words.
Includes work on the
meaning of affixes and on the correct use of word forms
in
sentences (John is
up the street.)
walk
walked
walking

The student might have to decide which prefix or suffix was
needed to create a particular meaning, or the student might
have to figure out the meaning of a word from the meaning
of the parts.
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11.3.

Syllables

Conventional or sound-based units rather than meaningful units.
Examples:
Tasks:

12.0.

12.1.

demonstration = dem on stra' tion

(4 syllables)

Students might have to identify the first or last syllable
in a word, or break a word into syllables, or determine
the number of syllables in a word., Included work on locating
the accent or stress in a word.

WORD MEANING -- Understanding the meaning of a specific
word or phrase
Synonyms,

Two words which mean about the same thing.
Examples:

Tasks:

12.2

vibrating ship
discover a cave
little
everyone

=
=
=
=

shaking ship
find a cave
small
all

Students might be asked to name a word that means the same
thing as another word. Or students might be asked to match
words that are synonyms.

Pronoun reference

The meaning of a pronoun comes from the noun to which it refers.
Examples:

Tasks:

Lisa tried to open the window.
It was stuck.
(What does "it" mean? window)

The student might be asked to identify the noun a pronoun
refers to (as above). Or the student might be asked to fill
in the appropriate pronoun for an incomplete sentence.
(John handed the teacher
homework paper.)
her
his
its

12.3.

91h2EESILLITAILIE
Meanings of words alone or in the context of a sentence
Examples:

Definitions, including using dictionary entries to
define words

Defining words from context (using the meaning of a
sentence to figure out the meaning of an unfamiliar
word or a word with multiple meanings)
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John used the term "habeas corpus" in his speech
about law.
term means
A.
B.
C.

D.

a period of time
an assigned time to serve
a word with an exact meaning
a conditionlor requirement

Using words in sentences (writing a sentence that shows
the meaning of a new vocabulary word)
Antonyms (words opposite in meaning)
Figurative Language (recognizing the meaning of a
word or phrase used in a nonliteral sense, including
simile, metaphor, and idiomatic expressions)
"John laughed his head off."
means "John laughed a lot."
Crossword Puzzles
Classification of words (apples, oranges, and peaches
are fruit).
Tasks:

13.0

The student might be asked to give the meaning of a word,
match a word with its definition, or write a sentence using
a particular word.

COMPREHENSION - Understanding of ideas-expressed in written
material, including understanding of literature
and understanding of written material in the
content areas (science and social studies)
The story below will be referred to in the examples of the comprehension
categories. Time spent reading the story would,be coded in Reading
Practice. Time spent answering questions, writing about, or discussing
the story would be coded in,Comprehension.
SAVING THE SEALS
Who owns the sea? The ships of all countries sail the open
Not long ago, all countries could fish and hunt in the
ocean as they pleased. Now, the countries using the sea must work
together to protect the sea's animal life.
seas.

In 1870, there were millions of valuable fur seals in the
Bering Sea. Ships came from all parts of the world to kill them.
Men wanted the animals' fur and the oil from their bodies. By
1910, only about 130,000 seals were left. Even the hunters knew
that something had to be done or the seals would disappear.
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Four countries owned land near the seals' northern home.
In 1911, these countries began plans to control seal-hunting. The
governments of Japan, Russia, Canada, and the United States agreed
to kill no more seals in the open seas. Because they wanted to
protect mother seals and their young, they agreed that only male
seals without mates could be killed. Money earned from the skins
'and oil of these seals was to be divided among the four governments.
Today, large heards of seals swim in the Bering Sea again. By
working together, four countries saved the seals in the sea they
share.

13.1.

Verbatim (no rephrasing)

Understanding and recall of information exactly as stated in the
text.

Examples:

1.

2.

3.

13.2

Where do large herds
of seals swim ,today?
(in
the Bering Sea)
Which governments agreed to kill no more seals
in the open sea?
(Japan, Russia, Canada, U.S.)
Why did they agree that, only male seals without
mates could be killed? (to protect mother seals
and their young)

Translation (paraphrase)

Recognizing ideas stated in different words; recall of information
when ideas are restated; rephrasing of ideas in other words.
Examples:

1.

2.

13.3

Which countries joined in the agreement to limit
seal killing?
(Japan, Russia, Canada, U.S.)
Describe in your own words what the countries
agreed to do.

Inference/Synthesis
Synthesis of information from different points in a text; understanding of ideas implied by a text; using background knowledge or
experience to interpret or extend the ideas in a text; drawing
conclusions or predicting outcomes.
Examples:

1.

Why were the seals hunted?
a.
People wanted to eat seal meat.
b.
Their fur and oil were valuable.
c.
The seals were eating all the fish.

2.

The story does not say so, but it makes you think
that
a.

I

b.
c.

3.

hunters used seal oil on their bodies
seals have little value for hunters
all the seals might have been'killed

What would happen if only 2 of the 4 countries

joirie4 the agreement? 9E n

ft4J4
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13.4

Identifying main ideas
Recognizing the topic of a passage;
identifying and understanding
the central or most important ideas
being communicated.
Examples:

1.

On the whole, this story is about
a.
Russia and Canada
b.
protecting seals
c.
hunting in the Bering Sea

2.

What message is the author trying to get across?
(It is important to protect animals.
Countries
need to work together.)

Besides answering questions, this content category
includes work on outlining a passage, or recognizing
the structure end organization of a passage (superordinate and subordinate elements).
13.5

Evaluation of fact and opinion
Critical analysis of statements and the basis for
their acceptance;
identifying fact and opinion statements. Also includes evaluation
of the qualifications of a speaker/writer and understanding
how
"loaded" words convey opinions.
Examples:

Which statement is a fact rather than an opinion?
a.

b.
c.

13.6

Seals should be protected.
All the seals very nearly died.
In 1910, only about 130,000 seals were left.

Other comprehension
Comprehension of written material which does not fit one of the
specific categories above. Also includes situations
where a
comprehension activity mixes several types of comprehension
so
thoroughly that it would be impossible to separate the time.
Examples:

Following directions
Application of reading skills to real-world
materials like signs,.menus, TV schedules,
etc.

14.0.

'READING PRACTICE - Practice in reading
Note:

All reading activities involve the act of reading. Use the
Reading Practice category only for activities
where students
spend time just reading. We will automatically
assume that
time in specific skills (decoding, word structure, word
meaning, or comprehension) includes some reading practice
as well.
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14.1.

Sight words
General practice at reading single words.
No particular decoding
focus.
Students must integrate a variety of decoding skills in
order to read a word on sight.
Tasks:.

Students read these words at the beginning of a lesson:
slippers

bought

hurry

etc.

Teacher reads a word and the students must circle it:
was
liver

what

lives

Any word reading task where there is no intent to practice
specific decoding patterns.
14.2.

Oral reading of text
Individual or choral reading of stories by students.
Tasks:

14.3.

Reading circle where students take turns reading aloud
from a story.

Silent reading of text
The student reads a story to himself.
Tasks:

Students have time two independent reading. Each student
reads to himself.
Students might go to the library and
read.
A student might read when he finishes other work
early.

14.4.

Reading in content areas
Reading science or social studies material (oral or silent)
Tasks:

The student reads silently in the social studies book.
The students take turns reading aloud, from the Weekly
Reader.

14.5.

Listening whilo reading
The student listens while he reads in an accompanying text.
Tasks:

The student must be simultaneously reading and listening.
He could be listening to a tape or record of a story and
reading along.
Includes music if the student is both
reading and singing.

2
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15.0.

READING RELATED -- SPELLING -- matching word sounds
with
particular configurations of letters
Tasks:

16.0.

The teacher might read a word or sentence and have the
students write it. Students might have to decide whether
or not a word is spelled correctly. Includes work on
homonyms, (like "to", "too", "two", or "peace", "piece")
and their correct use in sentences. Some lessons may focus
on particular patterns in letter-sound correspondence
(like sounds of the letter "y", or words with
silent "e").

READING RELATED -- GRAMMAR -- understanding sentence
structure
and grammatical form.
Examples:

Tasks:

17.0.

Capitalization, punctuation, parts of speech, diagramming
sentences

Many possible activities involving grammatical concepts.
READING RELATED -- CREATIVE WRITING -- students make
up their
own stories and write them.

Tasks: The teacher might have all students write a story about summer
vacation. Or students might write their own endings to
a
story they have been reading.
18.0.

READING RELATED -- OTHER

18.1.

Study skills
.1-

Learning and using skills that help the student acquire knowledge
through reading.
Examples: Dictionary skills, alphabetization, table of contents,
using the index, using the encyclopedia, card catalog, finding
books in the library.
18.2.

Other

Other activities which are related to reading.
Examples:

Foreign language.
Reading maps or graphs.
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19.0.

READING,BELOW TEST LEVEL -- copying or imitating

Examples:

Copying, where the student directly copies letters,
imrds or sentences.
Includes penmaTship.
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CONTEXT CLUES -- A COMMON FORMAT

A common response format in workbook
pages, especially in earlier
grades, is to ask the student to fill in the blank
to complete a sentence.
To perform the task the student must read the
sentence parts _hat are
given and understand their meaning in order
to recognize the element that
would complete the thought. He must use the
context as a set of clues
which define the nature of the missing piece.
Understanding the sentence
framework is a comprehension process. But the task also involves
selecting
the best word(s) to fill the blank, and the
nature of the choices is
critical. To code the content of items in a context clues
formatt_consider
the distinctions the child must make in order to select the
correct
alternative.

The examples below show some of the different ways a context

jclues format can be used
Decoding:

Jane ate a red candy
cane/can

Here the student must not only understand the
sentence but
also know the role of final e in decoding vowels. Without
this knowledge of decoding patterns, the child might know the
word he wants to fill the blank but still select the wrong
alternative.
The purpose of the exercise is to practice
decoding rules.
Word Structure:

Tim went

down the street
skip
skips
skipping

This exercise teaches correct use of grammatical endings.

Word Meaning:
Susan ran to her house.

Then

went inside.
she
he
it

This requires pronoun reference.
Some animals have snouts.

They are really long
ears
mouths
noses
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Because the ocean roars, we need to

to be heard.

talk
shout
whisper

In the two examples above, the emphasis is on the meaning of the missing
The student must consider the semantic distinctions among the choices
in order to select the word with the best meaning to complete the sentence.

word.

Choose from these words to complete the sentence below;
lazy

.Soon, a bee

dozing

buzzed

dizzy

grazing

around the colt's head.

In this example the word choices all have the letter "z". But this
decoding element is a constant factor; students don't have to focus on.the
decoding in order to complete the sentence. Sentence completion focuses
on selecting the word with the best meaning.
(Note:
Time spent reading
the word choices and talking about the sound of the letter "z" in these
words would be coded as Decoding.

Comprehension:

After reading the story of the Little Red Hen, the student must
complete this sentence:
The fox lived in a house made of
straw
wood
stones

The purpose of questions like this is to check story comprehension; the
correct answer depends on having read the story. This question assesses
understanding of event data (verbatim).
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2.12.

20.

Math Content Category Summary

ADDITION/SUBTRACTION (NO REGROUPING)

- standard short form
- basic facts
- speed tests
'21.

ADDITION/SUBTRACTION (WITH REGROUPING)

- standard short form
- basic facts
- speed tests
22.

COMPUTATIONAL TRANSFER (Properties, # patterns, missing addends,
number sentences with inequalities)

23.

PLACE VALUE/NUMERALS (whole numbers)

24.

MULTIPLICATION

.

- basic facts
- speed test- multiplication algorithm

25.

DIVISION
- basic facts
- speed test
- division algorithm

26.

FRACTIONS/DECIMALS

27.

SPATIAL APPLICATION

.

- linear measurement
- geometry (perimeter, area, # pairs, lines/figures)

28.

VERBAL APPLICATION
- word pioblems

29.

MATH RELATED

30.

MATH BELOW TEST LEVEL
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Math Content Category Definitions

20.

ADDITION/SUBTRACTION - -NO REGROUPING
Learning the basic addition and subtraction facts. Finding the sum
or difference of problems which do not require the renaming of 10
ones as 1 ten or 1 ten as 10 ones (i.e.; no "carrying" or "borrowing").

20.1

Basic facts:
Basic addition facts are ehe sums of two single digit
addends up through 9 + 9. The basic subtraction facts are the
inverses of the addition facts and therefore include facts.up through
18-9.

.

20.2

Non-regrouping problems in addition:
Sums of a single digit and a
multiple digit addend or two or more multiple digit addends whfCh
do not require the renaming of 10 ones as 1 ten.
10
+ 5

23
+ 46

547

+ 201

Includes cciplumn addition without regrouping.
6
4

+ 5

20.3

20
30
+ 10

21
13

+ 15

Non-regrouping problmes in subtraction: Finding the difference
between a single digit and a multiple digit number or the difference
between two multiple digit numbers which do not require the renaming
of 1 ten as 10 ones.
27
- 7

Note:

28
- 14

532

- 420

Problems in this category can be presented in a variety of
formats.

The problem may be laid out horizontally or vertically:
2

3

+ 3

- 2

2 + 3 =

2G0

3 - 2 =

35

Pictoral representation may be used to help the students
understand
the basic processes of joining or separating sets and/or as an aid
in carrying out the computation involved:

4
0

1

2 + 3 = E:=1

2

~

.

3

4

>

5

3 - 2 = F.]

In all of the examples above, the primary task is
to find the sum or
difference between two numbers when both of those numbers as well
as
the applicable operational sign are given.
However, there are situations where instructional algorithms
or
processes, involving place value concepts are used in the teaching
of these same computational skills and when this
occurs the instruction
should be coded under category #23.

There are other situation% which require more than
the straightforward computation of a sum of difference (but do
not involve place
value) and these situations are discussed in the Computational
Transfer
Section (U 22).

21.

ADDITION/SUBTRACTION--REGROUPING
Addition problems which require the renaming of 10 ones as 1 ten ("carrying")
and subtraction problems which require the renaming of 1
ten as 10 ones
("borrowing"). Here we want to include only the regrouping problems
which
are presented in the standard computational algorithmic format,
also
known as the short form.
18

27 + 3 =

+ 14
32

13
15

26

40

- 9

- 15

17

25

+ 16
44

This category is parallel to category 20 in that the student is given
two numbers and told to find their sum or difference'but in this case
the problems also require regrouping.
The general guidelines on format
in category 4120 also apply to this category.

22.

COMPUTATIONAL TRANSFER
Tasks which require the student to recognize and apply some of the
operational concepts and patterns'within our number system. The
student must understand and use the operations which underlie
computation,
but in a format which involves more than straight-forward computation.
Includes:
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22.1

Properties:
1.

Commutative property of addition and multiplication.
3 + 2

2 + 3

2 x 3 = 3 x 2
2.

Assoe.ative (grouping) property of aldition.
2 + (3+5) . (2+3) + 5

3.

Properties of zero.
Identity element of addition:

4.

18 + 0 . 18

Distributive property.
2 x (3+2)

(2x3) + (2x2)

(l2+6)-+ 3

(12+3) + (6+3)

$
22.2

Number Patterns: Tasks which promote the student's
search for and
recognition of the various patterns which can be found among numbers.
Examples:
1.
2.

3.

a.

Counting by
Counting by
Functions subtract 2,

2's (odd and even numbers).
5's, 10's, 20's, etc.
discovering or applying a function rule like. add
3,
etc.

Rule is given:

Add ..4 to each number in top row:
2

4

b.

5

7

9

6

Student must discover and apply the rule
to complete the pattern.

1

3

8

4

11

?

7, 5, 3,

{

?

(1,2), (2,4), (3,6),

(4,?)
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22.3

Missing Addends - Open Sentences: Number sentences in which
the
sum or difference is given and one of the addends or numbers is
unknown.
Examples:

(1

5 ' 5

4

+

-

5

3

7

7

El

7

= 2

+ 6 = 10
4 +

3

= 10

4

22.4

Number Sentences with E ualities and Inequalities - Includes only
those number sentences that involve computation plus the use of
>I <, =, +,

7 - 6 O1 + 3

7 42s 2

= 5

8 AS 3

= 11

7 0 4 - 3
10 -10 0 15 + 5

This category does not include the use of inequality
signs in numerical
comparisons.
i.e.,

270 26
1270126
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This should be coded as #23 (place value/numerals)

Factors and Multiples: The study of common and least
common multiples,
common factors, sets of factors, prime numbers, and
prime factorization.
Examples:

=42

1.

6 x

3.

Name the multiples of 2, less than 20.

2.

12 = 2 x 2 x 3

38

23.

PLACE VALUE/NUMERAL

23.1

Place Value/Numerals - Place value involves the concept that a digit
has three meanings.
It's face value (the meaning it has wherever it
is used), it's place value (the meaning it takes from it's place in
a numeral), and it's total value (which is the product of the first
two values).
In the numeral 45, tue 4 has a face value of four, A
place value of ten, and a total value of forty. Teaching place value
will invclve expanded and compact notation, identification of the
one's, ten's, or hundred's place, and naming the number of tens (or
ones, etc.) in a numeral.
Numerals includes understanding the order of the counting numbers and
evaluating the sequential position of one numeral in relation to
another.
Comparing and evaluating numerals will involve place value
concepts.
Examples:
A.

Place Value:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

How many tens in 75?
Which number is in the one's place?
6 tens and ? ones = 60 + 2 = 62
155 = 100 + 50 + 5
Use of manipulatives or pictures to teach numerical structures.

2

hundreds,

3

tens, and

4

We write 234

B.

Numerals
1.

Writing the missing numerals.
46

2.

3.

4.
5.

49

What number comes before, after, or between?
Using inequalities:
145 > 135.
Pra-..tice in reading numerals up through millions.
Understanding the use of commas to set off the periods (e.g.,
1,575,231).

39

23.2

Addition/Subtraction With or Without Regrouping - Instructional
Al orithms With Place Value Transformations:
In our base 10 number system the understanding of place
value is
essential to the learning of computational skills.
With this in mind,
curriculum materials often include instructional
algorithms or processes
which combine place value concepts along with practice
in computation.
These processes may involve expanded notation
or the designation of
tens and ones.
Some common (depending on text) instructional algorithms
are:

14 = 10 + 4
+ 14 = 10 + 4

(Use of Expanded Notation)

20 + 8 = 28

Tens
16 =
+ 14 =

Ones

1
1

6
4

3

0

(Designation of ten's and one's place)

14

+ 14
8

(Long form with partial addends)

20

28

24.

MULTIPLICATION

24.1

Multiplication - Basic Facts: Multiplication with
two 1-digit factors.
Also known as times table up through 9 x 9.

24.2

Multiplication - Speed Tests: Timed tests in
thebasicmultiplication____
facts.
May also-include speeded -flash card drill which is
specifically
aimed at increasing automaticity.

24.3

Multiplication Algorithm: Multiplication with one factor of two or
more digits, i.e., all multiplication above the basic facts.

25.

DIVISION

25.1

Division: Division of whole numbers.
speed tests in division.

All levels of difficulty.
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26.

FRACTIONS/DECIMALS

26.1

Fractions - Recognizing and identifying
a fractional part of a set,
region, or line:
Examples:
a.

Draw a ring around 1/3 of
the trees.

b.

What part of this region
is shaded?

26.2

Fractions:
Computation with fractions including the
recognition and
identification of equivalent fractions.

26.3

Fractions:

26.4

Decimals: Place value ( DiT = .01, .5 > .25); arithemtic operations
with decimals ( +,
x,

27.

SPATIAL APPLICATION

27.1

Linear Measurement - Measuring the length, width, or height
of
objects, lines, or pictures.

27.2

Geometry - Perimeter: Computing the perimeter of
a polygon using
standard or arbitrary units of measure.

Converting decimals into fractions (e.g.,
.625 = 5/8)
1

21,3Geoniatz-y--Ccmiptrring- the-area-0 f -a polygon using standard
or arbitrary units of measure.

27.4

Geometry - Number Pairs:

Identifying number pairs on a number plane.

Example:

What is the number pair for point Q?
1

2

3

4

5 6

C6
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27.5

TGeatlaMliatEREEiaLIM:
Recognizing and identifying common lines and plane figures.
Includes
angles, parallel and perpendicular lines, parallelograms,
rectangles,
squares, and right triangles. Does not include work with
solid
figures like spheres, rectangular prisms, etc.

28.

28.1

VERBAL APPLICATION

Word Problems:
All types of word problems including word problems
with graphs. The coding of word problems is given priority
over the
.specific computation required by the problems. Therefore, regardless
of the computation, time on word problems is coded under word
problems.

29.

MATH RELATED

29.1

Money - Identifying coins, the sum of a set of coins, and equivalent
values of coins.

29.2

Other Concepts:
20 through 28.

Other concepts and applications not covered by codes

Examples:

Volume
Solid Figures
Liquid or Weight Measur s
Statistics and Probabil ty
Constructing Line and ar Graphs
Set Theory, Set Diagrams, Logic
Exponents (concepts of)
Averages (concepts of)

30.

MATH BELOW TEST LEVEL

30.1

Developmental Activities - Activities which do not involve computation
but do promote the development of concepts which are considered
preliminary to the understanding and use of operational concepts.
Includes:
A.

Review of basic number concepts such as learning the number name
for a set of objects less than 10, learning to count and write
the numbers from 0 to 10, one to one matching and recognition
of equivalent sets.
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Examples:

three

How many?
.4$

B.

Activities which provide experiences (most often with concrete
materials) in recogniziHglikenesses and differences, sorting,
..ordering, comparing, and matching.
Examples:

Attribute blocks or gaies
Pattern blocks
Tangrams
Geoboards
.Geoblocks

Soma cube puzzle

43

2.13.

Content Summary:

40.

PHYSICAL/BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

Other Academic

- Biology
- Physics
- Chemistry

41.

SOCIAL SCIENCES

- Geography
- History
- Social Studies
.- Current Events

42.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
- Spanish
- German
- French
- etc.
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Other Academic Content Category Definitions

40.

PHYSICAL/BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES--An activity primarily involved with knowing
about matter, energy, plants and animals.
Examples:,

41.

a.

physics, chemistry, geology, anatomy, meteorology,
biology, astronomy.

SOCIAL,ENCES--An activity primarily concerned with humans and their
living together.
Examples:

a.

b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

g.

h.
j.

42.

Social Studies,
Geography (human),
Sociology, pyschology,
Current events, government, politics,.
History,
Economics,
Political science, law,
Anthropology,
Art history.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE--An activity primarily involved with reading, writing,
or conversing in other than the native tongue.
Examples:

a.
b.
c.

d.
e.
f.

Note:

Spanish,
French,
Russian,
Latin,
Turkish,
Hebrew ...

If any math or reading is involved in these other academic
activities, be sure to code the specific math or reading category
in addition tp the other academic category.
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APPENDIX D

SAMPLE TEACHER PRINTOUT & DIRECTIONS

et.
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I

Dear

Your individual inservice conference is scheduled with
on

9 at

He will meet you at your classroom. The
conference should take between a half hour and 45 minutes.
.

Before your conference, please be sure to study the
enclosed materials:
1) Teacher's Manual: Teaching
Strategies for Increasing Academic Learning
Time and Student Achievement,

2) Directions on interpreting the individual observational
summary printouts.
3) Computer printouts summarizing
baseline observations of you and your

target student(s). There is one printout for each student observed.
Write down
any questions you have about these materials for the conference.
Thank you. See you at our conference.
a
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INTERPRETING THE INDIVIDUAL
TEACHER OBSERVATIONAL DATA SUMMARIES
Introduction

Each teacher is provided with one data
summary per target student
(TS) whom she or he teaches.
Each data summary contains descriptive information collected by an observer coding
on the Academic Learning Tile
Observation System (ALTOS). Each data
summary contains information from
observations of
and
and your target student only. The data
summary is
provided on the enclosed four-page
computer printout(s). The first page
lists the dates of observation, teacher
ID numbers and number of educational activities observed each day.
The second page summarizes characteristics of the educational activities
such as pacing, predominate target student activities, task success, instructor
activities, etc. The
third page summarizes the subject
matter areas observed. Finally, the
fourth. page summarizes observed student
engagement, non-engagement,
types of instructor moves, and selected combinations
of student-teacher
behaviors.

PRINTOUT PAGE 1:
DATE:

Dates of Observation

Refers to the dates on which ALTOS observations
occurred.

TEACHER ID:
Identification number of the teacher observed
on each
date.
In most cases this will be your teacher ID
number,
unless
a subst' ute or student'teacher was observed
in your classroom that day.

NO. ACTIVITIES:
that day.

PRINTOUT PAGE 2:

Number of educational activities observed
and coded

Educational Activity Summary

The top part of this page provides general identification
information and the rest provides descriptive
information on educational
activity characteristics.
STUDENT ID:
Identification number assigned to the target student
(TS) to whom this printout summary refers.

STUDENT NAME.
TEACHER ID:
SCHOOL:

First name and initial of TS's last name.
Your assigned ID number.

School name or abbreviation.

NO. OF DAYS OBSERVED:

Days on which you were observed with the
TS.

NO. OF ACTIVITIES OBSERVED:
Total number of educational activities
TS was observed ith you as the teacher.
Note that an educational
activity is defined as changing only when
the subject matter or pacing
changes.
See below.
TOTAL TIME OBSERVED:

In minutes.

A

2

AVERAGE CLASS SIZE: Average number of students
present in your class
during observations.

AVERAGE NO. OF STUDENTS IN SAME ACTIVITY:
activity as the target student (TS).

Doing exactly the same

For each of the following categories, four kinds of
summary data are
reported:
frequency, percent frequency, time and percent time. 1) Frequency is the number of activities in which the
category was predominate
(e.g., mostly self-paced, mostly discussing,
etc.). 2) Percent frequency
is the frequency multiplied by 100 and divided
by the total number Of
activities observed.
3) Time is the total time in minutes that the category was observed (by summing the durations of the
activities in which
the category was predominate). 4) Percent time
is the time multiplied by.
100 and divided by the total time. Note that the percentages
may not add
to 100 for a given classification (e.g., TS PACING) due
to occasional
missing data.
TS PACING:
Coded as SELF-PACED if the target student worked mostly
at his or her own pace during the activity (e.g.,
independent seatwork).
If the pacing of the activity was mostly determined by
someone or something else, it was coded as OTHER-PACED (e.g.,
Cypically'this is group
work).
TS ACTIVITY:
Coded as ORAL READING, SILENT READING, RECITING,
LISTENING, DISCUSSING, WRITING or OTHER, depending
on which category was
predominate during the activity observed.

TASK SUCCESS IN READING:
Coded as HIGH, MEDIUM or LOW in reading
related activities only. HIGH TASK SUCCESS refers
to few or no target
student errors on the task(s) required by
the'activity (i.e., TS mastery, does very well).
LOW TASK SUCCESS refers to almost all TS errors
on the task(s), or TS makes no attempt at task(s) or just
guesses. MEDIUM TASK SUCCESS is target student performance which
is not HIGH or LOW
TASK SUCCESS.
TASK SUCCESS IN MATH:
only in math.

Same categories as for reading activities,

.41ASK SUCCESS TOTAL:
Same categories as above, but results are given
for all activities in which task success was coded, regardless
of subject matter.
1

INSTRUCTOR:
PredOminate source of instruction of the
target student
during the activity (TEACHER, PEER TUTOR, ADULT AIDE,
SELF-INSTRUCTIONAL
MATERIALS, TEACHING MACHINE, Or NO INSTRUCTOR). Note that NO INSTRUCTOR
was coded only if there was no direct interaction with
the target student during the entire activity by any of the other
sources.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY: Predominate instructor
behavior during the
activity.
Coded as LECTURING, DISCUSSING, PROMPTING, MODELING/
DEMONSTRATING, TESTING, SUPERVISING or OTHER.

3

PRINTOUT PAGE 3:

Activity.Subject Matter Summary

The predominant content area of the activity
was coded by one of the
categories below. Note that if multiple
content areas were observed as
part of the same activity'in reading or math,
READING-RELATED or
MATH-RELATED was coded.
READING:

Coded as DECODING/PHONICS, WORD STRUCTURE, WORD
MEANING,
COMPREHENSION, READING PRACTICE, SPELLING, GRAMMAR,
COMPCSITION /WRITING,
READING RELATED-OTHER or READING BELOW TEST LEVEL.
MATH:
Coded as ADDITION/SUBTRACTION--NO
REGROUPING, ADDITION /SUBTRACTION - -WITS REGROUPING,

COMPUTATIONAL TRANSFER, PLACE VALUE/NUMERALS,
MULTIPLICATION, DIVISION, FRACTIONS/DECIMALS,
SPATIAL APPLICATION, WORD
PROBLEMS, MATH RELATED-OTHER or MATH BELOW TEST LEVEL.
OTHER ACADEMIC:
LANGUAGE.

Coded as SCIENCE, SOCIAL STUDIES or FOREIGN

NON-ACADEMIC: Coded as ART, MUSIC, TECHNOLOGICAL
CATION, PERCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT, MANAGEMENT/PROCEDURAL,ARTS, PHYSICAL EDURECREATION/
BREAK, PERSONAL EXPERIENCES or OTHER.
Note that totals are also given for READING,
MATH, OTHER ACADEMIC
and NON-ACADEne.
4.

PRINTOUT PAGE 4:

Target Student and Instructor Behavior
Summary

At one minute intervals during a reading
or math activity the observer coded the target student behavior, instructor
move, and focus of the
move occurring at that moment. Three kinds of data
are reported: time,
percent time and time per day.
1) Time refers to the number of onl minute intervals in which each category was observed.
This is an estimate
of the amount of time in minutes
spent in that category. 2) ?ercent time
is the time in minutes multiplied by 100 and
divided by the total time
observed in reading or math activitic3) Time per day should be ignored, unless you have been observed
1,,r full days.
LEARNER MOVES

(tar et student only)

ENGAGED WRITTEN:
TS is oiyertly and non-orally attending
to the subnc
stae
of
a
reading
or
math task (e.g., writing,
"""`"""
manipulating objects,

using calculator, typing on computer).

ENGAGED ORAL: TS is overtly and orally attending
to the substance of
a reading/math task (e.g., asking or answering
question, commenting,
presenting oral report, reading aloud).
ENGAGED COVERT: TS iq covertly attending
to the substance of a readlistening, watching, "thinking").

ing/math task, (e.g.,

275
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ENGAGED WITH DIRECTIONS: TS is attending to the
structure (goals) or
directions of a math/reading task (mode of
engagement not coded- -e.g.,
listening,to directions or reading directions
are both coded the same).

TOTAL LEARNER ENGAGEMENT:
with directions.

Sum of engaged written, oral, covert and

NOT ENGAGED INTERIM:
TS is not attending to the substance or directions of a math/ reading tasic, but is doing something
peripheral to that
task (e.g., sharpening pencil, passing in
papers, finding supplies
needed).
NOT ENGAGED WAIT: TS' is not at
to the substance or directions
of a math/reading task because s/he is 'siting on
someone or sometaing
else in order to continue the task (e.g
hand raised for teacher help,
standing in line, to get paper graded,
interruption of class by special
announcement on intercom).
.

NOT ENGAGED OFF-TASK: TS is not attending to the substance
or directions of a math/reading task, nor not engaged
interim, nor not engaged
wait (e.g., talking to neighbor, arguing, fighting,
daydreaming, staring
out window, sleeping, wandering around room).

TOTAL LEARNER NON-ENGAGEMENT:,
off-task.
INSTRUCTOR MOVES (usuall

Sum of not engaged interim, wait and

teacher

but could be .eer

etc.)

NON-DIRECT INSTRUCTION:
Instructor is not directly
the target studeqt or someone else in a group activity interacting with
which includes
TS.
Note that the instructor could be working with
students in another
group activity which does not include TS, or with other
individuals during seatwork.
ACADEMIC MONITORING:
Instructor is directly observing how well TS
(or someone 'else in the group including TS) is
doing on a reading/math
task but makes no other remarks (e.g., teacher
looks over student's
shoulder as s/he works, watches students work problems
on board, listens
to oral book report).
ACADEMIC FEEDBACK:
Instructor informs TS or group incLuding TS
whether a student reading/math response is correct or incorrect.
No additional explanation is provided (e.g., "That's
right.", "No.", TS looks
at instructor marks on test or worksheet, another
student or the instructor reads aloud while TS reads the same
text silently.)
ACADEMIC QUESTION:
Instructor solicits a reading/math related response from TS or another student in the
group which includes TS (e.g.,
"3 plus 5 equals?", "What is the capiW.
of Indiana?", "Summarize the
main points of the story.", instructor
shows flash card and waits for a
response).

276

EXPLANATION BASED ON STUDENT NEED:
Instructor provides a statement
concerning the substance of a math/reading tasks
because one or more
students are having difficulty or need immediate assistance.
Statement
is not about structure or directions of task
(e.g., "The reason your
answer was not right is that I think you forgot to borrow when
you subtracted.", "The word 'anticipate' means ...
(in response to student
question)", "Everybody, listen. A number of you
are having difficulty
with these problems because you are not placing
your decimal points in
the right places. Remember, when you multiply
decimals, the answer must
have as many digits to the right of the decimal ...").
PLANNED EXPLANATION:
Instructor provides a statement concerning the
substance of a reading/math task. Statement, is
not about directions to
or structure of task, nor in response to an immediate
student need or
difficulty with the task (e.g., lecturing, modeling,
demonstrating,
etc.). No student response is
expected, other than attending to the
explanation.
STRUCTURING/DIRECTING: Instructor structures or gives directions for
a math/reading task. Does not involve the substance
of the task itself
(e.g., "Do the first 5 problems on page 22 in
your math book.", "The
reason we're doing this activity is so you will know
if you receive the
correct amount of change when you pay for something at the
store.").

TASK ENGAGEMENT FEEDBACK:
Instructor comments on student engagement
or non-engagement, but not about the substance
or directions of a reading/math task (e.g., "I'm glad to see you're working
so hard.", "Pay
attention.", "Quiet get back to work ...", etc.).TOTAL DIRECT INSTRUCTION:
Sum of academic monitoring, feedback,
questioning, explanation based on need, planned
explanation, structuring/directing and task engagement feedback.

FOCUS OF INSTRUCTOR MOVE
TARGET STUDENT:
target student.

Instructor move is directed specifically to the

GROUP:
Instructor move is directed to someone other than the
target
student in the group which includes TS, or to the group as
a whole.

JOINT LEARNER X INSTRUCTOR MOVES
TS ENGAGEMENT DURING NON-DIRECT INSTRUCTION:
No direct instruction
is being provided to TS or someone in
a group which includes TS, and TS
is engaged in the reading/math task (written,
oral, covert or with
directions).
TS NON-ENGAGEMENT DURING NON-DIRECT INSTRUCTION:
No direct instruction is being provided to TS or someone in
a group which includes TS,
and TS is not engaged in the reading/math task
(interim, wait or
off-task).
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TS ENGAGEMENT DURING DIRECT INSTRUCTION:
Direct instruction is being
provided to TS or someone in a group which
includes TS (e.g., academic
feedback, questioning, etc.), and TS is
engaged in the reading/math
task.

TS NON-ENGAGEMENT DURING DIRECT INSTRUCTION:
Direct instruction is
being provided to TS or someone in
a group which includes TS, and TS is
not engaged in the reading/math task.
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTOR MOVES

ACADEMIC FEEDBACK TO TS: Instructor is giving
academic feedback specifically to the target student.
ACADEMIC FEEDBACK TO GROUP:
Instructor is giving academic feedback
to someone else in the group activity which includes
TS, or to the group
as a whole.
PLANNED EXPLANATION TO GROUP:
Instructor is giving a planned explanation to someone else in the
group activity which includes TS, or to
the group as a whole.
STRUCTURING/DIRECTING OF GROUP:
Instructor is providing directions
or structuring the task for someone else in the
group activity which includes TS, or to the group as a whole.

1

ACADEMIC LEARNING TIME 7- TEACHER )ATA SJIMAiY

2V) 3:NESTER 198283

DATES OF OBSERVATION

DATE: FEB 159 1993
DATE: FEB 179 1983

TEACHEI ID: 440

NO. ACTIVITIES:

2

TEACH!

ID: 440

NO.

ACTIVITIES:

2
2

DATE: FEB 21. 1983
DATE: FEB 249 1983

TEACHEI

440

VO.

ACTIyITIES:

TEACHEI

ID: 440

NO.

ACTIVITIES:

DATE: FEB 28, 1983

TEACHER

ID: 440

NO.

ACTIVITIES:

3

DATE: MAR

1983

TEACHEI ID: 440

VO.

ACTIVITIES:

3

IATE: MAR 109 1983

TEACHEI ID: 440

NO.

ACTIVITIES:

1

39

ACADEMIC LEARNING TImE

TEACHER DATA SUMMARY -- 2ND SEMESTER 198283

STUDENT ID: 45
STUDENT NAME:
MHE C
SCHOOL:
ELLETTSVL.
JO. OF DAYS OBSERVED:
43..OF ACTIVITIES OBSERVED:
15
TOTAL TIME
AVERAGE CLASS SIZE:

13.5

TEACHER ID:
7

OBSERVED (MIN.):

TS
TS
TS
TS
TS
TS
TS

SEL7.PACED
OTHER-PACED

ACTIVITY:
ACTIVITY:
ACTIVITY:
ACTIVITY:
ACTIVITY:
ACTIVITY:
ACTIVITY:

ORAL READING
SILENT READING
RECITING
LISTENING
DISCUSSING
WRITING
OTHER
TASK SUCCESS READING:
HIGH
TASK SUCCESS READING: MEDIUM
TASK SUCCESS READING:
LOW
TASK SUCCESS MATH:
HIGH
TASK SUCCESS MATH:
MEDIUM
TASK SUCCESS MATH:
LOW
TASK SUCCESS TOTAL:
HIGH
TASK SUCCESS TOTAL:
MEDIUM
TASK SUCCESS
TOTAL:

INSTRUCTOR:
INSTRUCTOR:
INSTRUCTOR:

330

AVERAGE NO. OF STUDENTS IN SAME
ACTIVITY:

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY SUMMARY
FREQUENCY
PF.RcryT
(NO.)
FREQUENCY
TS DACING:
TS PACING:

441

LOW

TEACHER
PEER TUTOR
ADULT AIDE
INSTRUCTOR: SELFINSTR. MAT.
INSTRUCTOR: TEACHING MACHINE
INSTRUCTOR:
NO INSTRUCTOR
INST. ACTIVITY
LECTURING
INST, ACTIVITY
DISCUSSING
INST. ACTIVITY
PROMPTING
IVST..ACTIVITY
MODEL/3t7MO
INST. ACTIVITY
TESTING
INST. ACTIVITY
SUPERVISIVG
INST. ACTIVITY
OTHER

6.3
9.)

40.0
60.0

1.)
3.0
0.3

200

70
0.)
3.0
1.3

6.7
0.0

46.7
0.0
20.0
6.7

13.5'

TIME
(MIN.S)

PERCENT
TIME

121.0
209.0

36.7
63.3

2.0

95.0

0.6
25.8

1530

48.5

33
Ls)

0.0
3.0

45.0
33.0

13.6
11.5

5.3
3.0
1.0

33.3
20.0
, 6.7

143.3
S3.0
16.0

42.4
20.6
4.8

0.3
0.3
0.)

0.0
0.0
0.0

33
3.0
3.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

7.3
3.3
1.)

4687
20.0
6.7

159.0
63.0
1S.3

206

1.3

100.0

331.3

100.0

0.3
0.)
0.0
.0.3

0.3
1.3

00
P83
13
0.3
F.)
0.)

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

6.7
0.0
53.3

0.0

0.0
40.0
0.0

3.0
3.)
0.0
3.3

49.2
4.8

33

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

15.3

39

3.1

236.0

3.)

3.)

111.0
3.3

0.0
62:4

0.0

0.0

336
0.0

3

4

'ACADEMIC LEARNING TIME

TEACHER DATA SJMMARY -- 2ND SEMESTER 1982 -p3

ACTIVITY SUBJECT MATTER SJMMARY
FRE1JENCY
(NO.)

)ERCFAT
FREQUENCY

TIME
(414.S)

PER!!ENT

DECODING/PHONICS
WORD STRUCTURE
WORD MEANING
COMPREHENSION
AEADING,'RACTICE
SPELLING
GRAMMAR
COMBOSIT/ON/WRITING
RDG. RELATED- OTHER
RDG. BELOW TEST LVL

2.0
0.3
1.3
1.3
5.0
0.3
0.3
0.0
4.3
0.3

13.3
0.0
6.7
6.7
33.3
0.0

20.0

6.1
0.0

TOTAL READING
ADD/SUBTRACT-NO SEGRF.
ADD /SUBTRACT -W/ RESRP.

READING:
READING:

READING:
READING:
READING:
READING:
READING:
READING:
READING:
READING:
MATH
MATH
MATH
MATH
MATH
MATH
MATH
MATH
MATH
.MATH

MATH

COMnTATIONAL TRANSFER

PLACE VAL/NAS

MULTIUEPLUICATMERIOLN

11VISION
FRACTIONS/lECIMALS
SPATIAL APPLICATION
WORD PROBLEMS
MATH RELATED
OTHER
MATH BELOW TEST LEVEL

0.0

15.0
55.3
124.1

TIME

4.8
16.7
37.6
0.0

0.0

3.3
0.0
3.3
95.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
29.1
0.0

133

96.7

311.3

94.2

0.3
0.3
0.3
0.0
0.3
0.3
0.3

0.0

30

0.0
0.0

26.7

0
0.0

3.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
000
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

03

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

n.o

03
0.3
0.3

3.3
3.0

30
3.3
320
3.'3

0.0
3.0

30

TOTAL MATH

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

SCIENCE
OTHER ACADEMIC: SOCIAL
STUD.
OTHER ACADEMIC: POREISN LAN,
TOTAL OTHER ACADEMIC

0.3
0.3

0.0

0.0
0.0

OTHER- ACADEMIC:

VON- ACADEMIC:

ART

4DNACADEMIC:
MJSIC
43NACADEMIC: TECNNOLOS. ART
VON - ACADEMIC: PHYSICAL EDJC.
NON - ACADEMIC' PERCEPTUAL !1EV

VOVACADEMIC: MAVAGmT/PROCD.
41NACADEMIC: RECREATIOU/gRK

VAIN- ACADEMIC: PERSDNIAL EX".:R

N0NACADEMIC:

OTHER

TOTAL NON- ACADEMIC

03

0.0

3.0
3.0
3.3

0.3

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.3
0.0
0.3
0.0
0.0
0.3
0.3
0.3
2.3

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

3.3

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

2.3

,

30
30
0.0
1.3
3.3

30
00

13.3

13.0

13.3

13.3

00

0.0

59
58
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ACADEMIC LEARNING TIME -- TEACHER DATA SUMMARY -- 24O SEMESTER 1982-83

TARGET STUDENT

I SO

LEARNER:
LEARNER:

ENGAGED GRITTEN
ENGAGE) ORAL
Lt-.ARNER:
ENGAGED COVERT
LEARNER:
ENGAGED DIRECTIONS
TOTAL LEARNER ENGAGEMENT
LEARNER : .NOT ENGAGED INTERIM
LEARNER:
NOT ENGAGED GAIT

33.1
17.0
166.0
40.3

4.7
3

2.

4

1.?.4

25.7
5.7

256.0

79.3

3S.S.

7.3

2.2
7.1

551

LEARNER: NOT ENGAGED OFFTASK

23.3
37.3

11.5

1.0
3.3
5.3

TOTAL LEARNER NON-ENNAGEMENT

67.3

20.7

9.6

141.3

43,7

23.1

I1STR:

NUN- DIRECT INSTRUCT.

MIR:

ACADEMIC MONITORING
ACADEMIC FEEDBACK
ACADEMIC lUESTION
EX1LANATION - NEED
MIR: EXPLANATION am :LIMED
INSTR: STRUCTURING/DIRECTING
INSTR: TASK E'GAGMT FEEDBACK
INSTR:
14STR:
INSTR:

MIR:
FOCUS:
FOCUS:

I

INSTRUCTOR' BEHAVIOR SUMMARY
TIME
DERCEVT
TIME/DAY
(MIN.S)
TIME
(MIN.S)

4.3

1.2

23R

2.0

12.4
.4.3
2.2
1/.8
0.6

11.0
5.7
2.0
1.0
5.4
3.3

TOTAL DIRECT INSTR.

182.3

56.3

25.3

TARGET STUDENT
GROUP

29.3
153.3

9.0
47.4

21.9

76.0
65.3
180.3
2.3

23.5
20.1
55.7

.

JD1NT LEARNER x INSTRUCTOR. mous:
ENGAGED NON-DTRECT INSTR.
NOT ENGAGED NON-D IRECT INST.
ENGAGED DIRECT INSTRUCTION
NOT ENGAGED DIRECT INSTRUCT.

77.3
40.3
14.3
7.3
3P4.0

4.1

0.6

10.3
9.3
25.7
3.3

20.1
2.2
1905

1.7
9.3
1.3
4.9

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTOR MOVES:
ACADEMIC FEEPBAC( ID TS
ACADEMIC FEEDBACK TO GROW)
PLANNED EXPLA"!ATInN TO GROUP
STRJCTURING/DIREcrNs -GROUP

12.0
5'5.3

7.3

34.3

APPENDIX E

SOURCE LISTING OF BASIC PROGRAMS

283

PROGRAM LOGCODE

10
20
30
40
50

CLEAR 2500
DEF FN
ULMA$)=VAL(LEFT$(STR$(VAL(0)),LEN(STR$(VAL(A$)))-2))
DEF FN UR7.(AO=VAL(RIGHTCA$,2))
DEF FN PUL%,R%)=100*ABS(L%)+ABS(R%)
DEF FN Sa(L%)=INT(L%/100)

.60 DEF FN

SRMR%)=R%-(INT(R%/100))*100:GOT01480
70 LPRINT" *** ERROR *** SEE SCREEN MESSAGE":RETURN
80 PRINT:PRINT" **** ";A$;" IS AN INVALID ENTRY **** -- RE-ENTER --":GOSUB70
RETURN

:

90

PRINTUSING"i4/0";FNSLUD%);FNSRUD%);:RETURN:'PRINT DATE MM/DD
100 AS=NUS:PRINT:INPUT" MAKE ANY CHANGES
(Y/N)";A$:A$=LEFT$(A$,1):RETURN
110 GOSUB90
:PRINT C%;"=";C$(C%);TAB(43);:PRINT USING "##:/0";FNSLUTB%);FNSR%
(T8%);:PRINTTAB(49);TA%;"'";TAB(56);S%;"=";SS(S%):RETURN
120 LPRINT USING "###";AN%;:LPRINTTAB(5);
C%;"=";CCC%);TAB(43);:LPRINT USING "#
ifr:##";FNSLETB%);FNSRUTB%);:LPRINT TAB(49);TA%;"'";TAB(56);S%;"=";$$(S%):RETURN
130 LPRINT NU$;CR$:LPRINT USING "DATE: ##/##";FNSLUD%);FNS0.(D
%);:LPRINTTAB(43)
"TIME";TAB(49)"TIME";TAB(56)"TASK":LPRINT" NQ.";TAB(6);"ACADEMIC SUBJECT";TAB(43
WBEGUN";TAB(49)"SPENT";TAB(56)"SUCCESS";CR$:RETURN
140 PRINTTAB(12);:INPUT " PRESS <ENTER> KEY TO CONTINUE
...";A$:RETURN
150 IF ID%=MD% OR D%=MD% OR SC%=MD% OR TB%=MD% OR TA%=MD%
THEN PRINT"**** ACTIVI
TY NOT SAVED DUE TO MISSING DATA ****":RETURN
160

DAMAN%,1)=ID%:DAUAN%,2)=D%:DAUAN%,3)=SC%:DAMAN%,4)=TB%:DAMAN%,5)=TA%:GO
SUB110
:RETURN
170 SC%=FNPUS%,C%):TA%=EM%-BM%:RETURN:1PACK ACT.DATA
180 ID%=DAMAN%,1):SI%=FNSR%(IDUITI%=FNSLMID%)
190

0%=DAUAN%,2):C%=FNSREDAMAN%,/p):S%=FNSLMDAMAN%,3)):TB%=DAMAN%,4):TA%=D
WAN%,5):RETURN
200 A$=NUS:INPUT" (OR
TO EXIT) A$:RETURN
210 CLS:PRINT:PRINT" **** NO DAT FILE LABELED **** CAN'T CONTINUE":PRINT"
UNLES
S YOU RETRIEVE OLD FILE OR LABEL'/ NEW ONE":GOSUB140
:RETURN
220 CLS:PRINT:PRINT" **** STUDE T OR TEACHER ID NEEDED TO CONTINUE ****":GOSUB14
0
:GOSUB1770 :RETURN
230 PRINT:PRINT" ENTER DATE ( DD)";:GOSUB200
:IF A$=P$ THEN RETURN
240 1.1%=FNULMA$):D%=FNURUA$ :IFtriA1ORM%>12THEN250 ELSE IF DU1ORD%>MOUMUTHEN
250 ELSE D%=PNP;%(M%,D%):PR NT" DATE = ";:GOSUB90
:RETURN
250 D%=MD%:GOSUB80
260 'INSERT ACTIVITY DATA
270 FOR AN%=NA%+1 TO MA%:GOSUB420
:IF A$=P$ THEN RETURN ELSE NA%=AN%
280 GOSUB150 :NEXTAN%:RETURN
290 'INCREMENT DATE
.

300 M%=FNSLUD%):D%=FNSRUD%):IF MOUM%)=D% THEN D%=0:M%=M%+1
310 IF M%>12 THEN M%=1:YR%=YR%+1

320 DZ=D%+1:D%=FNPUM,D%):RETURN
330 'CHECK TIME IN A$ AND CONVERT TO MIN'S AND 24. HR CLOCK
340 T%=0:TM%=0:IF LEN(AW4 THEN RETURN
350 H%=FNULUAO:M%=FNURgA$):IF H%<1 OR H%>23 OR M%<0 OR M%>59 THEN GOSUB80
RETURN
360 IF H%<6 THEN H%=H%+12
370 TM%=60*H%+M%:T%=FNPUH%,M%):RETURN
380 'CHECK TASK SUCCESS
390 S%=VAL(A$):IF(S%>0 AND S%<4)OR A$="0" THEN RETURN ELSE S%=-1:GOSUB80

:RETU

RN

40O 'CHECK CONTENT (SUBJECT)
410 C%=VAL(0):IF(C%>9 AND C % <31)OR(C %>39 AND C%<44)THEN RETURN ELSE C%=MD%:GOSU
B80

:RETURN'

420 PRINT:PRINT" ENTER ACTIVITY DATA ON ";:GOSUB90
%:TIA=MIA:TEZ=MDLTA%=MDZ:BM%=0,:EM%=0

:PRINT:C%=MN:S%-.MDZ:SC%=MD

430 PRINT" SUBJECT CODE";:GOSUB200
:IFA$=P$THEN RETURN ELSE GOSUB400 :IF C%=MD
% THEN430
440 PRINT" TIME STARTED";:GOSUB200 -:IFA$=P$THEN RETURN ELSE
GOSUB330 :IF T%=0
THENGOSUB80
:GOT0440 ELSE TB%=T%:BM%=TM%
450 PRINT" TIME STOPPED";:GOSUB200 :IFA$=P$THEN RETURN ELSE
GOSUB330 :IF T%=0
THENGOSUB80
:GOT0450 ELSE TE%=T%:EM%=TM%:IF EM%-BM%<=0
THENPRINT: PRINT" TIME
STOPPED";TE%;" NOT GREATER THAN TIME STARTED";TB%:GOSUB80
:GOT0450
460 PRINT" TASK SUCCESS (1=HI, 2=MED, 3=L0, 0=MISSING)";:GOSUB200
:IF A$=P$ THE
N RETURN ELSE GOSUB380 :IF S%=-1 THEN 460
470 GOSUB170
:RETURN
480 'FIND ACTIVITY
490 PRINT:PRINT" TIME STARTED OF ACTIVITY TO MODIFY ON ";:GOSUB90
:PRINT:GOSUB
200 :IF A$=P$ THEN RETURN ELSE GOSUB 330
:IF TINO THEN 490
500 FOR AN%=NA% TO 1 STEP -1:IF (DAUAN%,4)=TUAND(DA%(AN%,2)=D%)
THEN RETURN
510 NEXT AN%:CLS:PRINT:PRINT" *** TIME ";A$;" NOT FOUND
***":GOT0490
520 'CHANGE ACTIVITY
530 GOSUB480 :IF A$=P$ THEN RETURN ELSE GOSUB180
:PRINT:PRINT" ACTIVITY TO CHA
NGE:":PRINT:GOSUB110
:PRINT:PRINT" -- RE-ENTER ENTIRE ACTIVITY":PRINT:GOSUB420
:IF A$=P$ THEN 530 ELSE GOSUB150 :GOT0530
540 'DELETE AN ACTIVITY
550 GOSUB480 :IF A$=P$ THEN RETURN ELSE
GOSUB180 :PRINT:PRINT" ACTIVITY TO DEL
ETE:":PRINT:GOSUB110 :PRINT:PRINT" SHALL I DELETE IT FROM MEMORY (Y/N)?":GOSUB2

00

: IF A$<>"Y" THEN 550

ELSE CLS: PRINT: PRINT" DELETING ACTIVITY
... ONE MOMEN
T PLEASE ..."
560 IF AN%=NA% THEN 580
570 FOR J=AN% TO NA % -1:FOR K=1 TO 5:DAMJ,K)=DAUJ+1,K):NEXT
K:NEXT J
580 FOR K=1 TO
5:DA%(NA%,K)=MD7:NEXTK:NA%=NA%-1:GOT0550
590 'CHANGE DATE
600 cLS:PRINT*1RINT" DAY TO MODIFY: ":GOSUB230
:IF A$=P$ THEN RETURN ELSE IF D%
=MD% THEN 600 ELSE GOSUB100
IF A$="Y" THEN 600 ELSE RETURN
610 'MAKE CHANGES PERMANENT
620 PRINT:PRINT" DO YOU WANT THESE CHANGES TO BE MADE PERMANENT":PRINT"
I.E.,
SAVED ON DISK (Y/N)?":GOSUB200
:IF A$<>"Y" THEN RETURN ELSE GOSUB1020 :RETURN
C30 'MODIFY LOG BOOKLET
640 IF DF$="NONE" THEN GOSUB210 :RETURN
650 IF ID%=MD% THEN GOSUB220
660 CLS:PRINT:PRINT"
MODIFY LOG BOOKLET ACTIVITIES":PRINT
670 PRINT" CD = CHANGE DATE OF DAY TO MODIFY IF NOT
";:GOSUB90
:PRINT
680 PRINT" IA = INSERT ACTIVITY ON ";:GOSUB90
:PRINT
690 PRINT" CA = CHANGE ACTIVITY ON ";:GOSUB90
:PRINT
700 PRINT" DA = DELETE 'ACTIVITY ON ";:GOSUB90
:PRINT
710 PRINT:PRINT" ENTER CHOICE";:GOSUB200
:IF A$=P$ THEN GOSUB 610
:RETURN
720 IF A$="CD" THEN GOSUB 590 ELSE IC A$="1A" THEN GOSUB 260
ELCE
A$="CA" T.
HEN GOSUB 520 ELSE IF A$="DA" THEN GOSUB 540
ELSE GOSUB80
730 COTO 660
740 'INSERT LOG BOOKLET (A WEEK)
750 IF DF$="NONE"THEN GOSUB210
:RETURN
760 IF tD7 =MD% THEN GOSUB 220
770 IF NA%>=MA% THEN PRINT" DATA FILE FULL
NO MORE DATA CAN BE INSERTED":GOSU
B1%0
:RETURN
780 CLS:PRINT:PRINT" INSERT NEW LOGBOOK DATA":PRINT:PRINT"
DATE AT B E G I N N
I N G OF WEEK":00SUB230
: IF A$=P$ THEN RETURN ELSE IF U%=MD% THEN 780
ELSE GO
SUB100 :IF A$="Y" THEN 780
790 FOR DW%=0T04:CLS:PRINT:PRINT" DAY IS ";DW$(DW %);"
- ";:GOSUB90
:PRINT:GOSU
B260
:GOSUB100
:IF AWY"THEN CLS:PRINT:PRINT:GOSUB680
800 GOSUB290 :NEXTDW%:GOSUB1020 :GOT0780
810 'LIST DATA TO PRINTER
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.

820 GOSUB920 :IF NA%=0 THEN RETURN
830 T %'MD %:FOR AN%=1 TO NA%:GOSUB190 : IF D%<>T% THEN GOSUB 130
840 GOSUB120
:T%=D%:NEXTAr%:RETURN
850 'PRINT DATA FILE HEADER
860 CLS:PRINT:PRINTTAB(12);"ALT TEACHER LOG DATA":PRINT:PRINT
870 PRINT" DATA FILE NAME: ";DF$
880 PRINT" STUDENT NAME: ";SN$;" ID# =";SI%
890 PRINT" TEACHER,NAME: ";TN$;" ID# =";TI%
900 PRINT" SCHOOL: ";SC$
910 PRINT" YEAR:";YR%;"
nO. OF ACTIVITIES:";NA%:PRINT:PRINT:GOSUB140 :RETURN
920 LPRINT CHR$(12):POKE&HFC05,0:LPRINTCR$,CR$
930- LPRINT TAB(10);" ALT TEACHER LOG DATA":WINT CR$,CR$
940 LPRINT" DATA FILE NAME: ";DF$
950 LPRINT" STUDENT NAME: ";SN$;" ID#=";FNSRUID%)
960 LPRINT" TEACHER NAME: ";TN$;" ID#=";FNSL%(ID%)
970 LPRINT° SCHOOL: ";SC$
980 LPRINT" YEAR:";YR%;"
OF ACTIVITIES:";NA%:LPRINT CR$,CR$:RETURN
990 'LIST DATA TO SCREEN
1000 GOSUB850
:FOR J=1TO NA% STEP14:FORAN%=J TO J+13:IF AN%>NA% THEN GOSUB140

:RETURN
1010 GOSUB190 :GOSUB110
:NEXTAN%:GOSUB140 :N.vTJ:RETURN
1020 'WRITE DF$ TO DISK
1030 CLS:PRINT:PRINT" NOW SAVING ";DF$;" ON DISK ..."
1040

OPEN"0",1,DMPRINT#1,DF$:PRINT#1,CF$:PRINT#1,SNS:PRINT#1,TNS:PRINT#1,SC$:P

RINT#1,YR%:PRINT#1,NA%PRINT#1,SMPRINT#1,TMPRINT#1,ID%

1050 IF NA%=0 THEN 1070
1060 FOR J=1 TO NAZ:FOR K=1 TO 5:PRINT#1,DAUJ,K):NEXTK:NEXTJ
1070 CLOSE: RETURN

1080
1090
1100
INT"

'READ DF$ FROM DISK
CLS:PRINT:PRINT" NOW READING ";DF$;." FROM DISK ..."
ON ERROR GOTO 1150 :OPEN "I",1,DMINPUT#1,A$:INPUT#1,B$:IF
ASODF$ THEN PR
*** INVALID ALT LOG FILE ***":GOSUB140 :GOT01140
1110
CF$=B$:INPUT#1,SN$:INPUT#1,TN$:INPUT#1,SC$:INPUT#1,YR%:INPUT#1,NA%:INPUT#1,

SMINPUT#1,TMINPUT#1,ID%:IF NA%=0 THEN 1140
1120 FOR J=1 TO NA%:FOR K=I TO 5:IF EOF(1) THEN 1160
1130 INPUT#1, DAUJ,K):NEXTK:NEXT.J.
1140 CLOSE:ON ERROR GOTO 1450 :RETURN
1150 ON ERROR GOTO 1450 :IF ERR/2053 THEN 1450 ELSE CLSLPRINT" *** FILE
NOT FO
UND ***":GOSUB140 :RESUME 1140
1160 CLS:PRINT" EOF IN DATA FILE UNEXPECTED 7- SEE TED!":GOSUB140
:GOT01140
1170 'FIND A DF
1180 GOSUB 1250
1190 GOSUB1340 :PRINT:PRINT" WHAT IS THE NAME OF THE DATA FILE
YOU WANT TO RETRI
EVE?":GOSUB200 :IF LEFICA$,1)=P$ THEN RETURN ELSE IF A$=NU$ THEN 1190
1200 FOR J=1 TO FC%:41 A$=FL$(.1) THEN 1220
1210 NEXTJ:PRINT" FLLE NOT FOUND IN CATALOG":GOSUB140
:GOT01190
1220 DF$=0:GOSUB 1080 :RETURN
1230 'DELETE A DF
1240 PRINT" HERE IS WHERE DELETE GOES":GOSUB140 :RETURN

1250 'READ FILEUST
1260 ON ERROR GOTO 1290 :FC%=0:0PEN"t",1,"FILELIST":FOR
J=1 TO MF%:IF EOF(1) THE
N 1280
1270 INPUT#1,FL$(.1):FC%=FC%+1:NEXTJ
1280 CLOSE:ON ERROR GOT0'1450 :XE1URN
1190 ON ERROR GOTO 1450 : IF ERR/2053 THEN 1450
tLSE PRINT" FILELIST Nor c'OUND"
:RESUME 12,80

1300 'WRITE FILELIST TO DISK

1310 OPEN"0",1,"FILELIST":FOR J=1 TO FC%:IF FL$W="0"
THEN 1330.

1320 PRINT#1,FLW)
1330
1340
1350
TION
1360

NEXTJ:CLOSE:RETURN
'PRINT FILELIST
CLS:PRINT" TOTAL # OF FILES =";FC%:PRINT:PRINT"
CATALOG OF EXISTING vdSERVA
SYSTEM/DATA FILES:":PRINT
FOR J=1 TO FC% STEP24:FOR I=J TO J+23 STEP4:PRINTFO(I),F04I+1)

WI+3):NEXTI:PRINT:GOSUB140

FL$(14-2),F

:NEXTJ:RETURN

1370 'USE AUX. PRINTER.
1380 CLS:PRINT:PRINT" IS THE AUXILLIARY PRINTER
HOOKED UP TO THE RS-232 AND POWE
R ON?":GOSUB200
:IF LEFT$(A$,1)<>"Y" THEN RETURN
1390 POKE .&HFC00,72
1400 POKE &HFC01,60:POKE &HFCO2,6:POKE &HFC04,0:POKE
&HFC05,0:POKE &HFC06,0:POKE
&HFC07,0:POKE 16421,2:POKE 16422,9:POKE 16423,252
1410 PRINT:PRINT" CHECK THE AUXILLIARY PRINTER FOR A MESSAGE...":LPRINT"
*** AUX
ILLIARY PRINTER READY ***H:LPRINT CHR$(12)
1420 RETURN
1430 'PRINT DA%
1440 FOR J=1 TO NA%:FOR K=1 TO 5:PRINTDA7.4J,K);:NEXTK:PRINT:GOSUB140
:NEXTJ:RET

URN

1450 CLOSE:PRINT"ERROW;((ERR/2)+1);" AT";ERL:PRINT"(SUB 1 IF >49)"
1460 IF ERR/2=61 THEN PRINT" *** WARNING *** THIS ERROR
MEANS THAT YOUR DISK IS
FULL.":PRINT" YOU CANNOT CREATE ANY MORE FILES ON THIS
DISK,":PRINT" YOU CAN, HO
.WEVER, MODIFY EXISTING ONES.":END
1470 ,END

1480 ON ERROR GOTO 14501:CF$="NONE":DF$="NONE"
1490 MF%=48:P$=".":MA%=750:CR$=CHR$(13):NU$="

6AUMA%,5),FWMF%)

":MV%=0::AN%=0:NA%=0:YR%=1981:DIM

1500 DEFINT I-N
1510 DIM CH$(8):FORJ=1T08:READCH$(J):NEXTJ
1520 DATA LDF,ILBAB,MDH,RDF,LDP,LDS',AUX
1530 DIM DW$(4):FORJ=0T04:READDW$(J):NEXTJ
1540 DATA MONDAY,TUESDAY,WEDNESDAY,THURSDAY,FRIDAY
1550 DIM MOU12):FORJ=1T012:READMO%(J):NEXT,1
1560 DATA 31,28,31,30,31,30,31,31,30,31,30,31
1570 DIMC$(43):FORJ=10T030:READC$(J):NEXTJ
1580 DATA DECODING/PHONICS,WORD STRUCTURE,WORD MEANING,
COMPREHENSION, READING P
RACTICE,SPELLING, GRAMMAR, COMPOSITION (CREATIVE WRITING),READING
RELATED--OTHER
READING BELOW TEST LEVEL (COPY)
1590 DATA ADD/SUBTRACT (NO REGROUPING),ADD/SUBTRACT (REGROUPING),
COMPUTATIONAL
TRANSFER, PLACE VALUE/NUMERALS, MULTIPLICATION,DIVISTAN, FRACTIONS/DECIMALS,
SPA
TIAL APPLICATION, VERBAL APPLICATION (WORD PROB.),MATH RELATED--OTHER
1600 DATA MATH BELOW TEST LEVEL
1610 FOR J=40 TO 43:READ C$(J):NEXTJ
1620 DATA SCIENCE, SOCIAL STUDIES, FOREIGN LANGUAGE,
OTHER ACADEMIC
1630 DIM
S$(3):S$(1)="HI":S$(2)="MED":S$(3)="LO":S$(0)="MSG"
1640 'REM MAIN CHOICE LIST
1650 GOSUB850
:CLS:PRINT:PRINT" PROGRAM LOGCODE
MAIN CHOICE LIST":PRINT
1660 PRINTCH$(1);" = LABEL A NEW DATA FILE (NEW STUDENT)"
1670 PRINTCH$(2);" = INSEr
LOG BOOKLET(S)"
1680 PRINTCH$(3);" = MODIvi. LOG 800KLET"
1690 PRINTCH$(4);" = MODIFY DATA FILE HEADER INFO"
1700 PRINTCH$(5);" = RETRIEVE DATA FILE FROM DISK STORAGE"
1710 PRINTCH$(6);" = LIST DATA FILE TO PRINTER"
1720 eRINTCH$(7);" = LIST DATA FILE TO ScREEN"
1;30 PRINTCH$(8);" = SET UP AUXILLIARY PRINTER (HEATH OR DECWRITER)
":PRINT
1740 PRINT" ENTER CHOICE";:GOSUB200
:IF A$=P$ THErPRINT:PRINT" EXIT PROGRAM LO
,
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GCODE AND RETURN TO BASIC":END
1750 FOR L=1 TO 8: IF A$=CHS(L) THEN ON L GOSUB 1970 ,740
,630
,1770 ,1170 ,810
,990
,1370 :GOT01640
1760 NEXTL:GOSUB80
:GOT01640
1770 'MODIFY DF HEADER
1780 IF DEWNONE" THEN GOSUB210 :RETURN
1790 CLS:PRINT:PRINT"
INSERT/MODIFY DATA FILE HEADER":PRINT
1800 PRINT" SN = STUDENT NAME AND 'Dr
1810 PRINT" TN = TEACHER NAME AND IDit"
1820 PRINT" SC = SCHOOL NAME"
1830 PRINT" L = LIST HEADER INFO":PRINT
1840 PRINT" ENTER CHOICE";:GOSUB200
:IF A$=P$ THEN GOSUB 1920 :RETURN
1850 IF AWSN" THEN GOSUB 1870 ELSE IF A$="TN" THEN GOSUB
1890
ELSE IF A$="SC
" THEN GOSUB 1910 ELSE IF A$="L" THEN GOSUB 850
ELSE GOSUB80
1860 GOT01790
1870 PRINT:PRINT" ENTER STUDENT NAME";:GOSUB200 :SN$=A$
1880 PRINT:PRINT" ENTER STUDENT ID#"GOSUB200
:SI%=VkL(0):RETURN
1890 PRINT:PRINT" ENTER TEACHER NAME";:GOSUB200 :TN$=A$
1900 PRINT:PRINT" ENTER TEACHER ID#";:GOSUB200
:TI%=VAL(0):RETURN
1910 PRINT:PRINT" ENTER SCHOOL NAME";:GOSUB200
:SCS=AS:RETURN
1920 'CHECK ID'S, PACK, AND UPDATE ANY EXISTING RECORDS
1930 IF SI%<1 OR SI%>99 THEN PRINT:PRINTSI%;"
IS INVALID STUDENT
-- RE-ENTER
":GOSUB1880 :GOT01930
1940 IF TI%<1 OR Tt % >326 THEN PRINT:PRINTTI%;" IS
INVALID. TEACHER TO

R":GOSUB1900 :GOTO 1940

RE-ENTE

1950 ID%=FNPUTI%,SIU:IF ID%0DA%(1,1) THEN FOR J=1 TO NA%:DAUJ,1)=ID%:NEXTJ

1960 RETURN

1970 REM-TO LABEL ANEW DATA FILE XXXXX.YYYYYY
1980 GOSUB1250
1990 CLS:PRINT:PRINT"'INSTRUCTIONS ON LABELING":PRINT"
:PRINT
2000 PRINT" A DATA FILE NEEDS A UNIQUE LABEL IN ORDER TO IDENTIFY":PRINT"
IT FOR
SUBSEQUENT USE. THE LABEL, OR NAME, HAS TWO
PARTS":PRINT" SEPARATED BY A,PERIO
D.":PRINT
2010 PRINT" THE FIRST PART OF THE LABEL MUST BCONE
WORD CONSISTING":PRINT" OF N
0 MORE THAN 8 CHARACTERS, WITH NO EMBEDDED BLANKS":PRINT"
OR PERIODS OR SLASHES.
THE FIRST CHARACTER CANNOT BE"
2020 PRINT" A NUMBER.":PRINT:GOSUB140
11

2030 CLS: PRINT: PRINT

2040 PRINT" THE SECOND PART OF THE LABEL (AFTER
THE PERIOD) IS THE":PRINT" NAME
OF THE OBSERVATION SYSTEM WITH WHICH THE DATA FILE":PRINT"
IS TO BE ASSOCIATED.
THE TWO PARTS MUST RE SEPARATED"
2050 PRINT" BY A PERIOD. E.G., 'MARCH4.PROBING'
IS A VALID DATA":PRINT" FILE LA
BEL.
THE FIRST PART, MARCH4, UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES ":PLUNT"
THE DATA FILE, AND THE
REMAINDER INDICATES WHICH"
2060 PRINT" OBSERVATION SYSTEM IT BELONGS WITH.":PRINT:PRINT"
WHAT IS THE LABEL
FOR YOUR NEW DATA FILE ? " :GOSTTB 200

2070 IF LEFTS(AS,1)=P$ THEN RETURN ELSE
IF A$="" THEN 1990
2080 Z$=A$:GOSUB 2250 :IF CO%=-1 THEN 1990 :REM TO SPLIT
LABELINTO 2 PARTS
2090 GOSUB 2140 :IF CO%=-1 THEN 1990
i100 BS=ZS:CLS:PRINT" IS ";B$:" THE NEW LABEL YOU WANT
TO PERMANENTLY USE":PRINT
" FOR YOUR NEW DATA FILE?":GOSUB 200 :IF LEFT$(A$,1) =P$ THEN
RETURN ELSE IF A$=
"" THEN 2100
2110 IF LEFT$(A$,1) < > "Y" THEN 1990
2120

CF$=CX$:DF$=1$:NA%=0:SNWUNSPECIFIED":TIO=SNS:SCS=SN$:ID%=0:51%=0:TI%=0:D%
=0:GOSUB1770 :GOSUB 1020
2130 Fa=FC7.4.1:FLWC%)=DFS:GOSUB1300 :RETURN
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2140 REM-SUB TO TEST VALIDITY OP LABEL
FOR TRSDOS FILE NAME
2150 CO%=-1: IF LEN(A$)>8 THEW 2240
2160 I=ASC(MID$(A$,1,1)):IF I>=48 AND I<=57 THEN 2220
2170 FOR J=1 TO LEN(A$):B$=MID$(A$,J,1):I=ASC(BO:IF (0=48
AND I<=57) OR (I>=65
AND l<=90) THEN NEXT J ELSE GOTO 2230
2180 FOR J=1 TO FC%:I=INSTR(FL$(J),P$):IF I>0 THEN B$=MID$(FL$(J),1,1-1)
ELSE B$
=FL$(J)
2190 IF B$=A$ THEN 2210 ELSE NEXT J
2200 CO %= +1:PRINT:PRINT Z$;" IS A VALID AND UNIQUE FILE
LABEL.":PRINT:RETURN

2210
ARE
2220
TURN
2230
URN

CLS:PRINT:PRINT" A FILE WITH THIS LABEL ALREADY EXISTS
- DUPLICATES":PRINT"
NOT ALLOWED.":GOSUB140 :GOSUB1340 :RETURN
PRINT:PRINT" LABEL CANNOT BEGIN WITH A NUMBER
-":LEFT$(A$,1):GOSUB 140 :RE

PRINT:PRINT" LABEL HAS AN INVALID IMBEDDED
CHARACTER = ";B$:GOSUB 140

:RET

2240 PRINT:PRINT" LABEL HAS MORE THAN 8 CHARACTERS
- NOT ACCEPTABLE":GOSUB 140
:RETURN

2250 CO%=-1:FOR J=1 TO LEN(A$):IF MID$(A$,J,1)=P$ THEN 2260
ELSE NEXT J:PRINT"*
** INVALID LABEL *** PERIOD IS MISSING.":GOSUB 140 : RETURN
2260 CX$=MID$(A$,J+1,LEN(A0):A$=MIDCA$,1,J-1):FOR J=1 TO FC%:1F CX$=FLS(J)
THE
N 2270 ELSE NEXT J:PRINT" *** ERROR ***
";CX$;" WAS NOT FOUND IN YOUR CATALOG A
S ":PRINT" AN OBSERVATION SYSTEM LABELH:GOSUB 140
:RETURN
2270 CO%=1:PRINT:PRINTCX$;" IS A VALID OBSERVATION SYSTEM
LABEL.":RETURN

PROGRAM ALTCODE
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10 CLEAR 2500:GOT03580
20 LPRINT" *** E R R 0 R *** SEE SCREEN FOR DETAILS":RETURN
30 LPRINT DA$(J);" - ";TAB(34);DA(J);:IF PJ%(J)=0 THEN
LPRINT:RETURN
40 K=DA(J)-1:LPRINT " = ";PJ$(PJ %(J) +K):RETURN
50 A%=DA(PT%):GOSUB260
:A1$=LWA1%):A2$=IWA2%):A3$=FWA3%):LPRINTPT%-CT%;TA
B(4);"- ";Al$;" ";A2$;" ";A3$:L=1:GOSUB70
:L=2:GOSUB70
:RETURN
60 FOR J=0 TO
7:LMMJ,L)=0:IMMJ,L)=0:NEXTJ:FOR J=0 TO 2:FMUJ,L)=0:NEXTJ:RETURN

70
N

114%(A1%,L)=LMUA1%,L)+1:IMMA2%,L)=IMMA2%,L)+1:FMMA3%,L)=FMMA3%,L)+1:RETUR

80 CLS:PRINTTAB(12)" *** ALTOS IDENTIFICATION
DATA ***":RETURN
90 CLS:PRINTTAB(12)" *** ALTOS EDUCATIONAL. ACTIVITY DATA ***":RETURN
100 CLS:PRINTTAB(12)" *** REAL-TIME CODIWG
DATA ***":RETURN
110 CLS:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT" *** INVALID CHOICE
***":GOSUB150
:RETURN
120 GOSUB20
:PRINT" Iv** WARNING *** YOUR INVALID
ID
INFO
PREVENTS
YOU FROW:PR
INT" ENTERING ANY EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY
AND REAL-TIME CODING":PRINT" DATA":RETURN
130 PRINT" NOTE -- TO RETAIN AN ITEM'S PREVIOUS
VALID VALUE AND ":PRINT" SKIP TO
THE NEXT ITEM, PRESS <ENTER> ONLY.
OTHERWISE ":PRIaT" ENTER THE NEW VALUE FOR
THAT ITEM.":PRINT:RETURN
140 GOSUB20
:PRINT" *** WARNING *** YOUR INVALID
EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY INFO":PR
INT" PREVENTS YOU FROM ENTERING ANY
REAL-TIME CODES OR SAVING":PRINT" THIS EDUCA
TIONAL ACTIVITY INFO ON DISK":PRINT:RETURN
150 PRINTTAB(12);:INPUT " PRESS <ENTER>
KEY TO CONTINUE ...";A$:RETURN
160 GOSUB20
:PRINT:PRINT" NOTE -- YOU CANNOT CODE REAL-TIME
CODING DATA UNLESS
":PRINT" PRIMARY OR SECONDARY CONTENT IS READING OR MATH":PRINT:RETURN
170 PRINT:PRINT" NOTE -- ENTER ABBREVIATIONS
FOR CODES ONE LINE AT A TIME,":PRIN
T" NO SPACES -- E.G., EOAFTS <ENTER>":PRINT:RETURN
180 PRINT DA$(J); ":
";DA(J):RETURN
190 'READ A$
200 A$=NU$:1NPUT"
ENTER INFO (OR
TO EXIT)";A$:RETURN
210 A$=NO:PRINT:INPUT" DO YOU WANT TO MAKE
ANY CHANGES (Y/N)";A$:A$=LEFT$(A$,1)
:RETURN
220 'SPLIT A$ INTO 3 PRS
.

230

A1$7LEFTS(A$,2):A2$=M10(A$,3,2):A3$=RIGHT$(A$,2):RETURN
240 'SPLIT K
250 K=LEN(A$) :FOR I=1 TO K:DA(J+I-1)=VAL(MID$(A$,I,1));NEXTI:RETURN
260 'SPLIT A% INTO 3 DIGITS
270

Al%=INT(A%/100):A2%=INT((A%-A1%*100)/10):A3%=A%-A1%*100-A2%*10:RETURN
280 'SPLIT
A$ INTO 3 DIGITS
290

300
310
320
HEN
330
0

Al%=VAL(LEFT$(A$,1)):A2%=VAL(MID$(A$,2,1)):A3%=VAL(RIGHT$(A$,1)):RETURN
'PACK
A1,A2 & A3 INTO A%
A%=100*A1%+10*A2%+A3%:RETURN
PRINT:PRINT DA$(J);:GOSUB190 :IF DA(J)=0 THEN 330
ELSE IF LEFT$(A$,1)=P$ T
RETURN ELSE IF A$=NU$ THEN 340
DA(J)=VAL(A$):1F eJ=10) OR (J=20) THEN GOSUB 460
ELSE IF J=18 THEN GOSUB 49

340 GOSUB 350 :IF DA(J)=0 THEN 320
ELSE GOSUB 180
:RETURN
350 IF DA(J)=MV% THEN RETURN ELSE ON
J GOSUB 380
,400
,420

,420
,440
,400
,540
,640
,660
,680
,680
,680
,680
,680
,680
,680
,700
,720
,720
,6
80
,680
,680
,680
,680
,680
,680
,740
,740
,540
:RETURN

360 'ERROR IN ID/EAS
370 GOSUB20
:DA(J)=0:PRINT:PRINT" *** ERROR IN ";DA$(J);" ***
RE-ENTER":RETURN
380 'CHECK DATE

390 AS=RIGHTS(STWDA(J)),6):GOSUB220

:A1%=VAL(AlS):A2%=VAL(A2$):A3%=VAL(A3$):I
F (A1%>=1) AND (A1%<=12) AND (A2%>=1) AND
(A2%<=31) AND (A3%>80) THEN RETURN ELS
E GOSUB 360
:RETURN
400 'CHECK OBS# OR QpigeS SIZE
410 IF (DA(J)>0) AND (DA(J)<1000) THEN RETURN ELSE GOSUB 360
:RETURN
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420
CHECK TCH OR TS #
430 IF (DA(J)>0)
'

AND (DA(J)<1000) THEN RETURN ELSE GOSUB 360
:RETURN
'CLASS TYPE CHECK
IF (DA(J)>0) AND (DA(J)<5) THEN RETURN
ELSE GOSUB 360
:RETURN
FOR I=J+1 TO J+6:DA(I)=MV%:NEXTI:IF DA(J)=MV%
THEN RETURN ELSE GOSUB240
FOR I=J TO J+6:IF DA(I)=MV% THEN
RETURN ELSE IF (DA(I)>0) AND (DA(I)<8) THEN
480
ELSE GOSUB 360 :RETeRN
480 NEXTI:RETURN
490.DA(J+1)=MV%:IF DA(J)=MV% THEN RETURN
500 G0SUB240
:FOR I=J TO J+1:IF DA(I)=MV% THEN RETURN ELSE
IF (DA(I)>0) AND (DA
(t) <7) THEN 510 ELSE GOSUB360
:RETURN
510 NEXTI:RETURN
520 'SPLIT TIME
440
450
460
470

530

AU=INT(DA(J)/100):A2%=DA(J)A1%*100:RETURN

540 'CHECK BEGIN AND END OF ACTIVITY TIMES
550 GOSUB 520 :IF (A1%>0) AND (A1%<24)
AND (A2%>=0) AND (A2%<60)THEN GOSUB 570
:GOSUB 600
:RETURN
560 GOSUB 360 :RETURN
570 'CONVERT TO 24 HR CLOCK
580 IF (A1%>=1) AND (A1%<=6) THEN Al%=A1%+12
590 DA(j)=A1%*100+A2%:RETURN
600 'COMPUTE ALLOCATED TIME IF POSSIBLE
610 IF (DA(7)=0) OR (DA(29)=0) THEN RETURN
620 IF DA(7)>DA(29) THEN PRINT" *** START TIME
EXCEEDS STOP TIME ***";:GOSUB 360
:RETURN
630 K=J:J=29:GOSUB520
:DA(30)=A1%*60+A2%:J=7:GOSUB520 :J=K:DA(30)=DA(30)(A1%*
60+A2%):RETURN
640 'CHECK # OF STUDENTS IN SAME. ACTIVITY
650 IF (DA(J)>0) AND (DA(J)<=DA(6))
THEN RETURN ELSE GOSUB 360
:RETURN
660 'CHECK TS PACING
670 IF (DA(J)>0) AND (DA(J)<3)
THEN RETURN ELSE GOSUB 360 :RETURN
680 'CHECK TS ACTIVITY
690 IF (DA(J)>0) AND (DA(J)<8) THEN
RETURN ELSE GOSUB 360 :RETURN
700 'CHECK TASK DIFFICULTY
710 IF (DA(J)>0) AND (DA(J)<4)
THEN RETURN ELSE GOSUB 360 :RETURN
720 'CHECK TS IgST1UCTOR TYPE
730 IF (DA(J)>0) AND (DA(J)<7)
THEN RETURN ELSE GOSUB 360 :RETURN
74.0 'CONTENT CHECK
750 A=DA(J):IF ((A>9) AND (A<31)) OR ((A>39)
AND (A<43)) OR ((A>49) AND (A<59))
THEN RETURN ELSE GOSUB 360 :RETURN
760 'MAIN LEVEL
770 GOSUB980
780 CLS:PRINT:PRINTTAB(6)" ALTOS DATA ENTRY/MODIFICATION
PROGRAM ":PRINT
790 PRINT"
L = LABEL A NEW DATA FILE (FOR A DAY OF
DATA ON TS)"
800 PRINT"
I = INSERT DATA FOR NEW EDUCATIONAL
ACTIVITv
IES)"
810 PRINT"
M = MODIFY DATA ON OLD EDUCATIONAL
ACTIVITY(IES)"
820 PRINT"
PREVIOUSLY ENTERED AND SAVED ON DISK"
830 PRINT"
H = MODIFY PREVIOUSLY ENTERED DATA FILE
HEADER INFO"
840 PRINT"
R = RETRIEVE OLD DATA FILE FROM DISK STORAGE"
850 PRINT"
D = DELETE OLD DATA FILE FROM DISK STORAGE"
860 PRINT"
P = PRINT CONTENTS OF DATA FILE ON PAPER"
870 PRINT"
A = SET -UP AUXILLIARY PRINTER (HEATH OR
DECWRITER)":PRINT
880 GOSUB 190 :IF LEFTS(A$,1)=P$
THEN PRINT" EXIT ALTOS DATA ENTRY/MODIFICATION

PROGRAW:END

890 IF AWL" THEN GOSUB 4170 :GOT0760
900 IF A$ ="1" THEN GOSUB 2150 :GOTO 760
910 IF A$- "M" THEN GOSUB 2340 :GOTO 760

920 IF A$="H" THEN GOSUB 1170 :GOT0760
930 IF A$="R" THEN GOSU 2940 :GOTO 760
940 IF A$="D" THEN GO B 3000 :GOTO 760
950 IF A$="P" THEN vid°A
SUB3140 :GOT0760
960 IF A$="A" THEN GOSUB3470 :GOT0760
970 GOSUB110
:GOTO 780
980 'PRINT HEADER
990 CLS:PRINTTAB(12);" HEADER INFORMATION:":PRINT
1000 PRINT" OBSERVATION SYSTEM - ";CF$:PRINT" DATA
FILE NAME - ";DF$:PRINT:PRINT
" TOTAL # ACTIVITIES =";NA%;"
TRANSITION TIME,=";TR%:PRINT:PRINT" TARGET STUD
ENT NAME - ";TN$:PRINT" CODER NAME - ";CN$:PRINT" COMMENTS
- ";DC$
1010 PRINT:PRINT" DAY START TIME: ";DS;"
DAY END TIME: ";DE
1020 PRINT:PRINT:GOSUB150 :RETURN
i
1030 'ENTER DF HEADER
1040 CLS:PRINT" ENTER HEADER INFORMATION":PRINT
1050 PRINT" TN = TARGET STUDENT NAME"
1060 PRINT" CN = CODER NAME"
1070 PRINT" C = COMMENTS, IF ANY"
1080 PRINT" DS = DAY START AND END TIMES"
1090 PRINT" L = LIST HEADER INFO":PRINT:PRINT"
-- NOTE -- TO MODIFY HEADER, RE
-ENTER CHOICE":PRINT
1100 GOSUB190 :IF LEFT$(A$,1)=P$ THEN
RETURN ELSE IF A$=NU$ THEN 1040
1110 IF A$="TN" THEN PRINT:PRINT" WHAT IS THE
TARGET STUDENT NAME":GOSUB190 :TN
$=A$:GOT01040
1120 IF A$ = "CN" THEN PRINT:PRINT" WHAT IS THE
CODER NAME ":GOSUB190 :CN$=A$:GOT
01040
1130 IF A$="C" THEN PRINT:PRINT" WHEN ENTERING COMMENTS, DON'T
USE COMMAS, SEMIC
OLONS,":PRINT" OR COLONS ":GOSUB190 :DC$=A$:GOT01040
1140 IF A$="L" THEN GOSUB 980 :GOT01040
1150 IF A$="DS" THEN J=7:GOSUB320
:DS=DA(J):J=29:GOSUB320
:DE=DA(J):GOT01040
1160 GOSUB110 :GOT01040
1170 'MODIFY .DF HEADER
1180 IF DF$="NONE" THEN PRINT" YOU MUST LABEL DATA
FILE FIRST":GOSUB150
:RETURN
1190 GOSUB1030 :IF NA%>0 THEN GOSUB 2530 ELSEGOSUB2640
12200 RETURN

1210
1220
1230
1240
1250
1260

"TRANSFER DF TO DA
K=(AN%-1)*SL%:FOR J=1 TO SII:DA(J)=DF(K+J):NEXTJ:RETURN
'ENTER OR MODIFY ID INFO
IE%=0:CLS:PRINT"
ENTER OR MODIFY ID INFO":PRINT:GOSUB130
FOR J=1 TO 6:GOSUB320 :IF LEFT$(A$,1)=P$ THEN 1270
NEXTJ:GOSUB 210
:IF A$="Y" THEN 1250
1270 PRINT:PRINT".,... PERFORMING ERROR CHECK ON ID INFG ...":PRINT
1280 FOR J=1 TO 6:GOSUB 350 :IF DA(J)=0 THEN GOSUB
320
:IF LEFTS(A$,1)=P$ THEN
1300
1290
1300
1310
1320
1330

NEXTJ:RETURN
IE%=1:GOSUB 120
:RETURN
'INSERT/MODIFY EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY INFO
IF IE%<>0 THEN GOSUB 120
GOSUB 1280 :IF IE%<>0 THEN RETURN
1340 EE %= O:CLS:PRINT" ENTER OR MODIFY EDUCATIONAL

1350
1360
1370
1380
1390
1400

ACTIVITY INFO":PRINT:GOSUB 130

'BEGIN TIME, NS, PACING, TS ACTIVITY 1-7
FOR J=7 TO 10:GOSUB 320.. :IF LEFT$(A$,1)=P$ THEN 1460
NEXT J
'TASK DIFFICULTY AND TS INSTRUCTOR 1-2
FOR J=17 TO 18:GOSUB 320 :IF LEFT$(A$,1)=P$ THEN 1460
NEXT J

1410 'INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY 1-7
1420 J=20:GOSUB 320
:IF LEFT$(A$,1.=e THEN 1460
-1430 'CONTENT 1-2 AND END TIME
1440 FOR J=27 TO 29:GOSUB 320
:IF LEFT$(A$,1)=P$ THEN 1460
1450 NEXTJ:GOSUB 210 :IF A$="Y" THEN 1350
1460 'CHECK EDUC ACTIVITY INFO
1470 PRINT:PRINT" ... PERFORMING ERROR CHECK ON EDUCATIONAL
ACTIVITY INFO ..4:P
RINT
1480 FOR J=7 TO 29:GOSUB 350 :IF DA(J)=0 THEN GOSUB 320
:IF LEFT$(A$,1)=P$ THE
N 1500
1490 NEXTJ:RETURN
1500 EE%=1:GOSUB 140 :RETURN
1510 'READ LINE OF CODES
1520 L =PT % -CT% :PRINT" LINE";L;
1530 GOSUB 190
:IF LEFT$(A$,1)=P$ THEN RETURN ELSE IF A$=NU$ AND L>1 THEN 1620
1540 GOSUB 220 :A1%=0:A2%=0:A3%4:FOR J=1 TO
7:IF Al$=LM$(J) THEN 1560
1550 NEXTJ:GOTO 1630
1560 Al%=J:FOR J=0 TO 7:IF A2$=IM$(J) THEN 1580
1570 NEXTJ:GOTO 1630
1580 A2%=J:FOR J=0 TO 2:IF A3$=FM$(.1) THEN 1600
1590 NEXTJ:GOTO 1630
°1600 A3%=J:REM IF (A1$=LM$(6)) AND (A2$0IM$(0))
THEN 1560
1610 IF (A2$=IM$(0)) AND (A3SOFM$(0)) THEN 1630
1620 GOSUB 300
:DA(PT%)=A%:REtURN
1630 GOSUB20
:PRINT" *** ERROR IN. CODES *** RE-ENTER":GOTO 1520
1640 'INSERT REAL-TIME CODES
1650 IF DA(CT%)>=(NR%-2) THEN GOSUB20
:PRINT" DATA ARRAY FULL -- YOU NEED TO S
TART A NEW ACTIVITY":PRINT" WITH DUPLICATE ID AND EDUCATIONAL
ACTIVITY INFO IN":
PRINT" ORDER TO ADD SOME MORE REAL-TIME CODES":GOSUB 150
:RETURN
1660 PT%=CB%+DA(CT%):GOSUB 1510 :IF LEFT$(A$,1)=P$
THEN RETURN ELSE DA(CT%)=DA(C
T%)+1:GOTO 1650
1670 'CHANGE REAL-TIME CODES
1680 PRINT:PRINT" LINE # TO CHANGE":GOSUB190 :IF LEFT$(A$,1)=P$
THEN RETURN
1690 PT%=VAL(A$)+CT%:IF (PTUCB%) OR (PT % >(CT % +DA(CT
%))) THEN GOSUB20
:PRINT"
*** INVALID LINE # ***":GOTO 1680
1700 GOSUB 1890 :PRINT:PRINT" NOW ENTER CHANGE IF ABOVE
LINE IS TO BE CORRECTED"
1710 GOSUB 1510 :IF LEFT$(A$,1)=P$ THEN
RETURN ELSE PRINT " -- CHANCE DONE --":G
OSUB 1890 :GOTO 1680
1720 'DELETE REAL-TIME CODES
1730 IF DA(CT%)=0 THEN PRINT " SORRY, NO
CODES ARE AVAILABLE TO DELETE":GOSUB 15
0
:RETURN
1740 PRINT:PRINT" ENTER LINE # TO DELETE
-- NOTE, IF YOU PLAN TO DELETE SEVERAL"
:PRINT" LINES, BE SURE.TO ENTER THE LARGEST LINE NUMBER
FIRST,":PRINT" THE NEXT
LARGEST SECOND, ETC., SO THAT THE LOWER LINE":PRINT"
NUMBERS ARE UNAFFECTED."
1750 GOSUB 190 :IF LEFT$(A$,1)=P$ THEN RETURN
1760 PT%=VAL(A$)+CT%
1770 IF (PT%<CB%) OR (PT%>(CT%+DA(CT%))) THEN GOSUB20
:PRINT:PRINT" *** INVALI
D LINE #":GOTO 1730
1780 GOSUB 1890 :PRINT" IS THIS THE LINE YOU WISH
TO DELETE?":GOSUB 190
:IF LEF
TS(A$,1)=P$ THEN RETURN ELSE IF LEFT$(A$,1)<>"Y" THEN 1730
1790 FOR J=PT% TO
(CT%+DA(CT%)-1):DA(J)=DA(J+1):NEXTJ:DA(CT%+DACCTU)=0:DA(CT%)=
DA(CT%)-1:PRINT" *** DELETE DONE ***":GOTO 1730
1800 'LIST ID AND EAS DATA
1810 GOSUB80
:FOR J=1 0 6:GOSUB 180
:NEXTJ:GOSUB150
1320 GOSUB90
:FOR J=7 0 19:GOSUB180
:NEXTJ:GOSUB150
1830 GOSUB90
:FOR J=20 TO 30:GOSUB180
:NEXTJ:GOSUB150 :RETURN
1840 'LIST RTC DATA
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1850 GOSUB100
:PRINTDACCT%-1);DA(CT%-1):PRINTDACCT%);DA(CT%):PRINT
1860 K=CT%-1.DA(CTU:FOR I=CB% TO K STEP 12:FOR J=I
TO I+11:IF J>K THEN 1880
1870 PT%=J:GOSUB1890 :NEXTJ:GOSUB150
:NEXTI
1880 GOSUB150 :RETURN
1890 'PRINT CODE LINE
1900 A%=DA(PT%):GOSUB260
:A1$=LWA1%):A2$=IWA2%):A3$=FMCA3%)
1910 PRINT" LINE -";PT%-CT%;" ";Al$;" ";A2$;" ";A3$:RETURN
1920 'REAL-TIME CODING
1930 'CHECK ID & EAS VALIDITY
1940 IF IE%<>0 THEN GOSUB120
:GOSUB1280 :IF IE%<>0 THEN RETURN
1950 IF EE%<>0 THEN GOSUB140
:GOSUB1480 :IF EE%<>0 THEN RETURN
1960 'CHECK TO MAKE SURE READING OR MATH CODED
1970 IF (DA(27)>30) OR (DA(27)=MV%) THEN IF (DA(28)>30)
OR (DA(28)=MVUTHEN GOSU
B 160
:RETURN
1980 CLS:PRINT" ENTER NEW REAL-TIME CODING INFO:":GOTO
2010
1990 PRINT:PRINTDA$(CT%-1);" (HHMM)":GOSUB190
:J=CT%-l:DA(J)=VAL(A$):GOSUB 520
:IF (A1%>0) AND (A1%<24) AND (A2%>=0) AND (A2%<60)
THEN GOSUB570 ELSE GOSUB 36
0
:GOTO 1990
2000 PRINT DAS<CT%-1) ;DA(CT%-1):GOSUB 210
:IF A$="Y" THEN GOTO 1990 ELSE RETURN
2010 GOSUB1990 :GOSUB170 :GOSUB 1640 :GOSUB210
:IF A$<>"Y" THEN RETURN
2020 'MODIFY RTC
2030 CLS:PRINT:PRINT" MODIFY REAL-TIME CODES:":PRINT
2040 PRINT" I = INSERT A LINE OF CODES"
2050 PRINT" C = CHANGE .A LINE OF CODES"
2060 PRINT" D = DELETE A LINE OF CODES"
2070 PRINT" T = CHANGE TIME STARTED FOR REAL-TIME CODING"
2080 PRINT" L = LIST THE REAL-TIME CODES":PRINT
2090 GOSUB190 :IF A$="1" THEN GOSUB 1640 :GOTO 2020
2100 IF A$="C" THEN GOSUB 1670 :GOTO 2020
2110 IF A$="D" THEN GOSUB 1720 :GOTO 2020
2120 IF A$="L" THEN GOSUB 1840 :GOTO 2020
2130 IF A$="T" THEN GOSUB 1990 :GOTO 2020
2144 IF LEFT$(A$,1)=P$ THEN RETURN ELSE GOSUB110
:GOT02020
2150 'INSERT NEW ACTIVITY INTO DATA FILE
2160 IF DF$="NONE" THEN GOSUB 4170
2170 CLS:PRINT"
INSERT A NEW ACTIVITY INTO ";DF$:PRINT
2180 PRINT" ID = ENTER NEW IDENTIFICATION
INFO OR MODIFY LAST ID"
2190 PRINT" EAS = SAME ID AS BEFORE; ENTER NEW
ED. ACTIVITY INFO & SAVE"
2200 PRINT" RTC = SAME ID AS BEFORE; ENTER NEW
ED. ACTIVITY INFO"
2210 PRINT"
AND REAL-TIME CODES AND SAVE"
2220 PRINT"LIST = LIST CONTENTS OF CURRENT ID, ED. ACTIVITY, AND"
2230 PRINT"
REAL-TIME CODES"
2240 GOSUB190
:IF NA%>(AM%-1) THEN GOSUB20
PRINT" *** ACTIVITY MAX REACHED
*** DATA FILE FULL":GOSUB150
:RETURN
2250 IF AWID" THEN GOSUB 1230 :GOTO 2150
2260 IF A$="EAS" THEN 2300
2270 IF A$="RTC" THEN 2320
2280 IF A$="LIST" THEN GOSUB 1800 :GOSUB 1840 :GOTO 2150
2290 IF LEFTS(A$,1)=13$ THEN RETURN ELSE GOSUB110
:GOTO 2150
2300 FOR J=7 TO SL%:DA(J)=0:NEXTJ:GOSUB 1310 :IF (IE%=0)
AND (LE%=0) THEN NAZ=NA
%4.1:AN%=NA%:GOSUB 2500
2310 GOTO 2150
2320 FOR J=7 TO SL%:DA(J)=0:NEXTJ:GOSUB 1310 :IF (IE%=0) AND (Ea=0)
THEN GOSUB
1920 :NA%=NA%41:AN%=NAX:GOSUB2500
2330 GOTO 2150
2340 'MODIFY AN OLD ACTIVITY
2350 IF DF$="NONE" THEN GOSUB 2940
:
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2360 COSUB2840 :IF LEFTS(A$,1)=13$ THEN RETURN ELSE GOSUB1210
2370 CLS:PRINTTAB(12)" MODIFY AN OLD ACTIVITY:":PRINT
2380 PRINT" MID = MODIFY ID INFO FOR THIS ACTIVITY"
2390 PRINT" MEAS = MODIFY ED. ACTIVITY INFO FOR THIS ACTIVITY"
2400 PRINT" MRTC = MODIFY REAL-TIME CODING DATA FOR THIS ACTIVITY"
2410 PRINT" LIST = LIST ID, ED. ACTIVITY, AND REAL-TIME CODING INFO"
2420 PRINT" DACT = PERMANENTLY DELETE THIS ACTIVITY FROM DISK STORAGE"
2430 PRINT:GOSUB190 :IF LEFTS(A$,1)=P$ THEN PRINT:PRINT" *** DO YOU WANT YOUR M
ODIFICATIONS OF THIS ACTIV1TY":PRINT" PERMANENTLY SAVED ON DISK (Y/N)":GOSUB190
:IF A$ < > "Y "THEN RETURN ELSE GOSUB2500 :RETURN
2440 IF A$="MID" THEN GOSUB1230 :GOT02370
2450 IF AWMEAS" THEN GOSUB 1310 :GOT02370
2460 IF AWMRTC" THEN GOSUB 2020 :GOT02370
2470 IF A$="LIST" THEN GOSUB1800 :GOSUB1840 :GOT02370
2480 IF A$="DACT" THEN GOSUB 2880 :RETURN
2490 GOSUB110 :GOT02370
2500 'TRANSFER DA TO DF
2510 K=SL%*(AN%-1):IF K>AM%*SL%-SL% THEN PRINT" ERROR AT 3510 --SEE TED":END
2520 FOR J=1TOSU:DF(J#K)=DA(J):NEXTJ
2530 'ORDER ACTIVITIES IN DF
2540 FOR J=1 TO
NAZ:BE(J)=DF(SLP(J-1)+7):EN(J)=DF(SLP(J.1)+29):RW)=J:NEXTJ:I
F NA%=1 THEN 2620
2550 FOR I=1 TO (NA%-1):FOR J=1 TO (NA%-I):IF BE(J)>BE(J+1) THENA=BE(J):BE(J)=BE

(J+1):BE(J+1)=A:A=EN(J):EN(J)=EN(J+1):EN(J+1)=A:Al%=RUJ):RUJ)=0,(J +1):RUJ+1)=
A1%
2560 NEXTJ:NEXTI
2570 'COMPUTE TRANSITION TIME AND CHECK FOR OVERLAP
2580 TR%=0:SE%=0:FOR J=1 TO (NA%-1):IF BE(J)>EN(J) THEN GOSUB20
:PRINT" *** SE
QUENCE ERROR *** START TIME.EXCEEDS STOP TIME FOR":PRINT" ACTIVITY #";R%(J);"
S
TART= ";BE(J);"
STOP=";EN(J):SE%=SE%+1
2590 IF EN(J)>BE(J+1)THEN GOSUB20
:PRINT" *** OVERLAPPING ACTIVITIES ERROR ***
ACTIVITY #";RUJ):PRINT" ENDSAT";EN(J);" BUT ACTIVITY #";RUJ+1);" BEGINS AT";
BE(J+1):SE%=SE%+1
2600 NEXTJ
2610 IF SE%>0 THEN PRINT:PRINT" THESE ERRORS PREVENT SAVING YOUR DATA FILE ON DI
SK.":PRINT" YOU MUST RECTIFY THESE ERRORS BY MODIFYING IT.":PRINT:GOSUB150 :RET
URN

2620 DA(7)=DS:DA(29)=DE:GOSUB630 :TR%=DA(30):FOR J=1 TO
NA%:TR%=TRZ-DF(100*(J-1
)+30):NEXTJ
2630 GOSUB 2640 :RETURN
2640 'WRITE DF TO DISK
2650 PRINT:PRINT" ... NOW SAVING ";DF$;" ON DISK ...":PRINT
2660

OPEN"0",1,DMPRINT#1,DMPRINT#1,CF$:PRINT#1,NA%:PRINT#1,DS:PRINT#1,DE:PRI
NT#1,TRZ:PRINT#1,TNS:PRINT#1,CN$:PRINT#1,DMIF NA%<=0 THEN GOTO 2710
2670 FOR J=1 TO NAZ:K=SLP(RUJ)-1):FOR I=K+1 TO K+CII:PRINT#1,DF(I):NEXTI
2680 IF DF(K+CT%)=0 THEN 2700
2690 FOR I=(K+CB%) TO (K+CT%+DF(K+CTU):PRINT#1,DF(I):NEXTI

2700 NEXTJ
2710 CLOSE: RETURN
2720 'READ DF FROM DISK
27 30 'FOR J=1 TO AMPSL%:DF(J)=0:NEXTJ:ON ERROR GOTO 3880
2740 ON ERROR GOTO 2820
2750 OPEN"I",1,DF$:INPUT#1,A$:INPUT#1,B$:IF (A$ODFS) THEN PRINT" *** NOT A VAL
ID ALTOS FILE ***":GOSUB 150 :GOTO 2800
2760

CF$=B$:INPUT#1,NA%:INPUT#1,DS:INPUT#1,DE:INPUT#1,TR%:INPUT#1,TMINPUT#1,CN
$:INPUT41,DMIF NA%<=0 THEN GOTO 2800
2770 FOR J=1 TO NA%:K=SL%*(J-1):FOR I=K+1 TO K+CT%:IF EOF(1) THEN 2810
ELSE INPU

T#1,DF(I).NEXTI:IF DF(K+CT%)=0 THEN 2790
2780 FOR I=(K+CB%) TO (K+CT%+DF(K+CT%)):IF EOF(1) THEN 2830 ELSE INPUT#1,DF(I):N
EXTI
2790 NEXTJ
2800 CLOSE:ON ERROR GOTO 3550 :RETURN
2810 NA%=J-1:PRINT" EOF PREMATURELY ENCOUNTERED AFTER
ACTIVITY #";NA%:PRINT" DAT
A HAVE BEEN
AFTER THIS ACTIVITY.":GOSUBI50 :GOT02800
2820 ON ER
GO
3550 :IF ERR/2053 THEN 3550 ELSE PRINT " FILE NOT FOUND":RE
SUME 2800
2830 PRINT" EOF ENCOUNTERED IN DATA FILE -- SEE TED":GOSUBI50
:GOT02800
2840 'FIND AN ACTIVITY
2850 PRINT:PRINT" SPECIFY THE TIME STARTED FOR THE ED.
ACTIVITY YOU":PRINT" WANT
TO FIND ":GOSUB190 :IF LEFT$(A$,1)=P$ THEN
RETURN ELSE IF A$=NU$ THEN 2850
2860 A%=VAL(A$):FOR J=I TO NA%:IF A%=DF((J-1)*S1A+7) THEN AN%=J:RETURN
2870 NEXTJ:PRINT:PRINT" TIME NOT FOUND -- USE 24 HR.
NOTATION FOR P.M. HRS.":GOT.
0 2850
2880 'DELETE A SUBFILE IF DF
2890 GOSUB 1800 :GOSUB1840
2900 PRINT:PRINT" ARE YOU SURE THIS IS THE ACTIVITY
YOU WANTITO DELETE ? ":GOSUBI9
0
:IF LEFT$(A$,1)<>"Y" THEN RETURN
2910 IF AN%=NA% THEN 2930
2920 FOR J=AN% TO NA%:K=SL%*(J-1):FOR I=1 TO SL%:DF(K+I)=DF(K+I+SL%):NEXTI:NEXTJ
2930 NA%=NA%-l:PRINT:PRINT" ** ACTIVITY DELETED ***":GOSUB 2530 :RETURN
2940 'FIND A DF
2950 GOSUB 3020
2960 GOSUB3110 :PRINT:PRINT" WHAT IS THE NAME OF THE DATA
FILE YOU WANT TO RETRI
EVE?":GOSUB190 :IF LEFT$(A$,1)=P$ THEN RETURN ELSE IF A$=NU$ THEN 2960
2970 FOR J=1 TO FC%:IF A$=FL$(J) THEN 2990
2980 NEXTJ:PRINT" FILE NOT FOUND IN CATALOG":GOSUB150
:GOT02960
2990 DF$=A$:GOSUB 2720 :RETURN
3000 'DELETE A DF
3010 PRINT" HERE IS WHERE DELETE GOES":GOSUB150 :RETURN
3020 'READ FILELIST
3030 ON ERROR GOTO 3060 :FC%=0:0PEN"I",1,"FILELIST":FOR J=1
TO MF%:IF EOF(1) THE
,
N 3050
3040 INPUT #1,FL$(J):FC % =FC % +1:NEXTJ

3050 CLOSE:ON ERROR GOTO 3550 :RETURN
3060 ON ERROR GOTO 3550 :IF ERR/2053 THEN 3550
ELSE PRINT" FILELIST NOT FOUND"
:RESUME 3050
3070 'WRITE FILELIST TO DISK
3080 OPEN"0''11,"FILELISnFOR J=1 TO FC %: IF FL$(J)="0" THEN 3100
3090 PRINT #1,FL$(J)

3100 NEXTJ:CLOSE:RETURN
3110 'PRINT FILELIST
3120,CLS:PRINT" TOTAL # OF FILES =";FC%:PRINT:PRINT"
CATALOG OF EXISTING OBSERVA
TION SYSTEM/DATA FILES:":PRINT
3130 FOR J=1 TO FC% STEP24:FOR I=J TO J+23 STEP4:PRINTFL$(0,FLCI+1),FL$(1,4-2),F
L$(1+3):NEXTI:PRINT:GOSUB150
:NEXTJ:RETURN
3140 'PRINT DF
3150 LPRINT CHR$(12):POKE &HFC05,0
3160 L=2:GOSUB60
:GOSUB3320 :FOR I=1 TO NA%:AN%=I:GOSUB1210 :GOSUB3190
3170 GOSUB3230 :IF DA(CT%)>0 THEN GOSUB 3290
3180 NEXTI:L=2:GOSUB3370 :RETURN
3190 'PRINT ID
3200 LPRINTCR$:LPR1NT" ******* IDENTIFICATION DATA ";STRING$(35,"*"):LPRINTCR$:F
OR J=1 TO 6:IF DA(J)>0 IHENGOSUB30
:GOT03220
32i) LPRINTDA$(J);" -";TAB(34);DA(J);" ----MISSING DATA----"

29A

3220 NEXTJ: LPRINTCR$: RETURN
3230 PRINT EAS
3240 LPRINTCR$ : LPRINT" ****** EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY DATA ******
LPRINTCR$

ACTIVITY #" ;AN%:

3250 FOR J=7 TO 30: IF DA(J)>0 THEN GOSUB 30
: GOT03280
3260 IF (J=28 )0R(J=19 )0R( (J>20)AND(J<=26 ))0R( (J>10 )AND(J<=16 )) THEN 3280
3270 LPRINT DA$ (J) ; " - "; TAB( 34 ) ; DA(J); " ----MISSING DATA----"
3280 NEXTJ: RETURN

3290 'PRINT RTC DATA
3300 L=1 : GOSUB60
:LPRINTCR$ : LPR INT" ****** REAL -TIME CODING DATA ****** AC TIV I
TY V ;AN%:1PRINTCR$ : LPRINT DAS(CT%-1 ); DA(CT%-1) : LPRINT DAS (CT%) ; DA(CT%) : LPRINTCR
3310 K=CT%+DA(CT%): FOR J=CB% TO K: PT%=J: GOSUB50
3320 ' PRINT HEADER

:NEXTJ: L=1 : GOSUB3370 :RETURN

3330 LPRINTCR$ ,CR$
3340 LPRINT" OBSERVATION SYSTEM - " ;CF$: LPRINT" DATA FILE NAME - ";DF$: LPRINTCR$
: LPRINT" TOTAL # OF ACTIVITIES =" ;NA%; "
TRANSITION TIME =" ; TR%: LPRINTCR$: LPRI
NT" TARGET STUDENT NAME - "; TN$: LPRINT" CODER NAME - ";CN$:12RINT"
COMMENTS - " ;
DC$

3350 LPRINTCR$ : LPR INT" DAY START TIME : " ;DS ; "
DAY END TIME: " ;DE
3360 LPRINTCR$: RETURN
3370 'PRINT RTC SUMMARY
3380
: LPRINT" *** REAL-TIME CATEGORY SUMMARY ***" : LPRINTCR$

3390 IF L=1 THEN LPRINT TAB( 10 );" (FOR THIS ACTIVITY)"
3400 IF L=2 THEN LPRINT TAB( 10 ) ; "(FOR ALL ACTIVITIES )"

3410 LPRINTCR$ : LPRINT TAB( 7 )" FREQUENCY" ; TAB( 22); "PERCENT"
3420 LPRINT TAB( 7 ) ; "- ------- --" ; TAB( 22 ) "
" . LPRINTCR$
3430 TC%=0: FOR J=1 TO 7: TC%=TC%+LM%(J,L) NEXTJ: IF TC%=0 THEN LPRINT"
--- NO REAL
-TIME CODES THIS DAY --- ":RETURN
3440 FOR J=1 TO 7: LPRINT LM$(J);TAB( 10); LM%(J,L) ;TAB( 21 )
; (I.M%(J,L)/TC%)*100 :NEXT

J: LPRINTCR$

3450 FOR J=0 TO 7: LPRINT IM$ (J);TAB(10 ); IMUJ,L) ;TAB(21 ) ; ( IMUJ,L) /TC%)*100 : NEXT

J: LPRINTCR$

3460 FOR J;.--0 TO 2: LPRINT FM$ (J); TABOO ); FM%(J,L) ; TAB( 21 ) ; (FM%(,J,L)/TC%)*100 : NEXT

J: LPRINTCR$ : RETURN

3470 'USE AUX. PRINTER
3480 CLS: PRINT: PRINT" IS THE AUXILLIARY PRINTER HOOKED UP TO THE RS-232 AND POWE
R ON ?" :GOSUB190 :IF LEFTS (A$ ,1)<>"Y" THEN RETURN

3490 POKE &HFC00 , 72
3500 POKE &HFC01 , 60 : POKE &HFCO2 , 6 : POKE &HFC04 ,0: POKE &HFC05 ,
0: POKE &HFC06 ,0: POKE
&HFC07,0:POKE 16421 ,2:POKE 16422 , 9: POKE 16423 ,252
3510 PRINT: PRINT" CHECK THE AUXILLIARY PRINTER FOR A
MESSAGE... ": LPRINT" *** AUX
ILLIARY PRINTER READY ***": LPRINT CHR$ (12 )

35 20 RETURN

3530 LPRINT" CONTENTS OF DF": FOR J=1 TO NAPSL%: LPRINT .1;"-"; DF (J) : NEXTJ: END
3540 LPRINT" CONTENTS OF DA": FOR J=1 TO SLY.: LPRINT J; "-" ; DAM: NEXTJ: END
3550 CLOSE: PRINT"ERRORIA" ; ( (ERR/2)+1) ;" AT" ; ER L: PRINT" (SUB 1
IF>49 )"
3560 IF ERR/2=61 THEN PRINT" *** WARNING *** THIS ERROR MEANS THAT YOUR DISK IS
FULL.": PR INT" YOU CANNOT CREATE ANY MORE FILES ON THIS DISK " : PRINT" YOU CAN, HO

MODIFY EXISTING ONES . " : END
35 70 END
3580 ON ERROR GOTO 3550 : CF$="NONE": DF$="NONE": LC$="CODE":NC$="CARTLO":
DWUNSPE
CIF LED"
3590 CW$=D$: TN$=D$: DC$=D$
3600 MF%=48: P$=" .": AM%=25 : CR$=CHR$ (13 ) : NI%=6: NE%=24: NR%=70: NU$="":
MV%=-99: CT%=32
:CB%=33: AN%=0:NA%=0: SL%=100 : DIM DA(SL%) DA$ (CT%) ,DF(SLX*AM%) BE(AM%)
,EN( AM%) ,RU
WEVER ,

AM%),FL$(MF%),P.1%(30),PJ$(87),LM$(7),IM$(7),FM$(2),LMV7,2),IMV7,2),FM%(2,2)

3610 DEFINT I-L
3620 FOR J= 1 TO CT%:READ DA$(J):NEXTJ
3630 DATA OBSERVATION DATE (MMDDYY)
3640 DATA OBSERVER #
3650 DATA TEACHER #
3660 DATA TARGET STUDENT #
3670 DATA CLASS TYPE (1
4)
3680 DATA CLASS SIZE (1 - 999)
3690 DATA TIME STARTED (HHMM)
3700 DATA # STUDENTS IN SAME ACTIVITY
3710 DATA TS PACING
3720 DATA TS ACTIVITY (1 - 7)
3730 DATA TS ACTIVITY -2ND
3740 DATA TS ACTIVITY -3RD
3750 DATA TS ACTIVITY -4TH
3760 DATA TS ACTIVITY -5TH
3770 DATA TS ACTIVITY -6TH
3780 DATA TS ACTIVITY -7TH
3790 DATA TS TASK DIFFICULTY (1 - 3)
3800 DATA TS INSTRUCTOR (1 - 6)
3810 DATA TS INSTRUCTOR (EXTRA)
3820 DATA INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY (1 - 7)
3830 DATA INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY -2ND
3840 DATA INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY,-3RD
3850 DATA INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY -4TH
3860 DATA INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY -5TH
3870 DATA INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY -6TH
3880 DATA INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY -7TH
3890 DATA CURRICULUM COVENT - PRIMARY
3900 DATA CURRICULUM CONTENT - SECONDARY
3910 DATA TIME STOPPED (HHMM)
3920 DATA ALLOCATED TIME (MIN'S)
3930 DATA TIME STARTED REAL-TIME CODING
3940 DATA # OF REAL-TIME CODES.
3950 FOR J=1 TO 7:READ IM$(J):NEXTJ
3960 DATA EW,E0,EC,ED,NI,NW,NO
3970 FOR J=0 TO 7:READ IM$(J):NEXTJ
3980 DATA NUAM,AF,AQ,XN,XP,SD,TF
3990 FOR J=0 TO 2:READ FM$(J):NEXTJ
4000 DATA NU0TS,GR
4010 FOR J=1 TO 30:READ PJ%(J):NEXTJ
4020 DATA 0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,5,7
4030 DATA 7,7,7,7,7,7014,17,17,23
4040 DATA 23,23,23,23,23,23,30,30,0,0
4050 FOR J=1 TO 87:READ PJ$(J):NEXTJ
4060 DATA REGULAR,RESOURCE,SELF-CONTAINED,OTHER
4070 DATA SELF-PACED,OTHER-PACED
4080 DATA ORAL READING,SILENT
READING,RECITING0LISTENING,DISCUSSING,WRITING,OTHE
R

4090 DATA EASY,MEDI.UM, HARD, TEACHER ,PEER,AIDE,SELF - INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS,TEACHI

NG MACHINE,NO INSTRUCTOR
4100 DATA
LECTURING,DISCUSSING,PROMPTINC,MODELING/DEMO,TESTING,PPERVISING,OTHER
4110 DATA UD,UD,UD,UD,UD,UD,UD,UD,UD
4120 DATA DECODING/PHONICS,WORD STRUCTURE,WORD
MEANING,COMPREHENSION,READING PRA
CTICE,SPELLING,GRAMMAR,COMPOSITION/CREATIVE WRITING,READING RELATED-OTHER,READIN
G BELOW TEST LEVEL
4130 DATA ADDITION/SUBTRACTION-NO
REGROUPING,ADDITION/SUBTRACTION-REGROUPING,COM

PUTATIONAL TRANSFER,PLACE

VALUE/NUMERALS,MULTIPLICATIONIDIVISION,FRACTIONS/DECIM
ALS,SPATIAL APPLICTION,VERBAL APPLICATION,MATH RELATED-OTHER,MATH BELOW TEST LEV
EL

4140 DATA RUD,UD,UD,UD,UD,UD,UD,UD
4150 DATA PHYSICAL/BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES,SOCIAL SCIENCES,FOREIGN LANGUAGEIUD,UD,UD
,UD,UD,UD,UD,ART,MUSIC,TECHNOLOGICAL ARTS,PHYSICAL EDUCATION,PERCEPTUAL DEVELOPM
ENTIMANAGEMENT/PROCEDURAL,RECREATION/BREAK,PERSONAL EXPERIENCES/FEELINGS,OTHER
4160 GOT0760
4170 REM-TO LABEL A NEW DATA FILE XXXXX.YYYYYY
4180 GOSUB3020
4190 CLS:7RINT:PRINT" INSTRUCTIONS ON LABELING":PRINT"
11

4200 PRINT" A DATA FILE NEEDS A UNIQUE LABEL IN ORDER TO
IDENTIFY":PRINT' IT FOR
SUBSEQUENT USE.
THE LABEL, OR NAME, HAS TWO PARTS":PRINT" SEPARATED BY A PERIO
D.":PRINT'
4210 PRINT" THE FIRST PART OF THE LABEL MUST BE ONE WORD
CONSISTING":PRINT" OF N
0 MORE THAN 8 CHARACTERS, WITH NO EMBEDDED BLANKS":PRINT" OR PERIODS
OR SLASHES.
THE FIRST CHARACTER CANNOT BE"
4220 PRINT" A NUMBER.":PRINT:GOSUB150
4230 CLS:PRINT:PRINT
4240 PRINT" THE SECOND PART OF THE LABEL (AFTER THE PERIOD) IS THE":PRINT" NAME
OF THE OBSERVATION SYSTEM WITH WHICH THE DATA FILE ":PRINT" IS TO BE ASSOCIATED.
THE TWO PARTS MUST BE SEPARATED"
4250 PRINT" BY A PERIOD. E.G., 'MARCH4.PROBING' IS A VALID DATA":PRINT"
FILE LA
BEL.
THE FIRST PART, MARCH4, UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES":PRINT" THE DATA FILE, AND THE
REMAINDER INDICATES WHICH"
4260 PRINT" OBSERVATION SYSTEM IT BELONGS WITH.":PRINT:PRINT" WHAT IS THE LABEL
FOR YOUR NEW DATA FILE?":GOSUB 190
4270 IF LEFTS(A$,1)=P$ THEN RETURN ELSE IF A$="" THEN 4190
4280 ZS=AS:GOSUB 4450 :IF C0=-1 THEN 4190 :REM TO SPLIT LABELINTO 2 PARTS
4290 GOSUB 4340 :IF CO%=-1 THEN 4190
4300 BS=ZS:CLS:PRINT" IS ";B$;" THE NEW LABEL YOU WANT TO PERMANENTLY
USE":PRINT
" FOR YOUR NEW DATA FILE?":GOSUB 190 :IF LEFT$(A$,1)=P$ THEN RETURN
ELSE IF A$=
"" THEN 4300
4310 IF LEFT$(A$,1)<>"Y" THEN 4190
4320
CF$=CMDFSpZ$:NA%=0:TR%=0:TNWUNSPECIFIED":CN$=TNS:DC$=TN$:DS=0:DE=0:GOSU
B1030 :GOSUB 2640

4330
4340
4350
4360
4370
AND
4380

FC%=FC%+1:FO(FC%)=DFS:GOSUB3070 :RETURN
REM-SUB TO TEST VALIDITY OF LABEL FOR TRSDOS FILE NAME
CO%=-1:IF LEN(A$)>8 THEN 4440
I=ASC(MID$(A$,1,1)):IF I>=48 AND I<=57 THEN 4420
FOR J=1 Tb LEN(A$):B$=MIDCA$,J,1):I=ASC(B$):IF
(I>=48 AND I<=57) OR (I>=65
I<=90) THEN NEXT J ELSE GOTO 4430
FOR J=1 TO Fc%:I=INSTR(80(J),P$):IF I>0 ,THEN 11$=MIO(FL$(J),1,I-1)
ELSE B$

=FL$(J)
4390 IF B$=A$ THEN 4410 ELSE NEXT J
4400 CO%=+1:PRINT:PRINT Z$;" IS A VALID AND UNIQUE FILE LABEL.":PRINT:RETURN
4410 CLS:PRINT:PRINT" A FILE WITH THIS LABEL ALREADY EXISTS
DUPLICATES":PRINT"
ARE NOT ALLOWED.":GOSUB150 :GOSUB3110 :RETURN
4420 PRINT: PRINT" LABEL CANNOT BEGIN WITH A NUMBER -";LEFTS(A$,1):GOSUB 150 :RE
TURN
430 PRINT: PRINT" LABEL HAS AN INVALID IMBEDDED CHARACTER = ";BS:GOSUB 150
:RET
URN

4440 PRINT:PRINT" LABEL HAS MORE THAN 8 CHARACTERS - NOT ACCEPTABLE":GOSUB 150
:RETURN

4450 CO%=-1:FOR J=1 TO LEN(A$):IF MID$(A$,J,1)=P$ THEN 4460
** INVALID LABEL *** PERIOD IS MISSING.":GOSUB 150 :RETURN

ELSE NEXT J:PRINT"*

4460 CX$=MIO(A$,J+1,LEN(0)):A$=MID$(A$,1,J-1):FOR J=1 TO FC%:IF CX$=FL$(J) THE
N 4470 ELSE NEXT J:PRINT" *** ERROR *** ";CX$;" WAS NOT FOUND IN YOUR CATALOG
A
S":PRINT" AN OBSERVATION SYSTEM LABEL":GOSUB 150 :RETURN
4470 Ca=1:PRINT:PRINTCX$;" IS A VALID OBSERVATION SYSTEM LABEL.":RETURN

1

SAMPLE DATA FILL

C

OBSERVATION SYSTEM - ALTOS
DATA FILE NAME - M12501.ALTOS
TOTAL # OF ACTIVITIES = 16

s

C

TRANSITION TIME = 21

TARGET 'STUDENT NAME - TINA
CODER NAME .r. C.. K. FOREMAN

COMMENTS - UNSPECIFIED
DAY END TIME: 1400

CIA',' -:TART TIME: 827

******* IDENTIFICATION DATA **4444*******************************
OBSERVATION DATE (MMDDYY)
OBSERVER # TEACHER # TARGET STUDENT # CLASS TYPE (1 - 4)
CLASS SIZE (1 - 999

31281
4
11
1

= SELF-CONTAINED

3
12

***** EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY DATA ******
TIME STARTED

:it STUDENTS IN SAME ACTIVITY

TS PACING
TS ACTIVITY <1

1

877

-

is i

ACTIVITY #

7)

12
2
= OTHER-PACED

= LISTENING
= EASY
= NO INSTRUCTOR
6
6
SUPERVISING
58 = OTHER
4

"F2: TASK DIFFICULTY <1 -

.80

)

TS INSTRUCTOR (1 - 6) INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY (1 - 7) CURRICULUM CONTENT ". PRIMARY
TIME STOPPED KHHMM) ALLOCATED TIME <MIN'S) -

1

.840

13

***** IDENTIFICATION DATA **********v*******44****************
OBSERVATION DATE (MMDDYY)
OBSERVER 0
TEACHER #

Z1281
4
11

TMGET STUDENT # = SELF-CONTAINED

CLASS TYPE (1 ,IZE (1 - 999) -

12

wf*::* EDUCATIONAL ACTIOITY DATA ******
TIME STARTED <HHMM)
STUDCHTS TN SAME ACTIVITY
T: PACING
,....

ACTIVITY (1 - f.) -

7: 1":CTIVITY -2ND

T.ISK DIFFICULTY <1 7: INSTRUCTOR (1
1E0
IH:7.TFACTOR ACTIVITY (1 - 7)
'%:RRICULI,IN CONTENT

PRIMARY

ACTIVITY t

840
10

SELF-PACED
WRITING
SILENT READING
1
EASY
= HO INSTRUCTOR
SUPERVISING
10
DECODING/PHONICS
1

TIME ZTOPPED (HHMM) -

851

prdirreiTcrl Ttoc emmoc:%1 -

11

303

L

2

C

**,v*** REAL-TIME CODING DATA ****** ACTIVITY # 2
TIME alTARTED REAL-TIME CODING P40
# OF REAL-TIME CODES 12
1

ED SD GR
ED SD GR

3

EW
EW
EW
EW

4

NU
NU
NU
NU

NU.
NU
NU
NU
NU
NU
NU
NU
NU
OR

EI.'i NU

ELI NU
8
9
EC NU
10 - EU, NU
11

NO NU

12 - ELI ZD

REAL-TIME CATEGORY SUMMARY

***

FOR THIS ACTIVITY)
FREOUENCY

PERCENT

0
0

66.6667

Egli

t

E0
E:
ED

0
;-,

.1.-..,..-,

0.,,...:...:,

1

2

16.6667

NI

n

W

0

6
0
ks...........;

NU
AN

75

::::1 i

9
0
0
0
0

.:F

;,":)

1 -1

..,

.-.=
...i

,

n

0

T.

0

t...i
O.

,--.

-..

:.'1F
...

HU

0
!.3

Ci
Ci

-.=

,J,...

4....1

,;:w.',*(4=v IDENTIFICATION DATA

*********W************************

C:IER))ATION DATE 011HDDYY)

51201

TEaMER *

14

TARGET :TUDEHT *
LASS TYPE
7127

1

1
)

-

999) -

4

w OTHER

11

304
4.:***** EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY DATA ******

ACTIVITY # 3

851

--

(HAMM)

STARTED

TIME

11

OTHER-PACED

=

RECITING

=

ORAL

READING

=

'T';

"

ACTIVITY

(1

-

7)

ACTIVITY

-2ND

-

=

MEDIUM TEACHER

=

-

3)
-

TS

TASK

DIFFICULTY

T'S

INSTRUCTOR

(1

-

(I 6)

-

PROMPTING

=

-

7)
-

INSTRUCTOR

MODELING/DEMO

=

-2ND

INSTRUCTOR

ACTIVITY ACTIVITY

(1

-

GRAMMAR

=

CURRICULUM

CONTENT

-

PRIMARY

-

2 3 1 2 1 3 4 16

-

"1"':

PACING

ACTIUM

SAME

IN

STUDENTS

#

909

7

4HHMM)

STOPPED

TIME

18

(MIWS)

TIME

ALLOCATED

ti
#

ACTIVITY

*****

DATA

CODING

REAL-TIME

,m***

851

CODING

REAL-TIME

STARTED

TIME

19

CODES

REAL-TIME

OF

t

OR

GR

SC:'

OF.: OF:

SD SD SD

GR OR

OF.:

NU TS OR OR OR OR

OF:

nr.,4

OR OR OR OR OR
AO AO AO NU AF AF AO AF AF AQ AO AF AQ AQ

ED ED ED ED EU EU EU EC EO FC E0 ED EC EO EC EC EO ED EO
*Oa.

:**

SUMMARY

CATEGORY

REAL-TIME

ACTIVITY)

THIS

FOR

PERCEHT

FREQUENCY

0

47.7684 26.3150

tai

3.26:16

10

47.3684

U

305

cI

21.0526

4

.Z.

TF

0

NU
TS
GR

1

0

5.26316
5.26316
69.4737

1

17

******* IDENTIFICATION DATA ***********************************
tr.

OBSERVATION DATE (MMDDYY)
OBSERVER # TEACHER #
TARGET-STUDENT # 4)
CLASS TYPE (1
CLASS SIZE (1 - 999)

IMO

OMB

f:,,t.:**

31281
4
11
1

3 = SELF-CONTAINED
12

EDUCATIONAL .ACTIVITY DATA ****** "ACTIUITY #.4

TIME STARTED (HHHM) STUDENTS IN SAME ACTIVITY
TS PACING
TS ACTIVITY (1 - 7)
TS TASK DIFFICULTY (1 - 3)
TS INSTRUCTOR (1 - 6)
IHSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY (1 -.7)
LURRICULUM CONTENT - PRIMARY TIME STOPPED (HHMM)
4I

ALLOCATED TIME (IWS)

me*

910
-99
-99
-99
-99
99
-!.99

99
lo2n
70

--MISSING DATA---MISSING DATA---MISSING DATA---MISSING DATA-MISSING DATA--MISSING DATA---MISSING DATA--

**** IDENTIFICATION DATA ***********************************
ODSERUATION DATE (MMDDYY)
OBSERVER # TEACHER #
TARGET STUDENT #
CLA'S'S TYPE (1 - 4)

CLASS SIZE (1

7
=1, SELF-CONTAINED
12

me*

999)

:.0**** EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY DATA . *:0-1:uv

TIME STARTED (HHM) # STUDENTS IN SAME ACTIVITY
TS PACING
TS ACTIVITY Ki
IS ACTIVITY -2ND 7
Tf TASK DIFFICULTY (1
6) TS IHSTRUCTOR <I
7)
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY (I
PRIHARY
CjRPICULUM CONTENT
TIH2 :TOPPED (HHHH)
LLOCATED TIME
OM.

REAL-TIME CODING DATA
STARTED REAL-TINE CODING
r.S REAL-TIME CODES 29

;;

i

ED SD TS

ACTIVITY # 5

1020
1
1

=

SELF-PAED

OPAL READING
6
= WRITING
2
= MEDIUM
= AIDE.
= PROMPTING
13 = COMPREHENSION
1

,.,

10741

:0

ACTIVITY #

306

F5

5

BEST COPY
AVAILABLE

EU AF
EU AF

C

4

C

... EU AF TS
EU AF TS

- ED AF TS
- ED AF TS

C

EU

TS

FIF

E0 AF
10

ED

11

EU AM TS
ED AF TS

12

AP TS

Aft TZ--,

14 - I1LI NU HU
:I Cr

C

"."

MO NU NU

EU AM TS

16

17 AF TS
10- ED SD Tc
J.
a

,774

20
21
+:»

:".1"r

2.4

-

AF TC
E0 AF TS
AN TS
EU AM TS

E

' NIA
- HO

NU NU
NU NU

EO HU HU

- HO HU NU
YO.

HU HU
Li HU
HU NU

REAL-TINE CATEGORY SUMMARY

***

(FOR THIS ACTIVITY)
FREMENCI
1

10

PERCENT

3. 44828
62. 069
U

lo. -Z448
3. 4 4 132
3414 a
1

:

1 CI 3448
HU
.'.,..1
f

i

1;17.

F,

31. 034.5
17* 2414

13

44. G.:276

...7.4

.

.

.

_

, .,

;

LI

Tr
HU

T:.
C;F::

rj

0
n

;,3

0

9
2C
0

C

31.0345
68. 9655
0

DENT I F I CPiT 1 oti DATA :44:+41:44*+:44:04v_

00014********40~0.0***.

OBSERVATION DATE (MMDDYY)
OBSERVER 4 TEACHER *
TARGET STUDENT 0
CLASS TYPE <1
4

31281
4
11
1

CLA'7;

= SELF-CONTAINED

3

MOO

'7IZE (1 - 999)

12

,** EDUC ATIONAL ACTIVITY DATA ******
TIME STARTED (HHMM)
0 STUDENTS IN SAME ACTIVITY
TS PACING
TS ACTIVITY (1 - 7) TS TASK DIFFICULTY (1
3)
INSTRUCTOR--(-1----7
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY (1 - 7)
CURRICULUM CONTENT - PRIMARY
TINE STOPPED (HHMM) ALLOCATED TIME (MIWS)

=NO

ACTIVITY #

105n
-99 ----MISSING DATA----99 ----MISSING DATA----99 ----MISSING DATA--

----MISSING DATA--

-913!.

-99 77MISSING DATA--99
DAT Ft--99 --MISSING DATA
1135
45

******. IDENTIFICATION DATA ****:********$**********************
OBSERVATION DATE (MMDDYY)
OBSERVER # -.
TEACHER #
TA RGET STUDENT 0 4) CLASS TYPE (1
CLASS SIZE (1 - 999) .

31201
4
11
1

='SELF-CONTAINED

3
12

ACTIVITY # 7

.****** EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY DATfl

TIME STARTED (HHMM)
STUDENTS IN SAME ACTIVITY
TS PACING
TS, ACTIVITY (1 - 7)
HD T'S ACTIVITY
TS ACTIVITY 7-3RD T'S TASK DIFFICULTY (1 6) TS INSTRUCTOR (1
7) INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY (1
PRIMARY
CURRICULUM CONTENT

1137
1

1
1

2
2
6
6
12

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

SELF-PACED
ORAL READING
SILENT-READDNG
WRITING
MEDIUM
NO INSTRUCTOR
SUPERVISING
WORD MEANING

TIME STOPPED (HHi'U

ALLOCATED TIME (HIWS)
"CEAL-TIME (LODEIG DATn *1.:***

10

ACTIOITY #

T:HE STFIRTED REAL-TIME CODLIG 1137
OF REAL-14,1HE CODES 10

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

308

1M -

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

ECi NU HU

Fe.EFIL-TIME CATEGORY SUMMARY

***

FOR THIS ACTIVITY)
FREQUENCY

C

PERCENT

EW
EO
EC
ED

1

10

NI

1

10

NW
NO

0

i

I

1.

t7i Fr

1

10.

C:

1

10

60
20
Ii

0
7n

C

0
0

Li

0
Ci

11U

7

T3
GP

Ct

in
30
0

IDENTIFICATION DATA
ODSERVATION DATE (MMDDYY)
OUSERVER 0
TEACHER 4
TARGET STUDENT 4 CLASS TYPE (1
4) LAS."; SIZE (1
599)

********************************4:**
31281
4
11

.....

1

3 = SELF-CONTAINED
12

4.,1.,T*v EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY DA'TA ****4.:*

1147

.TiNE 7TAPTED (HHMM)
',:TUDENTS IN SAME ACTIVITY

rACING TS ACTIVITY (1 - 7)

--

TA ,H. DIFFICULTY (1

7: :=UCTOR (1

3)

6

L=UCTOR ACTIVITY (1 - 7)
c.:...TRICULUM COHTENT

ACTIVITY # 8

PRIHARY

;c,i1 :TOPPED (HHMM)

TIME (MI'S)

12

2 = OTHER-PACED
-99 ----MISSING DATA--99 ----MISSING DATA--99 ----MISSING DATA---

= SUPERVISING
56
= RECREATION/BREAK
1225
30

r,r1.1.41.,wv IDENTIFICATION DATA :4. :w.141:*T******4:*****:*4:***************.

=E:JATION DATE (MMDDYY)
OD:ERVER 4 TEACHER # inRGET STUDENT #

712'31
4
11
1

309

C.

L

CL.:1SS TYPE (1

4)

CLASS SIZE (1

999)

SELFCONTAINED
1"'

.r* *** EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY DATA *****
TIME STARTED'(HHMM)
# STUDENTS IN SAME ACTIVITY
TS PACING
TS ACTIVITY (1
7)

ACTIVITY # 9

1230
1
1

= SELFPACED

= WRITING
= SILENT READING
1
= EASY
6
= NO INSTRUCTOR
6
= SUPERVISING
10
= DECODING/PHONICS

TS ACTIVITY 2ND

6
2

TS TASK DIFFICULTY (1
TS INSTRUCTOR (1
6)
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY (1
7)
PRIMARY
CURRICULUM CONTENT
TIME STOPPED (HHMM)
ALLOCATED TIME (MIN'S)

7

1237

**** REALTIME CODING DATA ****** ACTIVITY # 9
TIME STARTED REALTIME-CODING 1230
# OF REALTINE CODES 8
1

EC: NU

Ni...i

EW U U
HO U HU
EI.d U HU

5
1.;

7

ED SE.' TS

EW HU HU
FW NU NU

** REFLTIME CATEGORY SUMMARY ***
.:FOR THIS ACTIVITY)

FRECOjENC

EW....t0
ED
EC
ED

1
l

:II

0

kO

1

.-ii

11.:

,;i
7

0
12.5
12.5
n
-$ IT'
1 .4. r ...1
4

0

a

n
0

0

i;.1

1

-17

1,7.,7F.

0

1

1:17

PERCENT

0
ci

CI

0

7

re,

1

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

12. r

12.5

310

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
9

****1.:** IDENTIFICATION DATA ***********************************

OBSERVATION DATE (MMDDYY)
OBSERVER * -

31281
4

TEACHER 44 -

11

TARGET STUDENT # -

1

CLASS TYPE (1 - ) -

SELF-CONTAINED

CLASS SIZE (1 - 999)

12

****** EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY DATA ******
TIME STARTED (HHMM) 44 STUDENTS IN SAME.ACTIVITY
TS PACING TS ACTIVITY (1 - 7)
T
ACTIVITY -2ND T3 Tr :T.< DIFFICULTY (1 -

ACTIVITY # 10

1239
MM.

1

= SELF-PACED
= SILENT READING
6 = WRITING
1
EASY
6
= NO INSTRUCTOR
6 = SUPERVISING
13 = COMPREHENSION
1242
1

2
-

T.3 INSTRUCTOR (1 -'6) INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY (1 - 7)
CURRICULUM CONTENT - PRIMARY TINE STOPPED'(HHMM) ALLOCATED TIME (MIN'S)

4..**** REAL-TIME CODING DATA

ACTIVITY # 10

'PINE STARTED REAL-TIME CODING
* OF REAL-TIME CG ES 4

EC NU NU

EOM NU
C.1

EW NU NU
EW NU NU

*** REAL-TIME CATEGORY

'SIjI"fl

**

(FOR THIS ACTIVITY)

FREQUENCY
EW
EO
EC

2

F'ERC:EHT

517.1

1
1

25

0,1
[:0

0
0
0
0

HU

4

.100

0
0

0

HI

ICI

ICI

0
0

TF

Iii

4

311

C
10

TS
GR,

******* IDENTIFICATION DATA ***********************************

C

OBSERVATION DATE (MMDDYY)

31281

OBSERVER ft

4

TEACHER #
TARGET STUDENT # CLASS TYPE (1
4)
CLASS SIZE (1
999)

11
1

3

= SELFCONTAINED

12

***** EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY DATA ******
TIME STARTED (HHNM)
e STUDENTS IN SAME ACTIVITY
TS PACING
TS ACTIVITY (1
7)

TS ACTIVITY 2ND
TS TASK DIFFICULTY (1
TS INSTRUCTOR (1
6)
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY (1
7)
CURRICULUM CONTENT
PRIMARY
TIME STOPPED (HHMM)
ALLOCATED TIME (MIN'S)

ACTIVITY # 11

C

1243
1
1

= SELFPACED

ORAL READING
6 = WRITING
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TEACHING STRATEGIES FOR INCREASING
ACADEMIC LEARNING TIME AND
STUDENT ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT
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Bloomington, Indiana
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INTRODUCTION

Recently, a substantial number of educational studies have sought to identi-

fy activities which significantly Impact on student achievement.

The results of

these studies have produced virtual universal agreement that Academic Learning

Time (ALT) is one of the most significant determinants of student achievement.

ALT refers generally to the tirne'students spend actively engaged in academic
tasks which they complete with high success. It contains three components that
have been found to be highly related to student achievement: 1) Amount of time

allocated to instruction, 2) Amount of time that students are actually engaged

in academic activities, and 3) Amount of time that students are engaged in
academic activities completed with high success.

Allocated time. The amount of time allocated by a school district and/or a

teacher for instruction has been found to be an important predictor of student
achievement.

Some studies have demonstrated that the length of the school day

and Vie length of the school calendar influence student achievement.

Other

studies have found that the more time that a teacher allocates to a subject
matter area, the greater the level of student achievement. Further studies have

systematically examined the amount of time that is actually allocated for instruction in typical classrooms. The results indicated that in selected second
grade classrooms 57% of the school day was allocated to academic activities,
with 24% devoted to non-academic subjects such as music, art, affective and
physical education, and the remaining 19% was spent in transitional activities.

Fifth grade pupils had 60%,( /of their time allocated to academic activities, 23%

to non-academic activities, and 17% to transitional activities. This information
suggests that ruoin. exists for increasing the amount of time that is allocated for
instruction.

We also know that, should this occur, it

achievement will increase.
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is

likely that student

-2Engagement time. The second component of ALT is the proportion of allo-

cated time that students, are actively engaged in academic tasks.
Student engagement time was found to be even more highly related to student achievement

than allocated time.

These results suggest that students who pay attention to

and work more on academic tasks are also those who learn more.

Studies that

have examined the amount of time that students are engaged during the .school
day have reported-results ranging from 40 to 80%. Information reported by most
authorities suggests that at least 80% engagement is optimum for most students.
Success time.

demic tasks.

The final component of ALT is student success rate on aca-

Studies have clearly indicated that theomore time that students

spend on tasks which they complete with high success, the greater their level of
achieVement. These studies reveal that pupils who spend more than half of their

time on high success tasks (i.e., tasks on which students attain accuracy scores

of 80% or higher) also attain higher achievement test scores, mailtain their
knowledge longer, and have more positive attitudes toward learning.
Such re-

sults suggest that learning basic skills in the elementary grades
requires students to experience success on assigned tasks and to thoroughly
master skills.
Academic success and skill mastery depend very heavily upon accurate in-

structional programming. Studies

ha

t' demonstrated that high student achieve-

ment is related :o teacher ability to accurately assess students' academic
skills
and to provide appropriate and adequate instructional activities.
A:though, on

the surface, this observation represents nothing new
-- practitioners have forever
diagnosed students' needs and prescribed instruction--successful
results. depend
on the manner in which the assessment, programming and instruction
are conducted. The most compelling evidence
indicates that, to maximize a student's

success on a particular academic task, a teacher should first
assess a student's
ability to perform the task, provide materials or procedures

to directly teach it,

-3and then regularly monitor student progreg on the task. Such systems provide
feedback to students regarding their performance, as well

;)

the teacher

concerning the effectim ess of the instructional programs.
Question: Given

le above information, what can you as a teacher specifi-

cally do to increase the academic achievement of the students in your classroom? Answer: Read the subsequent sections of this manual for specific sugges-

tions on how to increase student academic achievement.

_4_

TEACHING STRATEGIES THAT INCREASE
STUDENT ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT

What can you, the teacher, do to increase student academic achievement in
your classroom?

Studies conducted in thousands of classrooms in the U.S. have

identified a number of specific things that more effective teachers do that
are
associated with greater academic achievement:

- 'Spend more- time on academic subjects,
- Evoke more student attention to academic tasks,

- Provide more direct academic instruction,

- Provide more academic activities in which students experience high task
success.

In many ways these four areas overlap and are Mterrelated.
sage is clear from the educational studies over the last decade:

But the mes-

Wiat is not

taught and attended to in academic areas is not learned. Teachers who are task

oriented and determined that their students learn are more effective.

We now want to discuss in concrete terms what it is that these effective
teachers do. Hopefully, none of these recommendations will
surprise you. As you

read, think about your classroom and students.
these things do

I

frequently do in my classroom?

that would increase my teaching effectiveness?"
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Ask yourself, "How many of
What could I do clifferlyndy.c4

-5SPEND MORE TIME ON ACADEMIC
SUBJECTS

Your immediate response may be, "But
my daily schedule is already full.
How can I allocate more time for academic
subjects?". Before we try to answer
this question, consider this: Studies show that the
more time spent and the more

content covered in a subject matter area, the more students
achieve in that
content area. This should not be surprising.
But what is surprising is the
tremendous variability in the amount of time that teachers
allocate to various
content areas. In some elementary
classrooms, for example, students were observed to spend an average of less than
one minute RE day in reading instruction, compared to other, classrooms where students
spent an average of more
than two and a half hours ks. day! Sounds incredible,
but that's what
was ob-

served. Of course, these are extreme cases.
One strategy for allocating more time to academics is for
a teacher to look
at the difference between scheduled time and
allocated time. For example, a
teacher may schedule math from 11:00 a.m. to 11:40 a.m. each
day (40 minutes
per day). However, by the time the kids arrive from
their physical education

class and get settled, the math activity doesn't
really get started until about
11:10.

Subtract 10 minutes. During the lesson,
several students become disruptive and start pencil jabbing. The teacher stops them and interrupts
the class to

give a short lecture on the dangers of pencil
jabbing. subtract 5 more minutes.
Then, by about 11:30 most of the rtudents
have finished the math assignment.
The teacher tells them, "Since it's so close to lunch time,
you have 10 minutes

of free time." Subtract 10 more minutes.
In this example, which is probably not atypical, forty minutes
were scheduled for math, but only 15 minutes were actually spent in math instruction.
This

example also illustrates three causes of decreased instruction
time:

\.

-6I) Time spent in transition between activities,
2)

Time spent disciplining or managing student misbehavior,

3) Time students spend waiting during a scheduled activity.

Without changing your schedule, you can increase time spent in academic
content areas by decreasing total transition time, student misbehavior and stu-

dent wait time. You can also increase time spent in specific academic content
areas by scheduling more time for those subjects.
1. Transition time. In our studies we found that students spent an average

of about 45 minutes per day in total transition time. This is the time that accumulates during the school day between the end of one activity and the begin,.

ing of the next activity. In some classrooms there was as little as 25 minutes of
transition time on a given day, and in others as much as 90 minutes. Of course,
some transition time is inevitable.

PROJECT ONE: Here's a little project for you to do: Make a copy of your

weekly schedule of activities, including lunch, recess, collecting lunch money,
taking attendance, etc., as well as the usual subject areas such as read.ng, spel-

ling, math, science, social studies, art, music, and P.E.

For one week, write

down on your schedule the exact clock times that each activity actually begins
and ends. An activity begins when your students actually start dealing, with the

directions or substance of the..learning activity. Likewise, an activity ends when

your students actually stop dealing with the content of the learning activity.
Keep a record of these activity start and stop times for a week.

At the end of

the week, add up the time intervals between activities (i.e., transition time).
.Divide by five to get the average amount of transition time per day.

J..
If you're like most teachers when you complete PROJECT ONE, you may be

surprised at how quickly transition time accumulates. Think of it 'this way: If
you can decrease transition time by 15 minutes per day, then over the course of
a 180-day school year, you will have 45 more hours to spend on instruction.

How can you reduce transition time? There are many ways. Here are two:

Make sure that all necessary lesson materials and supplies are assembled
beforehand and are near at hand for both you and your students.

Start an activity promptly. Don't wait for stragglers. At first some "foot
draggers" may miss out on the beginning of a lesson, but they'll soon get
the message that you mean business.

Some teachers feel that transitions between activities provide respite for
students--i.e., "break time".

We agree that some break time is necessary, since

it is unrealistic for students to concentrate continuously all day long. In elementary schools, morning and afternoon recesses and lunch help fulfill the need
for break time. However, when the transition time between school and classroom

activities which accumulates during the day becomes greater than the time
spent on an important academic subject area, a teacher should evaluate ways of

reducing transition time and increasing instructional time.
2. Time spent disciplining,. Obviously, the more student off-task behavior

there is, and the rnpre time you need to spend disciplining or managing it, the
less time' there is available for instruction and learning. There are hundreds of
methods of dealing with misbehavior, but research has not shown any method to

be always superior to all others. In a famous study by Jacob Kounin, he discov-

ered that the specific type of classroom behavior management technique was

not nearly as important as its correct targeting and timing. He coined a term,

"withitness", to describe teacher disciplining which has correct targeting and
timing. Withitness promotes high student task involvement and minimal misbeha-

vior. Teachers who are "withit" continually monitor their classrooms for potenti-

-8al behavior problems, and they communicate to their students that they know
what's going on.

If there is a misbehavior, a "withit" teacher correctly identi-

fies misbehaving students (correct targeting) and deals with

it

immediately

(correct timing).
Teachers ,who make target errors may discipline the "wrong" student (one
who is innocent, an onlooker, or an imitator), or deal with a less serious misbe-

havior when a more serious misbehavior is occurring.

A timing error occurs

when the misbehavior "spreads" to other students or increases in seriousness
before the teacher does something about it.

Thus, one effective way to ininimize student misbehavior is to be "withit" in
classroom behavior management.

When less student misbehavior occurs, more

time can be spent on the content of the lesson.
Another method, which has successfully increased the amount of appropriate

student behavior, and diminished inappropriate- behavior, is to praise 'students

periodically for paying attention and for behaving appropriately. For example, a
teacher might periodically look around the classroom while conducting a reading

group to identify and verbally praise students who are behaving appropriately.

This practice has two distinct advantages. First, it rJvides teacher attention
to students who are behaving appropriately, thus reinforcing that behavior, and

This.

secondly, those students are presented as socially .acceptable models for other

members of the class to emulate.
3.

Time students spend waiting. In our study students were observed

to

spend an average total of about 19 minutes per 'day waiting during activities.
means thu

ey were either finished with their work early, or they_could

not continue working because they were waiting on the teacher or someone else

in order to continue. Over the course of a 180-day school year, that acds up to

-9approximately 55 hours spent waiting. Note that wait time does not include time

spent in transition between activities.
Of course, some student waiting is inevitable. For example, if a student is
stuck
on an assignment and needs help, it may be serveral minutes before you
oRP

can get free to help that student. On the other hand, when some tu/lents finish
an assignment early, you can simply prepare in advance similar additional work

for those faster working students.

You could have a folder or file of "bonus"

assignments or "challengers" that students know they can do if they finish the
original assignment early. If possible, these extra tasks should be clearly related

to the objectives of the original assignment.
Another common examp(e of student wait time occurs when elementary stu-

dents stand in line at the teacher's desk waiting to get their papers graded. A
couple of ways you can decrease this kind of wait time is to: 1) Provide answer
sheets so that students can correct their own papers after they are finished. 2)

Correct papersafterwards as a group activity (and you can spot check answer
sheets occasionally).
cheating.

Students can exchange papers if you're concerned about

Needless to say, these strategies will not be suitable for some assign-

ments, but you can decrease wait time using these strategies on assigninents
which are suitable.

4. Scheduling. You should not overlook the possibility of scheduling more
time for certain kinds of academic activites. Of course, there will be trade-offs
in time scheduled for other activities, since the total amount of time per day is
fixed by school hours.

For example, scheduling 10 more minutes per day for

reading instruction adds up to 30 extra hours of time allocated to reading over

the ourw of a school year. You might think that, when allocated time is increased, student attention will tend to decrease. Studios have shown, however,
that this does not generally happen. When time allocated to a particular content
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- 10 area is increased,' total student engagement time in

that content area also

increases.

Another way to beef up your schedule is to include, for exainple,

more

reading, writing, and math related activities in other subject areas, such as

science and social studies. Students can get practice in the basic skills while

they are learning other content as well.
Summary.

You can increase the amount of time spent in instruction on

academic content areas by:
- Reducing transition time between activities,

- Decreasing student misbehavior and time spent disciplining,

- Decreasing student wait time during activities,
- Increasing time scheduled for those, content areas.

EVOKE MORE STUDENT ATTENTION TO ACADEMIC TASKS

Even though you have maximized allocated instructional time, some students

may have relatively low task engagement rates. For example, Jimmy may pay

attention about 60% of the time, whereas Sally is usually on-task 80% of the
time.

These task engagement rates are not uncommon. On the average, most

students pay attention to academic learning activities between 70 and 75% of
the tune.
Studies have shown that 'increased student engagement time in academic
content areas is associated with greater achievement in those areas.

Again, it

doesn't take long for small differences in daily engagement time to add up. For
example, suppose you have scheduled and spend 90 minutes in reading instruc-

tion per day. If a student is engaged 70% of the time, his/her engagement time
in reading is 70% X 90 minutes, or 63 minutes per day on the average. If that

same student were to increase his/her engagement rate to 80%, then total engagement Aline would be 72 minutes per day. You may say, "Nine more minutes

of student engagement per day doesn't sound like much." But consider that this

is equivalent to 27 more hours of student -engagement time in reading over the
cour:.1 of a school year. Looking at it another way, at a 70% engagement rate,

about 5 extra weeks of school would be required to equal the total amount of
engagement time a child would accrue at an 80% engagement rate during the
normal school year.

What can you do to increase student attention? Of course, some factors are

often beyond your direct control, such as student motivation to learn, student
fatigue (duo to not enough sleep, poor diet or health, low blood sligdr), the humidity and temperature in the classroom, etc.
control, however:
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There are other things you cdn

- 12 Praising students for appropriate behavior,

Being "withit",
Doing more groupwork and providing more direct instruction,

Providing a variety of learning tasks,.
- Supervising seatwork activities more closely.

Praising students for approprIate-behavior. -M-any studies have demonstrated
that teacher praise provided to students who

are working diligently on their

assignments served to increase student engagement. This technique was found
to

work even more effectively when it was combined with ignoring off-task
behavior. Later studies found that the positive effects of
this technique also
spilled over to students...seated adjacent to the target students.
Unfortunately,
this technique is frequently overlooked because of its simplicity.

But the point

remains that it

'has

been found to be one of the most effective techniques for

increasing student engagment. In addition, many other studies 'have been
con-

ducted that demor.strate that point systems are very effective devices for
increasing student engagement.

Being "withit". As discussed above, teachers who are more "withit"
have
classrooms whose students are on-task a greater proportion of
the time and Inis-

behave less often. Being "withit" means that you have "eyes in the
back of your
head" and communicate to your students that
you are aware of what each stu-

dent is doing. A "withit" teacher deals with off-task
student behavior with correct targeting and timing. A positive form of "withitness" is to be aware of
stu-

dents who are actively engaged with the task, and praise those
students. Studies
have shown that teachers have been able to successfully increase
student task
engagement rates by regularly scanning their classrooms
(e.g., once every five
minutes), identifying those students who are on-task, and then providing
some

kind of reinforcement to those students.
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- 13 Doing more groupwork. Studies have shown that students generally pay more

attention during teacher-led group activities, compared to independent seatwork

activities. We believe that the major reason for this increased student engagement is that more direct instruction is usually provided during teacher-led group

activities. In our study we found that any given student was on-task an average
of 9S%__of___the_time- when- direct-instruction-vas-being pro-videdeither-speci f ic-

ally to that student, to another student in the group, or to the group as a
whole. On the other hand, when no direct instruction was being provided to the

student or group including the student, s/he was engaged about 58% of the time

on the average. Another way of -looking at this, students were 8 times more

likely to be off-task when no direct instruction was being provided, compared
to their off-task behavior when there was direct instruction.

Direct instruction

includes teacher feedback, questioning, explaining, and structuring/directing.
More will be said about direct instruction in a later section.

Studies have indicated that 30 to 40% of the time is typically devoted to
teacher-led group activities at the elementary level, and about 60. to 70% of the
time is spentin independent seatwork activities. Thus, one way to increase. stu-

dent attention is to schedule more group activities and therefore less independent seatwork. If you do more group activities, you will automatically increase

the amount of direct instruction that you provide. This will result in increased
student attention and, in the long run, greater gains in academic achievement.

A concrete way to go about increasing the number of group activities is to
consider one activity per day that you have scheduled for seatwork (e.g., a language arts or math worksheet).

Then, think of a practical way to convert that

watwork content into a group activity. Ilv doing just one morn group activity
per day (and ono less seatwork activity), we have estimated that total engagement time per student would increase by about 21 hours over the course of
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- 14 school year--that's just for one more 20-minute teacher-led group activity per
day.

Several caveats are in order here:

First, increasing groupwork does not im-

ply that seatwork should be excluded. Students obviously do need time to work
by themselves at their own pace during certain stages of learning. Second, stu,

dent skill levels must be taken into account in groupwork. If the students_in the

group are too divergent in their skill levels, doing an activity in one large group

may be counterproductive, and it may he best to group students. according to
ability and ,Instruct them in a group, while students who could not profit from

this type of instruction are assigned seatwork. Third, it is worthwhile to consider the reasons why students are off-task more often during seatwork. Part. of
t

their inattention can be attributed to the nature of teacher supervision of seatwork. (More will be said about this in a later section.) A more important reason
may be that the tasks required during seatwork may not be very interesting to
students .or instructions are unclear.

Much seatwork at the elementary level

consists of worksheet or workbook activities. In effect, this format requires
that students do a great deal of "pencil pushing ". It may be worthwhile to consider other kinds of independent seatwork formats besides worksheets.

Providing a variety of learning tasks.
lesson

is

More variety of activities during

a

associated with higher student engagement rates and achievement

gains, according to the results of classroom observational research.

If there is

little variety in classroom learning tasks, student., will find ways to introduce
variety themselves--often this will be in the form of off-task behavior. The old

adage, "variety is the spice of life," applies to learning as well.

In light of the

above discussion, one simple way to introduce variety is by alternating group

and seatwork activities. In our study we observed a teacher who did not do this.

- 15 She typically scheduled entire mornings with mostly seatwork activities and the
afternoons were devoted primarily to groupwork. Predictably, we observed a lot

of off-task behavior in the mornings. By simply alternating seatwork and groupwork throughout the day, this teacher could have substantially increased student
engagement time.

Furthermore, studies have shown that student engagement is higher during

a

seatwork activity which immediately follows a group activity, than it isduring a

seatwork activity which follows a previous seatwork activity...

Other ways to increase variety can be achieved after careful consideration
of the types of tasks that students are expected to perform--i.e., the content of
the tasks and the kinds of responses students are required to make. Think about

varying from task to task the sensory modalities used (i.e., seeing, hearing,
smelling, touching, tasting) and the kinesthetic requirements.

Supervising seatwork activites more closely. Studies have shown that stu-

dent attention is higher during seatwork when there is more active supervision:
Active supervision means that the teacher circulates among the class, monitoring the progress of student work, occasionally providing encouragement and spe-.
cific feedback to students, and providing assistance to students when needed.

If you are working with another group at the time, you can position yourself

so that you can keep an eye on the students in seatwork.

Kounin identified a

teacher behavior that he termed, "overlapping", which refers to teacher mani-

festation of attention to more than one student or activity at the same time.
For example, uppose you are working with a small reading group and you notice

that Cindy (in seatwork) has just gone off-task. Without interrupting your small

group, you look up and quickly praise Cindy's neighbor Mary for paying attention. Then if you note that Cindy has returned to task, She could he praised.

'>t

the same ti:nc', you have not disrupted the flow of your reading group. Or sup-
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- 16 pose that Edward (also in seatwork) comes to you for help while you are conducting the reading group.

You briefly assist Edward, while at the same time

keeping the reading group going. These are examples of teacher "overlapping".

Teachers who "overlap" more often have classrooms with higher student task
involvement.
Thus, wt en the

class isdr)ing seatwork, you can actively supervise by

circulating and monitoring. If part of the class is doing seatwork and the remainder are in a group you are leading, you can actively supervise by "overlapping". Obviously, you don't want to overdo active supervision to the extent that

it disrupts student attention to task or makes students feel nervous about being
observed. On the other. hand, if students know they're not being closely supervised during seatwork, they are more likely to be off-task.

Let them know that

you are aware of what they're doing and that you're trying to help them learn.
This will help increase student attention during seatwork.
Summary.

There are at least five things you can do to increase student

attention:
- Praising students for appropriate behavior,

- Being "withit",

41

- Doing more group and less seatwork activities,

Providing a variety of learning tasks,
- Supervising seatwork activities more closely.
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PROVIDE MORE DIRECT ACADEMIC. INSTRUCTION

We have defined 'direct academic instruction' as interaction with students
on the substance or directions of an academic task. Research studies have found

that more direct instruction in academic content areas is associated Alin greater student achievement gains in those academic areas.

Teachers who engage

more direct academic instruction tend to lead more group activities, as discussed above., although direct academic instruction can also occur in seatwork

settings with individdal students. Direct academic instruction includes:
- Feedback,

- Questioning,

- Explaining/modeling,

- Structuring/directing,
Academic feedback. Thl., occurs whenever the student is informe6 of the

correctness or incorrectness of his/her response(s) on the substance of an aca-

demic task. Note that, while the teacher is often the source, feedback to a student can also come from the learning materials themselves, a peer, an aide, or

an instructional device such as a computer. Research has generally indicated
that more academic feedback is associated with greater gains in achievement.

Obviously, feedback is important, for without it, how would students know
that they have correctly learned?

Also important is the timing of feedback.

Studies have shown that the more immediately feedback is given, the more rapidly learning occurs. Immediate feedback is particularly crucial when students

are initially learning to do a completely new task.
Feedback is basically either positive or negative. Examples of positive feed-

back are "That's right.", "Yes.", "Good.", "Correct.", "You got them all right!".
etc.

Positive feedback

is

especially important with low-achieving, disadvan-
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taged, and mildly handicapped children, as well as students from low socioeconomic backgrounds (low SES).

Examples of negative feedback are "No.", "That's

not right.", "Wrong.", "Try again.", "You missed three problems on the assignment.", etc. Negative feedback should be minimized with low-achieving, disari.
vantaged, mildly handicapped, and low SES students. On the other hand, studies
seem to indicates---tha-t high-achiev-ing-students tend to be more tolerant of-nega-

tive feedback, and if used judiciously, it can enhance academic achievement.
A common saying is that we learn from our mistakes. Students need to know

when they have made errors. Therefore, some negative feedback is necessary.
However, it is very important that the student does not feel demeaned or criti-

cized as a person when negative feedback is given. Consider these two contrasting examples of negative feedback:
"Wrong again.

try!"

You really oughta try harder. You can't learn if you don't

"Let's do this problem again togther. I'll give you. some hints as we work
through it. O.K.?"
The first instance connotes blame or criticism of the student, whereas the
second example indicates a teacher willingness to help the student learn. Again,
research

indicates that

teacher criticism

is

negatively related to student

achievement.

There used to be a TV commercial for aspirin that showed an irritated and

frustrated person with a headache saying, "Please!

I'd rather do it myself!"

Likewise, students need the opportunity to self-correct their errors or mistakes.

In other words, they often want a chance to try to figure out and correct their
.nistakes themselves. This brings up two points: 1) Telling a student the right or

correct answer immediately after an incorrect response may not be as effective

in promoting learning as first giving the student an opportunity to self-correct
the error. Giving a prompt

following an incorrect response may be necessary

- 19 if the student is having some difficulty. The key point is that we don't want to

overly frustrate a student, but at the same time we do want to give her/him

opportunity to self-correct his/her errors. 2) Overdoing negative feedback

an

can

result in lowering of student motivation arid self-esteem. Thus, if a student is
making many different kinds of errors on a learning task, the teacher should
ask, "Is this learning task too hard or too advanced for this particular student's

skill level?" When there are many student: errors on a learning task, the best
strategy may be to show the student the correct answer and how to obtain it,
and then plan subsequent learning activities which ameliorate those particular
problems, should they persist. Then, provide positive feedback on correct student responses.

Academic questioning.

Another type of direct instruction is soliciting stu-

dent verbal responses during a discussion or recitation activity.

Studies have

indicated that students were more attentive when they were not sure who was
going to be called on next to answer. When teachers addressed students in some
predetermined manner (e.g., going down the row or around the circle), students

tended to be less attentive. Thus, asking questions which are group - focused and

then randomly calling on students helps to maintain student attention during

a

recitation or discussion.
Classroom studies have shown that, when teachers ask more low-level questions ,which are directly related to academic content, their students tend to

make greater gains in academic achievement.

Low-level questions are usually

convergentthere is a right answer. They often involve recall ofrfactual information or sequence of events, giving definitions, making discriminations or ob-

servations, giving or identifying examples of concepts, explaining simple cause

and effect, etc.

- 20 Another good reason for conducting some group discussion or recitation in
academic subjects is that it provides a change of pace from the worksheet and

workbook activities frequently done in independent seatwork- -i.e., student response modalities are varied from reading and writing to listening and speaking.
Also, by listening to students respond you can directly monitor student progress
and provide immediate feedback.
Academic explaining/modeling.

Another component of direct academic in-

struction is explaining/modeling, which includes statements dealing with the

content (e.g.,lecturing) and demonstrations of skills. In our study we found that,

when teachers spent several minutes or more giving a planned explanation or
demonstration during an activity (usually at the beginning), students were about

five times less likely to perform poorly on the task than when little or no planned explanation was given.

Verbal explanations of the substance of a task are

especially important for mildly handicapped and disadvantaged students whose
reading comprehension is poor.

Some studies have demonstrated that student reading accuracy is increased
when the .teacher reads the passage aloud before the students are asked to read

the passage. Other studies have identified teacher clarity as being postively related to academic achievement.

Thus, cle'ar explanations or demonstrations

which deal with academic substance are important. Obviously, to use your time
efficiently, planned explanations or demonstrations should be given to the whole
group, rather than repeatedly to individual students.

Even for certain kinds of independent seatwork activities, some explanation
or modeling seems to .nake a difference. At the beginning of the seatwork ac-

tivity, you can e,:plain and/or demonstrate to the group how to do the first
problem or two. Then, you can ask the students to try the next one or so, giv-

ing feedback to the group. Finally, students can do the remainder of the assign-
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- 21 ment on their own. This strategy is more likely to result in greater student task

success than if you give directions only (e.g., "Turn to page 21 of your math
book. Answer the first 10 questions. Write your answers on a separate piece of
paper.").

In contrast to explanations and demonstrations planned ahead of time,
one
large study found that explanation based on immediate student need was negatively related to achievement in regular elementary classrooms. That is, giving
more explanations in response to immediate student diffidulties or misunderstandings of the task is associated with less academic growth. This implies that

initial explanations were possibly unclear or absent, or that the task was too

difficult for students to begin with.. If you frequently find yourself repeatedly
giving explanations to individual students who are" experiencing difficulties with

an assignment, this should tell you that something's not right.
.

Perhaps the di-

rections for the task were unclear, the initial explanation was inadequate, or
the task is simply too hard in its present form.
On the other hand, these research results do not imply that you should not
help students who experience diff:culties with a learning task. But the findings
do suggest that, when explanations

based on immediate student needs are mini-

mized, long-term student achievement tends to be higher.

Academic structuring /directing. Structuring/directing is similar to academic
explaining/modeling.

Struc

ing/directing occurs when the goals or objectives

of a task are discussed, or the procedures to be followed in the task are given,
whereas academic explanations Or 'demonstrations deal with the content of the

lesson itself.

Research has shown that more structuring/directing is associated

with greater academic achievement.

Teacher structuring/directing of seatwork activities was found in our study

to be particularly important for minimizing low task success of mildly handi-
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- 22 capped students.

Since these students' reading skills are of ten poor, they are

more likely to understand how they are to do an assignment if the teacher tells
them the directions, rather than expecting them to read the directions.

Also, telling or 'reminding students of the purpose of a learning activity
helps them gain perspective on why they are to do it, other than being required

by the teacher or curriculum. As an example of structuring, a teacher might
say, "Learning how to spell words correctly is important so other people will be
Ole to read and understand what you write."
Summary.

More

direct instsuction is associated with greater students

achievement gains. Direct instruction includes academic:
Feedback,

- Questioning,

- Explaining/modeling,

- Structuring/directing.

Direct instruction of groups is also related to high levels of student attention, compared to student attention during independent seatwork.
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PROVIDE MORE OPPORTUNITIES FOk.STUDENT HIGH TASK success

One of the more important findings of a recent study was the positive relatitinship between student high task success on daily academic classroom activities and academid achieveineni.. Student high task success means that s/he com-

.

pletes a task making very few Or no errors (e.g., more than 80% correFt responses). The more activities that are completed with high success, the greater

the achievement gains. 'The converse is true as well: the more activities

in

which students perform very poorly (low 'task success), the less the achievement
gains. This should not be surprising, since task success on classroom activities is

simply a daily, task-by-task measure of achievement.. So it makes sense that, if
a student frequently perfprms, well on classropm academic tasks that are related

to content that is covered on an academic achievement test, we would expect
him/her to do well on the achievement test.

This finding is also consonant with the con..ept of'mastery learning'. The

idea of mastery learning is that a student should get an 'A' on the test of at.

tainment of,an instructional. objective before moving on to the.next objective. It
is

true that some students will 'master an instructional objective faster than'

.

others, but this does not mean that the slower students should be denied the
opportunity to master the objeCtive as 'well.

Of course, we don't expect,students to do all learning activities with high

,

task success. When they are in the initial stages of learning a new objective,
they will typically make mistake4 and perform with medium task success (Le.,
make some errors, but not all errors). As appropriate feedback is given, their
task performance should subsequently impr.ove on similar tasks until they per.

form consistently with high task success on that, instructional objective. If some

students often perform poorly on classrodm learning tasks, this should tell the
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teacher sonletInng:

the 1asks may ht

too hard for those stndenk. Another way

of saying this is that the discrepancy is too great between the skills and knowledge. required by the task Ind the present skills and knowledge of the students.
One of the alarming. findings in our study of mildly handicapped students was

that they were observed to experience low task success in about 10% of the
activities. That is, they did extremely poorly on about; 1 out of every 10 tasks.
On the other hand, normal students in another study were observed to experience low task success about 3% of the time (1 out of 33).

What can you do to increase high student task success and also decrease
low task success?

Obviously this is a hzrdequestion to answer; but research

findings suggest several things teachers do:

- Becoming more familiar with students' skills and knowledge,
- Increasing frequency of. classroom testing,

'- In Creasing direct instruction, especially planned explanations, demonstrations, structuring/directing and academic feedback to the group,

- increasing the number of acl. ,ties in which previously learned material is
reviewed;

This list is only suggestive, clearly incomplete, and there is a good deal of
overlap.

Becoming more familiar with your students' specific skills and knowledge.
Research has shown that teachers who know their students better hzive classrooms with greater achieVement gains.

Teacher awareness of specific student

skills and knowledge was measured in one study by having teachers

predict

ahead of time which items on an. achievement test that each student would

pass

or fail before they were given the test. This finding implies that teachers who
know their students better are also in a better position to select or create in-

structional materials that are well matched to student knowledge and skill levels.

Thus, their students are likely to more often experience high success
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- 25 classroom tasks and in the long run make greater gains in academic achievement.

Another source of information regarding specific student skills and knowledge is daily student worksheets. These worksheets provide up-to-date informa-

tion concerning the students' understanding of instructional content. By simply

reviewing patterns of correct and incorrect answers a teacher can 'obtain valuable information on specific
student's strengths and weaknesses.
.

This informa-

tion, in turn, can be used to develop lessons that students can successfully
complete.

Increasing frequency of testing. Studies have found that teachers who tested thei- students more often had students who experienced less low task success
and more high task success. Testing students need not take up a lot of time and

can serve two important functions: I) It provides feedback to students.on their
learning progress; and 2) It provides feedback to the teacher on student mastery

of instructional objectives. You don't need a lot of items on a test to find out
whether a student has mastered an objective. For example, if you construct

a

test of just 5 items which are representative of the content covered by the
objective and which are randomly selected, you can be pretty confident that

students who get 4 or 5 of the items completely correct have mastered the
objective. Of course, if you want to be more confident or you want to diagnose
specific student problems, then you can increase the number of items. However,

it doesn't take very many items to make a decision about student' mastery, if
the chances of student correctly guessing are low, and the items are representative of and randomly sampled from the content.
If intervals between tests are too long, then each test takes on more

"importance" to the students and they may become more anxious about testing.

On the other hand, if tests are given frequently and regularly, then'each test'
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- 26 becomes less "important"--i.e., if the students occasionally do not do well on a

test it is not such 'a big deal, since they know they have many more opportunities to demonstrate mastery.
It is also obvious that teachers who test their students regularly and .fre-

quently are more likely to be attuned to individual student skills and knowledge.
As

discussed above,

this

teacher awareness

is

related to overall student

achievement.

Furthermore, the very process of constructing a test (or selecting one from

the curriculum) makes us consider just what it is that we want our students to
learn- -i.e., what our instructional objectives are. Making up a test for an instructional objective ahead of time helps a teacher to plan and sequence learning activities appropriate for reaching that objective. Worksheet content can be
used effectively to develop highly appropriate tests of student progress.

Increasing direct instruction. This topic was covered in an earlier section in
some detail, but bears repeating here. In our study we found that more direct
instruction was associated with less student low task success. In particular, stu-

dents were two to three times less likely to perform poorly on a task when
teachers gave some verbal directions, planned explanation or demonstration and
academic feedback to the grou_p_.

If the activity was mostly independent seat-

work, these three types of direct instruction usually occurred during the beginning of the lesson and lasted several minutes.
Increasing review lessons.

In a review lesson students practice using skills

and knowledge related to instructional objectives they have already mastered.
Since they have mastered the objective and if they have not forgotten, they

will usually perform the task with high task success. This is a straightforward
way of increasing the aniount, of high task success in your classroom. It appears

that "over learning" of materials is 'important for long term academic achieve,
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- 27 ment. Obviously, review lessons should not be bunched up, tout rather spaced at

regular intervals over time.

With mildly handicapped students, regular review

seems to be particularly important, since they may he more prone to forgetting
what they have learned.
One, simple way to do a review lesson is to take an old test, and instead of

considering it as a test, have the students do it as a review activity. Also, if
you discover that some students have indeed forgotten, then you can plan some

refresher activities for them. Since it is not practical to regularly review all
material previously covered, you will need to decide which instructional objectives are most important and focus on those in your review, lessons,
Summary.

Students who more frequently experience high task' success on

daily classroom activities make greater gains in long term academic achievement,

Things teachers can do to increase student high task success include:

- Becoming more familiar with students' skills and knowledge,
- Increasing frequency of classroom testing,

- Increasing direct instruction, especially planned explanations, demonstrations, structuring/directing and academic feedback to the group,

- Increasing the number of activities in which previously learned material is
reviewed.
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SUMMARY
Studies "'have shown

'

that academic learning

time

is

important determinants of student academic achievement.

one

of

the

most

Academic learning

time (ALT)-includes the amount of time: 1) allocated to academic content areas,
2) students are engaged in academic tasks, and 3) students experience high
success on those tasks.

Based on

the results of research studies, teaching

strategieS fcr increasing student achievement were recommended:

TO SPEND MORE TIME ON ACADEMIC SUBJECTS:

- Reduce transition time between activities,
- Decrease student misbehavior an

time spent diSciplining,

- Decrease student wait time, dun g activities,

- Increase the amount of time sc eduled for academic content areas.

TO EVOKE MORE STUDENT ATTENTION TO ACADEMIC TASKS:

- Praise students for appropriate behavior,

- Be "withit",
- Do more groupwork and provide more direct academic instruction,

- Provide a variety of academic learning tasks,
- Supervise academic seatwork activities more closely.

TO PROVIDE MOC,E DIRECT ACADEMIC INSTRUCTION:
- Increase academic feedback (especially positive feedback),

- Increase academic questions (especially low-level, convergent questions),
- Increase

idemic explanations and demonstrations,

- Increase academic structuring/directions.
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TO PROVIDE MORE OPPORTUNITIES FOR STUDENT HIGH TASK SUCCESS:

- Become more familiar with students' skills and knowledge,
- Increase frequency and regularity of classroom testing,

- Increase direct instruction (especially academic explanations, demonstrations, structuring/directions and feedback .to the group),
- Increase the number of activities in which previously learned material is
reviewed.

